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THE BIG PICTURE

Two-time F1 World Champion Jim Clark was famous 
for his smooth driving style, and for always saving the 
car. Just occasionally, however, when driving a racing 
car as dominant as the Lotus 49, the ‘Flying Scot’ would 
play for the photographers, who all adored him. 

In this image from the LAT archives, shot during 
the 1967 British GP at Silverstone, Clark powerslides 
through Copse Corner en route to victory – taking the 
Lotus to the kind of dramatic angles of opposite lock 
he managed in the the Aston Martin DB4GT Zagato 
‘2 VEV’ at Goodwood, although on that occasion it 
was out of frustration with the Aston’s poor handling, 
which was no match for the Ferrari 250GTOs. 

Look out for our Clark celebration, starting on p118 
with Julian Balme’s pilgrimage to his Borders home. MW
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R
egrets. I’ve had a few… Actually, 
that’s not strictly true: my greatest 
pang is something I couldn’t have 

done anything about, because it happened 
before my time, and that’s missing out on 
the best years of top-level motorsport. The 
cars, the liveries, the teams and the drivers 
of today can’t hold a candle to the charisma 
of the past. It goes a long way to explaining 
the ever-growing popularity of historics.

Through the brilliance of evocative 
events such as the Goodwood Revival, 
Grand Prix de Monaco Historique (p14) 
and the Monterey Motorsports Reunion 
I’ve been lucky enough to be able to see 
heroes such as Moss, Brooks, Brabham, 
Salvadori, Surtees, Gurney and Hill (Phil)
in action, but viewings of the one driver
I really longed to see live, Jimmy Clark,
have been restricted to YouTube clips of
shaky on-board footage shot by a camera
strapped to his Lotus 25. Even that is
enough to see a master at work, his
smooth, unflustered style almost mesmeric
as the little Lotus flows with the racetrack.
And isn’t it extra-special that the man was
valued as much as the racer?

No wonder he was such a loss for those
fortunate to have born witness to his skill.
One of those was C&SC ’s Julian Balme,

and as part of this
month’s Jim Clark
special, custodian
Gregor Fisken was
kind enough to
lend us Jimmy’s
old car for an
emotional return
to Duns, 50 years
after he was taken
far, far too soon.

Welcome

156

118ALASTAIR CLEMENTS

Editor in chief, Classic & Sports Car

‘Most engineers would be happy 
to create one great car in their 
life; Chapman and his team were 
producing more than that a year’
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GP DE MONACO HISTORIQUE
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F
ifteen years after losing
out in the Monaco
round of the Formula
3000 Championship in
embarrassing circum-

stances, Björn Wirdheim went
some way to making amends by
winning the race for 1966-’72
Formula One cars at the Grand
Prix de Monaco Historique from
11-13 May. On the final lap in 2003,
the Swede – who still went on to
win the title that year – slowed to
wave at his pit crew and was pipped
on the line by Nicolas Kiesa.

There was no such disappoint-
ment this year, as Wirdheim
managed to withstand the race-
long efforts of Stuart Hall to take
his ex-Ronnie Peterson March 711
to the chequer a mere 0.389 secs
clear of Hall’s McLaren M19A.

It was the closest finish from
a seven-race programme that
concentrated heavily on Formula
One as the biennial event returned
to the famous street circuit. The
exclusion of grids for Formula
Junior and Formula Three – both
of which have been famous support
acts for the Grand Prix through the
decades – was a shame for many,
but nonetheless there was a superb
line-up of F1 machinery.

The 3-litre brigade was split into
a trio of separate races according to
age. Wirdheim topped the oldest of
them, while the 1973-’76 grid put
on another humdinger. In wet
conditions, Hall – this time aboard
an ex-Peter Revson McLaren M23
– led away from the rolling start,
followed by Michael Lyons (M26)
and former Formula One driver
Alex Caffi (Ensign N176).

Despite the fact that Hall had
been on pole position by two
seconds, Lyons was on supreme
form, and when Hall placed his car

F1 TO THE 
FORE AT
MONACO

in the middle of the road on the
approach to the chicane, he took
the opportunity to slip through the
narrow gap down the outside. Caffi
then got past Hall and set about
applying pressure to Lyons, but it
was Caffi who blinked first, clip-
ping the chicane and being forced
to retire. An elated Lyons was left
to take a comfortable victory.

Martin O’Connell won the
1977-’80 contest after never being
seriously troubled in his ATS D4,
much of the entertainment being
provided by the Arrows pair of
Jordon Grogor and Nicky
Pastorelli as they charged through
the field. Grogor took third
behind Nick Padmore’s Shadow
DN9, after Pastorelli went straight
on at Sainte-Dévote.

Perhaps the most sonorous
contest of the weekend was that
between Andy Middlehurst and Joe
Colasacco for 1961-’65 honours.
Middlehurst sorted mechanical
problems with his Lotus 25 in time
for the race – thanks to the presence
of legendary Team Lotus mechanic
Bob Dance – and led away from
pole. Colasacco’s Ferrari 1512 was
never far behind, though, the Ital-
ian car’s fabulous 12-cylinder
exhaust note reverberating off the
buildings as he tried to find a way
past. Middlehurst hung on by just
0.608 seconds after both drivers
had done well to negotiate all of
the backmarkers.

There was a muddled start to the
race for 1949-’60 front-engined
Grand Prix and Formula Two cars.
Pole-sitter Padmore dropped the
clutch in his Lotus 16 as the final
red light came on and Julian Bron-
son (Scarab) went with him. Only
eventual winner Tony Wood (Tec-
Mec Maserati) waited for the lights
to actually go out, and while the 

Cars with real character – plus a few
famous faces – tussled for glory in the 
Principality’s biennial historic races 
WORDS JAMES PAGE  PHOTOGRAPHY JAMES MANN/ERIC SAWYER

The ‘tea tray’ March of

former F3000 champ

Björn Wirdheim holds off

the McLaren of Stuart Hall

during their epic duel
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Fifty-one years after it first
took to the streets ahead of
the Monaco Grand Prix, the
spectacular Lamborghini Marzal
was back in the Principality.
In 1967, alongside Princess
Grace, Prince Rainier III drove
the Marcello Gandini-styled
concept. Thanks to the efforts
of Lamborghini’s Polo Storico
division, their son, Albert II, was
able to follow in their wheeltracks.
The four-seater Marzal – which
made its debut at the ’67 Geneva
Salon, a few weeks before its
Monaco appearance – was joined
on track this year by an example of 
the car it inspired: the Espada. 

RETURN OF

THE MARZAL

O’Connell’s ATS took

victory in the 1977-’80

F1 race, while (above)

Bronson and Padmore

jumped the start to lead

the front-engined brigade



other two put on a good show up
front – with Padmore finally
nipping past Bronson at Rascasse –
both of them were subsequently
given drive-through penalties for
jumping the start.

The worst of the weather struck
during the race for front-engined
sports-racers, which was initially
planned to be for 1952 machinery
in honour of that year’s Monaco
Grand Prix being held for sports
cars. In the end, its scope was
broadened to include 1952-’57
cars, and Chris Ward claimed by far
the weekend’s most comfortable
victory. The British ace took the
chequered flag in JD Classics’
Cooper-Jaguar, 34 seconds clear of
Ben Short’s Lister-Maserati.

There was an ERA one-two in
the 10-lapper for pre-war Grand
Prix cars and voiturettes. Paddins
Dowling took charge of R5B and,
when the lights went out, nipped
ahead of Michael Gans in the
ex-Dick Seaman R1B. Nick Topliss
jumped the start in R4A and served
a drive-through penalty, Anthony
Sinopoli being classified third in
his Maserati 6CM/4CM.

Holding a race meeting in
Monte-Carlo pretty much guaran-
tees that there should be plenty of
Grand Prix glamour on hand, and

the Formula One parade included
the likes of Mika Häkkinen and
Eddie Irvine – who went head-
to-head for the 1999 World
Championship – both driving
McLarens, and they were joined by
Riccardo Patrese, Emanuele Pirro,
John Watson, Karun Chandhok,
Mark Blundell and Thierry Bout-
sen, who somehow doesn’t look any
older than he did in 1990. One
particularly evocative sight was
Josh Hill – whose grandfather
Graham won five times at Monaco
– at the wheel of a Lotus 49B and
sporting his family’s famous blue-
and-white helmet design.

Derek Bell was delighted to be
part of the parade celebrating 70
years of Porsche, and took the
wheel of the ex-Dan Gurney, 1962
French Grand Prix-winning 804.
With the flat-eight not doing much
below 5000rpm, and the change
down into first gear requiring a
long throw of the lever, negotiating
the street circuit was a challenge,
but Bell revelled in being on-track
with former teammate Jacky Ickx.

The Belgian driver was piloting
the Porsche 936/81 in which the
two endurance legends won the
1981 Le Mans 24 Hours, while
fellow Porsche great Vic Elford 
joined them in a 911.

July 2018   Classic & Sports Car 17

What is it that makes racing
around the streets of Monaco so
special? If I knew, I’d bottle it and
sell it. Maybe it’s the unadulterated
motor-racing passion that our late,
much-missed friend and colleague
Henry Hope-Frost called “fever”,
which is shared by the spectators,
drivers and mechanics alike. I had
many a fine time in Monaco with
Henry and he often brought the
stories of the old racing battles
alive over a bottle or two with  
his humour and incredible
motorsport knowledge.

Maybe it’s the location – with
warm winds blowing off the azure
Mediterranean, oranges ripening in
the trees and the Alpes-Maritimes 
towering over the Principality,
their peaks shrouded in mist.

Or perhaps it’s the ghosts of
motor-racing heroes past – Chiron,
Fangio and Nuvolari – embedded
in the very fabric of the place,
and brought back to life for one
fabulous weekend every two years
at the unmissable Grand Prix de
Monaco Historique. James Mann

“I’VE BEEN TO 
EVERY ONE
SINCE 1997!”

From top: Michael Lyons

splashes through the

harbour chicane en route

to victory; Chris Ward’s

Cooper-Jaguar dominated

the sports-car race;

Paddins Dowling in ex-Bira

ERA ‘Remus’ was the class 

of the pre-war field
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The Federation of Historic British
Vehicles Clubs’ annual Drive It
Day kicked off in fine style on 22
April with a huge gathering of
enthusiasts and machines for a
special Sunday Scramble at Bices-
ter Heritage, where a record 6000
people passed through the gates.

The former bomber station was
swamped by more than 1000 classic
and vintage vehicles, which flooded
the network of roads and spilled out
onto the expansive grass airfield. In
excess of 45 car clubs made the trip,
with one of the most impressive
displays coming courtesy of the
Jaguar Enthusiasts’ Club. ‘Green
Goddess’ fire engines drew plenty
of attention, as did a Lamborghini
LM002 that proved a particular
hit with younger visitors. 

On-site specialists got into the
spirit of the event, opening their
doors to the public and swelling the
number of display cars. Newly
arrived Porsche specialist Sports
Purpose (see p214), wowed visitors
with a Lancia Aurelia B20 ‘Outlaw’
plus a selection of 356s and 911s,
while 2010 and 2017 Mercedes
Formula One cars and a gathering
of other rare three-pointed stars
including a 450SEL 6.9, a 560SEC
and a 300SL ‘Gullwing’ impressed
at the recently opened Mercedes-
Benz Motorsport Centre.

Meanwhile, Kingsbury Racing
Shop showed off its restoration of a
Bentley Speed Six Saloon, which
benefited from a full mechanical
overhaul while at the same time
retaining its incredibly original

NEWS & EVENTS

DRIVE IT DAY DRAWS ECLECTIC MIX
interior and patinated paintwork.
Robert Glover’s brand-new show-
room in the Motor Transport Yard
was open to the public for the first
time, laying on a display of pre-war
Alfa Romeos and a stunning 1936
Lagonda LG45 (p251).

Bicester Heritage also welcomed
around 100 classics from Hagerty’s
Drive It Day Tour (p204), which
began at Jaguar Land Rover Classic
Works in Ryton-on-Dunsmore
before following a tulip-style road-
book during the 2½-hour drive to
the Oxfordshire airbase.

“Sunday’s Scramble was the best
yet – a fitting milestone for Bicester
Heritage’s fifth anniversary,” said
managing director Dan Geoghe-
gan. “Not only were we able to
welcome more than 6000 visitors 

Above: several ‘Green

Goddess’ fire engines

turned heads at Bicester

Below: this Lambo LM002

was another star of the 22

April Sunday Scramble  
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and some 1000 classic vehicles
to Bicester Heritage, but also the
latest new specialists. Best of all,
the atmosphere was both laid-back
and inclusive.”

Elsewhere in the country, thou-
sands of classics took to the roads
for Drive It Day, with several key
events also marking the anniversary
of the 1000 Mile Trial. More than
300 entrants took part in the Char-
ity Classic Vehicle Club’s Great
War Rally, its eighth Drive It Day
fundraiser. Crews left Sutton Hall,
Rochford at two-minute intervals,
following tulip-style notes through
the Essex countryside before arriv-
ing at Stow Maries Great War
Aerodrome, the 1916 home of B
Flight No 37 Squadron. In addition
to raising £5000 for charity, the run
attracted a wide variety of classics
including a 1949 Austin Atlantic
drophead and, one of the oldest to
take part, a 1913 Sunbeam 12-16. 

Sticking with the military theme,
the Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club UK
descended on the Imperial War
Museum at Duxford on 22 April,
with as many as 600 cars on show
ranging from the post-war years
right through to the latest Stelvio
SUV taking to the apron. A stand-
out display came courtesy of the
club’s 105/115 Giulia group, which
gathered no fewer than 50 exam-
ples including Frank St George’s
1300 TI saloon, Peter Vaughan’s

original 2000 GTV and Barrie
Watts’ S4 Spider. Ian Jephcott’s
painstakingly restored 2000 Berlina
was a real treat, too.

In addition to the many register
displays, attendees could enjoy
watching spirited flying demon-
strations from a Spitfire and a
Harvard, as well as Duxford’s resi-
dent De Havilland Dragon Rapide.

Further south, the Headcorn
Classic Car Meet held its second
annual gathering at Headcorn
Aerodrome, near Ashford in Kent.
The former WW2 site, which is
now privately owned and is home
to the Lashenden Air Warfare
Museum, played host to more than
100 classic and vintage vehicles.
These included a rakish Chevrolet
Biscayne and a smart Ford Consul
Classic, each finished in a similar
shade of red and representing
a similar design theme, albeit from 
opposite sides of the Atlantic.

Last month’s C&SC cover would
not have happened without the
help of Thruxton Motorsport
Centre, which kindly stepped in
at the last minute to provide the
perfect venue for our shoot.

Thruxton is 50 this year and
its anniversary celebrations
include Murray Walker and Nigel
Mansell opening a brand-new
Hospitality Centre – plus former
F1 driver Karun Chandhok in
Keke Rosberg’s Williams FW08C.

The complex, which includes
off-road and skidpan facilities
as well as the main track, also
hosts August’s British Superbike
Championship and Classic
Sports Car Club meet, and much
more: www.thruxtonracing.co.uk

Our thanks

to Thruxton

Clockwise from top: F40

in the sun at Bicester

Heritage; 1913 Sunbeam

was one of the oldest

Great War Rally entrants;

impressive turnout at

Duxford; Ford Consul at

Headcorn; Rolls-Royce and

‘Bullnose’ at Stow Maries

‘The Great War
Rally attracted
a wide range of
classics and raised
£5000 for charity’

CLASSICS TOUR EUROPE

Around 200 vehicles from the
Automobile Club du Luxembourg
toured the country’s Valley of
the Seven Castles on 10 May.
Standout cars included a Porsche
911 RS, a Goggomobil Glas Isard
700, a Czech Aero Minor and a
Fiat Dino 2400 coupé (above).

FESTIVAL IS A FAIR KOP

The Kop Hill Climb Festival
returns to the calendar on 15-16
September, marking the 10th
year since the event’s revival.
Expect an eclectic mix of cars
and ‘bikes from chain-driven
veterans to pre-1977 classics.
See www.kophillclimb.org.uk 
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NMM HOSTS FORD FRENZY

A huge 1787 Fords met at the
National Motor Museum for the
biggest-ever Simply Ford (6 May).
Escorts were out in force for the
model’s 50th, the People’s Choice
fittingly going to Martin and Rita
Lewis’ fine ’79 RS2000 (above). 

LUTON OPENS ITS DOORS

Vauxhall is opening its Luton
Heritage Centre to the public on
10 June, to celebrate the factory
museum’s 25th anniversary.
Admission is free and the centre
will be open from 10am-4pm.
The event coincides with the
Luton Festival of Transport. 

BRM V16 roars into life
The National Motor Museum’s
BRM V16 has been started in
public for the first time since its
restoration. Visitors to the Beaulieu
Spring Autojumble on 19 May
were the first since 2014 to hear the
supercharged 1.5-litre V16 roar.

The ex-Reg Parnell and Juan
Manuel Fangio car had a full engine
rebuild at Hall & Hall, following
intervention from the Goodwood
Revival Beneficiary Charity, which

Neil Cooke and his father drove
a 1923 Stoneleigh Chummy to
the top of Bushcombe Hill, Glos
on 22 April, recreating a long-
forgotten spectacle from one
of the world’s oldest motoring 
events, the Colmore Trial.

It’s one of just three
Chummys thought to survive,
and is powered by a 9hp 1050cc
V-twin engine derived from a
radial aircraft engine jointly
designed by Armstrong Siddeley
and Hotchkiss. Happily, the
Stoneleigh cleared the summit 
without difficulty. 

HISTORY

REPEATING

helped the BRM Preservation
Appeal reach its £50k target. The
engine’s pistons were saved and
made into timepieces, which will be
sold to help offset costs.

“During strip-down, we found
evidence to confirm that this is the
original engine, making it the first-
ever V16 BRM engine – racing
chassis number one,” said National
Motor Museum manager and chief 
engineer Douglas Hill.

NEWS & EVENTS

It was a busy weekend at the Spa-
Classic from 18-20 May, with 300
cars competing in seven series.

Group C cars thrilled in two
45-minute races. Winning the first
was Steve Tandy in a Spice SE90C,
from a battle in which the Porsche
962C of Ivan Vercoutere and Ralf
Kelleners finished just a second
ahead of Michael Lyons’ Gebhardt.
The second was a 962C 1-2, with
Michel Lecourt/Raymond Narac
ahead of Vercoutere/Kelleners.

The Greatest’s Trophy included
a brace of Bizzarrinis, a Porsche

group and for a dominant Christian
Traber (BMW 3.0 CSL) in the
Heritage Touring Cup.

Cobras locked out the podium in
the 120-minute Sixties’ Endurance
race from a huge 72-car field:
Christophe Van Riet led home
Monteverde/Gary Pearson, from
Philipp Oettli in third.

There was also the maiden 2.0L
Cup race, a 90-minute, two-driver
contest for pre-’66 Porsche 911s.
Andrew Smith and Oliver Bryant
finished over 40 secs clear of David 
Huxley and Nigel Greensall. 

Wild Group Cs hit Spa-Classic
RSK 718-60 Spyder and an Osca
2000S. Carlos Monteverde won
from pole in race one in a Light-
weight E-type, less than a second
ahead of the Vincent Gaye-driven
Ferrari 275GTB/C. But it was all
change in race two, Gaye winning
by 26.4 secs from Monteverde.

Philipp Bruehwiler’s Chevron
was top in the first Classic Endur-
ance Racing contest, with Marc
Devis in a TOJ SC 303 taking top
honours in race two. And it was two
wins out of two for Matthew Watts
(March 772) in the Euro F2 Classic 

Clockwise from main:

Meins in the Jaguar XJR-8;

crowds flooded to Spa;

Cobras into the night in the

Sixties’ Endurance race

FIVA’S RALLY HEADS TO UK

The 450-mile World Rally comes
to mid-Wales from 28 August-
1 September. The £1375 entry
fee covers all meals, five nights’
accommodation, plus a trip on
the Vale of Rheidol Railway.
See sceniccartoursuk.co.uk/
events/fivaworldrally2018/

VAUXHALL VIVA 50TH BASH

Celebrate the half-century of the
Viva GT at the All Vauxhall Rally,
Market Harborough Showground
on 14-15 July. All HB models are
welcome and weekend camping is
available. E-mail Guy (vivaman
@talktalk.net) or Marcus
(marcuscooper888@gmail.com).
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BOND ASTON UP FOR GRABS

The ’65 Aston Martin DB5 driven
by Pierce Brosnan in Goldeneye
will be offered at Bonhams’
Festival of Speed auction on 13
July. It’s estimated at £1.2-1.6m
and will go on display at
Englefield House, Reading, on
2 June. See www.bonhams.com

IN PRAISE OF THE MUNDANE

Hagerty’s Festival of the
Unexceptional returns to Stowe
House on 14 July, gathering a
remarkable selection of ordinary
– yet in some cases very rare –
classics from 1966 to 1990. See
www.unexceptionalcars.co.uk

MOTORS AT EASTBOURNE

On 5-6 May, more than 900
classics hit Eastbourne’s seafront
to mark 15 years of Marvellous
Magnificent Motors. A cavalcade
included a 1936 Ford Model 68
Phaeton, a 1968 Mustang and a
’30 Nash Ambassador. The oldest
car was a 1909 Brush Runabout. 

OAKAMOOR HILL CLIMB

As many as 100 veteran, vintage
and classic vehicles from 1900 to
1975 are expected at Oakamoor
Park on 14 July, for the Oakamoor
Hill Climb. Entry costs £2.50 per
person, with all proceeds going
to Staffordshire Clubs for Young
People. See oakamoorhillclimb.org

On 30 April 1948, what would
become known as the ‘Series One’
was revealed to the public at the
Amsterdam Motor Show; 70 years
on, Land Rover kicked off a series
of events to celebrate this landmark
by opening the doors to its Classic
Works in Ryton-on-Dunsmore.

The day began with a road
convoy, with invited guests given
the opportunity to select the keys to
examples from the marque’s history
and make their way to Ryton from
the famous Lode Lane site.

The route passed through the
Packington Estate – home to some
of the earliest testing carried out by

Tim Slessor, a member of the
1955 London to Singapore ‘First
Overland’ team, extolled the
virtues of choosing a pair of Station
Wagons for the epic trip, while
Nick Wilks, son of former Rover
Company managing director
Spencer, took an interest in pre-
production number seven, which
inspired the event’s birthday cake.

With the day ending in the film-
ing of an ‘as live’ production using
the first example, HUE 166, as the
centrepiece, there’s little doubt that
JLR is proud of its seven decades at
the forefront of off-road vehicle 
production, and rightly so. 

Land-Rover celebrates 70th

Two routes for veterans
For the first time in its 122-year
history, the London to Brighton
Veteran Car Run, this year on
4 November, will take two routes
out of the capital to ease congestion
and bring the event to more people.

The traditional journey from
Hyde Park to Parliament Square
remains, and half of the pre-1905
field will continue on the well-

The Cheshire Lotus Owners’
Group paid tribute to C&SC’s
David Evans at the Gawsworth
Hall Classic Rally: the Car of the
Show gong was also in his name.
Owners attached a message to
their cars’ windscreens: ‘David
was a Cheshire lad and was a
great friend to the Cheshire
Lotus Owners’ Group as well as
to the Gawsworth Classic Car
Rally. He always made the effort 
to drive up here, for what he
always described as one of
his favourite events. He will  
be missed by many.’

GAWSWORTH

TRIBUTE

trodden path past Big Ben, over
Westminster Bridge, and through
Streatham and Thornton Heath.

The other half will pass West-
minster Abbey, then cross Lambeth
Bridge and continue towards Vaux-
hall, Tooting and Mitcham. The
two halves will converge near
Croydon, before following the 
usual route thereafter.

NEWS & EVENTS

Rover – before arriving at the Clas-
sic facility. Long-term employees,
celebrity guests and ambassadors
past and present – such as British
explorers Sir Ranulph Fiennes and
Ben Saunders – spoke about their 
Land-Rover love affairs.

Pre-production examples

01 and 07 take centre-

stage while other models

from the marque’s seven-

decade history assemble 

outside (below)
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GET BEHIND THE SCENES

Petersen Automotive Museum
has launched a ‘World Tour’
experience, offering a glimpse
into its 250-vehicle overspill
collection. Tours include Steve
McQueen’s XKSS, the Le Mans-
winning 1966 GT40 and a Bugatti
T46. See www.petersen.org/vault

A DECADE OF OLD FORDS

The British Motor Museum will
host the 10th Old Ford Rally – the
UK’s biggest gathering of classic
Fords – on 15 July. More than
400 cars will be on show, along
with commercials and tractors.
See britishmotormuseum.co.uk

STEAMING INTO KENT

Classics flooded to Chatham
Dockyard at Easter, marking 400
years since it became a Royal
Navy dockyard. Smallest was a
Lambretta Williams City. A T11
Gilbern prototype turned heads,
as did the Daimler hearse that
carried Princess Margaret’s body.

BROOKLANDS’ GOT TALENT

The Brooklands Museum has
been shortlisted for the Museum 
of the Year Award, following
radical development that
included the relocation and
restoration of its 1936 Bellman
Hangar. The winner, announced on 
5 July, will receive £100,000. 

The Veteran Car Club’s Creepy
Crawly Rally ran through the
country lanes of Bedfordshire and
Buckinghamshire over the wet
weekend of 27-29 April. Almost
100 veteran vehicles participated in
the 80-mile rally which, set over
two days, is the second-biggest
gathering of veteran cars of the year
– only November’s London to
Brighton car run is larger.

The run was based at the Cran-
field University campus and started
on Friday, with participants invited
into the university buildings where

on country lanes, spanners and
vice-grips in hand. World Land
Speed Record holder Andy Green
also took part and has vowed to
return next year after his loaned car
made it home to Cranfield.

The route again took drivers
along country roads for the final
day, with the addition of more hills
and better weather. Participants
passed Millbrook Proving Ground
and stopped at the country estate of
Wrest Park in Bedfordshire, a
French Baroque house built in the
1930s by the second Earl de Grey. 

Creeping and crawling around

Berkeley steals the show
The first of two annual Pistons at
the Park meets attracted around
150 vintage and classic cars to
Thremhall Park, Herts on 29 April,
including founders Simon and
Suzie Thorpe’s ’61 Ford Thunder-
bird convertible. The former Indy
500 pace car once carried Buzz
Aldrin around Goodwood.

Also getting a huge amount of
attention was the 1959 Berkeley in
which William Bazeley competed

in the 2016 Mongol Rally (above).
Found derelict in an Essex cabbage
patch, it was fitted with a 400cc
Honda Superdream engine before
the rally. It made it to Mongolia by
late August, but running repairs
meant it couldn’t continue across
the Gobi. Bazeley limped back to
Russia, purchased a Lada for £100
and strapped the Berkeley to the
roof, clearing the remaining 1500
miles of Siberia in just three days!

NEWS & EVENTS

engineering students pored over
the turn-of-the-century designs.
Owners also had the opportunity
to drive the remarkable Cranfield
race simulators, with many spirited
drivers suffering an ‘off’ around
a virtual Silverstone.

Saturday marked the start of the
run proper with a winding route
through picturesque villages out
towards the Rolls-Royce Enthusi-
asts’ Club HQ in Paulerspury.
Various vehicles had a ‘failure to
proceed’ moment during the return
trip, with cars and drivers stopped 

Around 400 cars and 2000 visitors
took to Stanborough Park for the
Herts Auto Show on 20 May, with
the oldest car, Harry Kirby’s 1904
Oldsmobile Model 6C Curved Dash
Runabout (below), proving one of
the biggest hits. Other highlights
included a 1955 Land-Rover Series
One 86in fire engine in Cranfield
College of Aeronautics livery, the
beautifully restored 1959 Hillman
Minx Series 3 of John Georgiou,
plus Brian Harvey’s 1964 Lotus
Cortina Mk1 – a car he has owned
since 1978 and which he uprated
in line with Pre-’65 Saloon Car
Championship regulations. 

OLDSMOBILE  

SHOWS UP

YOUNGSTERS

Left: around

100 crews took on

the 80-mile route.

Right: the veterans

pause at Wrest Park
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Federation

Drive It Day was again incredibly
successful and such a pleasure.
We started the day at Bicester
Heritage and the crowd was
certainly the largest I have seen
for a Sunday Scramble. Interest in
our facility with the Heritage Skills
Academy display was excellent –
it’s so positive for potential
apprentices and their families to
see where the training is delivered.

But Drive It Day is about
diversity, and it was great that the
Rootes Archive Centre Trust chose
that day for its official opening.
More than 100 Rootes vehicles
were on show including some neat
Commer lorries. The opening was

conducted by Lord Nicholas and
Rev William Rootes, and it was
fantastic to see three generations
of the Rootes family there.

Highlights included when
Professor Tony Stevens, a former
Rootes designer, presented a
portfolio of his designs for a
plastic vehicle that never made
production. The Ryton Plant
visitors’ book from WW2 was
also presented, which includes
the signatures of King George VI
and Gracie Fields. The formal
preservation of manufacturing
archives is a growing trend.
Congratulations to all involved!

In 2019, our traditional date
clashes with Easter, so Drive It Day
will be held on Sunday 28 April.

Smart Commer lorries graced the

Rootes Archive Centre Trust opening

DAVID WHALE

FBHVC CHAIRMAN
The FBHVC lobbies in Westminster and Brussels. 
Call Emma Balaam on 01708 223111, e-mail 
secretary@fbhvc.co.uk or see www.fbhvc.co.uk

update
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NEWS & EVENTS

C&SC is saddened to learn of the passing of founder and 
CEO of Brabus, Bodo Buschmann, following a short illness.

In autumn 1977, when he was a 22-year-old student, 
Buschmann established Brabus in Bottrop, Germany, 
transforming his enthusiasm for all things automotive into 
a business that four decades later has evolved into the world’s 
largest independent tuning company, dedicated from the 
very beginning to Mercedes-Benz.

It all began in a small workshop behind his parents’ car 
dealership and, through the 1980s, Buschmann’s team built 
a host of high-performance models, including the V8-engined 
190E, the W124-based ‘Hammer’ and a 300CE-based Brabus 
3.6. But perhaps most memorable were the 3.6 S Lightweight 
and 3.6-24 Lightweight 190s.

It was all about 12-cylinder power in the ’90s, with a V12 
W124 500E receiving the Brabus treatment in 1993, followed 
by the W210 E-Class three years later. The latter also scooped 
one of Brabus’ many World Records when, in 1996, it was 
crowned the world’s fastest saloon car with a maximum speed 
of 330kph (205mph). Its V12 station wagon sibling snatched 
the estate record a year later, clocking 320kph (199mph). 

There was also an aerodynamics record for a Brabus 190 in 
1985, due to its Cd value of 0.26. And today the firm continues
to release ‘world’s fastest’ Mercedes, with its founder 
Buschmann’s passion and ambition shining through.

Brabus has also established its own Classic service, 
dedicated to buying, restoring and selling classic and 
youngtimer Brabus and Mercedes-Benz models.

Obituaries
BODO BUSCHMANN 

27 August 1955-26 April 2018

Long-standing Rootes enthusiast, founder trustee of the 
Rootes Archive Centre and treasurer to the Association of 
Rootes Car Clubs Gordon Jarvis has died at the age of 72. 

After starting out as an apprentice at the Rootes Group, 
Jarvis dedicated his entire working life to the marque, 
working for the Rootes, Chrysler, Talbot and Peugeot 
brands. His spare time was devoted to Rootes, and he 
became a well-known face in both the classic car and 
motorsport worlds, while campaigning a variety of road and 
rally cars in the UK and on the Continent. He will be well 
remembered for his replica London to Sydney Hunter, and 
his RAC Rally appearances in his Sunbeam 1600Ti. 

Jarvis played an instrumental role in the early career of 
rally hero and 2001 World Rally Champion Richard Burns, 
after building and running the star’s Peugeot 205 GTI rally 
car. After Burns’ untimely death, Jarvis became a key 
member of the Richard Burns Foundation.  

Following a promising career as a cricketer 
with Gloucestershire County and war service 
in the Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers, Syd Lovesy began work at the 
Bristol Aeroplane Company’s Car Department 
in 1946. Starting as an automotive electrician 
and working on the Type 400, Lovesy went on 
to have a hand in every Bristol model built at 
Filton, and in later years became an invaluable 
resource for owners thanks to his intimate 
knowledge of each individual car and extensive 
archive of factory build sheets. 

The Bristol man remained fiercely loyal 
to the marque from its post-war beginnings 
through to its sad demise in 2011, and his 
devotion even led to him supporting the firm 
financially during its darkest days.  

GORDON JARVIS 

19 December 1945-10 May 2018

SYD LOVESY 

11 Nov 1919-11 April 2018

Buschmann’s firm had 

success with tuned Mercs 

such as the SEC (above), 

and his passion is evident 

in Brabus’ 2018 output
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JUNE
8-10 Grand Prix de L’Age d’Or
Long-running historic racing event.
Dijon-Prenois, France 00331 42
59 73 40; peterauto.peter.fr

9 Swedesport UK Volvo and Saab
fest at Beaulieu (also Simply VW
on 16, Simply Land Rover on 24)
01590 612345; www.beaulieu.co.uk

9-10 XK70 Jaguar Festival
The XK Club hopes to attract 700
XKs to Shelsley Walsh, Worcs
01584 781588; www.xk70.co.uk

9-10 Classic and Vintage
Commercial Vehicle Show At the
BMM, Gaydon 01926 641188;
www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk

10 Luton Festival of Transport
More than 1200 cars plus
autojumble, trade stands and more
07852 948868; www.cvpg.net

10 Vauxhall Heritage Open Day
With 75 cars from the marque’s 115
years. Luton, Beds www.vboa.org.uk

CLASSIC DIARY
15-17 Nürburgring Classic
Historic racing at the ’Ring. Nürburg,
Germany 0049 2691 302 630;
www.nuerburgring.de

16-17 Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone International Trophy
Comprehensive two-day meet at the
Northants circuit hscc.org.uk/
www.silverstone.co.uk

16-17 Bristol Classic Car Show
70-plus club stands, plus autojumble.
Shepton Mallet, Somerset 01507
529529; bristolclassiccarshows.com

17 Bromley Pageant of Motoring
One-dayer with more than 3000
classics. Bromley, Kent 01959
541444; bromleypageant.co.uk

17 Father’s Day Classic Show
Cars and ’bikes. Notts 01484
667776; www.classicshows.org

17 Classics in the Park Newly
expanded show at Raby Castle,
Co Durham 01697 451882;
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

THE C&SC SHOW IN ASSOCIATION 
WITH FLYWHEEL 23-24 JUNE
We’re having a party this month – and you’re all invited! Yes, your favourite 
classic car magazine has teamed up with the brilliant Flywheel Festival to 
host one of the summer’s premier events at Bicester Heritage. There will be 
a wealth of historic vehicles on the demonstration track, among them a 1926
Le Mans Bentley and 1959 Aston Martin DBR4, along with motorbikes and 
plenty of military vehicles. In the air, displays will include a WW1 dogfight 
plus the Spitfires and Lancaster of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight. 
We might be a bit biased, but this promises to be a fantastic weekend. 
08712 310847; www.classicandsportscarshow.com

CLASSIC DIARY

Pick of the month June 2018

22-24 Spa Summer Classic
Historic racing on the legendary 
circuit. Spa, Belgium 0032 87 66 
28 66; www.spasummerclassic.com

23-24 Grand Prix de Tours 18th 
running of this French retrospective 
in the beautiful Loire Valley 
www.grandprixdetours.com

30-1/7 Stars & Stripes Car Show
Over 1000 entries, from muscle cars 
to rods. Tatton Park 01507 529430; 
www.cheshireautopromotions.co.uk

30-1/7 Heveningham Hall Concours
50 beautiful classics gather at the 
Suffolk stately home 07414 271771; 
www.heveninghamconcours.com

JULY
1 Austin Seven Rally Held at 
Beaulieu (also Simply Jaguar on 8)
01590 612345; www.beaulieu.co.uk

1 Leighton Hall Classic Car & Bike 
Show 500-plus vehicles at Carnforth, 
Lancashire 01697 451882; 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

1 Peugeot Festival 2018 Concours, 
and hillclimb at Prescott Hill, Glos 
www.peugeotfestival.co.uk

4 Classics in the Walled Garden
Evening picnic, entrance from 4pm, 
on the lovely Luton Hoo estate
www.petermadden.co.uk

6-15 Pittsburgh Vintage Grand 
Prix Mammoth 10-day event in 
Pennsylvania, USA www.pvgp.org

7-8 Chateau Impney Hill Climb
At Droitwich Spa, Worcs 0845 017 
0637; chateauimpneyhillclimb.com

12-15 Goodwood Festival of Speed
Celebrates its 25th anniversary, so 
expect extra nostalgia. West Sussex 
01243 755055 www.goodwood.com

14 Festival of the Unexceptional
Fun show flips the concours concept. 
Stowe, Bucks 03333 231138; 
www.unexceptionalcars.co.uk

THE BROOKLANDS 
DOUBLE TWELVE
16-17 JUNE
Think of the Double Twelve as the 
essence of Brooklands condensed 
into one weekend and you won’t go 
far wrong: it features every type 
of motorsport associated with the 
historic venue and takes place on 
the anniversary of its first race in 
1907. Entrants can win an award by 
competing in two of the three main 
events – a speed trial, a driving test 
and a concours – and there’s also a 
separate hillclimb competition plus 
stalls, attractions and entertainment. 
01932 857381; 
www.brooklandsmuseum.com

LE MANS CLASSIC
6-8 JULY
Do you really need persuading why 
this one’s so special? Of course 
not, but we’ll tell you anyway… 
A motorsport spectacle like no 
other, this massive biennial 
retrospective features six groups 
of cars that each race three times 
around the famous Circuit de La 
Sarthe. This year brings the return 
of Group C cars, plus celebrations 
to mark the 40th anniversary 
of Alpine’s victory and the 70th 
birthday of Porsche’s sports cars. 
We’ll be there, and we heartily 
recommend that you join us!
0033 1 42 59 73 40; 
www.lemansclassic.com

All the shows, festivals, tours, meets and races that matter

Looking
ahead

For full event listings, visit 
www.classicandsportscar.com/calendar
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After race meetings across the UK
were held in near-freezing condi-
tions the previous weekend, the sun
finally made an appearance in
time for the Donington Historic
Festival from 4-6 May.

Wolfgang Friedrichs and Simon
Hadfield claimed Pre-’63 GT
victory after the latter had taken the
Aston Martin DB4GT past James
Cottingham’s Jaguar E-type and
the Cobra of Patrick Blakeney-
Edwards. Lukas Halusa had led
away from pole position, but was
forced to retire the fabulous Ferrari
250GT ‘Breadvan’, and when the
E-type of Jon Minshaw and Phil
Keen ran out of brakes, Hadfield
and Friedrichs were home and dry.

Blakeney-Edwards’ Nash failed
to catch the Alvis Firefly of Rüdiger
Friedrichs by just half a second in
the ‘Mad Jack’ Pre-War Sports
Cars race, the Frazer Nash special-
ist’s effort making it the closest
finish ever seen at the Festival.
Blakeney-Edwards was out again
in the RAC Woodcote Trophy,
winning alongside Fred Wakeman
in their Cooper-Jaguar.

Andy Wolfe and Steve Soper
shared U2TC spoils, taking a win
apiece in Lotus Cortinas, while
Michael Lyons (Lola T400) won 

both Derek Bell Trophy races.
Julian Thomas/Calum Lockie took
the Jaguar Classic Challenge in
their E-type; Gary and John Pear-
son were third, but won the GT &
Sports Car Cup in their similar car.

Chris Drake (Terrier) and Ray
Mallock (U2) each won a pre-’61
Formula Junior race, but Cameron
Jackson (Brabham BT2) was the
class of the pre-’64 field. Andrew/
Mike Jordan (Austin A40) won in
the Pre-’60 Touring Cars, while
John Cleland (Vauxhall Vectra) lost
out to James Dodd (Honda Accord) 
in both Super Touring races.

SPORT

GTs STAR AT DONINGTON HISTORICS
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Friedrichs/Hadfield won

the Pre-’63 GT race in the

Aston Martin DB4GT

after overtaking James

Cottingham’s E-type

Clockwise: a close finish

made for a thrilling

Pre-War Sports Cars

race; Cameron Jackson

in the Brabham BT2;

the Jordans won the

Touring Car Greats
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Heading into the penultimate
stage, James Cottingham and
Andrew Smith were on course to
win this year’s Tour Auto Optic
2000. The British crew had won 10
of the 14 tests to that point, but
they were denied a repeat of last
year’s victory when their GT40
started suffering gearbox problems.
They eventually finished down in
28th, while the hopes of Chris
Ward and Andy Elcomb – who’d
won two of the other stages in their
Jaguar E-type – were dashed by
a retirement at Paul Ricard.

Overall victory therefore went to
the Swiss pairing of Raphael Favaro
and Yves Badan in their Lotus Elan
26R. Frenchmen Frédéric Jousset
and Paul Miliotis were second in
their Shelby Cobra 289, while
Damien Kohler and Sylvie
Laboisne finished third in a 26R.

Held this year from 24-28 April,
the event started from Paris and the
239 crews tackled a 2100km route
from the capital all the way down to
Nice. Special stages were held on
circuits – Paul Ricard, Bresse,
Ledenon and Dijon-Prenois – as
well as closed public roads.

Jean-François and Chloé Pénil-
lard (Porsche 356) won the Index of
Performance, while the Regularity

category was topped by the CG
1200S of Jean Rigondet and Olivier
Souillard. Nicolas Pagano and
Michel Périn finished as runners-
up in their Alfa 1750 GTV.

The stellar entry included every-
thing from GT40s and Daytona
Cobras to the Citroën 2CV of
François Allain and Robert Puyal.

Swiss beat Brits to Tour Auto victory

SILVERSTONEHOSTS FORMULA VINTAGE

The Vintage Sports-Car Club’s 2018 Formula Vintage
season kicked off at Silverstone on 21-22 April, with
a programme that included invited grids from the AR
Morgan Challenge, FISCAR and the Historic Grand Prix
Car Association. In the race for the Patrick Lindsay
Memorial and Amschel Rothschild Trophies, Frederick
Harper’s Kurtis Roadster held off the Alta of Gareth
Burnett by just 0.73 secs. Richard Pilkington picked
up the Fox & Nicholl Trophy in his Talbot T26 SS, while 

James Baxter (Riley-ERA) won the first All-Comers 
Scratch Race and finished runner-up to Julian
Grimwade’s Norris Special in the second.

Edward Williams’ Frazer Nash topped the Pre-War
Sports Cars field, and Rüdiger Friedrichs won the
Silverstone Trophy in his Alvis Firefly. The trio of
pre-war handicap races went to David Seber (Wolseley
Hornet special), James Whitmore (Riley 12/4 special) 
and Douglas Martin (Hillegass). 

Frederick Harper’s Kurtis

Roadster narrowly beat

Gareth Burnett’s Alta 

SPORT

Main: Favaro and Badan

in their Lotus Elan 26R.

Below: Paris hosted

the start; Puyal’s 2CV

The Triple-M Register attracted a
strong entry to the MG Car Club’s
Brands Hatch meeting on 28 April,
putting on two races during the
day. The first was for the Mary
Harris Trophy, and John Gillet won
on handicap in the ex-Bira K3.

Harry Painter picked up the
Kimber Trophy as the leading
MG on scratch, his PA finishing
second after a tight battle with
the winning Wolseley Hornet
of Tony Seber.

In the second race, Rod Seber
took the Hornet to another victory,
with Mike Painter (Kayne special)
second and Andrew Taylor third.

MGs battle it

out at Brands
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Montlhéry Midget chased by rare Q-type
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BRABHAM IS BACK!

The legendary Brabham name has
returned thanks to the launch of
the BT62. David Brabham – son
of Jack, the company’s founder
and a three-time World Champion
– unveiled the car at Australia
House in London on 3 May.

NEW HISTORICS CHAIRMAN

Peter Horsman has taken over
from Barry Cannell as chairman
of the Historic Grand Prix Cars
Association. Horsman started
racing with Morgans, then
bought a Lotus 17 in 2004.
He later added a Lotus 18/21.

ALFA ROMEO INVITATIONAL

The HRDC has announced plans
for a new Alfa grid for Donington
Park on 14 October, to promote a
possible race series in 2019. The
future series will cover the 1950s,
’60s and ’70s and will be open to
all 750, 101, 105 and 116-series
cars, from early Giuliettas to
AlfaSuds. See www.hrdc.eu

RT1 WINS AT HOCKENHEIM

Hans Peter opened the FIA
Historic Formula Two season with
a pair of victories at Hockenheim
on 21-22 April. Peter’s Ralt RT1
came home ahead of defending
champion Robert Simac (March
712M) and Torgny Johansson
(March 782) at the German track.

Having previously won in 2013 and
2016, Gareth Burnett became the
first driver to claim three victories
on the Flying Scotsman Rally by
winning this year’s event, held
from 26-29 April. He shared his
1939 Alta with Matthew Vokes, an
experienced navigator who hadn’t
even met Burnett before the start
of the event at Brooklands.

“It was probably the toughest yet
with the best competition,” said
Burnett, “but the real joy was in
bringing this car to the event when

no one thought it would even finish
it – and that included me!”

Two-time winner William
Medcalf had Andy Pullen beside
him on the maps and they finished
a very close second in Medcalf’s
Bentley. Bill Cleyndert and Dan
Harrison, also in a Bentley,
completed the podium in third.

This year’s route covered 726
miles and included 13 tests plus 15
regularities. A total of 107 crews
left Brooklands, heading for the
finish on Edinburgh’s Royal Mile.

Alta is top of the Flying Scots

Morgan victorious at HSCC race
Kevin Kivlochan won a fiercely
contested Historic Road Sports
Championship race at HSCC
Snetterton on 21 April.

Kivlochan’s Morgan Plus 8 was
pushed hard throughout by John
Davison’s Lotus Elan, as well as the
fellow Morgans of Jonathan
Edwards and Robin Pearce. Davi-
son briefly nipped ahead under
braking for the Esses, but soon slid
wide and allowed Kivlochan back
through. Edwards then took up the

The Midlands Trials Car Club held
its first historic sporting trial on
28 April at Long Compton in
Warwickshire. Mark Howse was at
the wheel of his restored ex-Julian
Fack ‘Impunity’, while Andy Wolfe
shared his Cannon with his son
Mitch (below). At the end of the
first lap David Methley held a
one-mark advantage over Steve
Jones in the historic class. After
the second lap the Wolfes were
tied for the lead. Mitch Wolfe came
through to claim victory ahead of
Neville Collett, with Howse pipping
Steve Courts by a single mark in 
the Post Historic class. 

FATHER AND

SON SCOOP

TRIALS CUP

challenge and crossed the line only
0.2 secs behind the winner.

There was another tight finish in
the hour-long Guards Trophy.
Concerned about the fuel level in
Charles Allison’s Chevron B8,
leader Philip Nelson eased off in
the closing stages and came under
attack from the Lenham of John
Waggett and Peter Needham head-
ing into the final lap – but then that
car ran out of fuel! Nelson nursed
the Chevron home to take victory.

Kevin Kivlochan had to

fight off John Davison’s

Lotus Elan for much

of the Snetterton race

SPORT

Class winners included the intrepid
David Ayre and David Duncan,
who completed the rally in their
1907 Itala; Paul Crosby and Ali
Procter in an MG TB; and Peter
Lovett and David Richards in their
Frazer Nash-BMW 328.

The Spirit of the Rally award
was given to Jef and Anton Van
Hoylandt in a 1934 Lagonda M45
Tourer, while the Concours
d’Elegance was won by Rob and
Hayley Stoneman in their 1935 
Alvis Firebird Special.

Gareth Burnett hadn’t

met Matthew Vokes

before the event

Frazer Nash-BMW piloted by Peter Lovett

Class winners Ayre and Duncan in the Itala
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One of the largest cars available in
the UK in 1947 was the Daimler
Straight Eight DE36. One such car,
painted black with a silver waistline,
was bodied by Hooper and was
prepared for and delivered to the
Monaco government. Its current
owner, Italian Stefano Clivi,
acquired the much-travelled
limousine last year and has been
tracking down its history.

By 1952, the Daimler limo had
returned from Monaco to Britain
and was recorded as being owned

by Leicester Corporation. It was
registered ABC 1 and used by the
Lord Mayor. A decade later it was
in the hands of Joseph Swift, still
in Leicester, but had been re-
registered VRY 400. In 1969, it
moved south to Edward Robinson
of Walton-on-Thames, and then
to Italian journalist Massimo
Colombo, in Weybridge.

The Daimler then reappeared
when it was sold by Franscar of
Turin to a Francesco Zunino, who
asked Hooper for restoration

LOST & FOUND

advice. The firm wrote back: ‘Due
to the present [1973] labour and
material costs, this project could
possibly exceed £4000.” Presuma-
bly Zunino was slightly shocked at
the answer, because he immediately
sold the DE36 to Edoardo Canali,
who had the engine rebuilt and
placed back in the car. Clivi bought
the car from Canali’s brother last
summer, but now thinks that the
rebuild may be beyond him and
is offering the Daimler for sale.
E-mail: stefanoclivi@gmail.com

‘Hooper estimated
it would cost
more than £4000 
to restore the
Daimler… in 1973’

WILL DAIMLER RETURN TO THE UK?

The big DE36 has been

living in Italy for several

decades and now needs

a fair amount of work   



Cumbrian MG rescued

The MGA’s wings are now made from glassfibre, says Chris McPheat, who is restoring it

familiar?
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Want to track down a lost love or looking for
history on your current classic? Send details
and pictures to the p12 address or e-mail your
requests to alastair.clements@haymarket.com

Look

MICHAEL WARE
Former curator of the National Motor

Museum, Beaulieu. Send submissions 

to waremichael29@gmail.com

CORAL ZEPHYR REQUEST
Alec Edwards is keen to trace the
early history of his 1957 Ford
Zephyr MkII Highline, 4406 HK,
which is one of few survivors in
its original Pembroke Coral.
Registered in Essex, it remained 
in the area with first owner
RH Richard but was owned
by Herbert Leslie Warner of
Streatham Hill from 1965-’82.
E-mail: a90man@outlook.com

HELP WITH ELITE HISTORY
Bill Pears owns a 1978 Lotus
Elite 503, DBF 529T. The car was
bought new by Pan Dora Parties
Ltd and has had 15 owners since,
three of which Pears has traced,
but he has been unable to contact 
any prior to 1988. E-mail:
w.pears493@btinternet.com

HAVE YOU SEEN ‘ZOOPIE’?
Ian Brent-Smith would like to
reunite his 89-year-old father
with his old Wolseley Hornet,
‘Zoopie’. “He was an Oxford
languages student in the late
’40s, and twice during summer
holidays he motored down to
Spain with two friends in GO
3385.” E-mail: ian@pwrwp.co.uk

Chris McPheat, whose Tatra finds
have featured in Lost & found in the
past, has unearthed an MG regis-
tered 6657 HX. “I’m just starting
out on the restoration of a 1960
MGA that has been with a
Cumbrian family from new,” said
McPheat. “It has been parked in a
wooden garage in the fells above
Keswick since 1978, and it must
have already rusted away once

Chris and Tracy Ward recently
moved into a new home in St
Peter’s Parish on the Channel
Island of Guernsey. When Tracy’s
parents came to stay, her father was
asked to help tidy up the garden.
After the removal of some soil, his
spade hit the top of an object that
turned out to be an engine. Further
digging found a chassis with front
axle, gearbox, bumpers, door glass
and lots of very rusty bits.

A plate on the transmission says
that it’s a Daimler and the gearbox

because the front and rear wings
are glassfibre. I went up there a
month or so ago to free off the
brakes and put some wheels on that
we could use; I also turned it around
for the sake of the tow truck, which
was not so easy with seized steering.

“I have also sourced an ex-racer
MGA from Canada that is rot-free
and has all the panels and chassis 
parts that we will be needing.”

Buried treasure found on Guernsey
There’s not much left

of this possible Daimler

DB18. Can you fill in the

gaps for the Wards?

number (27509) is from around
1948. No chassis number has been
found, but there was a number-
plate, GUK 880, which is a 1948
Wolverhampton number. Experts
from the Guernsey Old Car Club
and Kevin Bennett from the Daim-
ler and Lanchester Owners’ Club
have come to the conclusion that it
is probably a Daimler DB18, and a
piece of woodwork points to it
being possibly a drophead coupé.
So far there are no clues as to how
or why the car came to be buried.

The Jensen-Healey was
controversially saddled with
American impact bumpers, yet
Stateside success eluded this
twin-cam two-seater in spite of it
carrying not one but two famous 
British sporting names.

This 1974 Jensen-Healey
recently resurfaced in North
Carolina, USA, still wearing its
original factory hardtop. The car
had been in storage for many years
before being put out to grass,
which has since grown up around it.

Under the bonnet lies the
correct Lotus engine and the
desirable Getrag five-speed
gearbox, yet at the moment this
underrated sports car’s future 
looks to be uncertain.

PUT OUT

TO PASTURE



Mark Yeomans of the Austin
Counties Car Club recently learned
about Australian member Chris
Roberts’ 1560-mile round-trip to
bring home an Austin Atlantic.

When the car’s original owner
passed away, the family put the
car away in a shed where it stood
for 53 years. It then went to a
second owner for a short time
before he advertised it on eBay,
which is where Roberts’ son Neil
spotted it. Loading was made more
difficult by the car being stuck in
gear, but this was overcome by
disconnecting the propshaft.
Restoration is now under way.

Austin rescue

down under
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Many older cars get a new lease of
life when rebuilt into something
else – such as breakdown lorries or
pick-ups. Some are even converted
into farm vehicles and tractors,
such as this 1925 Morris Cowley.
By 1985, the tractor was with John
Keeley in Knowl Hill, where it was
spotted by enthusiast Chris Acock
who asked if it was for sale. It

wasn’t, and for the following 20
years he regularly asked the same
question and got the same answer.

After Keeley’s death it eventually
it came up for auction with Chef-
fins and Acock was able to buy it.
A gentleman came up to him after
the sale to say that the Morris had
left the factory as a car in 1925, but
was bought back by the works at

Persistence pays off for Morris tractor fan

LOST & FOUND

Chris Acock’s ‘rustoration’

involved replacing scuttle

and radiator, and finding

a new magneto, carb and

exhaust. Left: the Morris

as seen in Cheffins’ sale

Herb Tobin was an American
collector of racing cars who died in
2017. When his cars came up for
sale, collector Daniel Rapley was
able to buy them. Among the set
was a Cooper MkIV single-seater,
shown here, but no chassis number
has been found. It has aluminium
wheels, which suggests that it is
an early example – unless they
have been retrofitted. So far,
Rapley has gleaned that the MkIV
was raced by Milo Keeble at Lime
Rock, Thompson and other tracks
between 1959 and 1962. In 1972
it was sold to Art Jacobs and in
1975 sold again to Tobin, after
which it was put into storage. It is
thought that this car has not raced
since the 1960s, but despite
exhaustive searches of US race
records by Richard Woody Neale,
president of the Cooper Car Club,
no further history has been found.
E-mail: danielrapley@gmail.com

COOPER’S

HISTORY IS

A MYSTERY

Atlantic was good under all of the dust

a later date to be used as a general
tug, towing trailers around the site.

After the war it went to Lord
Nuffield’s estate, where it was used
to tow gang mowers. Later it passed
to a scrap merchant from Walling-
ford, who in turn sold it to Keeley.
Acock was able to rebuild the
Cowley with help from the Bull-
nose Morris Club.

‘It was used to
tow gang mowers 
around at Lord
Nuffield’s estate’
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Regular contributors will have 
noticed that Mystery car is taking 
a break, but we couldn’t let it pass 
without revealing the answers 
from the final few issues. In 
March we brought you the 1997 
Mercedes-Benz F300 Life Jet 
(above) – and Hungarian winner 
Zsolt Podgornik was able to 
identify it. April moved us forward 
to 2003 for the Daihatsu UFE-II 
concept car; well done to serial 
winner Richard Penna. And finally, 
for May, congratulations to Tristan 
Lewis, who spotted the 2002 
Hyundai HIC (High-techology 
Intelligence Coupé) concept car.

No longer 
a mystery
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When Morgan Sports Car Club
members Roger and Linda Lacey
toured the Scottish Islands in their
2006 Morgan Roadster, they were
surprised to find a 1923 Morgan
Family Runabout three-wheeler
on display in Lewis Castle, Storno-
way, on the Isle of Lewis. Intrigued
by the car’s story, Roger decided
to investigate further.

The island of Berneray, to the
south of Lewis, has a population of
around 140. In 1933, shopkeeper
Finlay Patterson bought a 1923
Morgan from Stornoway solicitor

Donald Scholer. He took it to the
island – where it was the first
motorcar – as deck cargo on a fish-
ing boat and used it to deliver
groceries, and sometimes for
weddings and funerals. He died in
the 1950s and the car was pushed
into a shed in his garden. Because
this was on a clifftop facing the
Atlantic Ocean, the car suffered
from the salty air and exposure as
the shed collapsed around it.

In 1988, Edinburgh policeman
Lawrie Sutherland heard about it
and arranged to purchase the car.

“It took two policemen several
hours to dig out the rusting remains 
among the other debris and to lift 
it onto a pick-up,” said Lacey.

For various reasons, the rebuild 
was not completed until 1999, 
when the Morgan became a star of 
local news broadcasts and came to 
the attention of the National Muse-
ums of Scotland. The Museum nan 
Eilean on Lewis was in the plan-
ning stage at the time, and in 2000 
it was able to acquire the Morgan. 
But it wasn’t until 2016 that the car 
finally appeared in public again.

Island’s first car is now a museum showpiece

Reader fi nd of the month
Send in a 200-word story plus a selection of photographs of your discoveries to the usual 
C&SC address or e-mail alastair.clements@haymarket.com and you could win £100

When regular contributor Ronan 
Glon ventured into Marseilles, 
France, to buy an engine for his 
Citroën 2CV, he came back with a 
1972 Morris Mini 850. “It’s not a 
magic trick I learned in Las Vegas,” 
said Glon. “The engine and the car 
were in the back of a repair shop 
that shut down during the 1990s 
and stayed locked until this year. 
The owner of the garage explained 
that a customer had dropped off 
the Mini for various small repairs 
in 1980 and never picked it up.”

The rest of the history is largely 
unknown, but in its eight years on 
the road the Mini racked up nearly 
100,000km and received a coat of 
grey paint over the original red, 
which still shows inside. It wears 
a 1975 registration number and 
Glon has confirmed that it was 
sold new in France, rather than 
imported.  “For the time being, the 
plan includes fitting new brakes, 
overhauling the engine, replacing 
the bent wing and enjoying it.”

LOST & FOUND

Clockwise, from above: 

Finlay Patterson with 

the Morgan in 1933; the 

remains as found in 1988; 

on display in Lewis Castle

£100
up for
grabs!
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MOTORING ART

Left: Marjoram was

thrilled to see the full-

sized Tamiya Rough Rider.

Right, from bottom: one

of the original Mint 400

buggies that took 16 hours

to complete the 1968

course; popular UTV Class 

runner loses a wheel
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Desert racing has inspired some
novel art, dating back to Ralph
Steadman’s famous trip with
Hunter S Thompson. Forty-eight
years since Fear & Loathing in Las
Vegas was published, Stefan Marjo-
ram went on assignment to the
Mint 400 race to produce sketches
to cover the event for social media.

The quest for something novel,
as a change from photography,
has led organisers and marketing
men to search for new media. As a
result, Marjoram’s brilliant iPad
sketching style has been in demand
with recent commissions from
Mercedes, Porsche and Ferrari.

This year, Marjoram’s work took
on a larger scale with huge, two-
metre banners celebrating STP’s
60th anniversary displayed at the
Autosport Show. His distinctive
style caught the attention of the
enterprising Martelli Brothers at
Mad Media, who commissioned
Marjoram to design a new poster
for the Mint 400 desert race.

Through this project, Matt and
Josh Martelli learnt about Marjo-
ram’s interest in drawing buggies,
and in March, at the last minute,
they invited him to the Mint 400,
which their team now organises
and promotes. “It was an impulsive
thing,” says Marjoram. “Within
a day last March I’d gone from a
snowbound airport in England to
sitting in the heat sketching wild
desert racing. It was really bizarre.”

The Mint 400 dates back to
1967, when Norm Johnson devised
a new event for buggies and motor-
cycles to promote the Mint Hotel
in downtown Las Vegas. The
Martelli brothers have been key in

the event’s recent revival and it now
attracts more than 300 entries for
two six-hour contests.

“The 100-mile course runs
through a stadium then out into the
desert, with flat-out sections across
dry lakes before the challenge of
sand dunes and mountain routes,”
says Marjoram. “Out on the course
you don’t see much, so I located
myself in the pits. The teams come
through every hour, which gave me
time to sketch. It’s like a mad village
with plenty of great characters.

“Sitting in the shade out of the
wind, I had to work quickly during
pitstops. With grungier, rougher
brush techniques, it was fun trying
to capture the energy of the sport.
The scale of the event and the noise
were unlike anything I’d ever seen.
The Trick Trucks are huge beasts
that’ll do 140mph and jump 300ft,
but there’s also a separate vintage
class. The drawings were posted
live and my sketching created lots
of interest. The teams couldn’t
have been more friendly.”

Tamiya’s early radio-controlled
sand-racer buggy started Marjo-
ram’s interest in the sport: “It was
great to finally see the full-sized
vehicles run in anger. From vintage
specials to hot rods, I’ve always
liked home-built machines. The
dramatic angles and dents add to
the character of the drawings, and
my technique isn’t so tight. It would
have been fun to try some ink-dip
pens like Steadman used, but the 
iPad is more practical.” MW

See www.stefanmarjoram.com or look
out for Marjoram at La Vie en Bleu 
and Goodwood Festival of Speed

Left: after six hours of

racing, just 30 seconds

covered the top two and

Bryce Menzies was the

Mint 400 2018 winner.

Top: among the classics on

show at this year’s event

was Mickey Thompson’s 

1977 Challenger IV

MOTORING ART

STEFAN MARJORAM
Sketching outlandish desert racers on an iPad for

social media was an exciting commission like no other
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BOOKS

Book of the month

Author Edgar’s guide 
to organising a garage 
covers everything 
from tool choice to 
workshop layout. 

You’ll find suggestions for modifying tools, 
making them yourself and neat storage tricks. 
With welding techniques, hand- and power-tool 
use and even electrical diagnostics included, 
this could well be the helping hand needed to 
establish or improve your home garage. MP 

£19.99 Julian Edgar, Veloce. 
ISBN 978 1 787112 08 7

Let’s be honest: 
there’s a lot that can 
go wrong with a 
DeLorean. Sensible, 
then, to do your 
research before 
viewing, and there’s 
no better place to start 

than Chris Williams’ Essential Buyer’s Guide. Its 
real strength lies in having a list of checkpoints 
from which to refer while inspecting a car for 
sale. Best of all, it’s small enough to fit in the 
pocket of your sheepskin coat.  GM 

£12.99 Chris Williams, Veloce.
ISBN 978 1 787112 32 2

Porsche fanatics 
will be well versed in 
the successes of the 
seven-time Le Mans-
winning 956 and 962 
but, as with the rest 
of Haynes’ Owner’s 

Workshop Manual series, there is always more 
to discover. Nick Garton covers everything 
from the car’s gestation and racing triumphs 
through to the anatomy of the model, along 
with driver profiles plus a detailed history of 
each individual chassis. Also included is a section 
on buying, restoring and owning. GM

£25 Nick Garton, Haynes. ISBN 978 0 85733 796 2

Setting up 
a home car 
workshop

DeLorean 
DMC-12

Porsche 
956 & 962
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REID RAILTON 
Man of Speed

A biography of Reid Railton, the brilliant 
automotive and Land Speed Record engineer, 
has been long overdue, but at last – thanks to 
the support of his daughter Sally Joslin and 
the impressive research of Karl Ludvigsen – the 
daunting task has been masterfully achieved. 
The result is a magnificent two-volume, 848-page 
production that covers the incredible range of 
projects that involved this reticent genius.

From his early years working with mentor 
Parry Thomas to the tragic Water Speed Record 
challenge with John Cobb’s jet-powered Crusader, 
the diversity of Railton’s projects is mindblowing. 
In addition to his much-covered design work with 
Thomson & Taylor, Donald Campbell and Cobb, 
the author has uncovered a wealth of fresh 

information about lesser-known ventures. These 
include a radical x-configuration, eight-cylinder 
aero engine, the short-lived Arab, the fabulous 
low-chassis Daimler Double-Six, Sunbeam Tiger 
and Tigress modification, and the post-war 
‘step-down’ Hudson.

Not surprisingly, Railton’s design and 
development of the fantastic Land Speed Record 
machines for Malcolm Campbell and Cobb take up 
a large percentage of the book. Since childhood, 
the Railton (later Mobil) Special has been a 
favourite machine of author Ludvigsen, who really 

goes to town with the most in-depth study ever 
published of its innovative design and the 1938/’47 
record sorties. But he doesn’t only look at the 
world-famous LSR challengers: the fabulous MG 
EX135 is fully covered in fascinating, fresh detail, 
accompanied by rare pre-war colour photos taken 
at Dessau in 1939 by John Dugdale.

As well as racing and record machines, road 
cars also feature, including the Riley Brooklands 
and his limited contribution to Railton Cars, along 
with consultancy work with Hudson and Nash. 
Nautical assignments included wartime design 
development of the Hall-Scott Defender V12, 
which powered the Royal Navy’s Fairmile patrol 
vessels. Even in his later years at his California 
home, Railton pioneered high-fidelity sound. 

Both volumes feature extensive appendices, 
including a study of the Napier Lion engine, the 
later life of the Napier-Railton and the designer’s 
close associate Achille ‘Sammy’ Sampietro.   

Overseen by former C&SC editor Mark Hughes, 
and elegantly designed by Simon Loxley, the 
handsome work is packed with images including 
previously unpublished family photos, plus drawings 
and artwork. Guaranteed to garner many awards, 
this mighty tome is highly recommended. MW

£150 Karl Ludvigsen, Evro Publishing.
ISBN 9781 910505 25 0

‘It’s packed with 
previously unpublished 

family photos, plus 
drawings and artwork’



BOOKS

This is an unassuming title for a book about
the life of someone who has made his name
designing world-beating racing cars –
indeed, Adrian Newey often has superlatives
such as ‘the greatest’ attached to him. So if
you’re expecting a bombastic romp through
his best bits, you’ll be disappointed.

What you get is an engaging, first-person
account of his life and the cars he’s designed. 

It’s very readable and accessible, not requiring deep engineering
knowledge, while providing sufficient insight into the pinnacle of
motorsport for those with a strong technical grounding. Throughout, 
Newey comes across as a likeable, if deeply competitive, person.

You’ll enjoy anecdotes from the paddock and his personal life,
such as George Harrison being a guest at his 40th birthday party,
punctuated by photos and school reports, plus technical drawings.

Formula One designers rarely pen such candid books, making  
this one something rather special. LP

£20 Adrian Newey, HarperCollins. ISBN 978 0 00 819680 6

This book claims to tell the ‘full story of
this iconic Italian design firm… in a single 
volume’, and it’s an impressive body
of work. There’s a vast collection of
photographs of Pininfarina-bodied cars,
but it’s the history and images of Battista

Farina, better known as ‘Pinin’, that make the biggest impression.
You need to be prepared to forgive the sometimes slightly clunky

writing by someone for whom English isn’t their first language. Do
so and you’re rewarded with a detailed, affectionate history of this
groundbreaking coachbuilder and his company, from Pinin’s earliest
days, through two World Wars, to his landmark meeting with Enzo
Ferrari and the famous collaborations that followed.

The wealth of photographs makes this a lovely coffee-table book
you could dip in and out of. But the captions and in-depth writing

provide much
more if time
permits; and if
you’ve an interest
in this area you’ll
want to find the 
time. LP

€48 Luciano
Greggio, Giorgio
Nada Editore. ISBN
978 88 7911 700 5

As the long-serving national secretary of
the Morris Minor Owners’ Club, author
Ray Newell will be a familiar authority to
many. This 228-page epic celebrates the
Minor’s 70 years on the road and is an update 
to his previous 60 years effort.

From the start, Newell’s offering is
jam-packed with photographs, brochures, advertising material
and technical information – around which wends an expectedly
authoritative text. Just poring over the fabulous and extensive
selection of publicity material is a treat in itself, but even those
considering themselves familiar with the model range can find
surprises, such as the rare, Danish-assembled ‘Combi’.

There are, of course, chapters on modified Moggies and the club
scene, but without doubt it is the historical aspect that will be the
main draw and those shelling out £35 won’t be disappointed. MP

£35 Ray Newell, Veloce. ISBN 978 1 787112 07 0

How to build a car

Pininfarina:
Masterpieces of Style

Morris Minor

WWW.HORTONSBOOKS.CO.UK

Peter James Insurance is the trading name of Peter D James Limited 
and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

CLASSIC CAR | AGREED VALUE | LIMITED MILEAGE | 
LAID-UP | MODERN CAR | MULTI CAR |

PETERJAMESINSURANCE.CO.UK
INFO@PETERJAMESINSURANCE.CO.UK

CALL  NOW 0121 506 6040

...If it’s important to you,

it’s important to us.

Classic car enthusiasts

are easy to spot...

...you can see it

in their soles.

Whether you’ve got your head stuck under 

a bonnet, elbow deep in sump oil or you’re 

on your back staring up at a drive shaft - 

your enthusiasm for classic cars is hard 

to disguise. 

There are plenty of telltale signs that give you away 

but none more so than your obvious passion and 

enthusiasm for the “un-new”.

Only enthusiasts like yourself will happily chat away 

to a pair of size 10s for hours - without even 

expecting a reply. 

And, you wouldn’t do it unless you loved it.
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MODELS

Model of the month

1:18

1 BBR’s ex-Rico Steinermann
and Dieter Spoerry 1967
Le Mans 24 Hours Ferrari
275GTB, £399.99
2 BBR’s 1967 Ferrari
275GTS/4 NART Spider
in Ruby Red, £399.99
3 Norev’s 1964 Renault 4
Parisienne, £69.99
4 KK’s 1983 Alfa Romeo
Spider S3, £88.99
5 Minichamps’ 1973
Triumph TR6, £99.99

1:43

6 Neo’s 1986 Audi 90
Treser Hunter, £72.99
7 Oxford’s Rolls-Royce Silver
Cloud Hooper Empress, £24.99
8 Minichamps’ 1955 Chrysler
Ghia Falcon, £99.99
9 AutoCult’s Mercedes-Benz
OP312 Van Rooijen amphibious
bus, £128.99
10 Spark’s ex-Graham Hill
1966 Grand Prix de Reims
Formula 2 Matra
MS5, £53.99
11 Norev’s 1958
DKW 3=6, £39.99
12 Spark’s ex-Haldi/
Beguin/Merl 1980 Le Mans
Porsche 935, £53.99
13 Neo’s 1979 
Saab 95 GL, 
£72.99
14 Spark’s 
1987 Honda 
Civic EF-3 Si, 
£51.99

Unless stated, all items
 are available from St Martins 

Models (08448 878888; 
www.diecastlegends.com); 

10% discount for orders from 
C&SC readers quoting ‘CS0718’

FIAT 750MM
1:43, AutoCult, £92.99

German model specialist AutoCult has continued 
its inspired range of unusual subjects with this 
superb miniature of the Fiat 750MM Panoramica. 
The model perfectly captures the likeness of the 

Zagato-bodied coupé that is now one 
of the stars of Scott Gauthier’s Arizona-
based collection. Of the eight handmade 
aluminium bodies built by the Milan-based 
carrozzeria just one survives, which 

Gauthier discovered dismantled and then 
subjected to a fastidious restoration.

The impressive fit and detailing of the tiny 
1:43 exactingly replicates the unusual coupé’s 
intricate front grille design and the distinctive 
curved Plexiglas windows that helped to trim 
the weight of the 500C Topolino on which it 
was based down to 530kg.

Elio Zagato competed in many Italian events 
with a 750MM, and one example finished the 
1949 Mille Miglia at a 57.5mph average. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14



GARAGE GEAR
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Production of 
Webcon’s 
A-series 
crossflow 
cylinder head 
ground to a 
halt recently, but 
the heads are now 
available once again 
thanks to the tooling 
being moved to a new 
state-of-the-art facility. As well 
as improving the flow of exhaust 
gases, the aluminium cylinder head 
allows the fitment of a pair of Weber 
40DCOE carburettors, increasing the A-series’ 
tuning potential. It costs £1194, or for around 
£100 more the head can be had with valves 
and springs already fitted (as pictured).
01932 787100; www.webcon.co.uk

WEBCON ‘A’ BACK IN ACTION

Mr Toad’s wild ride Standing out

New timepieces  
from Marchand

Kenneth Grahame’s famous literary 
motorist Mr Toad from The Wind 
in the Willows has inspired a new 
work from sculptors 
Robert James Ltd. The 
Dorset-based artisans 
offer the limited-edition, 
12.5in-high piece 
as both a 
hot-cast 
bronze 
(limited to 
15 examples, 
at £14,000 
each) or as 
a cold-cast 
bronze 
(limited to 
250, £3500). 
07515 126119; 
robertjamesworkshop.com 

Perfect for giving your base-spec 
Rover Mini a bit more attitude, 
these glassfibre arches are faithful 
reproductions of the factory 
equipment fitted to Sports Pack 
cars such as that in this month’s 
Buyer’s guide (p224). The set costs 
£98.42 and comprises four arches, 
each 3½in wide with moulded 
mounting brackets. They’re 
suitable for 6 x 13 and 7 x 13 wheels. 
01707 607700; minispares.com

Debonair is a range of classic 
sports car-themed watches from 
Swiss watchmaker Marchand. 
The face design combines a three-
spoke steering wheel motif and 
instrument-style time numerals. 
With a Quartz Ronda 785 
movement in a stainless-steel case, 
the Debonair is offered in various 
finishes and colours from £249. 
www.marchandwatches.com; 
dan@marchandwatches.com

The classic Fuchs alloy wheel
design from the Porsche 911 has
inspired a new men’s bracelet. The
miniature rim is cast in sterling
silver and is combined with an
adjustable cord in two colours, red
or black. Limited to 911 editions,
the bracelet is presented in a smart
gift box and costs £75. A ‘Revival’
steering-wheel design is also
available. 01865 883061;
www.meandmycar.co.uk

Tested this month
AUTO FINESSE ULTRA GLAZE 500ML

Ultra Glaze performs a similar function to a traditional 
polish, but without any abrasive or cutting compounds. 
It enhances the depth and shine of paintwork, while also 
filling in and reducing the appearance of light swirl marks. 
Despite its slightly off-putting shade of beige, the solution 
smells pleasant and is simple to apply with a polish pad. 
A little goes a long way: work a small amount into the 
paintwork, working on one panel at a time. Leave it to cure 
for several minutes before buffing off with a few passes of 
a microfibre cloth. The results are impressive, particularly 
with dark and metallic paint, and we noticed a deep, almost 
glass-like finish and a reduction of visible swirl marks. 
Ultra Glaze costs £12.95 and serves as a base for waxes, 
which add even greater depth to the paintwork, but it 
isn’t compatible with sealants. It can be applied by 
hand or machine polisher. GM

08446 931393; https://shop.autofinesse.co.uk

GRIPPAZ GLOVES

At around £15 for 50, these Grippaz 
gloves are not the cheapest, but 
they are of a premium quality. The 
silicone- and latex-free nitrile gloves 
don’t tear easily, but the key for us 
is the grip offered by the ‘fish scale’ 
pattern. Even when changing coolant, 
the gloves offered a good amount of 
traction and we weren’t constantly 
swapping for a new pair. MP 

www.grippaz.com

For 911 fans

7/10

8/10



Carpet burn-outs are child’s play

Sculpture club

Easy does it

Pushing toy cars around the carpet at home is a starting point for most 
young enthusiasts, and Flair Rugs has produced the ideal mat for junior 
race fans to play on. The multi-coloured ‘Formula 1’ design apes the 
Estoril layout, with pits and garage, and measures 80 x 120cm. With 
non-slip backing, the nylon weave is durable and washable. The rug 
offers hours of fun and is priced at just £15. www.sofasworld.co.uk 

If, like us, you admire James 
Corbett’s sculptures but don’t 
have the space or funds to own
an original, his wife Jodie has 
produced a series of limited-
edition prints of selected works.
The new collection features 
animals, motorcycles and cars 
made of recycled parts. The 
high-quality prints are offered
in two sizes and limited to 100
editions, priced at AU$390 (£215).
www.thesculptorswife.com

Delving around in the bowels 
of a cramped engine bay can be 
challenging. Laser Tools has 
released a range of long-reach 
pliers to make the task easier. 
The pliers are particularly 
effective thanks to their double-
compound joint, which allows 
the jaws to be opened with less 
movement from the handles, 
enabling use in narrower 
spaces. They cost £24.98.
01926 815000; lasertools.co.uk

HALFORDS ADVANCED 
TORQUE WRENCH
Halfords has launched a new 
range of torque wrenches 
covering most requirements. We 
tested the smallest model – the 
Advanced 60, at £85 – which is 
a Din square-drive wrench with 
a torque range of 12-60Nm (10-
45lb ft). It features a sensitive 
micrometer scale backed up by 
a calibration certificate and 
a lifetime guarantee. 

We found the wrench to be easy and comfortable to use, with quick 
adjustment and the ability to tighten both left- and right-hand threads, 
while the ratchet mechanism is smooth. The build quality is impressive at 
this price point, too – doubly so because at the time of our test this model
was on offer at just £65. The range also includes three larger wrenches: the
100 (20-100Nm, 15-75lb ft) at £90; the 200 (40-200Nm, 30-150lb ft) at 
£95; and the 300 (60-300Nm, 45-220lb ft) at £99. GM

03455 045353; www.halfords.co.uk
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dɡǠƉ ― Ⅷ ―‣‖‗Ⅹ―‣‗‣

� -ǗƜȚőɡƉेĨőȂžǼƜɡ ʸ�Ț �ǗƜ ǠȚőʗǅʗɡőȂ �Ɯ

�őȚɱ ‖‘ o�ʗɡɱ™ ŵʗ� &ƜȚ�ȂƜˁ ʸőɱ �ǗƜ ǂǠɡɱ�

�ƜőȔ �� Ɖ�ȔǠȚő�Ɯ™ ʸǠȚȚǠȚǅ ǂǠʴƜ �ǠȔƜɱ

ŵƜǂ�ɡƜ ŵƜǠȚǅ ʗɱʗɡɖƜƉŵˁ �Ȃǂőã�ȔƜ�℩ ùǗƜȚ

�ǗƜ aɡƜȚžǗ ���Ǽ ž�Ț�ɡ�Ȃ Ⅷ �ʸ� &ʗǅő��Ǡ ʸǠȚɱ

ʸƜɡƜ ɱɖȂǠ� ŵˁ �ȚƜ ǂɡ�Ȕ6ƜȂőǗőˁƜ℩ĨǗǠȂƜ �ǗƜ

žǠɡžʗǠ� �ɡǠǅǠȚőȂȂˁ ʸƜȚ� ǠȚ�� �ǗƜ žǠ�ˁ �ǂ �Ɯ

�őȚɱ™ ŵˁ ―‣‗‖ Ǡ� ǗőƉ ŵƜƜȚ ɱǗ�ɡ�ƜȚƜƉ ǠȚ��

�ǗƜ ŵőɱǠž �ʗ�ȂǠȚƜ �Ǘő� Ǡ� ɡƜ�őǠȚɱ �� �ǗǠɱ Ɖőˁ℩

&ƜȚ�ȂƜˁ Ǡɱ ɱʗɡƜ �� ŵƜ ɡƜɖɡƜɱƜȚ�ƜƉ ǠȚ ‖—―•™ ŵʗ� Ȃ��Ǽ �ʗ� ǂ�ɡ

ùőȂŵ��™ &�Ĩ őȚƉ xȚʴǠž�ő �Ț �ǗǠɱ ʴőɡǠƜƉ ǅɡǠƉ℩

ùǗƜ ɡőžƜɱ
ùǗƜɖɡ�ǅɡőȔȔƜ �ǂ ɱǠˀȔőǠȚ ǅɡǠƉɱ

ɱ�őɡ�ɱ �Ț íő�ʗɡƉőˁ őǂ�ƜɡȚ��Ț™

ʸǠ�Ǘ ƜőžǗ ǅɡǠƉ ǅƜ��ǠȚǅ �ǗɡƜƜ

ɡőžƜɱ℩ �ɱ ȚǠǅǗ� ǂőȂȂɱ™ �ǗƜ ȔőǅǠž

ŵƜǅǠȚɱ℩ íɖƜž�ő��ɡɱ žőȚ ɱ�őǼ ʗɖ

�ǗƜ ő�Ȕ�ɱɖǗƜɡƜ őɡ�ʗȚƉ �ǗƜ ɖǠ�

őɡƜő �ɡ ȔőǼƜ �ǗƜ Ǵ�ʗɡȚƜˁ ǠȚ��

�ǗƜ ž�ʗȚ�ɡˁɱǠƉƜ ���ɡȚőǅƜ℩ ùǗő�ↆɱ

ʸǗƜɡƜ �ǗƜ �ȂƉ ɡ�őƉ žǠɡžʗǠ� Ǡɱ ő�

Ǡ�ɱȔ�ɱ� Ɯʴ�žő�ǠʴƜ℩

E
ʴƜɡˁ �ʸ� ˁƜőɡɱ™ �Ɯ �őȚɱ ŵƜž�ȔƜɱ

�ǗƜ ǂ�žʗɱ �ǂ �ǗƜ žȂőɱɱǠžⅩžőɡ ʸ�ɡȂƉ őɱ

ƜȚ�ǗʗɱǠőɱ�ɱ ǅő�ǗƜɡ ő� �ǗƜ ȂƜǅƜȚƉőɡˁ

ɱǠ�Ɯ ǂ�ɡ őȚ ʗȚɡǠʴőȂȂƜƉ žƜȂƜŵɡő�Ǡ�Ț �ǂ

Ȕ���ɡ ɡőžǠȚǅ™ őȚƉ Ead Ǘőɱ ɖȂőˁƜƉ ő

žƜȚ�ɡőȂ ɡ�ȂƜ ǠȚ Ǡ� ɱǠȚžƜ ‖——•℩ Ead Ǘőɱ ő

ɖőɱɱǠ�Ț ǂ�ɡ ǗǠɱ��ɡǠž Ȕ���ɡɱɖ�ɡ� őȚƉ

ɱʗɖɖ�ɡ�ɱ ɱ�ȔƜ �ǂ �ǗƜ ʸ�ɡȂƉↆɱ Ȕ�ɱ�

ǠȔɖ�ɡ�őȚ� ȔƜƜ�ǠȚǅɱ™ ǠȚžȂʗƉǠȚǅ �ǗƜ íɖő

6Ɯɱ	Ǡ�ő	Ǡ��℡ �Ɯ
a²ã ―— İE�ãí™ Ead �¡6 ùoE �E ��¡í -��ííx- o�ĥE a²ã�E6 � ÜEãaE-ù
Ü�ãù¡EãíoxÜ™ �¡6 ùoEãEↆí Ü�E¡ùİ ù² �²²� a²ãĨ�ã6 ù² x¡ ‖—―•ℤ

-ȂőɱɱǠž™ 6Ǡˀ �ǠȂȂƜ ù�ʗɡɱ™ dɡőȚƉ ÜɡǠˀ ƉƜ

Ȃↆ�ǅƜ Ɖↆ²ɡ™ Eɱɖ�ɡǠ�ʗ ƉƜ ��Ț�Ǵʗǧž™ xȔ�Ȃő

-ȂőɱɱǠž őȚƉ íǠȂʴƜɡɱ��ȚƜ -ȂőɱɱǠž℩ x� Ǡɱ őȂɱ�

ǠȚʴ�ȂʴƜƉ ǠȚ �ǗɡƜƜ ɖɡƜɱ�ǠǅǠ�ʗɱ ž�Țž�ʗɡɱ

ƉↆƜȂƜǅőȚžƜ℡ �ǗƜ ĽʗɡǠžǗőȚƉ�ɱž�Țő-ȂőɱɱǠž

-őɡ �ʸőɡƉɱ ǠȚ íʸǠ�ˎƜɡȂőȚƉ™ ɖȂʗɱ íőȂ�Ț

ÜɡǠʴƝ ǠȚ �ǗƜ Ĉ�℩

ùǗǠɱ ˁƜőɡȔőɡǼɱ �ǗƜ ―—�Ǘ őȚȚǠʴƜɡɱőɡˁ

�ǂ Ǡ�ɱ ɖőɡ�ȚƜɡɱǗǠɖ ʸǠ�Ǘ �ǗƜ �Ɯ �őȚɱ

-ȂőɱɱǠž℩ ùǗƜ ƜʴƜȚ� ʸőɱ ǂǠɡɱ� ǗƜȂƉ ǠȚ ‖——‖™

ʸǗƜȚ Ǡ� ő��ɡőž�ƜƉ ƉɡǠʴƜɡɱ ɱʗžǗ őɱ &�ŵŵˁ

ãőǗőȂ őȚƉ &ɡǠőȚ ãƜƉȔőȚ ℩ ĨǗƜȚ Ǡ�

ɡƜ�ʗɡȚƜƉ ǠȚ ‖——‘™ Ț� ǂƜʸƜɡ �ǗőȚ ɱƜʴƜȚ

ɖɡƜʴǠ�ʗɱ �Ɯ�őȚɱ ʸǠȚȚƜɡɱ ʸƜɡƜ �ǗƜɡƜ℩

&ˁ ‖——•™ Ǡ� ʸőɱ �ǗƜ ȂőɡǅƜɱ� žȂőɱɱǠžⅩžőɡ

ƜʴƜȚ� ǠȚ aɡőȚžƜ™ őȚƉ ŵˁ ‖—―‖ �ǗƜ žɡ�ʸƉ �ǂ

―——™——— ɱɖƜž�ő��ɡɱ ž�ʗȂƉ ʸő�žǗ Ȕ�ɡƜ

�ǗőȚ ‘’— žőɡɱ ŵő��ȂǠȚǅ �ȚⅩ�ɡőžǼ℩
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dɡǠƉ ‖ Ⅷ ―‣‘‣Ⅹ―‣’†

ĨǠ�Ǘ aɡőȚžƜ ɡƜŵʗǠȂƉǠȚǅ őǂ�Ɯɡ �ǗƜ ʸőɡ™ Ǡ�

���Ǽ ʗȚ�ǠȂ ―‣‘‣ ǂ�ɡ �ǗƜ �Ɯ�őȚɱ ‖‘ o�ʗɡɱ

�� ȔőǼƜ ő ž�ȔƜŵőžǼ℩ ùǗǠɱ Ɯɡő ʸőɱ

Ɖ�ȔǠ�ő
ƜƉŵˁ 
ʸ�ȔőɡɝʗƜɱ Ⅷ aƜɡɡőɡǠ ő�Ɖ

őǅʗőɡ℩ �őɡőȚƜȂȂ� žȂőǠȔƜƉ �ǗƜ ɱɖ�ǠȂɱ ǠȚ

―‣‘‣ őȚƉ ―‣’‘™ ʸǗǠȂƜ �ǗƜ &ɡǠ�ǠɱǗ �ƜőȔ

Ɯɱ�őŵȂǠɱǗƜƉ �ǗƜ ȂƜǅƜȚƉ �Ț ʸǗǠžǗ Ǡ�

ž�Ț�ǠȚʗƜɱ �� �ɡőƉƜŵˁʸǠȚȚǠȚǅ ǠȚ ―‣’―™ ↆ’‗™

ↆ’’™ ↆ’† őȚƉ ↆ’‡℩ EˀɖƜž� őǅʗőɡ �� ǂǠǅʗɡƜ

ɱ�ɡ�ȚǅȂˁ ǠȚ �ǗǠɱ ˁƜőɡↆɱ -ȂőɱɱǠž™ őȂ�Ǘ�ʗǅǗ ���ʗɱ őȚƉ

Ü�ɡɱžǗƜ őȂʸőˁɱ ɖʗȚžǗ őŵ�ʴƜ �ǗƜǠɡ ʸƜǠǅǗ�℩

ãőžǠ�ǅ ȂƜǅƜ�Ɖ
�Ɯ�ɱ�� &ʗ���� ʸǠȂȂ ŵƜȔőǼǠȚǅ
ǗǠɱ �Ɯ�őȚɱ -ȂőɱɱǠž ƉƜŵʗ� �ǗǠɱ

ˁƜőɡ℩ ùǗƜ ‖——‣ a�ɡȔʗȂő ²ȚƜ

Ĩ�ɡȂƉ -ǗőȔɖǠ�Ț ʸǠȂȂ �őǼƜ �ǗƜ

ʸǗƜƜȂ �ǂ ő őǅʗőɡ įãⅩ‣ ƉʗɡǠȚǅ

�ǗƜ dɡ�ʗɖ - ɡőžƜ �Ț íő�ʗɡƉőˁ

Ȕ�ɡȚǠȚǅ℩ ùǗƜ žőɡ �Ǘő� &ʗ���Ț

ʸǠȂȂ ƉɡǠʴƜ Ǡɱ žǗőɱɱǠɱ †••™ ʸǗǠžǗ

ǠȚ ―‣•• ǂǠȚǠɱǗƜƉ �ǗǠɡƉ ő� &ɡȚ�℩

x� őȂɱ� žőȔƜ ɱƜž�ȚƉ ǠȚ �ǗƜ

―‣•‣ íɖő ―———ǼȔ℩ &ʗ���Țↆɱ

őɖɖƜőɡőȚžƜ Ǘőɱ ɱɖƜžǠő Ȃ

ɡƜɱ�ȚőȚžƜ ‗— ˁƜőɡɱ őǂ�Ɯɡ őȚ

įãⅩ‣ ʸ�Ț �ǗƜ ‖‘ o�ʗɡɱ℩

�ő�ɱ
²ʴƜɡ �ǗƜ ɖőɱ� ǂƜʸ ˁƜőɡɱ™ �ǗƜ �Ɯ �őȚɱ

-ȂőɱɱǠž Ǘőɱ ŵƜž�ȔƜ ő ǅƜȚʗǠȚƜ ǂƜɱ�ǠʴőȂ �ǂ

ǗǠɱ��ɡǠžȔ���ɡǠȚǅ őȚƉȔ���ɡɱɖ�ɡ�℩ ùǗƜɡƜ

őɡƜ ʴőɱ� ƉǠɱɖȂőˁɱ ǂɡ�Ȕ ʸƜȂȂ �ʴƜɡ ―——

�ʸȚƜɡɱↆ žȂʗŵɱ Ⅷ ʸǗ� �ɡőʴƜȂ ǂɡ�Ȕ ǂőɡ őȚƉ

ʸǠƉƜ �� ŵƜ ɖőɡ � �ǂ �ǗƜ ʸƜƜǼƜȚƉ Ⅷ

ƜˀǗǠŵǠ�Ǡ�Țɱ ɱǗ�ʸžőɱǠȚǅ ɱɖƜžǠőȂ žőɡɱ™ �ǗƜ

ƉɡǠʴƜⅩǠȚ žǠȚƜȔő™ �ǗƜ �ɡ�žʗɡǠőȂ őʗž�Ǡ�Ț

őȚƉȔʗžǗȔ�ɡƜ℩

ùǗƜɡƜↆɱ ő ɱʗɖƜɡŵ žőɱ� �ǂ ɱʗɖɖ�ɡ� ɡőžƜɱ™

���℩ ùǗƜ dɡ�ʗɖ - žőɡɱ �Ǘő� Ɖ�ȔǠȚő�ƜƉ �Ɯ

�őȚɱ ƉʗɡǠȚǅ �ǗƜ ―‣•—ɱ™ �ǗƜ őǅʗőɡ -ȂőɱɱǠž

-ǗőȂȂƜ�ǅƜ ő�Ɖ Ⅷ ʗ�ǠɝʗƜȂˁ ǂ�ɡ ‖—―• Ⅷ 
ǗƜ

Ü�ɡɱžǗƜ -ȂőɱɱǠž ãőžƜ �Ɯ�őȚɱ℡ őȂȂ �ǂ �ǗƜȔ

őɡƜ Ȕ�ɡƜ 
Ǘő� Ǵʗɱ
 ő žʗɡ
őǠ�ⅩɡőǠɱƜɡ™ 
ǗƜˁ

őɡƜ ǅɡƜő� ɡőžƜɱ ǠȚ �ǗƜǠɡ �ʸȚ ɡǠǅǗ�℩ &ʗ�

ʸǗƜȚ �ǗƜȔőǠȚőž�Ǡ�ȚŵƜǅǠȚɱ™ ǗƜɡƜↆɱʸǗő�

�� Ȃ��Ǽ �ʗ� ǂ�ɡℤ
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dɡǠƉ ‗ Ⅷ ―‣’‡Ⅹ―‣†―

�ɖőɡ� ǂɡ�Ȕ� Ɯ Ȃőɱ�ǗʗɡɡőǗ ǂ�ɡ �ǗƜ �őǅʗőɡ
6Ⅹ�ˁɖƜ Ǡ  ―‣’‡™ ő Ɖ ő ǂőȔ�ʗɱ ʴǠž��ɡˁ ǂ�ɡ
�ɱ��  őɡ�Ǡ ↆɱ ɱʗŵȂǠȔƜ 6&ã― Ǡ  ―‣’‣™
�ǗƜɱƜ ˁƜőɡɱ ʸƜɡƜ őȂȂ őŵ�ʗ� aƜɡɡőɡǠ℩
²ȂǠʴǠƜɡdƜ ƉƜŵǠƜ ʸ�  ǂ�ʗɡ �ǠȔƜɱ Ǡ  ǂǠʴƜ
ˁƜőɡɱ™ ő Ɖ Ǡ  ―‣†― ő Ɖ ↆ†‖ ǗƜ ʸőɱ
ɖőɡ� ƜɡƜƉ ŵˁ �ȔƜɡǠžő  ȂƜǅƜ Ɖ ÜǗǠȂ oǠȂȂ℩
�� �ǗƜ‖—―•-ȂőɱɱǠž™ Ǘ�ʸƜʴƜɡ™ �ǗǠɱ ɱǗ�ʗȂƉ
ŵƜ ő ȔʗžǗ Ȕ�ɡƜ �ɖƜ  ž� �Ɯɱ� Ⅷ �Ǡɱ�Ɯɡ™
���ʗɱ ő Ɖ �ʗɱ�Ǡ ⅩoƜőȂƜˁ ʸǠȂȂ őȂȂ ŵƜ
�őǼǠ ǅ �ǗƜ ǂǠǅǗ� �� aƜɡɡőɡǠ℩

dɡǠƉ ‘ Ⅷ ―‣†‖Ⅹ―‣†’

aƜɡɡőɡǠ ž�Ț�ǠȚʗƜƉ Ǡ�ɱ ɡʗȚ �ǂ ɱʗžžƜɱɱ ǠȚ

�ǗƜ ƜőɡȂˁ ―‣†—ɱ Ⅷ Ǡ�ɱ ―‣†’ ʴǠž��ɡˁ™

ž�ʗɡ�Ɯɱˁ �ǂ ��žǗƜȚ ãǠȚƉ� őȚƉ�őɱ�ƜȚ

dɡƜǅ�ɡˁ™ ʸőɱ Ǡ�ɱ ɱǠˀ�Ǘ ǠȚ ő ɡ�ʸ℩ ùǗƜ

�ǠȔƜɱ �ǗƜˁ ʸƜɡƜ őⅩžǗőȚǅǠȚǅ™ �Ǘ�ʗǅǗ™

őȚƉ a�ɡƉ ǗőƉ őɡɡǠʴƜƉ ʸǠ�Ǘ Ǡ�ɱ dù‘—℩ x�

ʸőɱ �ȚȂˁ ő Ȕő��Ɯɡ �ǂ �ǠȔƜ ŵƜǂ�ɡƜ

�ȔƜɡǠžő ǅ�� �ǗƜ ʗɖɖƜɡ ǗőȚƉ™ őȚƉ ő�

�ǗǠɱ ˁƜőɡↆɱ -ȂőɱɱǠž Ǡ� ʸǠȂȂ ŵƜ dù‘—ɱ őȚƉ

-�ŵɡőɱ �� �ǗƜ ǂ�ɡƜ℩

dɡǠƉ ’ Ⅷ ―‣††Ⅹ―‣‡―

a�ɡƉ ǂ ǠȚőȂȂˁ ŵɡ�ǼƜ �ǗƜ aƜɡɡőɡǠ

ɱ�ɡőȚǅȂƜǗ�ȂƉ�Ț �ǗƜ ‖‘o�ʗɡɱ ǠȚ ―‣††™

ʸǗƜȚ Ǡ� ǠȚǂőȔ�ʗɱȂˁ �ɡǠƜƉ �� ɱ�őǅƜ ő

ↅƉƜőƉǗƜő�ↆ ŵƜ�ʸƜƜȚ �ǗƜ �ʸ� ȂƜőƉǠȚǅ

dù‘—ɱ℩ x� ʸ�Ț őǅőǠȚʸǠ�Ǘ 6őȚ dʗɡȚƜˁ

őȚƉ �� a�ˁ� ǠȚ ―‣†‡™ őȚƉ �ǗƜ Ǡž�ȚǠž

dʗȂǂⅩȂǠʴƜɡǠƜƉ �Ĩ�žőɡɱȔőƉƜ Ǡ� ǂ�ʗɡ ǠȚ

ő ɡ�ʸ ǠȚ ―‣†• őȚƉ ↆ†‣℩ ùǗƜȚ žőȔƜ �ǗƜ

Ü�ɡɱžǗƜ Ɯɡő℡ �ǗƜ ‣―‡ ʸ�Ț ǠȚ ―‣‡— őȚƉ

ↆ‡―™ ŵʗ� Ȕ�ɡƜ �ǗőȚ ‘— ˁƜőɡɱ Ȃő�Ɯɡ

Ǡ�ↆɱ ȂǠǼƜȂˁ �� ŵƜ ��Ȃőↆɱ ù‡— �Ǘő� ʸǠȂȂ

ŵƜ �ǗƜ žőɡ �� ŵƜő� ő� �ǗƜ -ȂőɱɱǠž℩

dɡǠƉ † Ⅷ ―‣‡‖Ⅹ―‣•―

ùǗƜ ‗ⅩȂǠ�ɡƜ Ɯɡő ǗƜɡőȂƉƜƉ �ǗƜ ƜȚƉ �ǂ

�ǗƜ ‣―‡ őȚƉ Ǡ� ʸőɱ �ő�ɡő �Ǘő�

ɱ�ƜɖɖƜƉ ʗɖ �� �ǗƜ ɖȂő�Ɯ™ ʸǠȚȚǠȚǅ

�ǗɡƜƜ �ǠȔƜɱ ǠȚ ő ɡ�ʸ℩ ĨǗƜȚ �ǗƜ

aɡƜȚžǗ ƜɝʗǠɖƜ ʸǠ�ǗƉɡƜʸ™ �ǗƜ

Ü�ɡɱžǗƜ ‣‗’ őȚƉ ‣‗† žőȔƜ �� �ǗƜ

ǂ�ɡƜ Ⅷ ƜˀɖƜž� �� ɱƜƜ �ǗƜȔ ő� �ǗƜ

ǂɡ�Ț� �ǂ dɡǠƉ † ő� �ǗǠɱ ˁƜőɡↆɱ -ȂőɱɱǠž

Ⅷ ŵʗ� ʸǠ�Ǘ �žžőɱǠ��őȂ ž�ȔɖƜ�Ǡ�Ǡ��

ǂɡ�Ȕ �ǠɡőǅƜ őȚƉ �ȂɖǠȚƜ℩ ùǗƜ Ȃő��Ɯɡ

���Ǽ ʴǠž��ɡˁ �Ț Ǘ�ȔƜ ɱ�ǠȂ ǠȚ ―‣‡•™

őȚƉ �ǗƜ ‘—�Ǘ őȚȚǠʴƜɡɱőɡˁ �ǂ �Ǘő�

ɱʗžžƜɱɱ ʸǠȂȂ ŵƜ žƜȂƜŵɡő�ƜƉ ƉʗɡǠȚǅ

�ǗƜ ž�ʗɡɱƜ �ǂ �ǗƜ -ȂőɱɱǠž ʸƜƜǼƜȚƉ℩
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A
mong this year’s motoring
anniversaries is Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang, Ken Hughes’
musical blockbuster that got
its première on 16 Decem-
ber ’68 in Leicester Square.
As a lad I’d loved Ian Flem-

ing’s three books, but recall being disappointed
that the film car didn’t look like John Burning-
ham’s ’64 illustrations, which were closer to the
ex-Captain Hewitt Bentley 8 Litre ‘Boy Racer’.

The glitzy movie creation was designed by
Ken Adam and built by Alan Mann Racing, with
Ford V6 power. Aussie racer Frank Gardner
even had a hand in testing, and claimed that it
was the worst-handling car he’d ever driven. 

The highlight of the film for me was the open-
ing race sequence, featuring various replicas also
built by Alan Mann including a Fiat S74 and
Renault. Most had self-starters and auto ’boxes,
with free-running chains and sprockets plus
various power units including Ford and Jaguar. 
Stunt driver George Leech, in black overalls, 
played the hero driver of the invincible Chitty. 

To add authenticity, a group of genuine early 
cars and enthusiastic owner-drivers were invited 
to Pinewood Studios, including Ronald ‘Steady’ 
Barker’s 1908 Napier, ‘Jumbo’ Goddard’s 1911 
Cottin & Desgouttes and Douglas Fitzpatrick’s 
21-litre Métallurgique-Maybach, which was 
closest in spirit to Count Zborowski’s ‘Chittys’ 
that originally inspired author Fleming.

The main Pinewood start/finish set was trans-
formed overnight to represent German, French 
and British Grand Prix events during the three-
day schedule, while the adjoining woods at Black 
Park were used for the open-road scenes where 
the heavy ‘La Mét’ got bogged down and had to 
be towed home by a studio tractor. 

These scenes were a personal project for Peter 
Hunt, best known for his innovative editing on 
Bond films and The Persuaders. A true enthusiast, 
Hunt was inspired by ‘Taso’ Mathieson’s Grand 
Prix Racing 1906-1914 and Bill Mason’s Shell 
History of Motor Racing, which provided a refer-
ence for the sets, fashions and cars. “Peter loved 
shooting the races and enthused about wanting 
to make a full feature-film,” said Barker. 

The last day of filming relocated to Box Hill 
on the North Downs, where the Zig Zag Road 
was closed for filming of the apocryphal 1909 
British GP. The police were challenged by one 
local who was so incensed by the inconvenient 
arrival of a large film crew and the noisy old 
racers that she blocked the road with her car.
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‘One local was so incensed
by the arrival of the crew
and noisy old racers that
she blocked the road’

The opening credits last six minutes before
the wreck of Chitty is discovered by Jeremy and
Jemima in Mr Coggins’ scrapyard, then trans-
formed into the famous movie star by Caractacus
Pott in his workshop. The location is Cobstone
Windmill – a regular on screen including The
New Avengers – and here we meet Pott’s fantastic
inventions, such as the Visivision and Clockwork
Lullaby Machine built for the film by cartoonist
and sculptor Rowland Emett. Story has it that
Emett also had a hand in designing Chitty.

My Christmas treat was to see the film when it
finally came to Hitchin Odeon in 1969, and
years later on a trip to Great Yarmouth I pestered
my parents to take me to Caister Castle Motor
Museum, where to my joy I discovered several of
the replica racers. Up close they looked crude;
it’s amazing what sharp editing, creative camera
angles and lots of smoke can accomplish!

The Edwardian-car owners had a great time,
and Barker told me that it all got very competi-
tive between the fakes and the genuine machines: 
“At the beginning it was very them and us, but 
the stunt drivers soon respected our driving. It 
was all very strange when ‘That’s a wrap!’ was 
called and we went back to normality.” 

Historian Doug Nye is another fan, and we’ve 
both tried to convince Charles March to build a 
set to showcase Edwardian racers at Goodwood. 
Imagine a period grandstand, authentic dress
and chain-drive Panhard, Merc and Opel tearing
up a dusty course through the estate.  

FROM THE COCKPIT

Mick

WALSH

From top: the victorious 

‘Chitty’ racer passes the 

Cottin & Desgouttes in 

the pits; impressive street 

scene, with Renault replica 

crashing out of the race
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A
s with the shooting of JFK
and the attacks on the Twin
Towers, most enthusiasts
can remember where they
were when they heard the
news of Jim Clark’s death.
On 7 April 1968 I was at

Brands Hatch covering the BOAC 500. No
mobile phones or laptops then – I had my usual
spiral notebook and Biro – but somehow the
news filtered through from Germany into the
old press box under the main grandstand. 

Like a wave, silence rolled across the room.
It seemed odd that the GT40s and Porsche 907s
thundering past the window hadn’t fallen
silent too. The one man we thought had risen
above the dangers was dead. 

As darkness fell I was still at my Good
Companion portable, hammering out my 4000
words on the six-hour BOAC race for Autosport.
Then I got my 850 Mini out of the now empty
car park, drove back to my flat, and started the
dismal task of trying to express the world’s sense
of shock and loss in an inadequate obituary.

Fifty years later, on the anniversary of his
death, he has been celebrated anew, not least in
his home town of Duns (p118), near to the farm
that he loved. And in the imposing surroundings
of the Mountbatten Room at the Royal Automo-
bile Club a tribute dinner drew a host of people
who knew, loved, worked with and understood
the enigma that was Clark. In the car he was the
supreme master, focused, confident, unbeatably
quick and yet so smooth that he looked almost
slow; and out of the car he was shy, indecisive,
ill-at-ease, biting his nails. He never seemed 
to know why he was the fastest. The talent just 
arrived unbidden at his fingers and his feet.

Between each course during the dinner I had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the notable 
guests while the rest of the room listened. From 
Jim’s early days there were his neighbour Ian 
Scott Watson, who lent him his DKW and then 
his Porsche and Elite to go racing; and rally star 
Andrew Cowan, his schoolfriend who drove 
with him across the fields before they had their 
driving licences. Jimmy’s cousin Doug Niven 
told us about the work of the Jim Clark Trust, 
which has established a fine museum at Duns. 

Clive Chapman described his father’s friend-
ship with a man who in all his F1 career, his two 
World titles, his 33 poles and 25 wins in 72 
Grands Prix, only drove for Team Lotus. After 
Jim’s death the grieving Colin swore he would 
never again get that close to one of his drivers.
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‘He never knew why he
was the fastest. The talent
just arrived unbidden at
his fingers and his feet’

His chief wrench Cedric Selzer described how
easy he was to work with, never blamed anyone
when it went wrong, thanked them when it went
right. Mechanics love to work for a winner.
Jackie Oliver told us how it felt stepping into
Jim’s F1 shoes at Lotus straight after his death.

Dario Franchitti wasn’t born when Jimmy
died, but throughout his racing career he was his
inspiration. Sally Stokes, Jimmy’s long-time girl-
friend who in many ways knew him better than
anyone, shared her memories. She lives in Cali-
fornia now and had flown in specially for the
dinner. And we learned that FIA President Jean
Todt has a picture of Jim Clark on his office wall.

Then I got Jackie Stewart up on stage and, in
20 minutes’ conversation, he took us back to a
time when you could be best friends with a rival
F1 driver from another team. It wouldn’t happen
today. Jimmy and Jackie shared a flat together,
travelled together, holidayed together. Jackie
and Helen were devastated when he was killed,
and it was his needless death that started Jackie
on his crusade to make circuits safer.

One lovely anecdote underlined Jimmy’s hesi-
tancy out of the cockpit. Said Jackie: “We were
sharing a hire car on our way to Daytona, driving
across flat endless Florida, and we came to a rail-
way crossing. Jimmy stopped, looked left, looked
right. The expanse was empty to the horizon.
Then he said, ‘Do you think it’s OK to cross?’”

And yet: the finest racer of his era, and one of
the half-dozen finest of any era.

FULL THROTTLE

Simon

TAYLOR

Below: Clark with long-

time companion Sally 

Stokes and, bottom, the 

days when F1 rivals were 

also friends – Stewart, 

Clark and Graham Hill
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T
o say that I have a ‘complex’
relationship with supercars
would be untrue. It’s actually
very straightforward: I hate
them. Not just because they
are too big and mostly very
ugly, or even because they

offend the austere authoritarian in me, which
I suspect is a product of advancing middle age.
I’m now that man with age spots on his hands
who slightly surreptitiously buys the Daily Mail
on holiday (I can’t bring myself to do it at home
yet), but also feels he has a balanced political
view: vote Buckley and I promise to re-national-
ise the railways and bring back hanging.

No, what really annoys me about them is that
they aren’t even rare any more. Witnessing any
real exotic as a kid in the ’70s meant having to go
and have a lie-down to recover; today such vehi-
cles are so plentiful that you don’t bother your
neck muscles in turning to have a look. I could
understand the motivations of Mid-Life Crisis 
Man 30 years ago, but it is difficult to get inside 
the head of his modern counterpart (comb-over 
now replaced by shaven head, and age-appropri-
ate spouse by late-model rakish blonde). On the 
bright side, because so few of these twits can 
actually drive, we at least get the chance to laugh 
at them in YouTube ‘fail’ compilations. 

All of the above makes the fate of the Bristol 
Fighter all the more lamentable. It could not be 
argued that this 8-litre V10-powered 200mph 
two-seater was anything other than a ‘supercar’, 
yet it was a practical one built to appeal not only 
to established Bristol owners, but also to a gener-
ation of buyers who were alienated by the 
excesses of the usual mid-engined suspects. 

I last drove one when they were new in 2004, 
on a rainy day in Sussex. All I can really recall 
about the encounter was that one of the wind-
screen wipers made a successful bid for freedom, 
and I don’t think it’s a car that has crossed my 
mind since, at least not until I got a call the other 
week from Richard Hackett (of SLJ Hackett) 
asking if I’d like a drive in a 2005 Fighter he has 
for sale – the one and only automatic.

The car has more of a true Bristol look about 
it than I gave it credit for in 2004. Not beautiful, 
but distinctive and impressive; something about 
it grows on you, and it’s a car that’s hard to date. 
The Fighter is also a sensible size, shorter and 
narrower than its 200mph contemporaries, and 
with a Cd of 0.28 is as slippery as it looks. 

Having climbed in through the gullwing door 
and clocked that the handle for pulling it shut 
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‘It sounds more commercial
than exotic, but rather that
than the heavy breathing
of a Park Lane pedal car’

had disappeared, some further gloss evaporated
when I noticed that the ignition key had ‘Lexus’
written on it. Yet there are few other borrowed
bits to catch the eye in a cabin that is mostly
bespoke and that you can actually see out of,
sitting comfortably albiet freakishly high up.

Hand-turned alloy switches in the roof and an
‘Engine Hours’ indicator (long-serving Bristol
boss Tony Crook loved that, says Richard) give
an aeronautical flavour without being OTT.
The poverty plastic eyeball vents, on the other
hand, hark back to parts-bin trawling of the V8s.

It has proper ground clearance, so traffic-
calming lumps hold no fears. Neither do the
increasingly pot-holed main roads that the
Fighter strides over with graceful firmness and
long legs that give 70mph at 1500rpm. The huge
performance levels every incline and makes light
work of overtaking, with epic pull in each gear,
but the noises are more commercial than exotic.
Then again, making stirring sounds for the sake
of it wouldn’t be the Bristol way. And rather that, 
in any case, than the simulated heavy-breathing 
machismo of a playboy’s Park Lane pedal car. 

Grown up and surprisingly sorted for a car 
only built to the tune of 13 examples, the Fighter 
combines the litheness of the great 2-litres of the 
1940s and ’50s with the effortless thrust of the 
Chrysler V8s. It’s credit to former Bristol owner 
Toby Silverton that the Fighter happened at all, 
and that it was as good as it was – even if it does 
look as if it will be the last of its kind.

BACKFIRE

Martin

BUCKLEY

From top: auto ’box is 

unique to this Fighter, 

whose wheel mimics the 

classic Bristol design; 

gullwing-doored coupé 

is a capable machine
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Remembering Mays, one of 
motorsport’s true gentlemen

Wagon Rolls!
Mick Walsh’s ‘Rolls Reversal’ story
(C&SC, May) reminded me of an
encounter with Michael Fröhlich’s
work in 1996. Based in Düsseldorf,
Fröhlich’s Classic Motors special-
ised in British sports cars. His more
notorious sideline, however, was
converting Crewe’s finest. The idea
came in 1986, when Fröhlich was
looking for a business vehicle and
decided that a surgically adjusted
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Letter of the month

As we get older, our memories tend 
to fade. One of the pleasures of 
C&SC is that the articles rekindle 
those memories, and Paul Fearnley’s 
piece about Raymond Mays in the 
April edition did just that for me.

Like many schoolboys in the early 
1950s, I was a fervent supporter of 
Mays’ efforts to produce a world-
beating Grand Prix car. In 1951, my 
good friend the late Peter Davis and 
I drove up to Bourne from Kent to 
meet the man and to see how the 
V16 engine was progressing. Peter’s 
father (BO Davis), who had raced at 
Brooklands in the 1930s and got to 
know Mays at that time, arranged for 
us to visit Eastgate House, Mays’ 
home, and the nearby workshops in 
which much of the work on the car 
was being done. We were warmly 
received by Mays and his elderly 
mother, who served genteel 
afternoon tea in their living room.

I next met Mays in 1956. As part 
of my engineering course, I was 
required to undergo eight weeks of 
practical work experience in the long 
summer vacation. I was lucky enough 
to get a job with BRM at Folkingham, 
where most of the construction and 
testing of the P25 cars was being 
undertaken. From time to time, 
famous drivers came to test the cars 
on the airfield, which was wonderful 
to see and hear. Most of the time 
I worked in the engine test house 
with a mechanic by the name of Willy 
Southcott. As well as being a skilled 
technician, Willy had a great sense of 
humour and was a joy to work with.

As well as the 21/2-litre, four-
cylinder BRM engines, on the ‘brake’ 
we also tested Ford Zephyr engines 
that were being developed using 
Mays’ own conversion. One lunchtime,

Letter of the month wins a Gliptone leather-care kit. For products, advice and orders, call 01527 911322 or go to www.liquidleather.com

Mays took me for a run in one of his 
converted cars. The performance of 
both car and driver was spectacular. 
As well as Mays, Peter Berthon and 
Tony Rudd were around most of the 
time, though the latter more than the 
former, who usually did not put in an 
appearance until lunchtime! I believe 
that Tony, by dint of his dedication 
and skill, was largely responsible 
for BRM’s later successes.

I was smuggled in to the 1956 
British GP in the back of a transporter 
and watched the race from the 
balcony above the pits. Three P25s 
were entered, driven by Tony Brooks, 
Mike Hawthorn and Ron Flockhart. 
Hawthorn and Brooks made a superb 
start and established a significant 
lead over the likes of Fangio and 
Collins in Ferraris, Moss in a Maserati 
and Schell in a Vanwall. Sad to say, 
however, that the usual BRM gremlins 
struck yet again. Flockhart was soon 
out with timing problems; Hawthorn 
retired on lap 23 with failure of a pot-
joint when he was still in the lead; and 
the throttle of Brooks’ car stuck 
open, causing him to spin. The car 
rolled, throwing out the driver, then 
caught fire, completely destroying it.

The last time I met Mays was at 
Monza in 1958. I graduated that year 
and decided to spend some time in 
Italy before starting work. I arranged 
to attend the Italian GP, and was 
walking around the Monza paddock 
when I bumped into Mays. He asked 
me if I’d like to watch the race from 
the pits and I readily accepted the 
invitation. He had no spare pit 
passes, so instructed me to follow 
closely and not to stop or speak if 
I was challenged by the carabinieri. 
This tactic was successful. During the 
race, I sat on the pit counter next to 

Monique, Harry Schell’s beautiful 
girlfriend (Schell and Jean Behra were 
driving BRMs). Monique was a bit of a 
distraction because she swung her 
shapely legs to and fro until, on one 
lap, Schell failed to show. Eventually 
he appeared, walking along the edge 
of the track, swinging his crash 
helmet, with cars passing by at racing 
speed. He walked into the pits, 
Monique rushed up, threw her arms 
round him, and said: “Harry, darling, 
are you all right?” To which he calmly 
replied: “I’m fine, just a few scratches.” 

My plan was to return to the UK 
after the race. I had insufficient cash 
left for a train ticket but Freddie 

Bothamley, the Lockheed racing rep, 
kindly offered me a lift home in his 
Fiat 500, which I gratefully accepted.

Fearnley suggests that the 
dissemination of information about 
BRM’s successes – and failures – to 
the suppliers involved in the project 
laid the foundations for Britain’s 
current motorsport empire. A lot of 
the credit for this should go to Mays.
Chris Warman

Via e-mail

Corniche would be just the ticket. 
The black pick-up featured a sturdy 
rollbar, wider wheels, huge exhaust 
stacks, truck mirrors and klaxons. 
The tailgate was embossed with 
‘Rolls-Royce’ and the load bay 
featured a bizarre face behind the 
cab, complete with huge goggles. It 
wasn’t all show either, and Fröhlich 
reported relatively good handling 
after tests at Zolder and the ’Ring.

A Bentley MkVI conversion was 
more restrained, apart from bright 

yellow paintwork and wood panel-
ling, and customers could have cars 
converted for DM50-70,000. 

Fröhlich also produced Cloud 
and Phantom III dropheads, plus a 
Silver Shadow racer that apparently 
competed at the Nürburgring.

In 2000, Fröhlich continued to 
cause a stir with his car sculpture 
park, featuring 50 decaying cars 
embedded in a German forest.
Simon Davis

St Albans, Hertfordshire Corniche pick-up spied on German streets

Clockwise: the wreck of 

Brooks’ BRM at the 1956 

British GP; P25s in the 

BRM pit ahead of the race; 

Mays (on right) with the 

team transporter
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Pedant of 
the month
Pedant of the month wins 
a C&SC baseball cap. Send 
your observations to alastair
clements@haymarket.com

Sorry Mr Buckley, but what 
you refer to as ‘hand signals’ 
(Backfire, May) are actually 
called arm signals. The use of the 
full arm is far more noticeable 
than a limp little hand motion.

Also, if by ‘feed’ the wheel you 
are referring to the pull-push 
technique (sometimes called 
push-pull, or ‘milking the cow’ in 
Scandinavia), it is still very 
common because it remains the 
prime steering method taught to 
police drivers (Roadcraft, p115) 
and is used by every advanced 
driving coach I have met. It 
provides an efficient, safe and 
comfortable steering method 
under most circumstances. 

However, adherence to the 
technique is no longer slavish 
and other techniques are also 
taught in this day and age.
John Pearson

April 2018 was yet another 
excellent issue, my only 
comment is regarding the spec 
table for the Ford GT40 on page 
119. The wheelbase figure in 
millimetres was wrongly carried 
over from the height one to be 
the same 1041mm, which means 
that the car’s wheelbase was 
only 104cm (41 inches), whereas 
it should measure 7ft 111/2in.
Khaled Abdelsalam

I much enjoyed Andrew Roberts’ 
Ford Escort 50th-birthday story 
(C&SC, May). However, surely 
when new the Escort 1300GL 
Estate cannot have been worth 
two and a half Avenger 1600 
Super Estates? Please re-consult 
your Ford information sources.
Dave Massey

At last, an opportunity to shine, 
pedantry-wise! The Triumph 
Dolomite Sprint Model of the 
Month ‘authentic’ (April)? Not 
with a single exhaust rather than 
the signature small-diameter 
twin pipes, a sign to those left 
behind – including, in my case, a 
pair of BMW 320s at the ’Ring. 
Paul Buck

Comments &

clarifications

Aussie Brit
After your Rolls-Royce story
(C&SC, May), I couldn’t help but
send a photo of a Jaguar XJ6 utility
– or ‘ute’, as pick-ups are known
Down Under – that I owned some
years ago. This could have been the
prototype for a factory ute, with
classic XJ6 lines and even the origi-
nal saloon’s back window. Jaguar
wouldn’t have liked the 253cu in
(4142cc) Holden V8 under the
bonnet, but it made for similar pace
with a much better noise!

An amusing story with the ute
came just after buying it, when
I went to get petrol. Having filled
the right tank, I proceeded to the
left, whereupon the gentleman
opposite said: “Hey mate, I think
you have a leak!” I was standing in
a pool of fuel because there was
no left tank! I have happy memories
of the Jag ute, which went on to
serve as a baggage wagon for a hotel
I had at the time, with the name
down the side in gold lettering. It
looked better than a JPS Lotus!
Alas, I know not where it is now.

The Rolls-Royce in your story is
not unique: there’s one in Texas,
complete with Longhorn cow
horns on the front and Peacemaker
revolvers as doorhandles. Honest!
Frank Foster
Tasmania, Australia

Neat XJ6 pick-up converted Down Under Olds was bought by Rover for assessment

A cyclist speaks
Martin Buckley’s generalisation of 
leisure cyclists as ‘aggressive, self-
righteous people in Lycra’ (Backfire, 
May) has some precedent. The 
cycling pioneers who fought for 

their rights during the late 19th 
century were often pilloried by 
the press. Some of them went on 

to be pioneers of the motoring age; 
SF Edge is a notable example.

Modern cyclists are a vulnerable 
minority group. They’d like to see 
an improvement in driving stand-
ards and the growth of alternative 
transport. As a vintage-car driver, 
I see nothing wrong with this vision 
of safer, less-crowded roads.

Cyclists do sometimes wear 
ordinary clothes and may even 
drive a car. Some read C&SC…
Jon Yeeles
Via e-mail

Back to the metal
Since, as the third and final CEO of
DeLorean Motor Cars Ltd, I gave
the keys to the auctioneers at the
DeLorean plant in Dunmurry,
Northern Ireland, in February ’83,
I have been a constant remover of
numerous myths about the man,
the car, the company and its people.
In an otherwise excellent article
about the Auburn Cord Duesen-
berg Museum in Indiana (Classic
shrines, May), Michael Milne has
created a new one: the ‘rare factory
red’ DeLorean. So rare, as a couple
of owners have observed on social
media, that it’s one of none!

John DeLorean’s objective of
creating an ethical car – one that
would last 20 years (two-thirds of
the 9080 made have already lasted
35!) – influenced the design of the
factory as well as the car. At the
time of its creation in 1974, body
paints were oil-based rather than
today’s water-based. As such, the
spraying process within a paint
shop created a massive environ-
mental problem when disposing of
the residue that did not make the
body surface. John’s solution was to
specify unpainted, brushed stain-
less steel for the exterior surfaces,
hence no need for a paint shop,
hence no factory red – and no other
factory colour for that matter.

At the time the company entered
receivership in the UK and Chap-
ter 11 in the USA, the Californian
end of the business – under the
leadership of CR ‘Dick’ Brown –
was experimenting with the use of
coloured lacquers that allowed the
stainless grain to show through. No
car was ever completed in that
condition, however. Soon after, one 
or two dealers and an importer in 
the Middle East painted a few cars 
in regular colours, in an attempt to 
speed up the movement of unsold 
stock. It seems likely that the red 
car in the museum is one of those.
Barrie Wills
Meriden, West Midlands

Red DMC-12 wasn’t a 

factory job, says former 

DeLorean CEO Wills

LA on my mind
Julian Balme’s commemoration 
of the 50th anniversary of Bullitt 
(C&SC, April) was a joy, but he 
failed to mention the other film 
with a chase scene that approaches 
the calibre of that by McQueen and 
co: To Live and Die in LA. 

The cars lack the appeal of the 
Mustang or Charger, but the action 
is gritty, the driving is real – much 
of it done by star William Petersen 
– and head-on into LA Freeway 
traffic is a ride that equals the show-
down on the San Francisco streets. 
Paul Cooper
University Park, MD, USA

Front-drive wonder
Reading about Martin Buckley’s 
Oldsmobile Toronado (Our classics, 
April) reminded me of a photo in 
my collection of Rover/BL images. 
This 1966 car was bought by Rover 
at Solihull for assessment and had 
a reputation as a car that went well 
and handled better than contempo-
rary Yanks, but no way would it 
stop! Quite a lot of Rover engineers 
acquired unexpected white hairs. 

Many years later, an Audi quat-
tro was similarly purchased for 
research purposes at Gaydon, and 
was notorious for going quickly 
regardless of slippery roads – but it 
couldn’t defy the laws of physics 
when trying to stop in such condi-
tions, and caught out a few folk.
Ian Elliott
Rover Sports Register, and 
ex-Austin/BMC/BL
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The two Dauphins together at Doune, ’94… …and Douglas’ rare Hooper-bodied Century

Daimler in detail
It was a pleasant surprise to see the 
words ‘Daimler Dauphin’ on the 
cover of the April issue; a shock, 
perhaps, but a lovely one given that 
so few were made and that they 
remain virtually unknown outside 
the Daimler & Lanchester Owners’ 
Club. I enjoyed the feature very 
much, especially the title and the 
photos; less so some of the text…

I’ve been a Daimler owner and 
DLOC member since 1969 and in 
late 1994, following the annual 
rally at Doune Motor Museum, 
I became the fortunate custodian of 
NFS 2, one of the six even less well-
known DJ256 Hooper Centuries 
built between 1954 and ’56 after 
the two Lanchester Dauphins. 
NFS 2 is near-identical to the 
Dauphins, minus the characteristic 
recessed headlamps and with a few 
other detail differences.

With it came a large amount of 
documentation, including corre-
spondence from Dennis E Morgan 
of San Diego, California, who is the 
owner of the first Dauphin proto-
type and had set about tracing all 
the Hooper-bodied LJ and DJ cars. 
From him I learnt a huge amount, 
and I hope you will forgive me if 
I set the record straight.

As Martin Buckley stated, the 
Dauphin is a scaled-down version 
of the ‘Stardust’ show car, which 
was built at the same time as NFS 2, 
and also the astonishing post-war 
DE36 show cars, all clothed with 
Osmond (not Oswald) Rivers’ 
seductive coachwork, as well as the 
subsequent Empress models. Here 
I disagree entirely with Buckley: 
these are not stuffy, pompous, 
formal designs that hadn’t changed 
since the ’30s, far less ‘blousy’. As 
a child of the 1950s I recall the 
Empress as regal, exciting, forward-
thinking, perhaps even futuristic, 
and definitely exotic. Moreover, the 
task of shrinking the design to the 
small DJ chassis was, to my mind, 
stunningly successful. 

Regarding the steering, I had the 
misfortune to suffer a stroke in ’06 
and regained no more than 50% of 
the strength of my left side, yet the 
17in sprung wheel is no monster. 
For someone with normal strength, 
it can’t be more of a challenge than 
any other large car of the period.

Nor was the windscreen from 
the Conquest Roadster: that car’s 
’screen is entirely different. The 
tail-light units are not original; the 
factory used single lights with 
reflectors above. And to be fearfully 
picky, the nave plates aren’t Century 
items, but are from the SP250.

The tale of OVC 444 is complex, 
but I doubt it ever came to rest in a 
Birmingham scrapyard. It was 
owned from 1970-’85 by a DLOC 
member, and by 1994 it had been 
restored by Dr John Wickham. 
This doesn’t leave enough years to 
deteriorate to the state that would 
result in it going to a scrapyard.

NFS 2 seems to have had the 
simplest life, staying with its first 
owner for 34 years, then passing 
through another two before land-
ing in my lap. I won’t forget taking 
it for a test drive around the poorly 
surfaced roads of Whitley Bay and 
being impressed by its freedom 
from rattles, almost rivalling a 
modern car in its composure, while 
thinking to myself ‘this must mean 
the ash frame is sound’: the first of 
many pleasant surprises to come. 
Geoff Douglas
Via e-mail

Tripping over
Reading the fascinating article on 
the recreated Ferrari 156s (C&SC, 
April), I stumbled over the spellings 
of the name of Wolfgang Alexander 
Albert Eduard Maximilian Graf 
Berghe von Trips, whom I had the 
pleasure of meeting when I was a 
lad. It is confusing, because privi-
leges of nobility were abolished in 
Germany in 1919, and the old title 
simply became part of the name. 

Born in 1928, he was therefore 
never a count (Graf). Combined 
with his family name, Berghe von 
Trips, this led to the surname ‘Graf 
Berghe von Trips’, yet the media 
kept on addressing him with the 
wrongful title ‘Graf’. He himself 
mostly signed ‘Wolfgang B v Trips’ 
– shorter, but still more arduous to 
write than Moss, Hill or Clark. The 
nickname ‘Taffy’ was given to him 
by the English press; it is nearly 
unknown and never used among 
enthusiasts in his home country. 
Michael Odo Hauck
Düsseldorf, Germany
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1931 Invicta S Type Tourer by Carbodies  
S 44 is an original S Type with a fascinating history, including Brooklands and having been in 

the same hands for over 50 years! A rare opportunity to acquire a world class car.

1936 Lagonda LG 45 Rapide Replica  
A wonderfully mellow ‘old school’ Rapide Replica built to a very high standard and with a 

cavalier disregard to expense. Retains its original Sanction 2 engine.
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Additional Motorcars Available for Acquisition

A matching numbers MK1 with extensive race history

KDYLQJ ¿UVW FRPSHWHG LQ WKH ���� 0RQWH &DUOR 5DOO\�

$Q H[FHSWLRQDOO\ RULJLQDO FDU WKDW KDV EHHQ EHDXWLIXOO\

UHVWRUHG� HOLJLEOH IRU PDQ\ SUHVWLJLRXV HYHQWV�

Jaguar Mk1

£224,995

7KLV VSHFWDFXODU H[DPSOH LV RQH RI RQO\ �� FDUV VXSSOLHG QHZ

LQ VWXQQLQJ *ODVXUEODX� ,WV QXW DQG EROW UHVWRUDWLRQ ZDV

FRPSOHWHG LQ ���� DQG KDV VLQFH FRYHUHG OLPLWHG PLOHDJH�

Porsche 2.7 RS (LHD)
$ XQLTXH 6LOYHU *UH\ 0HWDOOLF 9H\URQ ZKLFK KDV FRYHUHG

������ PLOHV IURP QHZ� ,Q $SULO ���� WKLV 9H\URQ UHFHLYHG

D FRPSUHKHQVLYH VHUYLFH 	 QHZ W\UHV DW %XJDWWL /RQGRQ�

Bugatti Veyron

£474,995£1.15M

/LWWOH *UHHQ 6WUHHW )DUP� *UHHQ 6WUHHW� &KRUOH\ZRRG� +HUWIRUGVKLUH� :'� �($ � (1*/$1'

7HOHSKRQH� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� � )D[� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� � (PDLO� LQIR#GNHQJ�FR�XN

www.dke.co.uk
$�&RWWLQJKDP�)DPLO\�%XVLQHVV

&KRUOH\ZRRG�7XEH 
6WDWLRQ�����PLQV

+HDWKURZ�RU�/XWRQ�
$LUSRUWV�±����PLQV

0���2UELWDO 
-�������PLQV

/RQGRQ�&LW\ 
&HQWUH����PLOHV

+HOLFRSWHU� 
/DQGLQJ�)DFLOLWLHV

$FTXLVLWLRQ&RQVXOWDQF\ | 6DOHV | Service | 5HVWRUDWLRQ WR 3HUIHFWLRQ | (QJLQH%XLOGLQJ | 5DFH3UHSDUDWLRQ | 5ROOLQJ5RDG | Storage

#GNHQJLQHHULQJ #GNBHQJLQHHULQJ

Ferrari 500 Superfast
2QH�RI�RQO\���5+'�H[DPSOHV���&ODVVLFKH�&HUWL¿HG

7KLV�����6XSHUIDVW�ZDV�¿UVW�RUGHUHG�LQ�-XQH������IURP�+5�2ZHQ�VSHFL¿HG�ZLWK�D���VSHHG�JHDUER[�DV�ZHOO�DV�PDQ\�RWKHU�EHVSRNH�IHDWXUHV�VXFK�DV�$LU�

&RQGLWLRQLQJ��RSHQLQJ�UHDU�TXDUWHU�ZLQGRZV��D�FHQWUH�DUP�UHVW��UDUH�UHDU�VHDWV�DQG�����*76�ORXYUHV�LQ�WKH�IURQW�ZLQJV��7RGD\�WKLV�6XSHUIDVW�KDV�FRYHUHG�

XQGHU��������0LOHV�IURP�QHZ�DQG�KDV�EHHQ�PDLQWDLQHG�ZLWK�DEVROXWHO\�QR�H[SHQVH�VSDUHG��,Q�SUHSDUDWLRQ�IRU�LWV�VDOH�'.�(QJLQHHULQJ�KDYH�FRPSOHWHG�DQ�

H[WHQVLYH�VHUYLFH�DWWHQGLQJ�WR�DQ\�PHFKDQLFDO�LWHPV�WR�HQVXUH�LW�SUHVHQWV�LQ�VXSHUE�FRQGLWLRQ�WKURXJKRXW��$FFRPSDQLHG�E\�D�IDVFLQDWLQJ�KLVWRU\�¿OH��WKLV�

XQLTXH�6XSHUIDVW�LV�¿W�IRU�DQ\�RI�WKH�¿QHVW�FROOHFWLRQV�LQ�WKH�ZRUOG�DQG�LV�DYDLODEOH�LPPHGLDWHO\��£POA
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classicsdd
D A N I E L DONOVAN

D D C L A S S I C S . C O M

1989 Aston Martin V8 Vantage Volante 
X-Pack (RHD)

2016 Ferrari F12 TDF (RHD) 2002 Ferrari 550 Barchetta (Only 2000 miles)

1963 Jaguar E-Type Semi-lightweight 4.7 Fast 
Road Spec (RHD)

2003 Bentley Final Series Azure Mulliner 
Cabriolet (Only 1840 miles)

1970 Aston Martin DB6 Mark 2 (RHD)

1994 Aston Martin Virage Volante (LHD) 1988 Rolls Royce Corniche II Convertible (LHD) 1971 Mercedes-Benz 280SE 3.5 Cabriolet 

(LHD)

DD Classics, West Cross Business Park, Unit 3 Shield Drive, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9EX.

Showroom: +44 (0)208 8783355 • Mobile: +44(0)7850 888 880 • Email: info@ddclassics.com

1984 Lamborghini Countach 5000 S (LHD)1951/83 Jaguar C-Type Recreation (RHD) 2003 Bentley Continental R Mulliner Wide 
Body (LHD)



£695,000
Dark Blue over Dark Blue, 1 of 140 Volantes, Mk 1 

in Superb Condition, RHD

£88,500
Skye Silver over Charcoal, Full Main Dealer 

History with 3 previous keepers, 2+2
22,000 m, RHD

£59,500
Silver Blonde over Black, Full Main Dealer

History, Just Serviced, One of the last
Manuals Made, 36,500 m, RHD

£795,000
Sierra Blue over Black, Concours

Level Restoration, Vantage
Specification, Manual, RHD

1968 Aston Martin DB6 Volante 2001 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish 2010 Aston Martin DB9 1965 Aston Martin DB5

£302,500
Argento Nurburgring over Grey, Italian 
Delivery with HGTC, Just Serviced with 

Cambelts, 27,000 km, LHD

£99,950
Blu TDF over Beige, Comprehensive Service

History, Capristo Exhaust, Immaculate,
35,500 m, RHD

£335,000
Azzurro Metallizato over Beige, Fully Restored 

Award Winner, Comprehensive History,
LHD

£355,000
Burt Blue over Grey, Concours Level

Resoration, Comprehensive History with
Wonderful Provenance, RHD

£134,950
Rosso over Nero, Rare Vetroresina

Dry Sump, Immaculate with a
Comprehensive History, 45,000 m, RHD

£189,000
Rosso over Nero, Preserved and

Original, European, Last Owner for
over 30 years, 109 k km, LHD

£274,950
Rosso Chiaro over Nero, E Series,

Light Restoration, Full History, 33,000 m, RHD

£255,000
Rosso Corsa over Crema, LM Engine
Spec, London Motorshow Car, Last

Owner 27 years, 37,500 m, RHD

2006 Ferrari 575 SuperAmerica 2003 Ferrari 575M F1 1973 Ferrari 246GT Dino 1965 Ferrari 330 GT 2+2

1976 Ferrari 308 GTB 1964 Ferrari 330 GT 2+2 1973 Ferrari 246GT Dino 1976 Ferrari 512 BB

+44  (0)1582 857 940 www.bellclassics.co.uksales@bellclassics.co.uk Hill View, AL3 8QE

£900,000
Offered from our private collection, this exceptional motorcar once owned by the late Aldo Cudone and under 
his ownership in the early 1980s converted to Group IV specifications by Giuliano Michelotto and Bacchelli & Villa 
with the assistance of Gaetano Florini of Ferrari’s Assistenza Clienti. Competition history including the 1985 Coppa 
d’Italia, Adelaide Classic and Tour Espana to say the least. FIA HTP valid until 2026 with a new MSA/FIA roll cage 
fitted in 2016. Documented by Ferrari Historian Marcel Massini and over £80,000 invoiced for race preparations.

1970 Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona Group IV by Michelotto
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3OHDVH QRWH WKDW ZH KDYH QRZ FRPSOHWHG RXU UHORFDWLRQ WR RXU QHZ ȆGHVWLQDWLRQȇ SUHPLVHV LQ +HUWIRUGVKLUH�

3OHDVH YLVLW RXU ZHE�VLWH IRU IXOO DGGUHVV GHWDLOV
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7KH OHIW KDQG GULYH H[DPSOH ZH DUH

SOHDVHG WR R
HU� RULJLQDOO\ VXSSOLHG YLD $0

IRU H[SRUW WR WKH 0LGGOH (DVW� KDV LQ PRUH

UHFHQW \HDUV EHHQ WKH UHFLSLHQW RI D

VXEVWDQWLDO SURJUDPPH RI UHVWRUDWLYH

ZRUNV DQG XSJUDGHV FDUULHG RXW E\ $VWRQ

0DUWLQ :RUNV� LQFOXGLQJ FKDVVLV ZRUNV� D

EDUH PHWDO UHSDLQW WR RULJLQDO FRORXUV RI

5R\DO &KHUU\ RYHU 3DUFKPHQW KLGHV DQG

FRPSOHWH HQJLQH UHEXLOG WR ODWHU ;�3DFN

VSHFL�FDWLRQV� $ JHDUER[ UHEXLOG DQG

DSSOLFDWLRQ RI IDFWRU\ XSUDWHG EUDNLQJ�

VWHHULQJ DQG VXVSHQVLRQ XSJUDGHV ZHUH

VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ FDUULHG RXW� EULQJLQJ LW WR

WKH H[FHSWLRQDO VWDQGDUG DV SUHVHQWHG�

)XOO GHWDLOV RQOLQH

���� '%� �([ 5REHUW 3ODQW� e������� ���� 9DQWDJH /H 0DQV e������� ���� 9� 9DQWDJH =DJDWR e�������
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 xáxב ᒆב0 ³Ώ�ΒΧ 0χ�ίΧ̾�� דڈא ᙆ ᒇחחᒆn˨�̆̾ �˨(̔Χ˨ X�Χ̯̔Β˨̔0χ�ί�̾��̔ ᙷ(̔˨̔ΒΚ ̆�̔̆Χ̾��ᙸ ᙆ ᒇגחח

I̔ΒΒ˨Β̾ (̾�� הגא JÁ ᙆ ᒇאוח

n˨̅͠�Β̸̯̾�̾ ᒆᒆג JÁ X�Χ̔Β̾͠ ᙆ ᒇההח

¨�ΒΚ̸̆̔ ᒇᒇח !˨ΒΒ̔Β˨ וڈא ᙆ ᒇבוח

¨�ΒΚ̸̆̔ הדב ΏΒ̔ᙆ˨ ³Ώ̔̔̍ΚΧ̔Β ᙆ ᒇדדח

n˨�̆̾˨ �ΚΧίΒ˨ !��χ̔ΒΧ̾̅̾̔ ᙷΏ̾�̾�̮˨Β̾�˨ᙸ ᙆ ᒇבבח�̮˨ «�̔͠� !ה ᒇדוᒆ JÁ! ᙆ ᒇבחᒇ

Βί�Χ̔�̍˨�Κ�̯���ΚΒ و χ̾˨ ڈ̍ ̍˨ Χ�ΒΒ̾̆̔˨ً חא Β̯̯̔̾� ̔̾̾͠˨ و ̾Χ˨ώ و ̾�̮�ᝲΒί�Χ̔̍˨Κ�̯͠�̆ڈ���

I NFO +39 0522 268 5 1 1
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Classic Cars &  Motorbikes

www.ruotedasogno.com



1963 Jaguar E-Type Low Drag POA
A beautiful E-Type Low Drag which has been 
completely recommisioned for the 2017 race season. 
Ready to go!

1983 Lynx Eventer £65,000
Remarkably low milage example in time-warp 
condition. Just 5,027 Miles from New. 1 previous 
owner. Number plate ‘XJ V12’ not included.

1965 Jaguar E-type 4.2 RHD   £160,000
This E-type has been thoughtfully restored to preserve 
it’s originality, and boasts a freshly rebuilt 4.2 engine. 
Finished in green with a beige leather interior.

1956 Jaguar XK140 FHC £120,000
Finished in Jaguar British Racing Green, this XK140 is 
��WWHG�ZLWK�D�IXOO�UROO�FDJH��FRPSHWLWLRQ�EXFNHW�VHDWV�DQG�
comprehensive race preparation.

1949 - Early Alloy “Prototype” XK120 POA
This incredibly restored,    early alloy XK120 has been 
��QHO\�DQG�NQRZOHGJDEO\���QLVKHG�E\�&./�WR�UHDFK�LWV�
award-winning concours standard.

1953 Jaguar XK120 Comp Spec  £80,000
A fantastic opportunity to own this competition spec 
XK120 with a solid US racing history in events at Road 
America, Sebring and Watkins Glen.

CKL Developments Ltd,
Woodcote, Marley Lane Business Park, 

Battle, East Sussex, TN33 0RE

Based in East Sussex, CKL are the leading
specialists in road and racing Jaguar & Listers 
of the 1950s and ’60s. Our purpose built facility 
incorporates:

•  Engine Room
•  Panel Shop
•  Paint Shop
•  8 Lift Workshop
•  Large Vehicle Storage

www.ckl.co.uk

+ 44 (0) 1424 870 600

ckl@ckl.co.uk

Race Preparation • Restoration • Servicing • Sales • Transport • Storage
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2010 Bentley Continental GT 
Supersport Lightweight 2 Seater

Two owners. 35,000 miles. FSH with Bentley. Full MoT. 

Faultless. Demonic performance. Brand new tyres on freshly 

refurbished Alloys. Extreme value @ £55,000.



AUTODROME PARIS
Art Classic Cars

Royal Glamour in Monaco...

MONTE-CARLO, 1990: MYSTERIOUS PROJECT COMES TRUE

Key facts: first Carbon-fibre GT in History, 455 bhp V12 Lamborghini engine (in partnership with the Sant’Agata Factory), Technical 
Director: Carlo Chiti of Ferrari and Autodelta fame – and Prince Albert of Monaco & Princess Stephanie as Royal sponsors...

Founder of newly-born MONTE-CARLO AUTOMOBILE was Fulvio-Maria Ballabio, a former Le Mans and Indy 
driver, and motorboat Champion. His first model was simply one of the most impressive Super-Gran Turismo of its 
time. During preliminary Le Mans 1993 April tests, a Monte-Carlo Automobile reached 354 km/h in the Hunaudières. 
A very ambitious dream had come true, but was still economically fragile: very few cars were built and sold.
Our car is the first built. Previous owners: founder of the make F-M Ballabio, and Lamborghini factory.

Read the story on: www.autodrome.fr – Price: 595,000 d

LAMBORGHINI 350 GT 1964, one of the first 10 Lamborghini ever built, specific details, 2-owner, important car: 700,000 e

LAMBORGHINI Miura / Miura S / SV several examples always available, please contact us for details and pricing.
FERRARI 365 GT/4 2+2, affordable Classic V12 Ferrari, Daytona-derived engine, very rare, only 500 built: 100,000 e
FERRARI-ASA 1000GT / 411 one-off vetroresina, possible Targa-Florio car, or 411 Factory prototype, needs recomm.: 140,000 e
LANCIA Flaminia Touring GTL 2.8 3C, Superleggera Alum. body, one of the most elegant GT ever. 2 cars : 88,000 & 115,000 e
MATRA-Bonnet Djet VS Gordini 1100. Race-inspired, first mid-engined GT in History. Very rare unmodified example: 80,000 e
LOTUS Europe Series 1, first mid-engined Lotus for the road, original engine, gearbox, interior; good condition: 40,000 e
FOURNIER-MARCADIER Barzoï, mid-engined Gordini-1600 Gullwing berlinette, drives like a race car, road-legal: 40,000 e

Part-exchanges considered. We buy classic Lamborghini, Ferrari, Lancia, Maserati, Aston-Martin, Lotus

ml@autodrome.fr – Tel: +33 (0) 630 096 491 or +33 (0) 686 699 827 – www.autodrome.fr

LAMBORGHINI Pregunta V12, 1998, created by Bertone 
Director of Style on a prototype Diablo chassis. The swan’s 

song of the Italian Lamborghini soul (one-off). POA
Read the whole story on: www.autodrome.fr

CD-PANHARD Le Mans, Prototype #01. Genius engineer 
Charles Deutsch created one of the most beautiful racing 

cars ever, based on breakthrough aerodynamics. Road-legal, 
Le Mans eligible: 415,000 e

Read the whole story on: www.autodrome.fr
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WE OWN - AND SELL - THE BEST

Contact us for more information:
+33 442 726 199       I    gtc@guikasgtc.com    I       www.guikasgtc.com

1972 FERRARI 365 GTS/4-A DAYTONA SPYDER #15535
One of the 17 European version, LHD.

One of the 9 GTS/4-A produced.
Sold new in Lebanon. Restored in 2000 in Italy, very good condition.

27.700 Kms on the clock. Ferrari Classiche certifi ed.

1971 FERRARI 365 GTB/4 DAYTONA #14191
Delivered new to the US. Continuous history.

Same owner during 28 years. Restored to its original color scheme.
Special powerful engine with high compression pistons and slightly radical cams.

US title. Eu taxed paid.





Marreyt Classics – trade +32 475 26 78 65
bernard.marreyt@skynet.be

Twin Cam –restoration +32 53 63 12 33

This magnifi cent view of the Lingotto rooftop track makes us lyrical about Italian design! It features three perfect

examples. Three? Yes! The D46, with its lightweight body, was drawn by Savonuzzi in 1946. He was also behind the

drawing board with Michelotti and Boano when Ghia created the 505DF in 1953. These two automotive beauties are in

the impressive company of the architectural masterpiece “La Bolla” by Renzo Piano.

www.marreyt-classics.com

Fiat 130 Coupé - 1973
Innovative and pure design by Pininfarina. Rare ZF 5-
speed manual gearbox! Price: 28.500 Euro

Ferrari Dino 246 GT M-Series - 1970
Automotive icon by Pininfarina. Highly original
low-mileage car! Price: 320.000 Euro

Lancia Flaminia GT 2.8 3C - 1967
Classic lines with daring modern accents, by Touring.
Rare (168 ex.) 2.8 3C ! Price: 128.000 Euro

Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider - 1963
Elegant styling by Touring. Luxurious, comfortable and
powerful tourer. Price: 125.000 Euro

Cisitalia D46 - 1947 and Cisitalia 505DF Ghia - 1953
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A small selection of up to 60 Prestige and Classic Cars in stock

47 Buxton Road,
Whaley Bridge, High Peak,
Derbyshire SK23 7HX

WWW.CLASSICCARSHOP.CO.UK

2008 PORSCHE 997 CARRERA 2
In basalt black with black trim, alloys, air
cond, sat nav, parking, plus good spec,
55000 miles with FPSH, stunning original

car, £34,950

1964MERCEDES 220 SEB TManual LHD.
Matching numbers, factory sunroof, PAS,
A superb and very original low mileage

example £34,950

1971 PORSCHE 911 2.2S TARGA. A very
rare car, being the only known example
converted to RHD in the 80s. Porsche yellow,
black trim, Fuchs alloys, Manuel Gearbox,
matching numbers, With factory build record.

Stunning £109,950.

1966 JAGUAR 3.4S TYPE
Manual with overdrive. Oxford Blue with 
original grey leather, Chrome wire wheels and 
stainless exhaust. Stunning original matching 
numbers RHD low mileage, time warp, example.  

All books, tools, etc £39,950

1971 ASTON MARTIN DBS V8 AUTO.
Rare matching numbers example in Caribbean blue with original 
navy blue leather. Aircond, PAS, GKN Alloys. Stainless steel 
sports exhaust. 61000 genuine miles and recent large service by 
leading Aston expert. Completely rust free, and superb to drive. 

One of nicest and original cars remaining. £169,950

1973 ALFA ROMEO 2000 BERLINA

Very rare Matching numbers original car with 39000
miles only. Rust free LHD example in superb condition

£21,950

1965 JAGUAR E TYPE 4.2 SERIES 1 RHD/LHD

Uk matching numbers that went to Barcelona in 1968  
and was dealer converted to LHD. Signal Red with Black 
leather trim, uprated brakes, suspension, cobra wire wheels, 
stainless exhaust, stunning rust free example £89,950

1988 MERCEDES 560 SL ( LHD)

Signal red with beige full leather Hard and soft tops, alloys,
Aircond, cruise, Plus Huge factory spec, 2 previous owners
Interesting And full documented history, 124k and in superb

original and Rust free Condition. £26,950

1993 MERCEDES 300SL W129 

Signal red with Beige leather trim. Eight hole alloys, 
power hood, hard top, 73000 miles with FMBSH. 

Stunning mint example. £14,950

1937 BUICK OPERA COUPE

One of 230 built and only three remaining. Straight eight
engine. Subject of a 100 Point Concours Restoration.

Simply the Best..., £49,950

1970 ROLLS ROYCE MPW

2 door coupe RHD. In two tone silver mink with blue 
leather. 78000 miles only, with superb documented 

history. Stunning. £49,950

1981 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE MK 5. 1500

White, black check trim, black hood. 40000 miles 
only, one of the very last built. Stunning and original  

mint example. £14,950

1959 AUSTINHEALEY. Frog eye SpriteMK1. RHD.
A matching numbers car. Old English white with red
trim and red hood. Concours nut and bolt ground
up restoration. Was dry stored for 45 years, When it
KDG GRQH ����� PLOHV IURP QHZ� 2QH RI WKH ÀQHVW

available £29,950

1982 MERCEDES 280SL SPORTS W107 Milan

brown with beige tex trim. Hard and soft tops,

Mexican hat alloys. Two owners and 45000 miles

only with Full History from new. One of the finest

rust free examples available. £39,950

1972 NSU PRINZ
RHD, low mileage, in time warp original 
unrestored. All books, tools, etc. Remarkable 
car is showroom condition with Full history 

from new. RARE £10,950

2008 FERRARI 599 GTB FIORANO F1
Grigio Silverstone with Grigio leather.Massive
spec includes, 20” alloys, yellow callipers,
FDUERQ ÀEUH EUDNHV� 'D\WRQD VHDWV :LQJ
shields. 16900 miles only with FFSH.
Stunning mint example. £124,950

1988 PORSCHE 930 TURBO CABRIOLET.
GP white with marine blue leather, piped white, And blue 
mohair power hood. Polished Fuchs alloys, Aircond and 
uprated Specification. Restored to concours standards 
by the late Great Bob Watson Porsche specialist.

30000 miles only, and stunning £99,950

1972 MERCEDES 280SE W108
Rare  manual RHD, matching numbers and 
11,000 miles only from new. Original and 

unrestored and totally unique!! £39,950

1996 PORSCHE 993 CARRERA 2 CABRIOLET RHD 6 speed 

manual. Iris blue with marble grey leather trim, Blue power Hood, 

air cond, Cup Alloys, teardrop mirrors, 35000 miles only with Full 

Documented history. Stunning and original example £64,950

2003 MODEL YEAR, BENTLEY ARNAGE T. Silver
storm with black quilted leather with Logos. Massive
factory spec, 43000 miles only with FBSH, recently
serviced, stunning mint example that cost £190k less
new. All books tools and documentation, £31,950.

1986 MERCEDES 300SL (W107)
Silver with blue leather and rear seat. Navy blue hood, 
and nautic blue hard top. Flat face alloys. Sold by us 
to its last two owners over a 29 year period, stunning 

example with FSH. £36,950

2009 CATERHAM 7 CLASSIC
1400 K series engine. Black with Alloy and out of the box. 

Brand New and never Registered. £16,950

1967 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 MK3 PHASE 2
LHD. BRG with Black trim and Black hood. 2 owners, matching
numbers and Heritage Certification. Many concours wins to it name
with last owner of over 30 years. The most stunning and correct

Healey we have ever seen!!. £64,950

1998 BENTLEY ARNAGE T. (4.4V8)

Oxford Blue with magnolia leather piped blue. Stunning and mint
41000 miles from new, all books, tools, and documented history, an
original and superb example. Mind blowing Value, £24,950

1954 JAGUAR XK120 FHC LHD.

Ivory with tan leather, matching numbers. Superb rust 
free example, that drives beautifully. £79,950

1970 PORSCHE 911 (3.0 RS RECREATION)

Quite possibly the finest on offer in the current market 
place. Was restored to Full RS spec, by a leading Specialist 
workshop. The detail and quality is like a new car. Please 

contact us for full details. £129,950



250 Classic cars in our showroom

ERclassics.com - Holland

O d

MG MGB Cabriolet 1973.

Overdrive.

€21,950

Jaguar XJS Cabriolet 1993.

4.0ltr 6 cylinder with only 61,000 Miles!!

€29,950

Bentley Continental 1986.

Convertible 1 of 77.

€94,500

Jaguar MKII 1960. 3.8ltr manual

transmission and Chrome wire wheels.

€45,950

MGA cabriolet 1958.

Restored.

€44,950

Bentley S1 1956.

Restored.

€59,950

Triumph TR6 cabriolet 1973.

In top condition.

€36,950

Triumph GT6 MK2 1969.

Very rare.

€26,950

Chevrolet Corvette C1 1959.

Restored.

€119,000

Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolet 1303.

In beautiful condition.

€22,950

Volvo P1800 S coupe 1968.

Restored.

€42,950

VW Karmann Ghia cabriolet 1968.

In very good condition.

€49,950

BMW 318i cabriolet 1993.

Original colour Daytona Violett.

€17,500

Mercedes-Benz 190SL 1955.

Gullwing seats.

€159,000

Austin Healey 100-4 BN2 1955.

Top restored.

€124,950

Austin Healey Sprite MK1 1960.

Frogeye, in very good condition.

€27,950

ERclassics.com
Kleiweg 1 • 5145 NA • Waalwijk • The Netherlands

Tel: +31 416 751393 • mail: info@erclassics.com
Misprints and printing errors reserved

Opening times: monday till saturday 09:00 - 17:00 | All year round: First sunday of the month 12:00 - 16:00

And EXTRA OPEN march through september: Last sunday of the month 12:00 - 16:00
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2ULJLQDOO\ GHOLYHUHG LQ -DSDQ
/LWWOH RYHU ����� RULJLQDO NLORPHWUHV

0DVHUDWL &ODVVLFKH FHUWLILHG
'HOLYHUHG QHZ LQ )UDQFH� UHVWRUHG LQ 86$

2QH RI ��� H[DPSOHV HYHU EXLOW
5HEXLOW HQJLQH� ODWH SURGXFWLRQ =) JHDUER[

)UHVK ��\HDU UHVWRUDWLRQ
6XSHUE PDWFKLQJ�QXPEHUV H[DPSOH

3HULRG FRQYHUVLRQ� H[FHOOHQW ZRUNPDQVKLS
)DFWRU\ ��� *7&�� SRZHU VWHHULQJ

2QH RI ��� H[DPSOHV HYHU EXLOW
)UHVK IURP D ��\HDU *HUPDQ UHVWRUDWLRQ
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1911 Rol s-Royce Silver Ghost Rois Des Belges
£880 000 00

1909 Rolls Royce S ver Ghost
£1 600 000 00

1926 Rolls Royce Phantom I, The Phantom of Love
£ , 00 000 00

1930 Bentley Speed S x
£860,000 00

1929 Alfa Romeo 6C Supe Sport 1750 Zagato
£1 200 000 00

1932 A a Romeo 8C Zagato
£890 000 00

1929 Me cedes-Benz S 680 Castagna
£3,400 000 00

1954 Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Gu wing Coupé
£1 100,000 00

We’re famous for selling the cars you never see

More quality consigments wanted

www.vandp.net Prestige House, 9 Globe Industrial Estate, Grays, Essex, RM17 6ST

01375 379719      07967 260673
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Arrows A11C : ���� H[� $OERUHWR� RULJLQDOO\��WWHG�ZLWK�3RUVFKH�9����QRZ�RQ�&RVZRUWK
Aston Martin Vantage GT8 :�����NP��EODFN�EODFN��IXOO�RSWLRQV��PDQXDO�JHDUER[
BMW 318 IS :�([��%0:�IDFWRU\�FDU�HQWHUHG�E\�%LJD]]L��ZRQ������6SD���K
Ferrari 360 GT :�&KDVVLV����0��WKH�YHU\��UVW�RI�PRGHUQ�0LFKHORWWR�FDUV��H[WHQVLYH�KLVWRU\�
Ferrari Testarossa :��������NP��UHG�EODFN��))6+��DPD]LQJ�FRQGLWLRQ��IXOO\�VHUYLFHG�
Jaguar E-Type 3.8 :�&RQFRXUVH�UHVWRUDWLRQ��EODFN�RQ�UHG�LQWHULRU��IXOO�UHSRUW�DYDLODEOH�
Matra MS630 :�&KDVVLV����WKH��UVW�FRQWLQXDWLRQ�FDU��)Ζ$�+73��H[FHOOHQW�FRQGLWLRQ
Porsche 928 S2 :��������������NP��ZKLWH�ZKLWH�DPD]LQJ�FRQGLWLRQ
Porsche 964 RS :��������NP��VLOYHU��H[FHOOHQW�FRQGLWLRQ��IXOO\�VHUYLFHG

ART & REVS – Howald, Luxembourg
www.artandrevs.com • contact@artandrevs.com • Tel: 00352 661 700 777 • Mobile: 00352 26 48 17 41

All the listed cars are located in our Showroom and visible only by appointment 

We are always looking for similar cars do not hesitate to contact us if you wish to sell one

Nissan GTR GT1  

*7��:RUOG�&KDPSLRQVKLS�ZLQQHU
3HUIHFW�FRQGLWLRQ�DQG�ORWV�RI�

VSDUHV

Aston Martin GT2  

&KDVVLV�����/H�0DQV�DQG�(/06�
�������KRXUV�VLQFH�SUR�GULYH�
UHEXLOG��PDVVLYH�VSDUHV�SDFNDJH

Lexus  

2QO\�������NP�DQG�WZR�RZQHUV�
IURP�QHZ

)XOO\�VHUYLFHG�DQG�LPPDFXODWH

Ferrari 250 GTO 

BXLOW�E\�7HUU\�+R\OH�	�5RG�-ROOH\
1HYHU�XVHG�	�LQ�ȊDV�QHZȋ�

FRQGLWLRQ

Porsche 962  

&KDVVLV������RULJLQDO�LQ�HYHU\
GHWDLO��HQJLQH�DQG�JHDUER[��K�

UHDG\�WR�UDFH

Tyrrell 

Ex -DULHU�DQG�'DO\�IURP�WKH� 
��������VHDVRQV

)XOO\�VHUYLFHG�DQG�UDFH�UHDG\
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IN THE 
SHADOW OF 
GREATNESS
What better way to mark 50 years since the 
brilliant Jim Clark’s passing than a return to  
his old stomping ground in his very own car?
WORDS JULIAN BALME  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER





F
or several years, the inhabitants 
of Duns on the Scottish Borders 
have been dusting off their red, 
white and blue bunting and 
hanging it the length of their 
small town’s High Street in an 
annual celebration of its most 

famous local resident, James Clark Junior (as he 
was known within farming circles). Outside the 
modest museum dedicated to his achievements, 
a gazebo is erected and a small collection of cars 
driven and raced by the legend is assembled 
underneath. Over a spring weekend, the town 
plays host to hordes of Lotus drivers and fans,  
all drawn north of the border by their admiration 
for the greatest racing driver of his generation – 
and for many, including me, of all time.

This year was the event’s most poignant stag-
ing. Brought forward to coincide with the 50th 
anniversary of his death – still, to many, incom-
prehensible – at Hockenheim on 7 April 1968,  
it was organised by the museum’s trustees and 
Club Lotus, with an expanded programme 
including a church memorial service, a gala 
dinner and an automobilia exhibition. Even the 
nearest pub to Clark’s farm, the Waterloo Arms 
in Chirnside, entered into the spirit by serving 
Racing Green ale all weekend and hanging a 
portrait of the two-time World Champion and 
Indy 500 winner over its usual roadside sign.

There’s surely no better way to make the 
pilgrimage to Scotland than in one of Clark’s old 
road cars, his first Lotus Elan, registered 997 
NUR. I say ‘his’, but although he ran it for nearly 
a year and clocked up nigh-on 15,500 miles 
behind the wheel, it was always the property of 
Lotus Cars on account of it being one of the pre-
production development models. As with the 
prototype Lotus Twin Cam engine fitted in an 
Anglia, Jim was used to test Chapman’s road-
going replacement for the Elite – not that he was 
initially very impressed. In a letter to Team 
Lotus manager Andrew Ferguson, he chided: 
‘That never-reliable motor car, the Elan, has 
broken down again and is at the factory.’

From our base in the south, we decide to 
retrace Clark’s ‘commute’ from Cheshunt, the 
second home of Team Lotus after Hornsey, up 
to Duns. These days the former factory building 
that housed the company’s racing activities is a 
health club, the ironically named Monster Gym 
(surely a misspelling), where we meet employee 
Steve Killan. “Small, ain’t it?” observes the Lotus 
Elise owner. “Makes mine look big.”

In the early 1960s, the A1 – or Great North 
Road – was a very different beast. It passed 
through city centres such as Newcastle, so even 
top racing drivers struggled to achieve startling 
journey times. Today it’s two- or three-lane 
motorway all the way up into Northumberland, 

before becoming a single-lane environment 
more suited to the Elan. The National Speed 
Limit is the fastest you’d want to travel in the 
diminutive Lotus on such busy roads – any 
quicker and that delicate steering becomes a 
liability as the whole car starts to move around. 
Even passing a lorry demands the driver’s atten-
tion as its bow-wave attempts to push the tiny 
sports car into the central reservation. The 
monotony of the A1 also shifts your focus to 
other things, such as the lack of comfort in the 
seats and the subsequent numbness in the back-
side. Despite being far more sensitive than mine, 
Jim’s was half my age when he sat there.

As far as Morpeth, I’m wishing we were luxu-
riating in the plush surroundings of Clark’s other 
road car, a Ford Galaxie 500. In an interview 
given to Derek Jewell in 1966, Clark claimed:  
“I want a car to be very easy to drive, and one that 
does things quietly without any fuss. I like the 
comfort of the Galaxie… Off the track I’m just 
lazy about driving. But for a town car, well you 
can’t beat a Lotus Elan. That’s my other car.  
It has all the size advantages of a Mini, and it’s 
fun to drive.” Indeed it is, but not on major 
motorways in the 21st century: stay well clear  
if you don’t want to spoil the lustre. 

These days, it’s on B-roads where the genius 
of the Elan truly shines. Its cross-country ability 
for a car created 56 years ago is nothing short of 

‘These days, it’s on B-roads where the Elan truly 
shines. Its cross-country ability for a car created 
56 years ago is nothing short of astonishing’
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Along with Jock McBain, Scott Watson was very 
much Clark’s mentor and patron – and he was the 
second owner of 997 NUR. “I bought the car from 
Lotus and ran it up to 80,000 miles before selling  
it back to them,” he recalls. “It had a hardtop fitted 
that Jimmy had managed to make sufficiently 
watertight, so I left it on all the time. I didn’t race  
it myself, but for the very first race at Ingliston 
circuit I lent it to Andrew Cowan, who was an old 
friend. After a fabulous dice in the rain, Andrew just 
lost out to a fully race-prepared Elan – NUR having 
been driven to the circuit and away from it after 
the race in standard road tune.”

The Elan was still in Scott Watson’s custody 
when he got a call from Lotus PR Graham Arnold: 
“Could I take it down to Edington Mains for a photo 
session because Jim was at home and shots with 
another car hadn’t been good enough.” This would 
produce the famed image of Clark sitting on NUR in 
his kilt outside the farmhouse, his home and haven.

IAN SCOTT WATSON

Of all the many Clark fans within the motorsport 
media, Windsor must rank as the most fervent. His 
admiration for Jim has led to him producing a blog 
and website dedicated to his achievements, along 
with countless interviews with those who were 
associated with the driver. He owns and drives the 
ultimate piece of Clark memorabilia – his last road 
car. The yellow, left-hand-drive S3 fixed-head Elan 
was acquired from the late Gérard ‘Jabby’ Crombac, 
Clark and Colin Chapman’s close friend and editor 
of the Paris-based magazine Sport Auto.

“It was Jim’s year in exile,” recounts Windsor. “He 
was living in Paris and for most of the ’67 season 
had driven it to the European races. He still had it 
when he and Crombac drove to the airport before 
the fateful weekend in Germany. By all accounts,  
he gave the keys to Jabby and said he could have it 
because he was picking up a +2 the following week.” 

PETER WINDSOR

Above: Monster Gym (or 

should that be Jim?) now 

stands on the site of the 

old Team Lotus Cheshunt 

base, as marked by tribute 

to Clark (left). Below: the 

Elan at rest at Lindisfarne
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Neither Middlehurst (above) nor Chapman (above 
right) are of an age to remember Jim Clark in his 
prime, yet he has been a huge influence on both  
of them. “I was a baby in my pram when my dad was 
racing a Mini against Jimmy,” explains Middlehurst, 
“but he was a legend in our household. I ended up 
owning four of his cars, but just have the two now: 
the last of his Lotus Cortinas – which strangely 
spent most of its life in a Duns garden – and the 
Type 43 that Clark drove to victory in the 1966 
United States Grand Prix at Watkins Glen. In 
another nice twist, both were at the Oulton  
Park Gold Cup meeting in 1967.”

Being a useful driver in his own right, complete 
with dark-blue helmet and white peak, Middlehurst 
often pilots Clark’s Type 25 for Classic Team Lotus, 
which is run by Clive Chapman, son of Lotus founder 
Colin. “I was only five when Jimmy died,” says Clive, 
“so don’t remember anything, but the great thing 
about Classic Team Lotus is that the likes of Bob 
Dance – who is still with us – worked with him back 
in the day.” Unsurprisingly, both Middlehurst and 
Chapman felt compelled to bring their cars to Duns.

ANDY MIDDLEHURST 

& CLIVE CHAPMAN

astonishing. That it does it in such an engaging 
way is what really sets the Lotus apart from other 
pretenders to the title, and why it tops so many 
‘all-time’ sports car lists. As Simon Hadfield 
(who we will come to later) recently told me: 
“Pressing on, you can average 50mph without 
ever topping 70mph – it’s that good.” A combi-
nation of softly sprung, lightweight body, skinny 
tyres conducted by pin-sharp steering, and 
propulsion from the gutsy Weber-carburetted 
1558cc Twin Cam add up to an unsurpassed 
package. Even the off-the-shelf Ford gearbox  
is a joy to use in this incarnation. 

On our trip north, we make a detour off the 
A1 over to Lindisfarne, or Holy Island. Appar-
ently, once he’d got his pilot’s licence, Jim would 
fly up the coast in his Piper Comanche, the first 
of which was sold to him by Jack Brabham, and 
wait until he could spot the Northumbrian land-
mark before guiding the plane west to his local 
airstrip at Winfield. While we photograph the 
Elan on the causeway, it is recognised by a couple 
who have just visited The Jim Clark Museum in 
Duns. Resplendent in red, with its distinctive 
silver hardtop and bolt-on steel wheels, NUR is 
immediately recognisable, though back in 1997 
when it was discovered languishing in a scrap-
yard near Mallory Park it was anything but. 

Lotus specialist and historic racing guru 
Hadfield picks up the story: “Michael [Schryver] 

Main: delicate tail-lights 

for earliest Elan – and 

snug roof is a boon on a 

chilly Scottish morning.

Top: outside Clark’s old 

house at Edington Mains, 

recreating iconic 1965 

Sport Auto cover shot



to the road in ’99 complete with rear-mounted 
‘1500’ badge. After nearly 20 years’ ownership, 
Schryver sold NUR last spring to London-based 
Scot and classic car dealer Gregor Fisken.

Being so intrinsically linked with Clark, the 
Elan has become a regular visitor to the Borders 
for the annual festivities, and on the Saturday 
morning is duly parked on Duns High Street. 
Despite his death now being half a century ago, 
Clark’s reputation and following are undimin-
ished, with the event attracting a considerable 
number of visitors. Not all are driving Lotus 
cars, the marque Jim so loyally drove for, but you 
can’t help noticing the enthusiastic group  
of Dutch Elise owners who have convoyed faith-
fully from The Netherlands to Scotland.

I notice a gent in his late 60s leaning wistfully 
against the barriers, staring at the Elan. When  
I enquire whether he has travelled far, he replies: 
“Quite a way. I flew back early from a holiday  
in New Zealand the day before yesterday so that 
I could be here.” His name is Tony Attwood, and 
Clark has remained his hero ever since he met 
him at Brands Hatch in 1964: “I was 16, and at 
school in Hastings. On the days before the 
Grand Prix there was free practice so I rode up 
on my motorbike. In those days you didn’t have 
to pay and access wasn’t a problem. I was looking 
at Jim’s gleaming Type 25 when a voice behind 
said: ‘Nice-looking car, isn’t it?’ It was Clark.  

We chatted for a while and he ended up signing 
one of my schoolbooks, which I still have.”

Clark’s near neighbour – and rally legend – 
Andrew Cowan observes that “there are a lot of 
old people here today”, which is not entirely 
unexpected given the years since Jim’s passing. 
What is surprising is the response I elicit from  
a sharp-looking young man who’s half the age of 
most of those gathered. He is German, and has 
made the trip to the UK specially: “I’ve always 
admired Jim Clark. Such a modest, gentle man. 
Not like today’s Formula One drivers.”

As the day unfolds, we encounter a raft of 
Clark admirers including ex-British Touring Car 
Champion John Cleland and former Rootes 
works driver Peter Proctor. “Living in North 
Yorkshire, I’d see Jim from time to time and even 
asked him to do the grand opening of a business 
I was starting,” says Proctor. “Not long before 
the event he won the Indy 500 and as a result was 
being pulled from pillar to post, honouring all 
manner of press and publicity commitments.  
To be honest, I didn’t expect to hear from him, 
but one night he rang and said could I move the 
opening forward by 24 hours. True to his word 
he turned up, cut the ribbon and greeted all 
those that had showed up to see him.”

Everyone I speak to agrees that he was a very 
special man. Not only a phenomenal driver, but 
also a decent, funny and kind human being, all 

had been offered a dead S1 Elan and, because  
I was restoring my wife’s car, he thought I might 
be interested in some of the bits. Although it was 
painted in Gold Leaf colours and had a later nose 
grafted on, it was definitely an early car. When 
he told me the registration it rang a bell immedi-
ately and I told him he had to restore it!” 

The Elan had no doubt eluded recognition 
because the rear numberplate had only three 
digits left on it and the front grille was missing. 
From the paperwork, Schryver and Hadfield 
deduced its significance – not just that it was 
‘Jimmy’s car’ but also, after consultation with 
Lotus, that it was unit 001, chassis number 002 
and one of only eight Elans originally equipped 
with the smaller 1498cc version of the Twin 
Cam. The latter had been replaced by the car’s 
second owner, Ian Scott Watson: “It gave trou-
ble and, after a conrod let go spectacularly, Colin 
[Chapman] sent up a larger 1558cc engine  
by train to Berwick the next day.”

Following Scott Watson’s ownership the Elan 
was sold back to Lotus, which in turn freshened 
up the car before it was prepared for John 
Surtees’ secretary Gloria Dollar to race. She had 
a change of heart and it was sold on, and there 
the trail goes cold until Schryver’s intervention. 
With the help of glassfibre wizard Kelvin Smith, 
he carried out a sympathetic rebuild, retaining as 
much of the original as possible and returning it 





‘Most engineers would be happy  
to have created one great car  
in a lifetime; Chapman and his 
band of followers were producing 
more than one a year’

Elan chassis 002 was 

originally fitted with  

a 1498cc Twin Cam, but 

after it failed Chapman 

gave then-owner Ian Scott 

Watson a 1558cc unit



qualities not always associated with sporting 
personalities. Sadly, we’re not able to drive ‘his’ 
Elan as much as we’d like to due to the demands 
on its time at various events, such as Saturday 
afternoon’s memorial service at the church in 
Chirnside where he is buried. NUR and Peter 
Windsor’s yellow fixed-head are parked on 
either side of the gates as the weather becomes 
suitably gloomy, reminding everyone of that 
miserable Sunday in Germany. 

Afterwards, we drive the short distance to 
Clark’s treasured home, Edington Mains, where 
we are kindly allowed to recreate the photos  
of the red Elan on the driveway by the farm’s 
current owner David Runciman. He is incredi-
bly tolerant of visiting fans – there are three 
Jaguars already there when we arrive – and like 
the folk of Duns and Chirnside, he appreciates 
Clark’s significance and the fondness with which 
his memory is held, not just in the UK but 
around the world. The following morning I have 
one final scoot around the near-deserted Borders 
roads in NUR so that photographer Baker can 
get those last few driving shots. It’s a good time 
to reflect on the car, and its first custodian. 

Most designers or engineers would be happy 
to have created one great car in their lifetime; 
Chapman and his band of followers were 
producing more than one a year. They were on 
fire with creativity in the early ’60s, the products 



of their imagination dominating motorsport and 
giving enthusiasts road cars to savour. Of all the 
small sports cars at that time, nothing came close 
to an Elan and in Clark the firm had the perfect 
ambassador. My favourite toy as a kid – no doubt 
due to the cars’ connection with Jimmy – was 
a Corgi Lotus set with two Elans, a Type 25 and 
a VW tow vehicle. The loss of my schoolboy 
hero was tough, but the fickle nature of youth 
meant that I soon recovered and had a new 
sporting hero: a Northern Irish footballer who 
also drove a Lotus. For those close to Jimmy, 
however, it must have been devastating.  

Today, an aura of melancholy continues to 
surround Clark. His demise at Hockenheim in a 
minor Formula 2 race, after a rear tyre deflated 
on the long straight heading out into the forest, 
appeared beyond tragic. Friends still get 
emotional when talking of him, and even the 
scene at Watkins Glen from the Ford promo-
tional film 9 Days in Summer, shot six months 
before he died on a damp upstate New York day, 
has a sombre musical accompaniment worthy of 
a Hollywood tear-jerker. For me he represents a 
longed-for, bygone golden era, when road cars 
were exciting, affordable and involving; when 
Formula One cars sounded amazing and looked 
beautiful; and their drivers were handsome, 
down-to-earth and hugely talented. Definitely 
something worth celebrating.
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The modest front room to the left-hand side of a 
small municipal building on the High Street in Duns 
has served as ‘The Jim Clark Room’ for many years, 
displaying his trophies, race suits and assorted 
photographs. Given its low pulling power it punches 
well above its weight, but hopefully that is about to 
change. Dougie Niven is a fellow farmer and racing 
driver – and, more importantly, he is Jim’s cousin 
and the leading representative of the Clark family 
within the museum’s board of trustees.

“We were hoping to break ground this weekend 
on the foundations for the extension, but sadly 
it was delayed,” says Niven. “The idea is to build a 
glazed area where we can display at least one, if 
not two, of Jimmy’s old cars on a rotational basis. 
That way, we hope it will bring his story to life.”

DOUGIE NIVEN

Clockwise, from main: the 

S1’s incredible balance is 

best exploited well away 

from the motorway; Clark 

Elans reunited at Chirnside 

Parish Church; Lotus cars 

of all ages pay tribute to 

Jimmy in Duns High Street

‘Of all the small sports 
cars available at the time, 
nothing came close to the 
Elan and in Clark Lotus had 
the perfect ambassador’



A star that
STILL SHINES
50 years on, Jim Clark’s dazzling talent 
continues to captivate fans, as these 
candid images evocatively reveal
WORDS MICK WALSH  PHOTOGRAPHY MW ARCHIVE/EVRO/LAT



Clark embraced any racing, 

especially the Indy 500.  

He relished the potent  

V8s after years of driving 

underpowered GP cars. 

Here he tests the early 

four-cam Lotus 29 with 

stack exhausts in a cold 

November at Indianapolis, 

where tyre failure led to a 

huge spin. The ‘black box’ 

at the back controls the 

Hilborn fuel injection
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Clark never raced a 

historic car but jumped at 

the chance to try the ERA 

‘Remus’ when the Hon 

Patrick Lindsay gave him a 

run in practice at the 1964 

French Grand Prix. On his 

first flying lap Clark was a 

few seconds quicker. When 

Lindsay asked where he 

braked for the corner after 

the pits, he replied: “Och 

no, Patrick, that’s flat!”

Clark first competed in his 

father’s Sunbeam MkIII, in 

driving tests and rallies in 

1956. This Graham Gauld 

photo (above) shows him 

with friends, including  

Ian Scott Watson and his 

DKW Sonderklasse, in 

which Clark later raced.  

“In rallies and hillclimbs it 

was obvious to me Jimmy 

was pretty remarkable,” 

recalled Scott Watson

Away from the pressure 

and spotlight of racing, 

Clark loved returning to his 

farming roots. All his life 

he kept a keen interest in 

the family farm and was 

heartbroken when it had to 

be sold for tax reasons. He 

had a particular interest in 

sheep, and would happily 

talk about his Border 

Leicesters and the price  

of wool with locals

This Porsche 356 1600 Super was  

the car that really set Clark off on his 

racing career. Owner Ian Scott Watson 

entered Jimmy in the Porsche for the 

Border Motor Racing Club handicap at 

Charterhall in ’57 and he won first time 

out, showing impressive skill in the wet



Clark has a special connection with Spa 

because his first race abroad was at the 

legendary Belgian track in a Jaguar D-type 

in ’58. In wet conditions for the ’63 Belgian 

GP he made a demon start from sixth on 

the grid to lead through Eau Rouge, and 

still won despite steering one-handed 

while holding top gear with the other!
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The tricky-handling 

Lotus 30 taxed even 

Clark’s prodigious talent, 

but the brilliant Scot still 

scored victories in Colin 

Chapman’s first ‘big-

banger’ sports-racer. In 

this photograph, Ian 

Walker chats with Clark 

during practice at Aintree. 

Note the message taped 

on the back, which did 

not amuse Chapman

Clark was unhappy about 

racing the uncompetitive, 

Firestone-shod Lotus 48 

at Hockenheim on 7 April 

1968 (above right). Here 

photographer Rainer 

Schlegelmilch captures 

Jimmy’s final conversation 

with team mechanic David 

Sims on the grid before 

that grim wet race. “Good 

luck and see you later” 

were Sims’ last words

Can you imagine Lewis Hamilton doing 

this? Ever an enthusiast, Clark was 

game to try any motorsport just for 

fun. Here the newly crowned World 

Champion gets driving tips in a trials 

car. Clark’s off-road skills would be 

confirmed by his front-running pace 

on the ’66 RAC Rally before crashing 

his Lotus Cortina at Glengap

Thanks to Mark Hughes and Evro Publishing 
for help with this feature. The brilliant new 
book Jim Clark: The Best of the Best by 
David Tremayne (Book of the month, June) 
is an unmissable look at the man, his stellar 
career and his private life. It’s out now, 
priced at £80; ISBN 978 1 91050516 8.

MORE MEMORIES 

OF A LEGEND



Renault’s
BRIO
A new breed of rarefied modern classics 
is vying for your attention – and the Clio 
V6 is at the head of the pack
WORDS GREG MACLEMAN  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER





F
or those of us more used to clas-
sic and vintage machinery, it’s 
easy to become disillusioned 
with modern motorcars. 
Whether due to the constraints 
of safety regulations or the 
pursuit of peak aerodynamic 

efficiency, car design has become increasingly 
bland and homogenous with each passing year. 
It started with the ‘Jellymould’ Sierra in 1982 – 
the harbinger of doom that set the tone for a 
wave of design-by-committee models so lacking 
in character that you could fall asleep face-first in 
your Frosties just thinking about them. 

While it did produce its fair share of anony-
mous shopping trolleys for first-time drivers and 
mums on the school run, Renault bucked the 
trend in the ’90s with a number of bold and 
wholly ridiculous models designed in part for 
one-make race series, starting with the Renault 
Sport Spider – a no-frills, composite-bodied 
roadster – and leading to the Clio V6, a modern 
reimagining of the firm’s mighty 5 Turbo. 

Of all the models in its back catalogue, no one 
could blame Renault for taking the 5 Turbo as 
inspiration for its sportiest Clio. The car blazed 
a trail for forced-induction hot hatches, taking 
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the simple formula of sticking the engine in the 
middle of the car and sending power to the rear 
wheels – and creating a legend. As well as taking 
on the world of Group 4 rallying – an eclectic 
formula containing everything from Vauxhall 
Chevettes to Maserati Meraks – the Gandini-
penned brute also went toe-to-toe with the likes 
of the Lancia Stratos, winning the 1981 Rallye  
Monte-Carlo and ’82 Tour de Corse with Jean 
Ragnotti, as well as making its silver-screen 
debut as the exotic wheels of Barbara Carrera in 
Never Say Never Again the following year.

Like its 5 Turbo forebear, the Clio V6 took the 
basic platform of Renault’s best-selling super-
mini and did away with the rear seats, mounting 
the engine in the middle of the chassis and send-
ing power to the rear wheels. The first iteration 
of Renault’s Clio V6 can trace its lineage back to 
September 1998, when development of both 
road and race cars began in earnest, led by 
Yannick Kerguelen, an engineer who had a hand 
in the firm’s turbocharged Formula One cars of 
the ’70s and ’80s, as well as the BTCC Méganes 
and Lagunas of Alain Menu. Testing was carried 
out by F1’s Philippe Gache and Mégane cham-
pion Jean-Philippe Housez, so it came as no 
surprise to those in the know that the track-

centric Trophy racer was the first version to be 
unveiled to journalists. This raw and uncompro-
mising car was a stripped-out animal with 
285bhp on tap, a kerbweight of just 1120kg and 
a state-of-the-art six-speed sequential gearbox 
that negated the need for a conventional clutch. 
Its launch was marked by journalists’ inability  
to keep the car pointing in a straight line, with 
most spinning like buttered cats, much to the 
chagrin of the French engineers. 

The road car, meanwhile, broke cover at the 
Paris Motor Show in 1998 before finally going 
on sale in the UK in 2001. Designed in France, 
the cars were put together by Tom Walkinshaw 
Racing in its Uddevalla workshop in Sweden, 
and shared their 2946cc engine with the Laguna, 
though in a higher state of tune thanks to the 
addition of new pistons – which increased the 
compression ratio to 11.4:1 – and bigger inlet 
ports. It revved higher, too, and with greater 
eagerness owing to its lightened flywheel, while 
comfortably eclipsing most other hot hatches 
with a power output of 230bhp – though in truth 
the V6 is more of a coupé than a hatchback, as if 
a supercar has been shrunk in the wash. While 
the sequential ’box from the Trophy was consid-
ered for the mainstream production car, in the 
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end Renault opted for a more conventional and
cost-effective six-speed manual transmission.

Though it shared its basic bodyshell with the
cooking-model Clio, the outlandish bodywork
– penned by a team under design guru Patrick
le Quément – differed wildly from even the hot
RenaultSport 172, with aggressive side vents,
considerable sills, reworked front and rear
bumpers and monstrous flared arches, while
stance and roadholding were dramatically
improved thanks to a wider track – 110mm at the
front and 138mm at the rear – and a suspension
set-up that took it 66mm closer to the road. 

The interior feels distinctly average in Phase 1
guise, sharing much with the standard Clio II on
which it is based, including the bland dashboard
– which looks as if it’s been moulded from
melted-down plastic bottles – and low-quality
switchgear. As you would expect, the cabin is
cramped, and there’s no ignoring the lack of rear
seats – the view behind is dominated by a flat
plastic engine cover hiding the mid-mounted
V6. Storage is predictably at a premium, limited
in the main to a cubby under the bonnet,
complete with ominous drainage hole, and an
alcove in the boot big enough for little more
than a Fray Bentos steak pie. Handy, because

anything you store in it is likely to be well cooked 
by the time you get to where you’re going. 

As today, only true cognoscenti bought into the 
Clio V6 when it first hit showrooms in 2001. 
The sacrifices of driving a two-seat car in a four-
seat shell with scarcely enough luggage space to 
store a top-up shop scared off many, while those 
seeking bar-room bragging rights were sold 
somewhat short: despite having a near 1-litre 
capacity advantage over its junior stablemate, 
the V6 was under a second quicker to 60mph 
than the Clio 172 Cup. But for all its impracti-
calities (henceforth ‘foibles’), the Clio V6 excels 
in one major area: delivering a truly immersive 
theatrical experience once you’ve stepped across 
the wide sill, slipped into the Alcantara-trimmed 
buckets and fired up the engine. 

Things begin to make sense once you slot the 
snappy gearlever into first and drop the clutch, 
waking the warbly and sonorous V6 with a 
generous helping of throttle. Progress is rapid 
and accompanied by a glorious soundtrack, 
thanks to the mid-mounted engine turning the 
cabin into a speaker box of epic proportions – it’s 
the Dolby 5.1 surround sound to the 172’s mono 
output. The sense of drama is palpable and, 
while the view outside is distinctly ‘Clio’, you’re 

Clockwise from main: the 

flamboyant body marks 

out the V6; six-speed 

manual transmission; twin 

pipes belt out an addictive 

soundtrack; the Phase 1’s 

interior is mainly stock 

Clio II fare; who needs 

passengers with a tuned 

3-litre V6 out back?

‘Once you’ve stepped 
across the wide sill and 
fired up the engine, it 
delivers a truly immersive, 
theatrical experience’
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RENAULTSPORT CLIO V6
(Phase 2 in italics where different)
Sold/number built 2001-’03/1513 
2003-’05/1309
Construction steel monocoque
Engine all-alloy, dohc-per-bank 2946cc 
24-valve V6, electronic fuel injection
Max power 230bhp @ 6000rpm
255bhp @ 7150rpm
Max torque 221lb ft @ 3750rpm
221lb ft @ 4650rpm
Transmission six-speed manual, RWD
Suspension independent, at front by 
MacPherson struts, anti-roll bar rear 
multi-link, coil springs and gas dampers
Steering power-assisted rack and pinion, 
2.8 turns lock to lock
Brakes cross-drilled ventilated discs
Length 12ft 6in (3803mm)
Width 5ft 11in (1810mm)
Height 4ft 5in (1351mm)
Wheelbase 8ft 3in (2510mm) 8ft 4in (2532mm)
Weight 2987lb (1355kg) 3086lb (1400kg)
0-60mph 6.2 secs 5.6 secs
Top speed 147mph 153mph Mpg 24 23
Price new £25,840
Price now £20-30,000

never left in any doubt that you’re behind the 
wheel of something very special. Acceleration 
isn’t of breakneck proportions, but speed builds 
relentlessly and without hesitation. Given 
enough room, the Renault will eventually 
hit 147mph in sixth and working it 
through the gears is a joy.

Not that you have to break the speed 
limit to enjoy the experience, such is the 
novelty of a hot hatch with 40:60 weight 
distribution allied to a mid-engined, rear-
drive configuration. With the encouragement 
provided by that wonderful soundtrack and a 
nimble, well-resolved chassis, it’s easy to lose 
hours on the twisting Welsh back-roads of the 
Brecon Beacons, exploring the capabilities – and 
limitations – of such a remarkable car. Unlike 
the challenging Trophy race cars, the roadgoing 
Phase 1 is a much more polished proposition. 
The do-or-die handling characteristics of the 
earliest track cars were well muted by the engi-
neers at TWR, but there’s still a sense that the 
road car is capable of biting. Come into a corner 
too hot and the extra weight over the rear wheels 
starts to become noticeable – much like an early 
Porsche 911 – and the looming presence of snap 
oversteer never feels far away, despite clever 

From top: 40:60 weight 

distribution in this mid-

engined hot hatch; Porsche 

had a hand in upping power 

for the Phase 2; Tann’s 

twosome turns heads 



Electronic Brakeforce Distribution, which keeps
tabs on each corner and makes sure none of the
wheels locks up. Lessons learned on the track
transfer readily to the road: take it easy going
into turns, and keep your powder dry until
you’re back on the straight – particularly when
the car in question belongs to someone else. 

After an enjoyable morning playing cat-and-
mouse with owner Tann (see panel), it’s time to
pull over and swap the early car for the 2003
facelift variant. To the layman the two Clios
seem almost inseparable, bar the obvious colour
difference, but linger a little longer and the
changes become apparent. Most notable are the
front lamps, which kept step with the standard
models by ditching the rounded lights of the
early car in favour of a more angular style. The
bumpers also got a refresh, with a larger mouth
and reworked grille, while at the rear things
stayed largely the same, though the Heath
Robinson blanking mesh of the TWR example
was done away with in favour of plastic milk-
crate-style grilles.There’s no doubt the younger
car is better put together, too, including the body
panels, which are bonded at their joins, unlike
the Phase 1, which still has the faint aroma of a
machine pieced together by men in a shed. 

The white coats at the former Alpine works  
in Dieppe – who were in charge of the second-
generation V6 – ensured that the improvements 
weren’t just skin deep. Power was upped from 
230 to 255bhp following work from engineers at 
Porsche, while the handling quirks of the early 
cars were ironed out to a degree after the wheel-
base was stretched by 22mm and the front track 
widened by 33mm. The rear end was firmed up, 
too, giving much more stability. The changes 
added 45kg, taking the total weight to 1400kg, 
but despite this the 255 shaved more than half a 
second off the 0-60mph time, taking it down to 
5.6 secs and upping the top speed to 153mph. 

From behind the wheel the 255 feels more 
up-to-date thanks to a refreshed interior largely 
shared with the facelifted Clio. It’s particularly 
familiar to those who’ve driven the 172 and 182, 
which boast the same comfortable sports seats. 

The driving experience is almost identical to 
the first iteration, with the same rush of power 
and charge up the rev range. It’s difficult to tell 
unless near its limits, but the updated car is more 
assured and less likely to catch you out, helped by 
its slightly wider front track. Think of the cars as 
a set of twins: they look the same, sound the 
same, but one has a slightly sharper temper. 
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Clockwise from main:  

you’ll have to look closely 

to see how it differs from 

the Phase 1; the younger  

car feels the better built 

of this pair; power was 

increased to 255bhp for 

Phase 2; the later car is 

45kg heavier but faster 

from 0-60mph; multi-spoke 

alloys fill the flared arches 

‘Lessons learned on the 
track transfer to the road: 
take it easy into turns, and 
keep your power dry until 
you’re back on the straight’



You may think that the V6 is too modern to be 
considered a classic, but it boasts greater creden-
tials than a host of much older and more valuable 
machines. For starters, it’s rare. Just 1513 Phase 1 
and 1309 Phase 2 cars were made, making it 
more exclusive when new – and, probably, today 
– than a Lamborghini Diablo. Each car was 
handbuilt by engineers at TWR and Dieppe – a 
commonality shared with exotica such as the 
Jaguar XJ220 and Alpine A110. Finally, there’s 
its sheer impracticality: it’s too harsh to use daily; 
servicing is a nightmare; it has the turning circle 
of an ocean liner; and the luggage compartment 
is too small for anything other than a holdall, 
which will get soaked as soon as it rains.

It’s a car that probably should never have been 
built; the answer to a question nobody asked. But 
there’s also something delightful about a manu-
facturer having the bravery to produce a car 
whose appeal would be, at best, limited. Us Brits 
always love an underdog, so it probably shouldn’t 
come as a surprise that the UK was the V6’s best 
market. Nor should it shock that it has gained 
such a following in classic circles, whose owners 
are no strangers to sacrificing usability, practical-
ity and comfort for that flutter of excitement 
every time you open your garage.
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Like many Clio V6 owners, it was the car’s 
forebear that first captured Tann’s attention: 
“I loved the Renault 5 Turbo, but by the time I was 
17 they were totally out of reach, so I turned to 
the Clio V6. I owned one when I was younger but 
had to sell it to buy a house, so when the silver car 
came up for sale I jumped at the chance. I was 
fortunate to beat the rising values.” 

“I bought the car from a collector in 2014 with 
only 10,000 miles. I stored it for 2-3 years before 
doing a full concours-level refresh that included 
soda-blasting all the suspension components and 
having the nuts and bolts zinc-plated.”

It wasn’t long before a second V6 joined the 
stable – this time an earlier blue car: “When the 
Phase 1 car appeared in the classifieds I couldn’t 
say no, even though I don’t have the room for it! 
I plan on bringing it up to concours level, too.”

The problems faced by Clio V6 owners will be 
familiar to fans of older classics: “Getting parts is 
the biggest challenge, because Renault doesn’t 

make them any more. A number of parts are 
now being produced by specialist engineering 
companies but at a high cost: front balljoints, no 
longer made by Renault, are £150 each. Body 
panels are also hard to come by, though they’re 
now being reproduced. Rear discs for the later 
cars are currently unavailable – we’re waiting to 
hear when the next batch will be made.”

Despite this, a number of passionate clubs and 
online communities exist, such as ClioV6.net. “The 
club is great, there’s always someone to help you 
if you have a problem,” says Tann. “They arrange 
meetings, too, and have a presence at a number of 
shows throughout the year including Origine RS.”

OWNER’S VIEW

Leigh Tann



SPAIN’S
FERRARI 
CHASER
Wifredo Ricart was aiming for the
exotic elite with the Pegaso Z-102B.
The result was flawed, but fabulous
WORDS RICHARD HESELTINE  PHOTOGRAPHY MANUEL PORTUGAL





A
queue is forming, this being
the only petrol pump for
miles around. But this is
Portugal, so nobody has
honked their horn as yet:
everyone is far too polite
for that. Nevertheless, self-

assurance has given way to fluster. The car’s
custodian flashes a smile of solidarity, before
offering advice from the passenger seat. So, it’s
a reverse-pattern, non-synchro gearbox with
a dogleg first. Of course. Clutch in, move the
lever across and into… Try again… And again.
Heaven’s above, how hard can it be to engage
first gear? After much effing and jeffing, there’s
a pronounced ker-kluk and we’re away, by means
of an awkward bunny-hop. Only four more gears
to go. This is going to be a long day.

The unvarnished truth is that the 1953 Pegaso
Z-102B is challenging to drive. Little about this
remarkable machine is in the realm of the
normal. It is idiosyncratic, often infuriating, but
never less than compelling. It helps that this
resolutely Spanish GT has such a dazzling
outline. That, and an engine note akin to an
early ’50s Grand Prix car with only token nods to
silencing. Throw in a delightfully airy cabin,
exquisite detailing, and one hell of a back-story,
and there is much to love, despite its foibles.

That the car was created at all is remarkable
given the political climate in which it was
conceived and the lack of a support industry for
the manufacture of such a machine. There was
little in the way of bought-in content, after all.
Bragging rights were at stake, and this was
intended as a halo product not only for a firm
that had been making commercial vehicles for
less than a decade, but also for Spain itself.
An awful lot rested on it taking on the estab-
lished boutique brands – and besting them.

Following the Civil War, Spain’s standing as
a pariah state ensured that it couldn’t replenish
its stock of lorries, many of which dated back
to before the conflict. Spain had little in the way
of form when it came to building vehicles – any
vehicles – in volume, its most famous export
being Hispano-Suiza. The state-controlled
Empresa Nacional de Autocamiones SA
(ENASA), which literally translated means
‘National Truck Manufacturing Company’, was
thus formed, and initially operated out of the
redundant Barcelona-based Hispano works,
which had closed in 1944. Progress was slow,
with just 38 lorries being made in 1946 under the
Pegaso nameplate. By the end of the decade that
had risen to three a week, but the firm found
greater traction at the start of the 1950s, its
lorries and buses selling beyond Spain’s borders
while gaining a reputation for advanced engi-
neering and commendable build quality.
Nevertheless, the leap from making motorised
beasts of burden to fashioning ultra-exclusive
GT cars wasn’t an obvious one.

Or at least it wasn’t unless your name was Don
Wifredo Ricart. This brilliant engineer was born
in May 1897 and, at the age of just 21, he was
managing a firm that made small industrial and
machine engines. He subsequently bought the
company and in 1922 set about creating a brace
of voiturettes with his own design of 16-valve,
twin-cam, four-cylinder engines before follow-
ing through and becoming a manufacturer of
exotic road cars with backing from textile
magnate Felipe Batlló. The Ricart-España
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marque came into being in 1928, but soon
tanked, with Ricart turning his attention to
designing diesel engines thereafter.

In 1936, Franco invaded the Spanish main-
land from Morocco and the Civil War erupted.
That October, Wifredo departed for Italy to join
Alfa Romeo, where he rapidly moved through
the ranks before being seconded to Alfa Corse.
It was at this juncture that he butted heads with
team principal Enzo Ferrari. When director
Ugo Gobbato sided with Ricart, Il Commendatore

had a hissy fit and departed to make cars in his
own image. Nevertheless, Ferrari never missed
an opportunity to slate his nemesis – not least in
his memoirs, where he poured particular scorn
on Ricart’s choice of footwear (apparently, his
shoes had thick crêpe soles).

Despite the small matter of a global conflict,
Ricart conceived several fascinating motor-
sport-rooted studies in 1939-’40, including the
Tipo 162 3-litre V16 Grand Prix engine,
complete with two-stage supercharging, and
also the mid-engined, 1.5-litre, flat-12-powered
Tipo 512 single-seater. In 1943, he departed 

Milan for the hills around Lago d’Oro, where he
mapped out the design for the 6C-2000 Gazella.
This daring saloon never made it into produc-
tion after WW2, in part due to the Portello
works having been razed.

The Barcelonan returned home in 1945
to spearhead ENASA’s commercial vehicle
projects. Inevitably, for a man steeped in compe-
tition, he soon began petitioning Franco for
something a bit more ambitious. Ricart reasoned
that an exotic sports car would garner prestige
for Spain on the world stage, while also spurring
apprentices to reach for the stars. The General
was receptive. Basis for this brave new world was
a pressed-steel platform chassis that incorpo-
rated the floorpan, bulkhead, dashboard,
box-section sills and wheelarches. Power came
from a 90º, dry-sump, all-aluminium V8 with
steel cylinder liners and hemispherical combus-
tion chambers. Displacement was initially
2.5 litres, but this was subsequently raised to
2.8 and later 3.2 litres. Suspension was inspired
by the stillborn Alfa Romeo Tipo 512, the front
end comprising wishbones and longitudinal
torsion bars, the rear de Dion tube being located
laterally by a central ball that slotted into
a guide on the final-drive casing.

Pegaso was the sensation of the 1951 Paris
Salon, even if the rather sober ‘factory’ outline
didn’t quite mirror the racy underpinnings.
Initially priced at an eye-watering $7500, this
soon ballooned to $15,000, which reflected the
laborious nature of the build. That and the fact
that virtually every part was fashioned in-house,
from return springs to the licence-made ZF
limited-slip differential. The only proprietary
parts were the Lockheed brake components, 

Opposite, from top:

Touring coachwork is

nothing if not quirky;

Spanish labels for Jaeger

dials gives away the car’s

origins. Below: chassis

plate reveals 5800rpm

rev limit; elegant script

‘Bragging rights were at
stake: an awful lot rested
on Pegaso taking on the 
established boutique
brands – and besting them’
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Bosch ignition, Weber carburettors, Nardi 
steering wheel and Borrani wires. Even the 
Pirelli tyres were moulded locally.

In November 1951, The Autocar assessed a 
Z-102, taking a 2.5-litre example to an 18.2 secs 
quarter-mile time, while Motor Sport managed 
the 0-60mph sprint in just 7 secs. Road & Track, 
meanwhile, criticised the car’s apparent lack of 
low-end torque, but writer Robert C Goldich 
added: ‘The cornering on rough surfaces was 
close to unbelievable and was, I think, the car’s 
most outstanding feature.’

No two Pegasos were ever exactly alike, with 
deviances in everything from carburetion and 
final-drive ratio to induction layouts, and that’s 
before you factor in the many body styles. In 
addition to Pegaso’s own coachwork, the Z-102 
was a blank canvas for coachbuilders such as 
Serra of Barcelona, Saoutchik of Paris and, 
perhaps most famously, Touring of Milan, as 
here. Throw in assorted showstoppers, not least 
Touring’s remarkable Thrill, plus competition 
tools such as the bizarre Bisiluro would-be Le 
Mans racers, and Pegaso was rarely out of the 
headlines, but that didn’t equate to profitability. 
During 1955, demand for ENASA commercial 
vehicles was such that car production was pared 
right back, although Ricart continued to perfect 
the Z-103 model, which was powered by a 
pushrod V8 with a centre camshaft. He was still 
talking up a storm about the company making 
up to 2000 units per year, but the last-ever
Pegaso road car was delivered in 1958.

Which brings us to today. ‘Our’ Z-102B was
originally a gift from Franco to Portuguese pres-
ident Francisco Craveiro Lopes, the roundels a
legacy of later competition outings consisting
mostly of hillclimbs. While it’s mechanically 
perfect, the body is deliciously patinated with 
enough road rash to upset the concours brigade. 
The Touring outline is beautifully proportioned, 
and smaller than you might imagine: photo-
graphs really don’t lend a sense of scale.

Having stooped to enter the cabin, the driver’s 
seat offers more support than appearances would 
have you believe. There’s plenty of headroom, 
while all-round visibility is excellent thanks to 
the expansive glasshouse and spindly pillars. 
Nothing is a reach away, although the pedals are 
slightly offset. The large, wood-rim wheel is set 
near vertically, the palm-sized gearknob with its 
reverse-pattern shift diagram only a handspan or 
so away. Ahead, set in the body-coloured steel 
dash, sits a cluster of gauges bearing the legend 
‘ENASA’. The speedo reads to 220kph, the rev 
counter to 8000rpm, with no redline. There’s 
little in the way of extraneous tinsel here, but you 
cannot help but be captivated by everything 
from the font used to denote instrument calibra-
tions to the door pulls. It’s utterly delightful.

Pump the throttle to prime the carbs, press 
the starter button and the Pegaso erupts without 
coughing or sputtering. This car is regularly 
exercised on tours and rallies, and it shows. 
Many period road tests talk of the Z-102B being 
relatively quiet, but here the sound of the 
2.8-litre four-cam V8 at idle is that of a pure 
competition tool, and the throttle response, 
once warm, is instantaneous. At least it is once 
you’ve found a gear. The ’box is unusual in that 
it is all-indirect, with motorcycle-style dog 
engagement instead of synchromesh. Appar-
ently, journalists in the 1950s would be taken for 
a blast with a test driver at the wheel, and they 

would bang in the changes without touching the 
light(ish) clutch. This seems entirely alien, and 
not something you really want to try in someone 
else’s 65-year-old classic. As it stands, the gearch-
ange feels horribly vague. 

The same is true of the worm-and-sector 
steering, which has just 1.6 turns from lock to 
lock. It’s impossibly heavy when manoeuvring, 
and feels like an American land yacht at speed, 
with an oceanic dead-spot that doesn’t inspire 
confidence. Seemingly endless joints and pivots 
separate the steering box on the bulkhead from 
the front wheels: perhaps one of these is a little 
worn, but the Museu do Caramulo technicians 
who maintain the car insist that isn’t the case. On 
the plus side, the ride quality is amazingly good 
for a car of its vintage and, once you’ve overcome 
initial hesitancy with the steering, the roadhold-
ing is excellent. The big drum brakes scrub off 
speed efficiently, too. Best of all, though, is the 
war cry of that V8 under load. It’s a jewel of an 
engine that produces an estimated 180bhp. 

There is so much to savour here despite its 
more exasperating characteristics. The Z-102B 
looks beyond exotic, rides better than many cars 
of 20 years its junior, and has exclusivity on its 
side (only 84 were made). With greater familiar-
ity, it would no doubt prove more rewarding to 
drive, too. As it stands, you cannot help but 
admire the audacity of its creation. In 1951, The 
Autocar labelled it ‘A rare motoring sensation’ – 
and nothing has changed since.

Thanks to: Adelino Dinis and Tiago Patrício 
Gouveia (www.museu-caramulo.net)

The 1990s witnessed a glut of marque revivals, 
perhaps the strangest being the return of 
Pegaso. In ’89, ENASA contracted International 
Automotive Design of Worthing to develop a new 
strain based on the original. The two-years-in-
the-making Z-103 Spider broke cover in the 
summer of 1991 and, outwardly at least, 
appeared identical to a 1950s Serra-bodied 
roadster save a steeper windscreen, frameless 
side glazing and different rear light clusters. 

Beneath the skin, however, it was markedly 
less exotic. Powering this new model was a 
3.9-litre Rover V8 engine allied to an Alfa Romeo 
75’s five-speed transaxle, and it 
was equipped with Borrani wires 
clad with crossply tyres in order to 
mimic the handling characteristics 
of its inspiration. The project was 
almost undone after Iveco acquired 
ENASA six months before the 
Z-103 was revealed, but former 
director Acacio Rodríguez was able 
to find backers to fund production 
of 200 cars at around £100,000 
a pop. The first 10 roadsters were 
completed in the IAD workshops, 
each resplendent in Ivory White 
with a sumptuous leather interior 
by Artespaña, but only one further 
example was completed before 
the scheme unravelled.

THE BRITISH 

CONNECTION

Opposite, from top: neat 

coupé shape is among the 

more restrained Pegasos; 

quad-cam V8 was upped to 
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Above: reverse-pattern 
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It’s not only six versus eight with these 
two DBSs – it’s time these forgotten 
Astons stepped out from the shadows
WORDS MARTIN BUCKLEY PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER

INJECTING 
NEW LIFE 
INTO ASTON





T
here cannot be many nuggets
of post-war Aston Martin
history that have not been
obsessively picked over, but
the six-cylinder AE Brico
injected cars of 1969 to 1971
never seem to merit much

more than a dismissive footnote. 
Offered as a no-cost option on the DB6 MkII

from late 1969 (supplementing triple SUs or
Webers), it got a troublesome reputation early
on. And it seems that most of the 46 cars were
converted back to carburettors to placate owners
who were having problems with fuel-pump pres-
sures, transistors and solenoids; not good
business for Aston at a time when its cars were as
much everyday transport for sportily inclined
tycoons as they were exotic enthusiasts’ toys.

What is less well known, however, is the fact
that 15 six-cylinder DBS Aston Martins were
also Brico injected. 

Gleaming after a bare-metal repaint in Silver
Birch, Martin Duckworth’s 1970 auto, chassis
number DBS6FI /5592, is thought to be the sole
injected DBS still running with all its original
parts. The only outer giveaways are the ‘FI’
badges on the wing vents. He has owned it twice:
the first time as cheap non-runner in 1976, then
again in the late 1990s when he rediscovered it,
needing sills and an engine rebuild, at an auction.

Today is the first time he has driven the car in
20 years: “It was only six-years old when I first
had it; I insisted that the deal included a factory
workshop manual. After some head-scratching I
got it going on Easy Start and worked out that all
it needed was a £6 temperature sensor.” 
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By way of comparison, and also as a way of
illustrating just how schizophrenic the three-
body/two-engine Aston Martin range was in
the early 1970s, Steven Prevett’s 1971 DBS V8
joins us as an elegantly brutish counterpoint
to the more gentlemanly ‘six’.

With a top speed of 170mph, this was the
world’s fastest four-seater of its day, the flagship
product of a Buckinghamshire factory where its
cars were hand-produced at the rate of 80 a
month. These early and rare injected Astons
represent a period of transition between the
stability of Sir David Brown’s 24-year ownership
and the much more uncertain 1970s. With inter-
est in the DB6 in decline (there had been a
savage £1000 price cut to clear stocks in 1967),
the DBS was the new sensation the firm needed.

In some ways, William Towns’ modern, wide-
bodied DBS coupé, first seen in 1966, was a
natural home for this advanced electronic
system, subject of seven years of development by
Brico of Coventry. Aston had been flirting with

‘William Towns’ modern, 
wide-bodied DBS coupé 
was a natural home for the 
advanced Brico system’

mechanical injection since the early ’60s, but the 
Brico system was the first all-British electronic 
set-up. It had sensors and control valves, and 
squirted high-pressure fuel into the induction 
ports on the say-so of an ECU that pulsed the 
solenoids at precisely the right moment for any 
given load or speed, having taken account of 
manifold depression, throttle opening and 
temperature readings. 

This was sophisticated stuff in 1969 (only 
matched at the time by the new Bosch electronic 
injection on the latest mid-sized W114 250E 
Mercedes-Benz), although it was really a 
response to the looming threat of American 
emissions regulations rather than a way of liber-
ating more urge. If anything, the Brico cars had 
less power, with tamer cam profiles (to take 
account of a peculiarity in the timing of the fuel 
delivery), although engineering director Dudley 
Gershon reckoned that he clawed back much of 
the loss with better manifolding; his ’75 memoir 
does not give a figure and Aston had, in any case, 
given up advertising power outputs in protest at 
other manufacturers’ boastfulness. 

Only Aston offered the system commercially 
(Jaguar, Rover and even Ferrari were testing it), 
and might have continued with it had Brico not 
sold the rights to Lucas in 1971. With £8m owed 
to the company by Rolls-Royce (then in admin-
istration), AE Brico realised it didn’t have the 
funds to complete development. When it was 
clear that Lucas was going to shelve the Brico 
injection in favour of its well-established 
mechanical system, Aston had little alternative 
but to return to carburettors only on the 4-litre 
Tadek Merek-designed straight-six. 



The service problems of the 1969 DBS V8 
meant Aston was probably losing its appetite for 
injection. With its distinctive 19-inch ram pipes 
and beautifully engineered ball-and-roller throt-
tle linkage, this 345bhp quad-cam powerhouse 
showed, in testing, every sign of being reliable. 
Developed closely with Robert Bosch of  
Stuttgart, this mechanical fuel injection had 
governing parameters of throttle position, 
engine speed, water temperature and altitude, 
and should have been bulletproof, given that 
similar hardware was found on lots of Mercedes. 

It is now well known that its downfall was 
over-fuelling and bore-wash, with disastrous 
consequences for bearings if the oil was not 
changed regularly, ideally every 2500 miles. The 
diluted mixture would glaze the bores, knock out 
the oil pressure and leave dealers in the embar-
rassing position of having to sort smoky engines 
in £8000 motorcars that had done few miles. 

David Jacks of Aston Engineering in Derby 
feels the lack of familiarity with injection at that 
time, plus the fact that the injection pumps take 
ages to settle – coupled with the natural human 
urge to fiddle – are as much to blame for the V8’s 
early reputation as anything else. 

“The general mechanics of the day didn’t 
understand the system,” Jacks explains, “and 
both the Brico- and Bosch-injected cars are typi-
cal of Aston in that they wanted to push the 
boundaries, but didn’t make the cars in high 
enough quantities to sort them out.” 

The first official carburetted V8s are associ-
ated with the single-headlight cars post-1972 
(although there were a few single-headlight 

Clockwise from opposite: 

it’s the second time Martin 

Duckworth has owned this 

car; tiny ‘FI’ badges the 

only external giveaways; 

six-cylinder pulls well; auto 

’box in this 1970 example
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Company Developments injected crossovers),
but Jacks recalls that the factory converted at
least 10 quad-headlight DBS models to carbu-
rettors for customers in period, using a very
restrictive flat-top airbox that cost the quad-cam
all-alloy V8 as much as 30 horsepower, but
meant the flat bonnet could be retained.

Prevett’s DBS V8, one of only three in Oyster,
is a pleasingly sorted and regularly exercised
manual example that he has owned since 2000.
“I paid £14,000 for it,” he recalls, “but it was
painted bright red then. I had a TVR Griffith –
in fact I still have one, I love TVRs – but I needed
a classic with four seats for my children.”

We are humming along, dodging April show-
ers and keeping an eye in the rear-view mirror
for Duckworth in the Brico car, who is having
problems with his windscreen wipers. The quad-
cam V8 is smooth and sonorous, rippling with
torque having been uprated to 5.6 litres during
its previous engine rebuild and gaining an
instant 30bhp from the ‘rocket’-type four-into-
one exhaust manifolds that are now an accepted
upgrade on these cars. 

Early V8 tests talk of disappointing torque
below 2000rpm, but it feels as if it would pull
down a gable end just above tickover, which is
perhaps a bonus of the four-into-one system.
Prevett admits it had issues in period but, with
care, his car is reliable and often used daily. He
likes that, even after a good thrashing, it always
idles nicely, thanks to the injection. 

Somehow, the 70-profile tyres (on 7in-wide
GKN alloy rims) give the V8 a more bullish
stance than the ‘6’ on its glinting centre-lock
wires, but the chisel-nosed fastback bodies are

Above: this rebuilt 4-litre 

‘six’ is one of just 15 to 

have Brico injection from 

new. Below: Mercedes’ 

300SL had the first 

production mechanical 

direct-injection set-up

In the 1950s, America was booming and was the world’s richest country, with 
hard-won innovations from WW2 trickling into the consumer market. Stuart 
Hilborn, who had served in the Army Air Corps, started experimenting with 
aviation-derived mechanical fuel injection for cars. General Motors clocked 
the benefits that Hilborn’s system – and others – offered compared to a 
carburettor, and Chevrolet’s mechanical ‘Ramjet’ fuel injection came in 1957, 
giving its C1 Corvette electrifying pace. GM wasn’t the first to use a 
production mechanical set-up – that was Mercedes’ direct-injection system 
in the 300SL – but home-grown rivals didn’t like GM’s new technical edge. 

Fortunately for Chrysler, US specialist Bendix was busy getting ahead of 
the curve. Mechanical injection required pricey precision equipment and, in 
cars, could sometimes be outperformed by a finely fettled carb. In Bendix’s 
‘Electrojector’ set-up, each cylinder had its own electronically triggered 
injector. Impressed, Chrysler made it available on some models.

The date 28 September 1958 marked the official production introduction 
of an electronic fuel injection (EFI) system. Sadly, if predictably, the optional 
$637 Electrojector (over £5000 in today’s money) was ruinously unreliable. 
Only 35 Electrojector cars were made and most were later retrofitted with 
carbs. Even today, an Electrojector system wouldn’t be unfamiliar to those 
used to EFI, and it wasn’t a new idea: in 1940, Alfa Romeo tested a prototype 

6C-2500 on the Mille Miglia with Ottavio Fuscaldo’s 
simple EFI system, before war got in the way.

Chrysler bailed out of the partnership, but 
Bendix persisted and licensed its patents to Bosch 
in 1965. Bosch delivered its first ‘D-Jetronic’ EFI 
set-up in the 1967 Volkswagen 1600. Better 
hardware and falling costs meant a wider roll-out  
of the technology and, as emissions controls 
tightened in the 1970s, EFI rose to dominance due 
to its improved drivability, efficiency and precise 
mixture control. By 1990, electric fuel injection  
had finally found its feet and became practically 
standard across the board. Lewis Kingston

EFI: A BRIEF HISTORY



identical (complete with MkII Cortina front 
indicators and Hillman Hunter tail-lights), as 
are the cabins where you sit fairly low in seats 
that don’t quite support the thighs and are more 
boardroom than grand tourer. There is clear, 
workmanlike instrumentation (the oil-pressure 
gauge is directly in the driver’s sight), and the 
aroma of leather helps you to forgive the slightly 
scatty minor controls and the hard-to-fathom 
heating and ventilation. 

There is more room in the back seats than you 
might expect and the boot makes up in depth 
what it lacks in length, but neither is at it best in 
town, with their supertanker turning circles, big
three-quarter blind spots and, in the case of the
V8, a hefty clutch, although its smooth engage-
ment and feel is some consolation. Prevett has
shortened the gearlever and maybe that’s why
the change is particularly sweet on what is
usually a meaty-feeling, ZF-supplied gearbox
that doesn’t like to be rushed. Neither car is silky
or cosseting, favouring handling over absolute
comfort, so you can hear and feel the hum of the
road and the slap of the tyres. 

Soon the feeling of great width fades and you 
sense the impressive margins of stability in these 
Astons, which are viceless and easy to place, with 
a de Dion rear that digs in on sharp corners and 
gentle understeer to lead you safely through fast, 
long ones with a relative lack of roll. 

These were big GT cars with sports car 
instincts, but there are predictable differences in 
straight-line urge. The V8 weighs 250lb more 
than the ‘six’ but, given clear roads, it would turn 
the 4-litre car into a speck in the distance.

Andy Chapman worked for nine years in Aston Martin’s service department, 
later becoming an engine fitter, a road tester and an engine-shop foreman 
before branching out on his own as Chapman Spooner in 1975. 

“Before leaving Aston in 1970, I aimed to learn as much as possible about 
Brico and Bosch injection,” he says. “Certainly the Brico system had many 
niggles. Whatever we did, we couldn’t get rid of its flat-spots. I was led to 
believe the black box needed more functions. There was a light-throttle 
problem that was not rectified, but at full throttle it pulled like a train. The 
factory modified the control box and fitted a new inlet camshaft, but this 
didn’t solve it. Air and water senders were a problem, and if mechanics did 
not replace the ‘O’ rings when injectors were removed, they leaked into the 
manifold. There were also problems with a vacuum pipe to the control unit – 
which kinked – and bad electrical connections. A later thought I had was that 
the mixtures were too weak to overcome the drying out of the manifolds at 
idle. But it had so much promise and I think a modern electronic ignition 
system would help. The DB6 MkII auto was very lively to 60mph with Brico.”

“The Bosch system on the V8 also had its problems,” Chapman continues. 
“They needed careful setting up; when this was carried out the cars ran well. 
The injection pump was in the middle of the ‘V’, with engine heat affecting 

the settings. The Opus ignition system was not up 
to the job and the engine ran rich at high revs. The 
tappets also needed to be adjusted regularly to 
hold tune. Even then emissions regulations could not 
be met, and Weber carbs proved more successful.”

THE INJECTION SPECIALIST

Bottom: Steven Prevett 

has owned his 1971 DBS 

V8 for nearly 20 years and 

enjoyed 40,000 miles in it.

Below: former Aston man 

Andy Chapman knows the 

foibles of these systems

‘The V8’s Bosch system 
needed careful setting up, 
but when this was carried 
out the cars ran well’



 It accelerates with a suave savagery that makes 
any overtaking manoeuvre a breeze, any clear 
stretch of road its rightful own in a reverie of 
sophisticated quad-cam rumble and fearless 
solidity, communicated through the carefully 
valved power steering. Put into figures, the high 
gearing in the intermediates gives the potential 
for 80 in second, 110mph in third and 135mph 
in fourth with another gear to go. 

At that speed, the DBS6 would be flat-out 
even in manual form: given that the Borg-
Warner Model 8 ’box tempts untold numbers of 
horses from their proper place – and has but 
three forward gears – we can assume a top speed 
(as if it mattered) the wrong side of 130mph. 
Somewhat lost in the massive engine bay, the 
straight-six, with that unfamiliar Brico plenum 
chamber, has a warm hum to it once under way 
and a lusty character with one foot still in the 
1950s; a trait that would have made it the choice 
of Aston’s more traditional customers. 

Which is not to say the DBS injection is slow. 
It churns its torque converter off the line, but has 
a brisk feel with refined mid-range pull. I felt it 
was slightly quieter and smoother than a DBS on 
carbs and Duckworth was pleased that the hot 
starting on his car was better, firing at once, 
while the V8 spent five seconds turning over. 

Duckworth has only just rekindled his affair 
with his DBS, but Prevett has run his V8 for 18 
years and 40,000 miles, and watched the market 
wake to its charms. He finds insuring it for £220k 
a bit of a worry. The upside, I suggest, is that 
people like him are more willing to restore these 
once-unloved models, which is good for the cars, 
but only if people actually use them.
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MAGNIFICENT
flyer’s machine

Aviation hero Richard Shuttleworth owned this
beautiful, 1935 Donington GP-winning Alfa Romeo

Tipo B, the greatest racing car design of its era
WORDS MICK WALSH  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER



A
s it sits silently, basking in
the spring sunshine, it’s easy
to see why designer Vittorio
Jano was so proud of the
Alfa Romeo Tipo B. After
the dead-end of the twin-
engined, 12-cylinder Tipo A

and the stopgap 8C Monza, he started with a
clean sheet for the famed monoposto Tipo B.
Even in its later, wider-bodied form, the red
thoroughbred has a true purity of line, the
ultimate live-axle Grand Prix machine before
the Silver Arrows dominated with their stream-
lining and independent suspension.

Compared to the two-seater Monza, which
manfully doubled as a sports car, the Tipo B was
a pure GP racer and no components were inter-
changeable with the earlier car. Even the iconic
8C engine was transformed into a monobloc
design, with narrower crankcase and twin super-
chargers fuelling individual ‘fours’ flanking
Jano’s signature central gear tower. At a stroke,
the testa fissata (fixed head) resolved any gasket
problems for the more powerful 2.6-litre.

The Tipo B looks like a conventional early
1930s GP car with its solid axles, rod-operated
drums and high central seat, but a glance into the
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cockpit reveals its novel split propshafts. Encased
in torque tubes, they spread from the differential
at the back of the gearbox in an isosceles triangle
to the rear axle. Although complex, with power
passing through two pairs of meshing gears, the
design reduced unsprung weight over a conven-
tional diff, with a further bonus of extra rigidity.
One thing it didn’t do was lower the seat, though
it’s often believed that was Jano’s plan.

Entry, particularly for my short build, is best
from behind the left-rear wheel, stepping on the
quarter-elliptic spring, swinging over the steel
fuel tank and down into the corduroy-trimmed
bucket seat. The roomy cockpit boasts several
innovations, including twin rev counters, one on
each side of the cord-bound, walnut-rim, four-
spoke wheel. Story has it that Jano wanted to
make it easier for the driver to see the instru-
ments, particularly with the eager-revving
‘eight’, but in the heat of the action it’s unlikely
that Nuvolari, Chiron or Campari had time to
check. Over rough tracks, both hands were
needed for the wheel and eyes for the road.

Another major adjustment for top aces was
the centre gearchange, its hooked lever cranked
back behind the steering wheel. First-series cars
had four speeds, but this was reduced to three

wider ratios to cope with the car’s mighty torque.
Once away you only need second and third,
which conveniently face each other in the gate,
with a dog-leg first to the left. Pedals are sepa-
rated by the gearbox, throttle paired with the
brake to the right, and clutch on the left.

With a starter fitted and running on petrol,
firing up is a simple operation with no need to
swing the beautifully made starting handle. Turn
the master under the seat, open the fuel, switch
on the ignition and, from a button under the
dash, it’s ready to roar. Resist pressing the throt-
tle, and the engine catches after a few churns
with a deep rasp. Anticipation builds just warm-
ing this mighty ‘eight’ in the pitlane, enjoying
the view seen by heroes past down that elegant,
tapering bonnet. This is a moment I’ve fanta-
sised about for decades, after gazing into Tipo B
cockpits and watching the likes of Neil Corner,
Alain de Cadenet and David Black in action.

Although this chassis has no link to Good-
wood, Tipo Bs driven by Ken Hutchison and
Antony Powys-Lybbe did run here in early post-
war events. This car, chassis 50007, knows its way
around after regular outings at Revival Meetings
with owner Tony Smith, who reports that the 
fast-flowing circuit really suits the Tipo B. 

Glorious from every angle:

overhead view shows later,

wider cockpit required by

new GP regs; chassis no

was changed after rebuild;

aviation-style filler cap
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Having inherited a huge family fortune at the 
age of just 23, Richard Ormonde Shuttleworth 
could have turned out a spoilt squanderer, but 
a visit to the superb Shuttleworth Collection 
at Old Warden Aerodrome, Bedfordshire shows 
what a passionate and dedicated enthusiast 
he became during his 30 years. 

Through his short life, Shuttleworth had a 
wide range of interests. As well as contemporary 
aviation and motor racing, he searched out and 
saved historic machines including cars, steam 
vehicles, farm machinery, bicycles, motorbikes 
and early aeroplanes. A regular on the London 
to Brighton Veteran Car Run during the ’30s, he 
was a leading light in preservation and rescued 
many important machines from scrap. When the 
first contests for ‘old crocks’ ran at Brooklands, 
he competed with his prized 1903 De Dietrich. 

As well as mechanical hobbies, Shuttleworth 
was dedicated to the family estate, advancing 
agriculture and forestry. Among other ventures 
he was co-director of Railton; ran an aviation 
charter business at Heston; and produced a 
small-wheeled collapsible bicycle. His many 
aviation adventures included flying a 75hp 

Comper Swift monoplane 
from Old Warden to Delhi, 
and twice competing in the 
King’s Cup Air Race. 

After his death during 
WW2, his mother founded 
the Shuttleworth Trust in 
memory of her son. The 
museum, aircraft restoration 
and air shows at Old Warden 
are a wonderful legacy to 
this popular man.

For details of the museum, 
see www.shuttleworth.org

THE HEIR WHO 

TOOK TO THE AIR

‘Anticipation builds 
just warming it up, 
enjoying the view 
seen by heroes past 
down that elegant, 
tapering bonnet’

On a mud-strewn 

Donington, Shuttleworth 

slides his winning Alfa past 

leader and friend Charlie 

Martin’s Bugatti Type 59



Dramatic cockpit with

original cord-wrapped

walnut-rim wheel, diff

behind ’box and split drive.

Note twin rev counters and

three-speed transmission



For the first couple of laps, I’m consciously
looking down into the cockpit to check the gear
engagement because the slick, short action is so
fast and light. At 70mph the front wheels start to
leap around, but with more speed this thankfully
clears. Power delivery is mighty, with smooth,
continuous punch that makes exiting corners a
glorious experience. Combined with light, direct
steering, the Tipo B feels more responsive and
powerful than a Monza. With hard old Dunlops
(new rubber is no longer available), it’s easy to
break traction and steer on the throttle, but the
double-apex Madgwick and Lavant are ulti-
mately frustrating. Down into Woodcote, the
limitations of the tall drum brakes require
respect and progressive application to avoid
locking dramas, but powering out with a touch
of opposite lock is fantastically invigorating.

As our pace increases, the car demands more
strength and commitment to get the best out of
it. Too fast into corners and the front wants to
understeer, so power is the only way to balance
the situation. Quickly everything gets more
physical, and after just a few laps I feel exhausted
yet exhilarated at the same time. At speed the
scream of the gears drowns out the motor’s
mighty roar, and only those in the pitlane get to
appreciate the Tipo B’s strident exhaust.

Back in the paddock with the engine silent,
I’m full of awe for those who raced hard for five
hours in these machines. The combination of
instant power, hard suspension and natural
balance make for a unique driving experience
that calls for natural skill, grit and strength to set
the pace. Nuvolari et al were valiant and fit men.
“These Alfas have terrific solidity and seeming
stability,” concluded late World Champion Phil
Hill after a Donington test for Road & Track,
“but at the same time the capacity to leap all over
the place. They were not toys.”

Amazingly, this famous Alfa was registered for
the road after WW2. With its wider body and
the steering column moved to the right, it could
be entered for the Mille Miglia if a future owner
desired. I can’t imagine how Carlo Pintacuda felt
after 14 hours flat-out on rough Italian roads,
powering to his 1935 win, but it clearly inspired
this car’s two-seater conversion in 1948.

The early history of this great car is unclear,
but it’s believed to be chassis 5007 from which
the Avus streamliner was developed by Gianbat-
tista Guidotti in the Scuderia Ferrari workshops
in early 1934. The body was designed in associa-
tion with Caproni Aviation and, after testing on
the Milano-Lago di Garda autostrada, the futur-
istic machine was driven to victory ahead of the
Auto Unions by Guy Moll at the Avusrennen.

Back at Scuderia Ferrari, the streamliner was
converted into a second-series Tipo B and even-
tually sold to England. After Brian Lewis proved
the dominance of the Tipo B with victory in the
Mannin Moar in ’34, there was strong demand
from wealthy enthusiasts including 26-year-old
Richard Shuttleworth and later Luis Fontés.

With a fortune inherited after his father’s
death in ’32, Shuttleworth indulged his passion

for flying and motorsport. After several years
with a Bugatti Type 51, he gained a reputation
for hairy driving and was nicknamed ‘Wild Jack’.
For ’35, Shuttleworth secured the Tipo B from
Scuderia Ferrari and, painted green, ‘5007’ made
its debut at Brooklands on 16 March but failed to
finish. At the International Trophy in May, Shut-
tleworth complained about the steering and later
the heavy ‘fishtail’ silencer caused the exhaust to
collapse. During a lengthy pitstop, Shuttleworth
had hoped the problem would be terminal so he
could fly back to his Bedfordshire estate to
present the prizes at the Jubilee fête. But the
exhaust was fixed by Thomson & Taylor
mechanics and he roared back to finish fifth.

The car’s first major event was Mannin Moar,
where he faced three freshly imported Bugatti
Type 59s, including best buddy Charlie Martin,
and two ERAs. With scuttle cover removed to
cool the cockpit, and wearing a crash helmet as
demanded by his mother, Shuttleworth made an
impressive start chasing Lewis’ T59 and eventu-
ally overtook the flying Baronet on lap two as
they roared past the grandstand. Reports relate
that the leading Alfa looked ragged, with Shut-
tleworth locking the brakes into the tighter turns
and kicking up gravel. On the seventh tour of the
tight Douglas streets, Lewis was injured by a
flying stone in the face. The green Alfa roared
on, setting ever-quicker laps and extending the
lead to 200 yards over the stunned Lewis, who
was getting frustrated by the dust and gravel
being thrown up. The Alfa eventually cried
enough from its young driver’s punishment, and
retired on lap 14 with driveline trouble.

Shuttleworth relished the performance of the
only Tipo B in British hands, and after two frus-
trating sorties to France – fourth in the Dieppe
GP and retirement in Nice, when a mechanic
left the radiator cap open at a pitstop – the results
started to come good. The undoubted highlight
was the Donington Grand Prix, where both
Gino Rovere’s Maserati and Martin’s Bugatti
suffered brake problems, and Shuttleworth
claimed victory from Lord Howe’s Type 59.

As his driving matured, so results improved
and after two successful outings at Brooklands –
where the Alfa Romeo took a class record on the
Mountain Circuit – Shuttleworth was excited
about an end-of-year trip to South Africa for the
1936 GP. The handicap event attracted a strong
British contingent, and a works Bugatti for Jean-
Pierre Wimille. Shuttleworth flew out to South
Africa by Imperial Airways and loved the chal-
lenge of the fast Alfa around the 12-mile East
London road circuit, which passed the Indian
Ocean and undulated over the hills.

More than 100,000 spectators turned out for
the race on New Year’s Day, with Wimille and
Shuttleworth starting last as ‘scratch’ men. After
a sunny, cloudless start, a breeze developed in the
race. The Tipo B had always been susceptible to
crosswinds, so the exposed course proved a chal-
lenge. Roaring along a fast stretch with a 50-yard
gap between rows of houses, the wind unsettled
the Alfa and knocked it off the road into the 
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‘With smooth, continuous punch matched to light, direct
steering, the Tipo B feels more responsive and powerful 
than a Monza and it’s easy to steer on the throttle’



scrubland, where it hit a boulder. Shuttleworth
was thrown clear and knocked unconscious. The
Tipo B came to a rest upside-down in a ditch,
and its stunned driver was rushed to East
London hospital with serious head and leg inju-
ries. A specialist was flown in from Johannesburg
to save Shuttleworth’s life, but the Englishman
remained in Africa for several months before
returning to Old Warden to convalesce.

After Shuttleworth’s recovery, Thomson &
Taylor advised him to send the bent Alfa back to
Italy to be rebuilt. It’s unclear whether the work
was carried out at the Portello works or, as 8C
expert Simon Moore suspects, it went to the old
Scuderia Ferrari workshops in Modena where
more spares would be stored. At this point the
chassis was updated to strengthened second-
series specification, and the rear suspension was
re-drilled for later quarter-elliptic springs to
combat the alarming effect of crosswinds.

Moore believes the addition of an extra digit
on the chassis plate – from 5007 to 50007 – was
probably a mistake by an Italian mechanic, or
simply to match replacement import papers.

When the Alfa returned to England in ’39, the
body had been repainted red and Shuttleworth
decided to race it at the August Brooklands
meeting, which hosted both the last-ever race at
the track and the popular driver’s final appear-
ance. He entered two races, non-starting the
10-lap Campbell Trophy but starting from
scratch and blasting through to finish fourth in a
short handicap on the Mountain Circuit.

With his aviation experience, Shuttleworth
enlisted with the RAF Volunteer Reserve at the
outbreak of war, but lost his life on 2 August
1940 when his Fairey Battle crashed into the
Chiltern Hills on a night exercise near Ewelme.

The Alfa was sold to Geoffrey Barnard, who
decided to convert the GP titan into a sports car.
Modification into a two-seater was carried out
by tuner Vic Derrington in his Kingston garage,
the roadgoing sensation featuring a wider cock-
pit, flowing wings, an ugly exhaust system and a

heavy dynamotor mounted ahead of the radiator.
Painted black and registered MPH 374, it joined
an elite group of converted racers – including the
ex-Brian Lewis Bugatti Type 59 – that regularly
blasted down the old A3. Just imagine these two
old rivals meeting again on the open road.

The Tipo B was owned by Denis de Ferranti
before 8C dealer Jack Bartlett sold it to America
in ’59, when it was acquired by well-known Alfa
fan Henry Wessells III. He’d been introduced to
Milan’s finest by neighbour Frank Griswold,
who entered a Tipo B for the Indianapolis 500 in
1939 and ’40. Inspired by Pintacuda’s 1935 Mille
Miglia-winning Tipo B, Wessells replaced the
wings with cycle-style mudguards. After a friend
crashed the car, he also removed the dynamotor,
which he reckoned caused understeer. Wessells
continued to drive the GP great on roads around
his home near Philadelphia, where the Tipo B
kept company with an exotic Tipo 33 Stradale.

In later years when his unitary construction
work with Budd took him to Europe, Wessells
relocated to Paris and kept 50007 in an under-
ground car park. What a car for early Sunday
morning blasts around the capital!

After Wessells met Chris Mann on the Targa
Florio in 1973, the two Alfisti became good
friends. “I always wanted to race a Tipo B and
convinced Henry that it should be restored to
monoposto form,” recalls Mann. “The car didn’t
run and the two-seater body was an ugly affair,
where you sat on the chassis rail like a pimple.”

In Mann’s Kent garage Dick Knight did a fine
job of the rebuild and Mann couldn’t resist a test
run of the finished car on the A2: “After a blast
down the carriageway, I got to the roundabout
and spotted a police car. They chased me back
and claimed I was doing 100mph. I was running
on a light throttle and didn’t believe them, so on
the run back they checked the speed when I
raised my hand.” This wasn’t the only time
Mann attracted police attention: “After racing at
the ’Ring we drove to Adenau for dinner. By the
time we left it was dark, but I could see enough 
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masterpiece. Left, from

top: ‘50007’ after road

conversion in 1949; huge

drums with adjusters



by the light of the moon to drive back. A police 
car followed me to my guesthouse and it took 
some persuasive talking to avoid arrest!”

Mann and Wessells raced 50007 enthusiasti-
cally for 15 years, including a 100 Mile Race at 
Donington: “Our first big event was a support 
race at the French GP. Around Paul Ricard the 
performance was fantastic; with methanol you 
got 25% more power. We ran on 19in wheels 
and the car felt so sharp and ran beautifully. The 
only trouble was the Bosch magnetos. It’s a safe 
car that I never spun. With super steering and 
efficient brakes, it gave enormous confidence. 
The Tipo B survival rate says it all – for me it has 
everything: provenance, looks and performance. 
It’s the ultimate 8C. Jano put right all the flaws of 
earlier designs, and that engine was developed 
right through to the 308 with over 400bhp.” 

In the late ’80s, 50007 was acquired by Jeffrey 
Pattinson, who found the Tipo B a struggle after 
his ERA and sold it to rock manager Tony Smith. 
A rebuild was commenced by talented mechanic 
George Fowles, who transformed the great car. 
“It’s a fantastic bit of kit,” says the former Le 
Mans mechanic and respected historic specialist. 
“It’s beautifully made, right down to the bonnet 
catches, with numbers stamped all over it.”

While Fowles rebuilt the chassis, the engine 
was sent to Jim Stokes, using the original crank-
case and crank but with new blocks: “We’ve 
always run on petrol which still produces around 
230bhp with loads of torque. Running on meth-
anol is a pain: the oil has to be regularly drained 
and it eats away at the magnesium sump.”

The weakest point of the design is the short 
driveshafts, which caused the most retirements 
in the ’30s: “They are only 15in long and have no 
capacity to wind up under power. The car will 
pull 90mph in first, and you can’t break traction 
except in the wet or on old rubber. As a result, 
they regularly sheared at the inboard spline so 
we remade them in hardened steel and they’ve 
lasted 30 years. Many of the most beautiful 
parts are hidden, such as the small differential 
that splits drive behind the gearbox.” 

For the past 28 years, the Alfa has been a 
favourite for Smith, who has extensive experi-
ence of historic racing from Ferrari Dino to 
Williams FW07. Running on authentic narrow
tyres, he saves the Alfa for favourite meetings
such as Goodwood, Monaco, Spa and the
Oldtimer-GP at the ’Ring: “It’s a wonderful car
but hard work at high speed. A few laps of Spa is
better than a workout. Those who raced them in

the ’30s were real heroes and really strong.” 
Highlights have included great battles with the 
Louwman Museum’s Maserati 8CM, driven by 
friend Robert Brooks, and races at Monaco: 
“The Maserati and the Alfa seemed perfectly 
matched and we still laugh about those dices. 
Taking such an iconic machine back to Monaco 
was special because you can really sense the 
history, but it feels a big car on the streets.” 

Smith says there’s only one way to get the 
Tipo B through a corner quickly, and that’s side-
ways: “If you try to steer into the apex it’ll just go 
straight. It’s progressive, and slides beautifully 
on the throttle. On those skinny tyres it’s great in 
the wet. You have to really lean on it through 
Eau Rouge, but I love racing at Spa because you 
can really stretch the power. At high speed the 
wheels flap about, which is a little disconcerting 
– particularly sitting so high with such a clear
view of them. The Alfa is really quick, and with 
the taller gearing it’s good for 150mph. It’s the 
ultimate of its era, and I love it.”

Thanks to Tony Smith, George Fowles, Simon 
Moore, Chris Mann and Doug Nye. The Alfa will be 
sold by Bonhams at Goodwood Festival of Speed 
on 13 July. See www.bonhams.com/motorcars
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The Tipo B has a deep roar 

from its straight-through 

exhaust, but in the cockpit 

the noise is drowned by 

straight-cut gears. Note oil 

lines outside the chassis





ESTATES 
OF THE 

NATIONS
Need plenty of space in your classic, but don’t want to 
sacrifice style? Look no further than this European trio

WORDS ANDREW ROBERTS  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER



F
or a long-term enthusiast of
both ’60s culture and fine estate
cars, this group is a dream come
true. You can just imagine a
go-ahead chap – it was more
likely to have been a ‘chap’
circa 1967 – somewhere near

Weybridge compiling a shortlist of prestigious
station wagons that offered comfort and a 
reasonable degree of performance, while also 
reflecting his status as the sharpest management 
accountant south of the Thames. And, being  
a Continental-minded sort of a gent – he once 
read Len Deighton’s Action Cook Book – he’s even 
prepared to consider one of those ‘foreign jobs’, 
such as a Fiat 2300 Familiare or a Volvo 221,  
as well as a Triumph 2000. 

The 2300 is the rarest of our trio, despite Fiat 
being one of the few overseas car manufacturers 
to offer a full range of cars to British motorists 
during the 1960s; Iain Salmon’s 1967 model is 
believed to be the only one on the road in the 
UK. When Turin was planning a replacement 
for the 1950-’59 1400/1900 range, it was aiming 
at a car that would combine bourgeois propriety 
with a dynamic appearance, a vehicle that was 
suited to autostrada and town use alike. The 
coachwork was understated, combining a 
contemporary look that wasn’t overly flamboy-
ant with fins that denoted a new Fiat that was  
at least partially aimed at the US market.

The original 1800 and 2100 models made 
their debut in 1959, the latter powered by a 
straight-six, followed a few months later by the 
Familiare. In 1961, the 2100 was replaced by the 
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quad-headlamp 2300, which featured an Aurelio 
Lampredi-designed engine with an aluminium 
cylinder head. Back then, Fiat’s London dealer 
was Jack Barclay, so anyone wishing to arrange a 
test drive could enjoy the social cachet of dialling 
‘Mayfair 7444’. That same year came the 2300S 
flagship, but today the wagon is a far more exclu-
sive sight. From a 2018 perspective, a Fiat 2300 
is not so much chic as downright glamorous; it 
also has the air of being transport for a gang of 
enemy agents in an Italian B-film or an Incorpo-
rated Television Company series. 

The Familiare marked quite a departure  
for Fiat, being its first large station wagon to 
deliberately target the affluent leisure market. 
Giovanni Agnelli, the firm’s playboy president, 

From top: the 2300 is the 

most exotic-looking of our 

trio; simple interior has an 

innate glamour; auto ’box 

suits the Fiat’s character; 

stylish lined load bay
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used a 2300 for his golfing trips and a ‘Fiat 
Wagon’ would be equally at home outside the 
Connecticut villa of an up-and-coming corpo-
rate lawyer. In 1963, Motor regarded the 
Familiare as ‘smooth, quiet, fast, extravagantly 
equipped and meticulously finished’, and the 
Fiat does seem rather too svelte for mere work-
horse duties. The polished finish of the load 
compartment’s slatted floor suggests the world 
of the exclusive clubhouse rather than the build-
ing site. The passenger area strikes a balance 
between the luxurious and the practical, with 
separate reclining backrests on the front bench, 
warning lamps on the leading edges of the doors 
and even a hand throttle – it is never a wise idea 
to confuse the latter with the choke.

From 1966 onwards, the 2300 became the 
first Fiat to be offered with a fully automatic 
transmission and the Borg-Warner ’box is 
perfectly matched to the 2.3-litre engine. Natu-
rally, the selector is mounted on the steering 
column, which is entirely in keeping with a car 
that makes a delightful long-distance cruiser. 
With disc brakes on all four wheels and that 
refined engine note, there’s an air of unassuming 
but genuine sophistication that cars costing 
thousands more would struggle to match. Fiat 
claimed, without undue modesty, that the 2300 
was ‘a noble vehicle for city or open road’ with 
performance that ‘fills you with enthusiasm’. 
Hearing the soft purr of the straight-six motor as 
the needle effortlessly moves across the strip 
speedometer is enough to bear out those claims.

Our next car is the most commonly encoun-
tered, testament to its durability and its impact 
on European middle-class motoring for over five 
decades. The 221 was not the firm’s first estate 
car – that honour goes to the 1953 Duett – but it 
was the first Volvo wagon based on a saloon 
rather than a light commercial vehicle. Known 
as the Amazon in its homeland, the saloon was 
launched in ’56, with UK imports commencing 
in ’58; four years later, Volvo proudly announced 
‘an exclusive estate car, designed for European 
conditions’ that would be shown for the first 
time at the Stockholm Motor Show. From the 
B-pillar forwards the wagon was identical to the 
saloon, but the roof was strengthened and the 
rear side doors were unique to the load-lugger. 

The price of the Amazon estate meant that it 
occupied a rather different sector of the market 

From top: Amazon has  

a ’50s flavour, but feels 

surprisingly modern to 

drive; rational, ergonomic 

cabin; 121 badging shared 

with saloon; huge boot
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to the Duett, so the older model remained in 
production. The 221 rapidly became de rigueur 
for the ambitious Swedish professional, and was 
also the first of an extensive line of Volvo wagons 
to win favour in the most respectable of circles. 
Imports started in ’63, and Autocar regarded the 
Amazon as ‘a chunky practical car, well-equipped 
in plain fashion’. By the middle of the decade, 
Volvo estates were being used by antique dealers 
and gentleman farmers alike, while 221s were 
also seen in the driveways of haute suburbia. 

Like the saloon, the 221 estate (although they 
were never badged as such) was first powered by 
the 1.8-litre B18 engine, gaining servo-assisted 
front disc brakes in 1964. This 1968 example has 
a later B20 2-litre unit that, when combined with 

overdrive, makes the Volvo ideal for towing a 
caravan, according to owners Jayne and Simon 
Gill. Of course, comparatively few British Volvo 
drivers of the 1960s would have been interested 
in appearing contemporary, for although the 
Amazon’s styling was not as time-locked as a 
Vauxhall Cresta PA, it certainly did not seem 
especially up-to-the-minute by the late ’60s.  
If the Triumph was the car for the young profes-
sional and the Fiat for a Kingston bypass version 
of La Dolce Vita, the Volvo looked as though it 
hailed from the previous decade – but this was 
part of its appeal. After all, true quality is above 
the mere vagaries of fashion.

Better still, the Volvo belongs together with 
the Z-series MG Magnette and the Borgward 
Isabella in an exclusive club of ‘Designs whose 
abilities belie their age’. The Amazon steers, 
stops, corners and generally behaves in a manner 
that can lead you to believe that you are piloting 
a much younger car, with the dashboard and the 
thick windscreen pillars as reminders of its ’50s 
origins. The body is replete with clever details 
such as the lumbar-support adjusters on the 
front seats, the integral steps on the rear over-
riders so that the owner can adjust a roof-rack 
with ease, and the hinged back numberplate so 
that it can remain visible if the bottom half of the 
tailgate is lowered. The 221 is by far the most 
versatile member of this line-up, for unlike the 
Fiat and the Triumph – both of which are too 
smart to carry anything less than Gucci suitcases 
– the 221’s hard-wearing luggage compartment 
is ready to accommodate hay bales or crates  
of Dresden china with equal aplomb.

From top: Triumph feels 

more agile than its looks 

suggest; swoopy dash; 

overdrive gives long legs; 

2000 is the only car here 

with a one-piece tailgate
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FIAT 2300 FAMILIARE
Sold/number built 1961-’68/185,000 (all)
Construction steel monocoque
Engine iron-block, alloy-head, ohv 2279cc  
‘six’, twin-choke carburettor
Max power 105bhp @ 5300rpm 
Max torque 123lb ft @ 2800rpm
Transmission three-speed Borg-Warner 
automatic, driving rear wheels
Suspension: front independent, by double 
wishbones, torsion bars rear live axle,  
semi-elliptic leaf springs; telescopic  
dampers, anti-roll bar f/r
Steering worm and roller
Brakes discs, with servo
Length 14ft 7in (4485mm)
Width 5ft 4in (1620mm)
Height 4ft 101/2in (1485mm)
Wheelbase 8ft 83/8in (2650mm)
Weight 2965lb (1345kg)
0-60mph 12.5 secs
Top speed 97mph Mpg 23.8
Price new £1498 Price now £15,000

VOLVO 221 
Sold/number built 1962-’69/73,196
Construction steel monocoque
Engine all-iron, ohv 1778/1985cc ‘four’,  
with single/twin carburettors
Max power 74bhp @ 4500rpm (1.8)
Max torque 105lb ft @ 2300rpm (1.8)
Transmission four-speed manual,  
driving rear wheels
Suspension: front independent, by wishbones, 
anti-roll bar rear live axle, longitudinal trailing 
arms, torque arms, transverse link; coil 
springs, telescopic dampers f/r
Steering cam and roller
Brakes discs front, drums rear, with servo
Length 14ft 9in (4490mm)
Width 5ft 4in (1620mm)
Height 4ft 11in (1505mm)
Wheelbase 8ft 61/2in (2604mm)
Weight 2799lb (1270kg)
0-60mph 16 secs Top speed 88mph Mpg 27
Price new £1421 Price now £10,000

TRIUMPH 2000 ESTATE
Sold/number built 1965-’69/7032
Construction steel monocoque
Engine all-iron, ohv 1998cc ‘six’, twin  
Zenith-Stromberg carburettors
Max power 90bhp @ 5000rpm
Max torque 117lb ft @ 2900rpm
Transmission four-speed manual with 
overdrive, driving rear wheels
Suspension independent, at front by 
MacPherson struts rear semi-trailing arms, 
coil springs, telescopic dampers
Steering rack and pinion
Brakes discs front, drums rear, with servo
Length 14ft 7in (4445mm)
Width 5ft 5in (1651mm)
Height 4ft 8in (1422mm)
Wheelbase 8ft 10in (2692mm)
Weight 2687lb (1219kg)
0-60mph 15 secs
Top speed 93mph Mpg 24
Price new £1465 
Price now £7000

2300’s in-line ‘six’ was  

an unusual choice for  

a brand better known for  

its sweet-sounding V6s

Later 2-litre B20 unit with 

twin carbs gives feisty 

performance to go with  

its rugged reliability

The sweet-sounding and 

easily tuned twin-carb 

straight-six lies at the 

heart of the 2000’s appeal
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Finally, we have the Triumph, and your initial
impression is just how small it is by modern
standards. The 2000 always seems a substantial
vehicle, but it is in fact not much longer than a
modern Vauxhall Astra – indeed, each of these
cars measures less than 15ft in length. The Volvo
and the Fiat both have an extensively elongated
roofline, but the 2000’s sloping tail anticipates
the forthcoming Saab 99 Combi or the Audi 100
Avant. John Kelly’s extensively restored, and
now very rare, 1967 example is a reminder that
the Triumph was as much a very stylish five-
door saloon as a practical estate car. 

If you needed an idea of how the Triumph 
marque had established itself as the British 
equivalent of Alfa Romeo or Lancia by the ’60s, 
just take a glance at the 2000. It is nearly impos-
sible to believe that just two years separate the 
last Standard Vanguard Luxury Six station 
wagons from the first of these Triumph estates, 
so different are their images. The cars share an 
engine, but while the Standard always carried 
overtones of National Service and cups of tea 
in a Lyons Corner House, the Triumph was 
clearly a machine for the motorway age 

The 2000 Estate was originally planned 
alongside the saloon, but wouldn’t appear until 
two years after the four-door’s unveiling at the 
1963 London Motor Show. One challenge for 
Triumph was to ensure that the Michelotti lines 
were not marred for the station wagon. Saloon 
bodies were despatched from Pressed Steel of 
Swindon to Carbodies in Coventry, and the fuel 
tank was relocated to accommodate the load 
bay. The rear suspension was uprated and the 

result was a model that created its own niche. 
When the Triumph estate made its debut, the 
Humber Hawk had a four-cylinder engine and 
a middle-aged look, while the Ford Zodiac 
MkIII Farnham and the Martin Walter-bodied 
Vauxhall Cresta PB were both larger and self-
consciously transatlantic. The Ford Corsair 
Estate was closer in size to the Triumph but, 
crucially, lacked that ‘executive’ ambience.

As with all post-1966 2000 Mk1s, there is an 
improved dashboard with a clock and fresh-air 
vents (apparently designed to cool the front 
occupants’ kneecaps), while the seats are uphol-
stered in leather. The cabin seamlessly blends 
the ethos of an aircraft cockpit with an MD’s 
office, and one charming – if impractical – detail 
is the way the wood veneer continues into the 
load bay. The 2000’s suspension and steering 
provide an excellent balance between a GT and
business transport, while there is space to convey
two or three clients on the rear bench. 

The ethos of the Triumph is best illustrated by
the commercials for National Petrol, in which
‘getaway people’ would cruise along the beach

and act in a swinging manner. That’s the aspira-
tional world of the 2000 Estate: while the reality 
may be a business trip to an Uxbridge building 
site, with the silky 2-litre straight-six a Triumph 
driver could envisage becoming a junior member 
of the jet set. In the words of Leyland’s 1966 
campaign, this was an ‘extraordinary combina-
tion of aesthetic and functional values’. 

The Amazon was discontinued in ’69, having 
been supplemented by the 145 two years earlier, 
while the Triumph was replaced by the long-
nosed Mk2 in the same year. The Fiat ceased 
production in ’68 leaving no real successor, the 
130 never being officially offered as a five-door. 

Each member of this group would have repre-
sented tremendous value 50 years ago, and so 
individual are they in appeal that you’d really 
need to purchase all three. On weekdays, the 
Triumph is ideal for speeding towards the next 
project designed to ruin the London skyline, 
saving the Volvo for weekend visits to gymkh-
anas, ignoring the occasional grumble from 
retired colonels about a lack of patriotism.

That leaves the Fiat, the perfect estate car for 
motoring along the Dorset coast on a summer 
evening, listening to Paul Mauriat performing 
Love is Blue. I’ve craved the full-scale version ever 
since I first saw the Dinky model of the ‘2300 
Station Wagon’, and after this encounter that 
ambition has only intensified.

Thanks to Amazon Cars (www.amazoncars.co.uk); 
Alan Chatterton and the Triumph 2000 2500 2.5 
Register (www.triumph2000register.co.uk); 
Flying Club Conington (www.aerolease.co.uk)

‘The Volvo and Fiat have 
elongated rooflines, but 
the Triumph’s sloping tail 
hints at the forthcoming 
Saab Combi or Audi Avant’

The 2000 appears petite 

in this company, and offers 

a more overtly sporting 

driving experience than its 

Continental competition





“Refurbishing to original spec 
would have been quicker, but 
nowhere near as satisfying”
‘Better than new’ was the aim of this father-and-son 
team’s Healey Sprite rebuild, with impressive results
WORDS MALCOLM THORNE  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER



T
here are two schools of 
thought when it comes to 
sports cars: some believe 
that the only way forward is 
brute force combined with 
phenomenal  gr ip and 
cutting-edge technology – 

think McLaren P1 and suchlike. Others espouse 
the ethos of stripping away all that is superfluous 
and taking advantage of the fleet-footed nimble-
ness afforded by light weight – such as any 
Chapman-era Lotus. And if ever a mass-
produced model belonged to the second camp, 
the Austin-Healey Sprite must surely be it. 

Launched in 1958, the ‘Frogeye’ was certainly 
a flyweight. The least-expensive roadster in the 
BMC line-up, adding pounds to the spec sheet 
would have added shillings and pence to the 
price, so both were kept to a minimum. It was 
huge fun – far more so than its meagre 42bhp 
would have you believe – but hardly the quickest. 
Six decades on, however, the immaculately 
presented machine you see here addresses that. 
With a tuned yet tractable A-series, plus a host of 
other upgrades, it will leap off the line like a star-
tled cat. Moreover, thanks to its minimal mass, 
it is as agile as a flea, and encourages you to hoon 
around with a grin from ear to ear. It is the work 
of father and son Yves and Henry Cozon, and  
a creation of which they are justifiably proud.
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The project began 12 years ago. “My first love
has always been cars and I come from an engi-
neering family,” says French-born Cozon Snr,
who has lived in the UK since childhood. “My
grandfather once rebuilt a Bugatti Type 43A,
and I did my apprenticeship at Jaguar. Henry,
meanwhile, works for Aston Martin, so you
could say it is in our genes. I’d helped my best
friend Peter Taylor – another former Browns
Lane apprentice – to restore and modify a couple
of hairy Morris Minors over the years. Eventu-
ally, Henry and I decided that we’d like to do our 
own project, and a Frogeye was affordable.

“Peter and I had travelled to Le Mans in 2006 
with a group of other petrolheads, and on the 
Saturday evening I casually asked the owner of a 
gorgeous Austin-Healey 3000 if he knew of any 
Sprites for sale. He replied that he had one  
in bits, but had run out of time, space and money 
to finish it.” Cozon decided that it was exactly 
what he was searching for: “The intention was a 
total restoration, together with some serious 
upgrades to make a faster and more reliable car. 
Although the replacement sills were held in 
place with self-tappers, and the new rear end had 
yet to be fitted, the shell was basically rot-free. 
Everyone’s reaction was to ask whether the  
car had spent its life in California.” 

Sound though it was, the body was dispatched 
to Birmingham-based Brian Archer to be 

stitched back together, as well as to receive some 
subtle modifications: “Unfortunately, Brian fell 
ill and passed away a few months after having 
taken on the job, leaving his business partner 
Andrew Forster to take up the cudgels.”

As a result, the work on the Frogeye was 
delayed by two years, but the result is an intrigu-
ing blend of factory specification and subtle 
upgrades. The rear wings have been de-seamed 
and gently teased out over the rear wheels – a 
necessary alteration because the wires are an 
inch wider than standard. To the casual observer 
the changes are barely noticeable, but they give 
the car a much more aggressive stance that 
Cozon likens to “a mini AC Cobra”.

Clockwise from below left: 

the stripped shell prior to 

repairs; restored dash is 

refitted; engine is fired up 

for the first time (Henry in 

the car, Yves alongside);  

carpets produced from 

paper patterns – Yves’ 

mother was a dressmaker



Other modifications include a custom roll 
hoop and a reworked rear panel: “We asked 
Archers to insert new metal that followed the 
natural curve of the tail, in place of the usual flat 
steel beneath the numberplate, while the plinth 
for the light has been replaced by MGB units 
mounted on the overriders.” A quick-release 
aluminium fuel cap gives the Sprite’s rear end  
the look of a baby sports-racer. 

“We also insisted on a forward-hinged glass-
fibre bonnet in place of the steel original,” adds 
Cozon, “the aim being reduced weight and 
better access.” Front bumpers were always 
optional on Frogeyes, so it’s no surprise to find 
that this car is bereft of one, but the reasons are 
down to aesthetics as much as weight: “It had to 
go – to my eyes it was an ugly carbuncle!” 

Louvred wings help control underbonnet 
temperatures: “Even with 948cc, this car had a 
history of overheating. We were planning on 
tripling the horsepower of the factory engine, so 
thought we should do something to let out some 
of the heat. They were designed by me, cribbed 
largely from the vents fitted to the works Healey 
3000s, and made by A Head 4 Healeys.”

With the shell away for repairs, the Cozons 
turned their attention to the mechanicals and 
began researching the various tuning possibili-
ties: “We did an awful lot of reading beforehand, 
but we’d already decided that we wouldn’t use 

the original 948cc engine and ’box, so they were 
put in a corner of the garage where they remain 
to this day. Instead, we bought a used 1275cc 
Midget engine, which was bored and stroked to 
1430cc, and rebuilt using parts supplied by 
MED in Leicestershire.” Among the upgrades 
were a lightened and balanced tuftrided crank-
shaft; Duplex Vernier timing gear; balanced, 
weighed and matched conrods; and a high-
output oil pump. The head was gas-flowed and 
fitted with larger exhaust valves, double valve 
springs and roller rocker gear to complement 
the fast-road camshaft. The original twin SUs, 
meanwhile, were replaced with a single side-
draught Weber 45DCOE carburettor.

The result echoes the type of modifications 
that would have been possible in period, but one 
area where the Healey deviates from late-’50s 
technology is the ignition, which today features 
a solid-state programmable wasted spark system 
and an ECU. “Distributors are a pet hate,” says 
Cozon. “I’ve always found them to be unreliable 
and incapable of holding their tune for more 
than 1500 miles.” Setting up this high-tech 
installation did require some effort, however: 
“After two sessions on a rolling road, the Sprite 
was said to be producing 110bhp, although we 
were not entirely convinced. After replacing the 
first reprofiled camshaft – which had slowly been 
eating itself – with a proper billet item from  

Kent Cams, we took the Sprite to Northampton 
Motorsport, whose equipment eventually 
suggested 101bhp but with a noticeable misfire. 
We have since upgraded the management soft-
ware, and 125-130bhp should be possible.”

The hot engine is mated to a Frontline five-
speed Ford T9 gearbox conversion and a 4.2:1 
diff, which ensures impressive acceleration: “We 
bought a 3.7 diff of unknown parentage, but the 
car developed some pretty harsh vibrations so we 
are currently back with the original. Even with 
this ‘sprint’ diff we have seen a GPS-measured 
110mph, albeit with the engine revving its nuts 
off. Maybe we should just delight in the accel-
eration – 90mph is achievable on a relatively 
short stretch, and it is a road car, after all!”

The Frogeye’s original front brakes were 
upgraded to discs, and the rears were rebuilt to 
1275 spec; the standard rear springs and radius 
rods were scrapped, substituted by softer quar-
ter-elliptics plus rose-jointed radius rods and 
a Panhard rod from Peter May Engineering. 
“The car is so far from standard that often parts 
required considerable fitting skills, which in 
many ways was a bit like re-learning what I’d 
been taught during my apprenticeship at 
Jaguar,” says Cozon. “With the rear springs, we 
were advised that the original units were too stiff 
and that a softer, lower set-up would improve the 
handling and make the car nicer to drive. That 

“We were planning on tripling the 
horsepower, so thought we should do 
something to let out some of the heat”
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might have been good advice for a racer, but with 
a passenger, a full tank of petrol and luggage for 
a trip to Le Mans, the Sprite was bottoming and 
knocking the hell out of the expensive exhaust 
system, so it was back to the drawing board. 
In the end, we sourced springs that were some-
where between the two extremes, and eventually 
got the right compromise.”

The front end also gave the pair a headache: 
“We couldn’t achieve the appropriate toe-in. 
The springs are shorter and stiffer, with nega-
tive-camber trunnions, different wishbones and 
a few other mods. Throw in the lighter weight of 
the glassfibre bonnet and the changes meant that 
we simply could not adjust the track-rod ends 
sufficiently; the track rods had to be machined 
back to obtain the necessary adjustment.”

A similar complication came to light with the 
restored bodywork when the car was nearing 
completion: “We discovered that the bonnet 
wouldn’t close because the throttle mechanism 
was fouling. We refitted it underneath the carbu-
rettor, but still had a problem. After much 
scratching of heads, it was found that the rebuilt 
radiator was 14mm too tall.”

Considering the extent to which the Sprite 
has been re-imagined, it is hardly surprising that 
the project threw up such headaches, but when 
you encounter the finished car it’s difficult not to 
be impressed. ‘Finished’ is, however, a relative 

term: “There are always points that will need
improving and fettling. For example, although
the cooling system seemed to work well, in traf-
fic jams the temperature would rise alarmingly.
That was down to the lack of a radiator cowling,
allowing the fan to recirculate hot air, rather
than drawing in cooler air from outside. We
fashioned one in cardboard then cut it out of
aluminium before having it welded up by a local
fabricator – bingo! We’ve also added a cold-air
intake for the carb; testing on the dyno didn’t
show any improvement in performance, but out 
on the road the Sprite seems noticeably quicker.”

It certainly is a quick little car, with vivid accel-
eration and a rasping cackle from the exhaust. 
On a greasy road, the Sprite will break traction 
in not just first, but also second and even third 
gears. The most recent set of statistics gives 
an output of 105bhp at 6250rpm, although as 
Cozon points out: “You might get a different 
result on a different rolling road or on a different 
day.” Whatever the case, this tiny machine can 
generate massive amounts of entertainment. 
It’s a little hooligan, and gets driven in the way 
it deserves – hard and fast. 

The finish and attention to detail are just as 
impressive inside, and the Healey does an 
intriguing job of feeling big on the inside while 
taking up so little space on the road. “The 
passenger seat is original and was retrimmed by 

Archers,” says Cozon, “while the driver’s racing 
bucket is an Archers product that was trimmed 
to match.” The rev counter, meanwhile, is a nice 
touch: at first glance it appears identical to the 
standard unit, but the electronic dial has been 
cleverly rebuilt by Speedy Cables to echo the 
increased performance – redlined at 7500rpm 
rather than the original 5500.

“Just refurbishing to original spec would have 
been a lot quicker and easier,” concludes Cozon, 
“but nowhere as satisfying. Above all, as well as 
a car to be proud of, the project created an 
immense bond between my son and me, and that 
experience will last forever.” As family projects 
go, you can’t knock that.

Clockwise from below left: 

1430cc Midget engine; 

Cozon likes its “mini AC 

Cobra” stance; the driver’s 

bucket seat has been 

trimmed to match the 

original next to it; you’re 

unlikely to find another 

Sprite quite like this one
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A TEMPLE TO 
MOTORING

CLASSIC SHRINE

A strikingly modern building in an ancient city, 
the Hellenic Motor Museum celebrates homegrown 

talent and much more in its impressive collection
WORDS MICHAEL MILNE  PHOTOGRAPHY LARISSA MILNE

T
he Greek capital is renowned 
for various tourist spots that 
are several millennia old,  
yet the comparatively recent 
antiquities at the Hellenic 
Motor Museum consistently 
place the attraction on 

TripAdvisor’s list of the top 10 museums in 
Athens. Opened in 2011, it was founded by  
real-estate developer – and competitive racer – 
Theodore Charagionis and his wife Joanna. 
“This museum represents my father’s passion,” 
says their daughter Irene. “It’s the result of  
40 years of collecting classic cars, and he is
now sharing them with the public.”

Housed in a modern, helix-shaped building
close to the National Archaeological Museum,
the displays amble over three storeys with some
110 cars on show from a collection that numbers
three times that. The vehicles are gathered by
era – veteran, vintage, post-vintage, classic, post-
classic and modern – and range from a 1906
Ford Model N to a 1980s Ferrari 308GTSi, and
all of the cars are in running order.

Plaques (in both Greek and English) outline
each exhibit’s engine type, output, top speed and
production number. Most also list how the
cars were acquired, with auction acquisitions
in the UK a recurring theme.

Highlights of the vintage section include a
1921 Alvis 12/60 Beetleback Roadster, complete
with its famous hare radiator mascot; Chara-
gionis won a 400km regularity rally in this car
just a week after its purchase in 1990. Another
standout car here is a 1926 Avions Voisin C4
Roadster, its winged radiator badge and stream-
lined aluminium body a nod to the aeronautical
roots of company founder and aviation pioneer
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Gabriel Voisin, and an elegant yet rapid 1930 
Bugatti Type 44 drophead coupé. There’s also a 
1927 Lincoln Sport Roadster Model L151 that 
was discovered in the mid-’70s, half buried in the 
mud of the Ilisos River, resulting in a thorough 
restoration to its current sparkling condition.

Post-vintage cars include a 1934 Bugatti T57 
Ventoux, one of 630 produced, and a 1937 
Chrysler that still wears police livery from its 
appearance in the Captain America movie. Both 
pale alongside a magnificent 1939 Rolls-Royce 
Wraith Sports Sedan. Once owned by actor Sir 
Laurence Olivier, the Rolls-Royce holds a 
special connection for the museum’s founder 
because it is the sort of car that he dreamed of 
one day owning when he was a child. 

In the classic area, two barn-find 1950 Bristol 
401s sit side-by-side to tell a tale of ‘before and 
after’. One is presented in rough, as-found 
condition, while the other – which was discov-
ered in an even worse state – has been pristinely 
restored. Nearby, there’s a rare British beauty in 
the shape of a flamboyant 1955 Daimler 
Conquest Roadster, whose body is skinned in 
aluminium except for the steel bonnet – but any 
‘lightweight’ suggestions are quashed by its 
massive chromed front grille. 

A pair of Lagondas includes a 1951 2.6 Litre 
saloon and a 1955 drophead coupé. An ode to 
British rock ’n’ roll comes from a hot pink 1959 
Chrysler Imperial Crown Convertible that was 
once owned by Led Zeppelin frontman Robert 
Plant – at close to 5000lb (more than 2250kg) it’s 
heavy metal indeed! An ivory-coloured 1960 
Auto Union 1000 Sp is bedecked with fins and 
headlamps that unashamedly mimic the first-
generation Ford Thunderbird. The four 
interlocking rings of the badges on the boot and 

“This museum represents 
my father’s passion – 40 
years of collecting classic 
cars – and he’s now sharing 
them with the public”

Clockwise, from above: 

1906 Ford Model N is the 

oldest car in the collection; 

‘Transparency’ display 

reveals a Flavia Vignale’s 

inner workings; building 

houses 110 cars – note 

Volanis duo under Bristols
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hubcaps are a precursor to the marque’s eventual
re-emergence as Audi. This particular car was
purchased on eBay in poor condition and
restored in Greece. Another European take on
the American tail fin comes from a 1960 Daimler
SP250 ‘Dart’, representing the British maker’s
attempts to crack the US sports car market. 

A rare 1962 Facel Vega Facellia F2B, a 1966
Maserati Mistral and a 1969 Jensen Interceptor
FF highlight the swinging ’60s, with the latter
one of only 110 examples of this four-wheel-
drive pioneer produced. The following decade is
embodied by fine Italian metal, including a 1972
Alfa Romeo Montreal, a ’74 Iso Rivolta Lele and
a ’74 Ferrari 365GT4 Berlinetta Boxer.

The ‘Made by Hellas’ area is devoted to cars
with Greek connections, the most popular of
which is the output of Sir Alec Issigonis. The
British designer of Greek descent was instru-
mental in the creation of the original Mini and
the Morris Minor. Then there’s Enfield Auto-
motive, which was funded by Greek shipping

magnate Giannis Goulandris and developed the 
1974 E8000 ECC (Electric City Car) as an urban 
alternative-fuel vehicle. There’s also a 1977 
MEBEA Robin, a three-wheeler produced in 
Greece under licence from the Reliant Motor 
Co, and a pair of dramatic locally styled concept 
cars. The wild 1983 Helios and 1984 Apollon are 
the work of Antonis Volanis, designer of the 
Matra Rancho and Renault Espace.

The ‘Transparency’ display is a fascinating 
exhibit. Five vehicles – including a 1964 Lancia 
Flavia Vignale Convertible and a 1974 Lotus 
Europa Twin Cam Special – are deconstructed, 
in some cases with their bodies partially lifted 
off the chassis, so that you can see what’s going 
on underneath. “Visitors seem to be drawn to 
these exposed cars to see what makes them go,” 
explains museum guide Miltos Petronis. 

The Hellenic Motor Museum plans to replace 
most of the current vehicles with racing cars in 
2019 or 2020, so be sure to catch this incredible 
collection of road cars while you can.

The knowledge
Address Ioulianou 33-35, Athens, Greece
How much? Adults €8; children (6-12) and 
senior citizens (65+) €5; under 6s free
Opening hours 10am-2pm Mon-Fri, 
11am-6pm Sat/Sun; closed 1/2/6 Jan, 
Easter Sunday and Monday, 1 May, 
15 August and 25/26 December
Tel 0030 210 8816187
Web www.hellenicmotormuseum.gr

Clockwise from top: 

‘before and after’ barn-

find Bristols; pretty Facel 

Vega Facellia F2B; 1974 

Enfield Electric was 

funded by a Greek backer



The Lysell Rally looks like a flying saucer,  
but it didn’t come from outer space: it was 
built in a Norwegian aircraft factory
WORDS RICHARD HOLTZ  PHOTOGRAPHY MARTIN MEINERS

UNIDENTIFIED
FJORDING 
OBJECT





T
orp airfield, 120 kilometres 
south-west of Oslo. In front 
of a hangar sits a shiny twin-
engined aeroplane, and in its 
shadow lurks an ungainly 
sports car with a strange 
domed roof. The car’s 

3.9-litre sidevalve Ford V8 rumbles away, with a 
promise of 160bhp – but that is nothing beside 
the two Pratt & Whitney R-1830 ‘Double Star’ 
engines overhead, each mustering 30.2 litres,  
14 cylinders and a whopping 1200bhp.

Some 16,079 units of one of the world’s busi-
est passenger and cargo planes were built,
compared to just one example of the car, yet this
unlikely pair does have two things in common:
both have a bare, polished aluminium body, and
both were constructed in an aircraft factory. The
DC-3 comes from Douglas while the car, badged
the Rally, was the brainchild of Swede Ralph
Lysell, who wanted to direct aircraft manufac-
turer Norsk Flyindustri AS away from the sector
it had been struggling in since the end of the
second World War, and towards the more lucra-
tive business of building taxis and sports cars.

Born Rolf Åre Nystedt on 2 May 1907 in
Stockholm, Lysell followed his émigré mother
to the United States in 1923. There he adopted
her maiden name and changed his first name to
Ralph. He graduated in engineering from New
York’s Columbia University, then built some
distinctive streamlined prototypes including
the bizarre Auto-Avion, but sadly none of these
ever made it into mass production.
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Legends surrounding this failure persist to 
this day. According to Swedish magazine Tekni-
ken för alla (Technology for all), American car 
makers did everything they could to suppress 
Lysell’s ideas. They banned him from working in 
the US automotive and aerospace industries for 
five years, out of fear that their cars would appear 
outdated compared to his designs. Nordic news-
paper Aftenposten suggested that Lysell owned  
a car factory in Phillipsburg, Pennsylvania that 
was subsequently destroyed by flood.

What is certain is that Lysell moved to 
Germany, living at 13 Schwindstraße in Frank-
furt while working as a consultant for Adler, 
BMW and Mercedes-Benz, and also as a test 
driver for the Stuttgart firm. While he was in 
Stockholm for a Mercedes promotional tour  
in 1939, war was declared. Lysell remained in 
Sweden and worked as a designer at telephone 
manufacturer Ericsson. During this time one  
of his most famous works, the Ericofon, was 
created. Later, he started his own business:  
AB Industriell Formgivning.

After WW2, Lysell moved to Paris, where he 
met a Norwegian woman. Whether he went to 
Oslo in 1949 out of professional curiosity or for 
personal reasons isn’t known, but the engineer 
was certainly interested in the use of new materi-
als such as aluminium in the automotive industry, 
and Norway offered new opportunities. Due  
to import restrictions and the lack of a home-
grown industry there were few cars on the roads, 
with most coming from the Soviet Union – and 
the Norwegians paying for them in fish.

‘American car makers did 
all they could to suppress 
Lysell’s ideas, for fear that 
their cars would appear 
outdated in comparison’

Clockwise, from top: dome 

canopy was in the original 

design, but only added 

during restoration; Lysell 

body is hand-formed from 

aluminium; belts were rare 

in ’50s cars, but the Rally 

followed aircraft precedent
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Lysell had sketches of a sports car in his 
luggage, and took these to Norsk Flyindustri 
on the outskirts of Oslo’s Fornebu Airport. 
Demand for the firm’s amphibious aircraft had 
dropped severely, and Lysell saw an opportunity 
to create two cars built specifically for Norwe-
gian roads and climatic conditions: a taxi and a 
sports car. Aftenposten reported on 17 January 
1951 that the latter was to be called ‘Rally’ – not 
after the sport, but its designer’s first name.

The Rally was built in 1951, initially as an 
open two-seater, with a body made of 3mm 
aluminium. At 5.3m long and 1.96m wide, it 
weighed 1.3 tonnes and was powered by a tuned 
Ford V8 employing twin carburettors to achieve 
some 160bhp. In theory, the windcheating Rally 
could top 200kph (125mph).

It wasn’t until 4 September 1954 that the car 
received its first numberplate, and the chassis 
number VDN 478 – where VDN stands for 
Veg Direktoratets Nummer, a series of identifica-
tion numbers allocated to self-built cars and 
trailers. The Rally was licensed to Jack Roar 
Rollve, who worked for the state as a car auditor, 
but just a month later it changed hands again.

After being sold to its third owner in 1959, the
Lysell was overhauled and repainted. Four years
later, Roger Glans from Halden bought the
Rally, fitted the rear screen of a 1950s Stude-
baker as a windscreen and made a fabric hood for
it. Finally, in 1964, it received a two-tone paint-
job in the style of an early Corvette.

Glans then gave the car away in 1968, appar-
ently due to its poor handling. Little is known

about the two subsequent owners, but in 1980 
a local enthusiast heard rumours of ‘an old 
Corvette’ and came across the Rally in Trøgstad. 
After it had passed through a further keeper, 
Pål Heine from Sarpsborg bought the car in 
2007 and began exploring its history.

And what of Ralph Lysell? Always seeking the 
next challenge, Lysell spoke seven languages, 
was married seven times, and was something of 
an eccentric. Sadly, the Rally was destined to be 
his last car design and although he had plans to 
build 15 examples – and reportedly had the pre-
orders to back this up – the adventure stalled. He 
died on 22 June 1987 in Värobacka, Sweden

Today, the Lysell Rally lives with Eirik Bøle 
on the island of Nesøya, on the Oslofjord. The 
59-year-old project manager has been collecting 
cars since he was 17 and now focuses on those 
with VDN chassis numbers and Norwegian-
built racing cars. He also owns the Stousland 
Special, a second car built by Norsk Flyindustri 
and raced by Carl Jacob Stousland in 1951.

Bøle overhauled the running gear and took 
the body back to bare metal, but the biggest 
challenge was finding a glass roof dome: Ralph 
Lysell had included this detail in drawings, but 
it couldn’t be made at the time due to a lack 
of funds. Bøle’s solution was to copy the dome 
of the 1954 Pontiac Bonneville concept as part of 
an extensive rebuild that was completed in 2012. 
The Rally is housed in a building on the disused 
Fornebu airport site, and Bøle hopes to one day 
set up his own museum – where this Norwegian 
oddity will undoubtedly be a star exhibit.

From top: Lysell is said to 

be capable of 120mph, but 

roadholding is poor; Ford’s 

faithful flathead 3.9-litre 

V8 makes 160bhp on twin 

carbs; unique Rally was 

handmade from aluminium 

in a fairly rustic fashion





From £300
daily driver to
lifelong friend

After five fantastic decades of ownership, Richard
Littlewood is planning yet more adventures in his XK150

WORDS ROSS ALKUREISHI  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER



C
ars are a bit like people: full
of vigour and va-va-voom
in the first flushes of youth,
then knuckling down and
working hard through to
middle age, before things
start to go wrong on the

downwards slope, with a corresponding decline
in perceived value. Yet when this natural life
cycle is applied to vehicles, it opens up a world
of opportunity for those with slimmer wallets,
creating bargains of cars that, when new, would
have remained well out of reach.

One such shallow-pocketed gentleman was
a young Richard Littlewood, fresh out of the
Royal Navy and earning a glamorous living
supplying edible oils and fats wholesale to the
food trade in Manchester. “I’d never really
fancied a modern car,” he says, “and luckily my
love for vintage machinery allowed me to own
a few interesting vehicles. My friends just
accepted that was what I was into.”

Having worked his way through an Armstrong
Siddeley Lancaster, Alvis Speed 25 and a Riley
2½-litre, by the mid-’60s it was time for some-
thing that was more befitting of his tender years:
“My local garage had heard of a Daimler Dart
on which some chap was defaulting. It was going
to be repossessed and I thought I’d quite like
it, but somehow he coughed up.”
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In an alternate reality, Edward Turner’s
2.5-litre V8 might have entranced Littlewood
and it would be an SP250 starring today, but
after this narrow escape he instead bought an
Austin-Healey 100/6. Yet it was the disparity
between that car’s 102bhp and his uncle’s Jaguar
that would be the deciding factor in his next
choice: “He was a doctor in Bridlington.
I remember visiting and being asked if I’d like to
accompany him on a house call, in his XK150
drophead coupé. Once finished, he let me drive
it on the way home; I was instantly impressed, it
had so much more steam than the 100/6 – you
just put your foot down and off it went.”

The Healey immediately went up for sale, and
in early 1967 the hunt for an XK began. Several
were considered and disregarded, including the
cheapest – a fixed-head coupé XK150 priced at
£66, which was “lopsided and sounded a bit
rough” – before he found the 3.4-litre 2418 DA.
Like many groovy young things, previous owner
Rodney Hazzard had coveted the decade’s go-to
choice: the svelte Jaguar E-type. This new big
cat on the scene superseded the XK series,
committing Jaguar’s glorious Le Mans-winning
heritage to rapidly fading memory.

Unveiled at the 1948 London Motor Show,
Jaguar’s light-alloy bodied XK120 heralded an
exciting new direction for the company. A devel-
opment of its flagship MkVII saloon – with

identical mechanicals, on a shortened chassis –
the rakish roadster fired the public imagination.

Here was a performance car featuring an
exotic double-overhead-camshaft, alloy-head/
iron-block, twin-carburetted XK engine –
putting out 160bhp, and later 190bhp in 3.4-litre
SE form – with striking styling, hitherto unseen
levels of comfort and all for a bargain £998 plus
Purchase Tax. The Jaguar sports car ethos of
performance allied to affordability was set.

Never intended to be mass produced, XK120s
sold in their thousands, becoming the go-to
sports chariot for Hollywood ‘royalty’ such as
Clark Gable and Gary Cooper. Fixed-head
coupé and drophead coupé models followed, but
the biggest impact on the model’s aura came
from the success of its racing derivative.

Essentially a mechanically tweaked XK120
with an aerodynamic body and custom tubular
chassis, the Type ‘C’ roared to victory at Le
Mans in 1951 in the hands of Peter Walker and
Peter Whitehead. After further success two
years later, Type ‘C’ begat Type ‘D’ – a further
development of the underlying XK mechanicals,
with a new body – resulting in three consecutive
triumphs at La Sarthe from 1955-’57.

That same year the final roadgoing iteration,
the XK150, replaced the earlier 140. In came
revised, somewhat more sober styling, all-wheel
Dunlop disc brakes – a first for a production 
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Jaguar – and further power increases for the
redoubtable XK engine, now with 265bhp in top
3.8-litre ‘S’ form. Increased heft was offset by
significantly improved handling characteristics,
but even at the start of production the venerable
old beast was beginning to look its age.

Those patrician lines, anchored firmly in the
late 1940s, seem an unusual choice for a young
blade. “It was a question of taste,” explains
Littlewood. “The E-type never really appealed
– I much preferred the look of this. Also,
I couldn’t possibly have afforded the newer car
– they were around £1500 and in such demand.
I paid just £300 for the XK.”

His previous brief ownership of an automatic
MkVIII informed his choice of the similarly
endowed XK: “It was great for the commute in
Manchester traffic. However, back then I had
a tendency to floor it whenever the opportunity
arose – that was just my age, though, I’m much
better with auto ’boxes now.”

Despite the car having been resprayed the
year prior to purchase, it quickly became clear
that the body looked better than it actually was:
“Filler would shake loose from the doors, but
when buying it I had been much more interested
in the car’s performance.”

The XK remained his daily driver until 1969,
by which time Littlewood – by then living in
Birmingham – was given a Ford Cortina 1600

“It was a question of taste: 
the E-type never really 
appealed – I much
preferred the XK’s looks”

Clockwise from main:

once a daily driver, the XK

is now saved for pleasure;

at Hockenheim on the

1997 RAC Euroclassic; the

large transmission hump

bears witness to the

Jag’s complicated past

as a company vehicle: “The XK became my
hobby car – a good thing, too, because the
engine had become noisy and the gearbox trou-
blesome – despite it being a replacement, after
I hit a roadworks ramp at high speed while going
up Dunmail Raise in the Lake District, which
caused some expensive noises on landing.”

Age was rapidly catching up with the car, but
salvation came by way of an old Jaguar MkIX:
“I knew of an example with a good engine and
manual gearbox with overdrive. The owner had
taken it off the road due to leaking fuel tanks that
he couldn’t afford to replace, so we agreed a price
and I towed it back to the house I then shared
with three motor traders.

“Over the next few weeks they removed my
car’s engine and transmission, and fitted those
from the MkIX. The gearbox slotted straight in.
We retained the 3.54 axle, giving 30mph per
1000rpm in overdrive top, which was good for
long motorway trips. The saloon’s green leather
seats were then adapted and used to furnish our
communal sitting room with a rather luxurious
suite! The extra power from the 3.8-litre engine
was welcome, too.”

Littlewood married his partner Sue in 1971,
and by ’76 they had moved to Elford in Stafford-
shire and had two sons. The XK remained
drivable but was, in his own words, “looking
rather tatty”. It continued to receive occasional 



use until being laid up, with a little bit of oil in
the bores, in 1976: “We had an old farmhouse to
renovate, and there was lots to do.”

In 1982, Littlewood decided to restore the car.
He repainted the chassis after removing the
body, then new copper brake pipes, shock
absorbers and suspension bushes were fitted:
“The engine and transmission were good, so
I didn’t disturb them other than to replace the oil
and filters. However, the bodywork was beyond
my capabilities.” The father-in-law of a friend
agreed to take on the job, having retired from
GBS Motors of Tamworth, as long as there was
“no rush”. Using a new inner rear tub from
Bill Lawrence of Hythe and fresh rear wings
from XK Engineering, the body was made solid
again – two new-old-stock doors had earlier
replaced the filler-filled originals.

It was a slow process, though, with the car
finally repainted in 1988: “We got it home and
fitted a new wiring loom. When we started to
put back the trim, all the leather was good but
the carpets and door panels looked so worn
against the immaculate body that we simply had
to replace them. It was running again by July
1989, passed its MoT in early 1990… and was
put up for sale two years later.”

Of course, the fact that we’re able to enjoy the
car today is an indicator that it wasn’t sold after
all, and instead it entered the second phase of 
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wife has driven it… around the Nürburgring.” 
Never has a dramatic pause been used to better 
effect, and it sums up the use the car has enjoyed.

His only wobble came a few years ago, when 
a chap with a 3.4 S in the same colour moved to 
the next village and he saw it parked outside the 
pub: “I can remember thinking ‘someone’s had 
the temerity to nick my car, and then stop for 
a pint’. Since my Cortina 1600, I’ve had Japa-
nese, Swedish and French company cars, but 
this has endured through it all.”

Today the XK presents as an older restoration, 
still in hearty condition and wearing the subtle 
reminders of a life well lived. Most obvious of 
these is the big, now largely redundant auto 
transmission hump, in which is housed the 
MkIX’s manual ’box. You can imagine a modern-
day valuer sucking through his teeth, before 
going on to explain the effect on the price… 

Yet this car is the antithesis to the identikit 
restorations that adorn concours lawns. Its non-
matching numbers are a nod to the methods 
owners used to ensure that their vehicles 
remained on the road – when donor vehicles 
were the answer to a rebuild that didn’t make 
financial sense. The paintwork has a few minor 
chips and blemishes as per a well-used classic, 
but is generally in good condition – testament to 
the quality of the late-’80s work. It’s a roguish 
reminder of post-war British beefcake roadsters. 

Littlewood’s ownership: “When I put it on the 
market I immediately had five people interested, 
but suddenly realised that I wasn’t going to sell 
it. With the car by then very good – reliable, 
solid and once again a pleasure to drive – I felt 
the need to extend my ownership.” 

After completing a Norwich Union run, the 
XK150 becoming a fixture on the annual Euro-
classic epics: “By the time we got down to the 
start, went on the tour and took the rest of the 
fortnight toddling our way back, we had put 
3000 miles or more on the clock.”

On the most memorable of these, the Jaguar 
broke a spring at Snetterton. “The RAC towed 
us to a local garage,” recalls Littlewood, “which 
welded the spring and put on a couple of U-bolts. 
As we came off the ferry to mainland Europe it 
went again so we did the whole tour, 7-800 miles, 
with just the U-bolts holding it on.”

Littlewood admits to considering changing 
the XK for another classic: “But when you start 
to think about what you can get, you realise that 
it does everything; we’ve done over 400 miles 
a day many times. It’s comfortable, it’s fast and 
it more than keeps up with modern traffic. It’s 
also relatively easy to work on, so I’ve always 
done my own servicing.” 

A common question to owners is whether 
anyone else has ever driven their car, to which 
the reply is often “no”. Not so here: “Oh yes, my 

Slip into that elegant interior and the U-bolt 
on the rear seats raises a smile as Littlewood 
explains its dual purpose: secure connection for 
a suitcase’s padlock (when the boot was full of 
spares) and a fixing for attaching the dog’s 
harness when it joins him for a blast. 

The XK engine, since rebuilt, fires with a 
gruff bellow. Slot the Moss ’box carefully into 
first, pull away and there’s a profusion of accom-
panying axle whine. This is overlaid with exhaust 
bark and induction noise as the engine gets into 
its stride. There’s no need to rev it hard, because 
there’s stacks of low-down torque. 

Press hard into a corner and its 1448kg weight 
makes itself clear – it’s never been a svelte B-road 
blaster – but as a tourer it remains a car that’s 
ideal for a long-range European jaunt. The disc 
braking is of its time, as one of the first produc-
tion systems, but when new the stopping power 
must have put the frighteners up non-disc 
believers. Overall, it’s a lovely car to drive. 

To think that a cheap, secondhand sports car 
– purchased on a whim due to a young man’s
budget constraints, desire for performance and 
attraction to old metal – would still be going 
strong over half a century later is a tribute to the 
car that Jaguar built. The Littlewoods completed 
last year’s Wigton Motor Club Gallop, and have 
no plans to stop now – here’s to the XK150’s 
next 50 years and beyond.

Clockwise, from top left: 

the late, great Jim Bamber 

sketched the XK150 at the 

Airbus factory in Toulouse 

on 2002 MSA Euroclassic; 

MkIX’s 3.8-litre straight-

six gives extra go; XK is 

still a wonderful drive





70 YEARS SINCE THE FIRST
GRAND PRIX AT SILVERSTONE

For 2018, the Silverstone Classic will be
celebrating the 70th anniversary of the
first-ever Grand Prix at Silverstone, held in
1948. Over the three-day festival weekend,
huge grids of F1 cars from the majority of
those seven decades will be competing.

The Adrian Flux Trophy for Pre-1966
Grand Prix Cars (HGPCA) will appeal to those
interested in 1950s and ’60s F1 machinery,
with the once-common front-engined cars
doing battle with the earliest generation of
rear-engined racers. Not only that, but the
FIA Masters Historic Formula One race will
also give fans the chance to see a packed
grid of evocative DFV-powered cars, from
1966 right the way through to 1985, all
in their original liveries.

As a celebratory nod to that first Grand
Prix at Silverstone in 1948, a special display
and track parade is being planned featuring
many of the cars that competed in that
historic opening race. The parade will be
held on Saturday 21 July, directly before the 
HGPCA race for the Adrian Flux Trophy. 

Royal Automobile Club Trophy was awarded to ’48 GP winner

www.silverstoneclassic.com

There’s nothing more that the team
behind the world’s biggest motorsport
festival like than to mark an anniversary.
Over the years, the Silverstone Classic 
has built an enviable reputation for
hosting birthday celebrations of epic,
often record-breaking, proportions.
This year, there’s a stellar line-up…

THE 60th ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE BTCC

Touring cars are always a popular part of the
race schedule at the Silverstone Classic and,
with 2018 being the 60th anniversary of the
ever-popular British Touring Car Championship
(BTCC), ‘Tin Top Sunday’ will pay homage to
every decade of the series with a line-up of 
unmissable on- and off-track activities.

Tin Top Sunday (22 July) will bring
racing action from the pre-’66 Touring Car
era, with mighty V8 ‘Yank Tanks’ forcefully
represented in the Transatlantic Trophy while
the Gallet Trophy for Under 2-litre Touring
Cars showcases a fiercely competitive
array of Mini Coopers, Lotus Cortinas, Alfa
Romeos and BMWs. The Historic Touring Car
Challenge will take us from 1966 right the
way through to 1990 and the ever-popular
JET Super Touring Car Trophy (which races
on Saturday, too) encompasses the period
from 1970 through to 2006.

In addition to the various saloon-car races,
there will be a 60th-anniversary parade on
Tin Top Sunday featuring 60 spectacular cars
from the history of the BTCC, fronted by an
Austin Westminster – as driven by the late
‘Gentleman’ Jack Sears to win the very first
BTCC crown in 1958 – and the Adrian Flux-
sponsored Subaru Levorg raced by Ashley
Sutton to win last year’s Championship.

Of all the cars that will be joining in the
celebrations this year, three in particular
are worth seeking out: the Alan Mann Ford
Escort that won the title in 1968 with Frank
Gardner; Doc Shepherd’s title-winning Austin
A40 from 1960; and the Volvo 850 Estate
that will be reunited with former Champion 
Rickard Rydell especially for the parade.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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FORMULA JUNIOR
DIAMOND JUBILEE

To mark the 60th anniversary of Formula
Junior, a massive World Tour kicked off in
South Africa back in January 2016. Since
then, celebratory races have been staged
in New Zealand, Australia, North America
and throughout Europe with visits to many
famous circuits such as Pau, Monza,
Spa, Indianapolis, Mosport, Mid-Ohio,
Watkins Glen and Zandvoort.

Now, after more than 100 races across
four continents, the incredible World Tour
will reach its thrilling conclusion at this
summer’s Silverstone Classic.

A record entry of more than 120 cars
is expected, so grids have been split into
front- and rear-engined categories, with
individual competitions for both groupings on
Saturday and Sunday. The two front-engined
races are being dedicated to Jim Clark and
John Surtees, who both started their careers
in the earlier era (albeit driving a rear-engined
Cooper in Surtees’ case), while the races for
later, rear-engined cars will honour Denis
Hulme – the Kiwi who was Formula Junior 
Champion in 1963 – and Austrian hero 
Jochen Rindt. Clark was twice F1 World 
Champion – first in 1963 and then 1965 
– Surtees took the title in 1964, Hulme in 
1967 and Rindt, posthumously, in 1970.

‘DAYTONA AT DUSK’: A FESTIVAL
OF ENDURANCE RACING

The famous 24 Hours of Daytona will be
honoured at this year’s Silverstone Classic
with Saturday evening’s three retro sports-
racer showdowns all celebrating the history
of America’s legendary endurance race under
the ‘Daytona at Dusk’ banner.

The trio of races includes the International
Trophy for Classic GT Cars and the Yokohama
Trophy for FIA Masters Historic Sports
Cars, as well as the newly added Masters
Endurance Legends. They will all put the
spotlight on sports-racing machinery
that has starred under the floodlights on
Daytona’s hallowed track, from iconic AC
Cobras via Lola T70s, Ford GT40s and
Porsche Carreras to Dodge Vipers.

Peugeot 908 competes in the ‘Daytona at Dusk’ celebration The famous Ace Cafe London will take over the Pit Stop Café

80th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE ACE CAFE LONDON

For those into their classic motorbikes as
much as their classic cars, the immortalised
Ace Cafe London will be celebrating its
80th anniversary in spectacular style at this
summer’s Silverstone Classic.

The Ace Cafe will ‘take over’ the Pit Stop
Café in the circuit’s National Paddock with
menus, displays, dressings and music all
embracing the unique appeal and character of
the original diner in north-west London. Adding
to the festivities, the setting will also be home
to a massive gathering of classic motorbikes
– 80 of which will take to the hallowed
Silverstone Grand Prix circuit for an 80th-
birthday track parade at lunchtime on Saturday.

To encourage classic ’bike owners to
join the celebrations, a special Ace Cafe
Motorcycle Display package is being offered
in keeping with the historic values of the
event. The package includes two general
admission tickets and infield parking for two
’bikes in a dedicated Ace Cafe display area,
plus free parking for support vehicles and
trailers if ’bikes are transported to the event.

Anyone interested in more details should
contact experience@silverstoneclassic.com

2018 MUSIC LINE-UP

Friday night
∆ Noasis ∆ U2-2 ∆ Soul II Soul

Saturday night
∆ UB40 featuring Ali, Astro and Mickey
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CAR CLUB ANNIVERSARIES 
BEING CELEBRATED IN 2018

This year Ferrari is back in the spotlight, with 
the mighty 365GTB/4 celebrating its 50th 
birthday. Better known as the ‘Daytona’, in 
deference to the Italian company’s 1-2-3 
finish in the previous year’s 24 Hours of 
Daytona, the sensational Pininfarina-styled 
grand tourer was launched at the Paris 
Motor Show in 1968 and quickly came 
to define a generation of GT cars.

In total, Ferrari produced just 1406 
Daytonas between 1968 and 1973, and 
this summer’s Silverstone Classic will feature 
a special display and celebratory parade in 
honour of the anniversary.

The Aston Martin Owners’ Club is also set 
to honour a pair of important anniversaries, 
with 70 years of the DB1 and 60 years of 
the DB4, while the various attending Jaguar 
car clubs will similarly be out in force; this 
July, they will be acclaiming 70 years of 
the seminal XK120 sports car and 
50 years of the XJ saloon. 

Full details of all registered 
car clubs for the 2018 event, 
together with details of which
of these have anniversary
track parades, can be found 
on the event’s website at 
www.silverstoneclassic.com

TICKETS TO SILVERSTONE 
CLASSIC INCLUDE:

∆ A packed schedule of the best historic 
racing on the famous GP circuit

∆ Full access to the paddocks, providing 
the chance to get close to the cars 
and talk to the drivers

∆ Access to the grandstands for great 
viewing, as well as big screens around 
the circuit

∆ Live music concerts on Friday and 
Saturday nights

∆ Driving experiences, live 
demonstrations, a vintage funfair 
and much more!

∆ Parking

All included within the ticket price. 
Book at www.silverstoneclassic.com

2018 SILVERSTONE CLASSIC 
RACE GRIDS

∆ Historic Formula Junior
∆ Stirling Moss Trophy for Pre-’61 

Sports Cars
∆ Royal Automobile Club Tourist Trophy 

for Historic Cars (Pre-’63 GTs)
∆ Royal Automobile Club Woodcote 

Trophy for Pre-’56 Sports Cars
∆ Gallet Trophy for Under 2-litre 

Touring Cars (U2TC)
∆ Historic Touring Car Challenge (’66-’90)
∆ FIA Masters Historic Formula One
∆ Masters Endurance Legends 

(1995-2012)
∆ Adrian Flux Trophy for Pre-’66 

Grand Prix Cars (HGPCA)
∆ International Trophy for Classic 

GT Cars (Pre-’66)
∆ JET Super Touring Car Trophy 

(1970-2006)
∆ Yokohama Trophy for FIA Masters 

Historic Sports Cars
∆ 70s Road Sports
∆ Transatlantic Trophy for Pre-’66 

Touring Cars
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You know you want a classic, but 
how to narrow it down? Our crite-
ria were simple: two doors and a V8 
engine. So when, while flicking 
through C&SC, we realised that 
a notchback Mk1 Mustang was 
in budget, we were hooked.

There were some who didn’t 
believe we’d actually buy one, such 
was the length of the search. I’d 
rather think of it as a careful, 
considered purchase; time will tell.

After visiting specialist dealers to 
get a feel for what our budget 
would get and for the cars them-
selves, evenings, lunchtimes and 
weekends were spent scouring the 

assifieds. We were determined
buy on condition, of course,

though I had a preference for the
eaner, uncluttered look of the
on-GT cars. Oh, and I had been
duced by the aesthetically pleas-

ing horizontal speedometer of
the super-early models.

It looked as if the stars had
aligned when we trekked to north
Norfolk to see a 1965 V8 auto – 
with the bonus of racing stripes. 
She’d been the subject of a home 
restoration and, while not every-
thing was standard, the work had 
been done sympathetically – and, 
no, we don’t understand the leather 
bonnet straps either, but we can
live with them.

After a thorough inspection and 
a test drive, a deal was struck. She 
even had the ‘right’ speedo. And 
sounded fantastic. Next was the 
Mustang’s first test, a 180-ish-mile 
drive home. But first, we plotted a 
route to the nearest petrol station…

I’m delighted to say that she 
didn’t miss a beat. Mechanically 
speaking, anyway. Driving the 
‘chase car’ (ie the one that got us to 

RUN BY Lizzie Pope
OWNED SINCE October 2017
PREVIOUS REPORT n/a

FLASHY UPDATES REVIVE MUSTANG

FORD MUSTANG

Above: Brands Hatch on an 

Arctic November day was 

a good excuse for a drive

Left: LED rear lights 

should cause other road 

users less confusion

Basking in the sun at 

Bicester Heritage’s 

Sunday Scramble on the 

first of hopefully many 

days out this year
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AND IN 

OTHER 

NEWS...

FIAT 130 COUPÉ
I drove the Fiat to Swansea 
in April and apart from some 
wheel-balance issues it ran 
beautifully. When it rained 
I was horrified 
that a wiper 
blade had 
come loose 
and the arm 
had scratched 
the (new) screen. 
Rich and Ian at UK Detailing 
tried to get the scratch out, 
with some success – I can 
live with their efforts. MB

supported by

Forgive me, readers, for I have
sinned. Not only has my beloved
Healey been out of action, but
I have also fallen for another.

To be honest, it was a mistake
taking the old girl off the road for
the winter. But I was haggling with
the DVLA about its year of regis-
tration and the MoT was due, so
it was simpler just to stick it on
SORN and sort things out later.

With teenage kids, we often end
up sitting in the living room watch-
ing some drivel that they want to
see about saving kittens in Albania;
meanwhile I’m drawn to online car
porn, which is how I started my
new illicit relationship.

I lived in the US in the early ’80s
and had a ’67 Mercury Monterey
we christened ‘Moby Dick’ due to it
being white and whale-like in its
proportions. We once managed to
get nine in it going to the beach,
three across the front bench seat,
four in the back and two in the
voluminous trunk! So I’ve always
had a soft spot for American iron

RUN BY James Mann
OWNED SINCE 1994
PREVIOUS REPORT May 2015

AUSTIN-HEALEY
3000 MkI

and on more than one occasion I’ve 
been tempted to import something, 
but have never done it and pangs 
have subsided. However, C&SC’s 
June issue cover feature got me 
behind the wheel of a ’67 Mustang 
289, piquing my interest again.

I’ve owned the Big Healey for 
more than 20 years, refurbishing as 
cash allowed, and must’ve restored 
or rebuilt pretty much every part, 
most recently the speedometer 
with help from Speedy Cables. For 
the first time since I’ve owned it,
I know how fast I’m going!

I have always believed that
I shouldn’t own more than one clas-
sic because I can only drive one at a
time, so with a heavy heart I was
forced to face the fact that the time
had come to part with a car that has
been such a big part of my life.
I even got round to clearing out the
garage to see if I could fit another
car in there for the brief period
when I might have two – and I can!

It was time to get the Healey
back on the road, ready to sell.
As usual it started straight away
and, after checking the levels and
warming up, I put fresh air in the
tyres and went for a drive into the
old forests of the nearby Stourhead
estate in Dorset.

I love that driving a classic can
turn even the most mundane jour-
ney into an emotional adventure,
and as I roared through the forest
it felt like the end of an era. But
all good things must come to an
end, and after 24 years it’s time
for something new – or newer, at
least – and American!

An evocative forest drive

signals the beginning of

the end for James and his

much-loved Austin-Healey

Norfolk in the first place), not only 
did I enjoy the burble during gratu-
itous, grin-inducing drive-bys, but 
there was also the hypnotic light 
show when an indicator was on – 
a job for the to-do list.

But not the first. Being from ’65,
it only had two-point lapbelts. This
is a car we intend to put plenty of
miles on, so we wanted to feel a bit
safer in 21st-century traffic with
our unservoed brakes. Later cars
had mountings for then-optional
three-point belts; a call was put in
to local specialist The Mustang
Workshop, and a pair of inertia-
reel belts was ordered and fitted.

Next, it was a driveway service,
changing the oil and replacing the
brake fluid. We’d also noticed that
the throttle pedal was coming loose
and was missing a spring that holds
the foot pad at the correct angle,
so that was remedied.

Which still left the tail-lights.
Other road users definitely knew

when we were indicating, but the
disco-look wasn’t what we were
going for. After chatting to Roy
Holmes at The Mustang Work-
shop, it seemed the best solution
was an upgrade to LEDs from
Bright Light Customs. One benefit
of this is that you can preserve the
US-style red lenses, but the orange
LEDs shine through when you
indicate. Installation meant remov-
ing a large amount of the interior,
but the process proved straightfor-
ward and the result is very neat.

And, last but not least, we’ve
replaced the flexible sections of the
fuel line that had perished.

So after a few winter outings, she
was ready for her first – and surpris-
ingly sun-kissed – big trip of 2018,
to Bicester Heritage for the Drive
It Day Sunday Scramble. And it was
with some pride that we noted she
received some admiring glances.

New three-point belts have been installed

Finally you know how fast you’re travelling! Time to prepare the car for its next owner

‘Other road users definitely 
knew we were indicating, 
but the disco-look wasn’t 
what we were going for’

HWM-CHEVROLET
MSA regulations say that 
the seatbelts on any race 
car have a life of five years. 
After that you have to 
replace them. So 
£230 on a brand 
new Willans 
FIA-approved 
harness – the 
seat pan has to 
come out of the 
HWM to fit it in its 
solid chassis mounts – and 
we’re good until the end 
of the 2022 season. ST

FORD FALCON
The Falcon is currently 
at a country retreat (CCK 
Historic in Sussex) for some 
well-deserved TLC. 
The underside of 
the car has 
never been 
painted and 
although most 
suspension 
components were replaced 
upon its arrival in the UK 
(in 1989), they are now all 
in need of attention. JB

MG MAGNETTE ZB
With my Suzuki Whizzkid 
now, finally, road-legal once 
again, next on the list is the 
rather sad MG. 
The poor old 
thing has 
languished in 
a (fairly dry) 
garage since 
the clutch 
failed (fingers 
crossed it’s only hydraulic), 
and is now refusing to start. 
Let battle commence! AC
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Various Facebook groups have 
been a big help while working on 
the car, and this occasion was no 
different: after I uploaded a photo-
graph, Steve Radley and David 
Harvey pointed out that the cross-
member was on the wrong way 
round, with the indentation for the 
exhaust on the opposite side – and
that the car was fitted with an
earlier A- rather than J-type gear-
box. Another day was spent jacking
up the ’box and turning around the
crossmember, plus fitting a set of
SuperPro polyurethane bushes,
before attaching the rest of the
exhaust. Though by now properly
hung, it still clanged against the
crossmember so the following
weekend I changed the soggy
engine mounts for new reproduc-
tions. This proved a battle, but
eliminated the worst of the rattling.

On my way back from driving
Julian Grimwade’s 1934 Norris

Special for last month’s issue,
I called in at ’box and diff specialist
Hardy Engineering in Leather-
head, where Bill Hardy gave me a
tour of the facility. He also took a
look at the spare diff that came with
the car and found it to be in excel-
lent shape, with original machining
marks clearly visible. All it needed
was new oil seals and to be cleaned
and re-shimmed, so I left it with
him and hope to have it back in for
the Reader Run to Le Mans in July.

Determined to make the most of
the sun, Laura and I took the 2500 
to The White Bear at Fickleshole. 
All went well until we lost overdrive 
on the way home, followed by indi-
cators and horn, all accompanied 
by a burning smell. “Do you think 
it’s coming from outside?” asked 
Laura. “Yes…” I lied. The unhappy 
marriage of J-type loom and A-type 
’box is the arguido, but what I know 
about auto electrics could fit on the 
back of a napkin and I’ve made no 
more progress than popping five 
fuses and scratching my head. 

The day before Drive It Day, 
I popped to Botley Hill Farmhouse, 
which holds a meet on the third 
Saturday of every month. It was 
great to see some local classics, and 
the car seemed to get plenty of 
attention. Mine, however, was 
grabbed by a ’52 Jaguar XK120 that 
had spent its early years in Nairobi, 
and sounded incredible as it peeled 
out of the event – drivetrain clonks 
conspicuous by their absence.

THANKS TO

∆ SuperPro: 01823 690281; 
www.superproeurope.com

Having been without it for months
on end while the car was away at the
bodyshop, it’s nice to finally be able
to drive the Triumph – even if the
experience is far from where I want
it to be owing to the sloppy drive-
train. It’s also nice to be able to
work on the car – something I’d
been missing almost as much. 

The road to a tuned Big Saloon is
well-travelled, and one of the first
modifications many make is the
exhaust. I followed suit and forked
out for a full stainless-steel sports
system from Chris Witor. As well as
it improving the car’s aesthetics,
I’d hoped the fruitier soundtrack
would drown out some of the
2500’s more concerning noises, but
I had to wait to find out. I devoted a
Saturday to the task of removing
the old system and fitting the new,
and all went smoothly until I got to
the centre section, which fouled on
the gearbox crossmember. Spirits
were raised by my wife Laura, who
lent a helping hand, but even taking
a breather for a soup supper on
the back seat and returning with
fresh eyes didn’t make a difference,
and we eventually gave up. 

RUN BY Greg MacLeman
OWNED SINCE June 2017
PREVIOUS REPORT May 2018

TRIUMPH 2500TC

Triumph saloon lines 

up alongside Vitesse and 

MG Midget at Botley Hill 

Farmhouse in Surrey, with 

Rover P5B Coupé behind

Engine mounts allowed excess movement

New sports system replaces pea-shooter

Rear bench the perfect place for a picnic

Old bushes substituted by SuperPro items

Spare differential was checked by Hardy Engineering and should only require light fettling
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With the sun finally making an
appearance there is no denying that
the Series II, with its African roots,
seems to look and feel more at
home as the mercury rises. With its
door tops removed and flaps open,
I chose the Landie as my commut-
ing steed one morning and wound
it up in a bid to avoid inconvenienc-
ing other slow-lane runners. 

As soon as the needle nudged
50mph, though, I noticed a ticking
from the engine bay. When the
noise increased on the return leg
my sprits fell, fearing the worst.

I’d known for a while that the
heart of this Land-Rover was tired,
and that one day it would need a
rebuild, but with a number of
events and appointments on the
horizon, this was not the best time
to have to pull it out.

Suddenly, the need to sort the
ineffective brakes was put to the
back of the list and I investigated – a
good job I did, because another
drive revealed a new noise initially
in motion, but then also at idle.

Fortunately for me, the good 
folk at Jaguar Land Rover saw fit to 
supply alternative transport for a 

week in Cornwall, so I locked up
the Series II and set about squeez-
ing the family, dog and half of the
clothes we own into a brand-new
Range Rover Sport SDV6. It would
have dispatched the miles to the
south-west coast far more quickly
had it not been for a variety of jams,
but for a week the Range Rover
propelled us up hill and down
country lane with ease, impressive
speed and ridiculous comfort.

It was great to still be driving
something from the Solihull stable,
but it was also nice to get back
home, clamber into the Series II
and fire it up… before immediately
remembering how it had disgraced
itself in the first place.

RUN BY Martin Port
OWNED SINCE September 2016
PREVIOUS REPORT June 2018

LAND-ROVER
SERIES II

THANKS TO

∆ Jaguar Land Rover
∆ Julian Shoolheifer
∆ Patrick Richards

One easy job was to replace the
failing brake-light switch – only an
emergency stop would illuminate
the rear bulbs, but a new-old-stock
Lucas item was purchased from
Dunsfold Land Rover and it soon
addressed that issue.

I then played host to a departed
friend as my old SIIA, CSF 46B,
arrived for a quick visit and for me
to fit a replacement water pump on
behalf of its current owner, photog-
rapher David Shepherd. Port
Towers briefly looked more like a
Land-Rover dealership with all
three spaces being taken up by
Series vehicles – Ben Field’s SIIA 
is still present, but nearing the end 
of its bodywork and fettling.

Brother-in-law Pat, who gladly
stuck his head into the engine bay
while I replicated unwanted noise
number one, quickly pointed his
finger at the dynamo and I was able
to breathe a sigh of relief, knowing
that a couple of drops of oil into the
rear would eradicate the whirring
sound. That left the ticking noise,
and I suspected the water pump –
an original eight-hole early model
that we rebuilt in 2016. Removing
the fanbelt stopped both the pump
from turning and, with it, the noise.
But with less than 24 hours until
the Series II was due at Jaguar Land
Rover Classic Works to celebrate
the marque’s 70th birthday, I had to
sort the non-existent braking.

Replacing the older rear flexi-
hose did nothing and we narrowed

the lack of pedal down to
ineffective bleeding. I’d
tried ‘back bleeding’ the
system before, but with little
effect, and had resorted to
the old-fashioned ‘pedal
pushing’ method, but there
was clearly still trapped air.
Serial Land-Rover owner

New-old-stock hydraulic brake-light switch

Full house, as a familiar friend pays a visit

Helping to celebrate 70 

years since the first Land-

Rover made its public 

debut; inset: polar explorer 

Ben Saunders (left) and 

marine biologist Monty 

Halls rely on Land-Rovers 

for their global travels 

and restorer Julian Shoolheifer 
suggested a solution that involved 
lightly pressurising the hydraulic 
reservoir in very short bursts.

It took an hour – Pat armed with 
an Eezibleed and a spare tyre, me 
underneath, spanner in hand – but 
eventually I had a Series II whose 
nose would dip under braking and 
a firm middle pedal – the minimum 
requirement for the trip. Despite 
the water-pump noises, my patina-
ridden Cinderella made it to the 
ball. Happy birthday Land-Rover!

Range Rover Sport provides a luxurious alternative to the Series II for a trip to Cornwall
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I always regard Drive It Day as the
real start of my classic motoring
year. When the third Sunday in
April comes round it’s the nudge
I need to get in a proper car and
enjoy it. You can drive anywhere, in
your own time and on your own
route, and all day I saw classics out
and about. But if you latch on to an
organised event you can meet other
classic people and look at other nice
cars, and our friends at Hagerty
Insurance always lay on a fun do.

This year their Touring Assem-
bly started from the massive Jaguar
Land Rover Classic works on the
old Sunbeam-Talbot site at Ryton-
on-Dunsmore, where they make
brand-new D-types (yours for
£1.5million) and hand-built V8
Land Rover Defenders (£150,000).
The route took us across Warwick-
shire, Oxon and Bucks through
picture-postcard villages, past
stately homes, along old bits of the
Fosse Way and down the one-in-six
gradient of Sunrising Hill, scene in
Edwardian days of tough hillclimbs
in the other direction.

The 120-car entry was eclectic:
Bristol 405 to immaculate early

RUN BY Simon Taylor
OWNED SINCE 1965/1991
PREVIOUS REPORT Oct 2015

AC ACE 2.6

Vauxhall Viva, BMW Z1 to 
immense Ford Ranchero, with 
authentic sacks of farm produce on 
the pick-up bed. Ryton is 103 miles 
from Chiswick, so the AC was 
nicely warmed up when I got there 
for the 8am start. It went like a bird 
the whole day, apart from the clutch 
pedal falling off. ACs have lovely 
cast-alloy pedals but the shaft is 
only held on by a split-pin which, 
fair dos, had lasted 57 years. I could 
still work the clutch, and when I got 
home a new split-pin fixed it. 

The Zephyr-engined Aces use 
the standard Ford mechanical fuel 

pump, but I have fitted an electric 
pump to fill the float chambers 
when starting. Otherwise the 
battery has to churn away until the 
mechanical pump has squirted 
enough fuel into the three big SUs. 
Once under way it should be turned 
off – otherwise the two pumps are 
working against each other – but 
I forgot until I smelt the whiff of the 
carbs flooding. In future I’ll have to 
remember to turn it off.

At the finish at Bicester Heritage 
there were scores of motor clubs 
enjoying Drive It Day. I counted 27 
Fiat-Abarth 595s in serried ranks. 
My two favourites were a lovely 
Sunbeam-Talbot MkIIIA convert-
ible in that factory metalescent 
grey-green, which suited it 
perfectly, and a superb MG 18/80 
saloon, one of only three left with 
this body, bought new by famed 
motoring artist Gordon Crosby.

Each winter I get Sean McClurg 
to spend a few hours running 
a spanner over the AC. Absurdly, 
it has 37 grease nipples, eight of 
which you’re meant to visit every 
500 miles. That means if a gentle-
man is driving to the South of 
France with his lady and breaks his 
journey at an appropriate hostelry, 
he has to get down on his knees 
with the grease gun before he 
changes for dinner. But it’s worth 
it for that pin-sharp handling.

‘A gentleman has to get 
down on his knees with 
the grease gun before 
he changes for dinner’

Two Zephyr-engined 

cars together. The Reliant 

Sabre shares the same 

Ford ‘six’ with the 2.6 Ace.

Right: attractive cast 

pedals back together again

Greedy SU carbs need a good squirt of fuel to start – but then turn off the electric pump

Lovely ex-Gordon Crosby MG 18/80 at Bicester alongside its humbler Morris companion
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OWNED BY Ed McClean
FROM Belfast
FIRST CLASSIC 1937 Austin
Seven Ruby
DREAM CLASSIC AC 428
BEST TRIP Over the Swiss Alps
via the Furka Pass

TAMING THE GAVEL TO FULFIL A DREAM

I always wanted a Mk2 3.8: more
affordable than an E-type, but still
an archetypical classic Jaguar offer-
ing serious performance. I also had
a strong sense they could be a pain,
however, especially if corrosion had
taken hold, or the interior leather
or wood needed refurbishing.
Caution kept me well away.

Therefore, you may ask, what
led me to this red 1961 3.8? Well,
in late 2016 I noticed a local
auctioneer advertising random
things such as fluorescent lights,
tools, lawnmowers and, much more
interestingly, a ‘Jaguar 3.8’.

I didn’t think much about it until
passing by a week later, I took a
peek. There it was, sitting in the

ain, not looking too appealing.
A closer look revealed that the

rake pedal went to the floor but,
ncouragingly, the engine, paint,

wood and leather were generally
xcellent. The door bottoms were a
it iffy and around the glovebox

some veneer was missing. Verdict:
good, with potential.

I am fortunate in knowing Leslie
Girvan from Newry, County
Down, who over 35 years has
professionally restored many clas-
sics, especially Jaguars and Rileys.
I expected him to throw cold water
on the idea of buying this particular
car, but thought it worth asking
him to have a look at it.

I remember his assessment: “Are
you really interested?” Was this a
trick question? Did he expect me to
say “Of course not, it’s a heap!”?

“Why?” I asked. “The underside
is original,” came the reply. “It has
never been patched or repaired,
and is mint. Yes, it has been
restored, but the shell is 100%
original and what has been done
was done by someone who knew
what they were doing. I got the
engine running, carried out
compression tests, and everything
is basically correct.” I was sold.

The auction day was damp and
the auction hall bitterly cold.
Bidding started slowly, but quick-
ened. Eventually, the other guy

dropped out and I had the winning
bid. Happily, the hammer came
down at a price that allowed some
margin for any surprises to be recti-
fied, if needed. Still, I was a little
nervous, this only partially eased by
someone behind me saying, “You
got a good one!” Fingers crossed...

I’ve since traced the original
restorer, who was able to shed some
light on its past. “It was a very good

car I bought in the US,” he said.
“It needed minimal structural
work. The engine was profession-
ally rebuilt, but didn’t have a big
mileage to begin with. I changed it
to right-hand drive, repainted it
and added a correct Moss overdrive
gearbox and wire wheels. Every-
thing was done right.”

I’ve since fitted adjustable damp-
ers, four-pot calipers, a new
steering box, a clutch slave cylinder
and a brake servo. A couple of the
doors were reskinned, but little else
of substance was needed.

The Jaguar flew through its
MoT, although at one point three
testers congregated underneath it,
torches in hand, looking at the

floorpan. One of them asked: 
“Has it been patched underneath?” 
You know the answer. 

I am delighted with how it drives; 
it has effortless performance and 
great road presence. The Moss
gearbox lacks synchromesh on first,
which is fine, but reverse and first
are very close – occasionally, I have
moved backwards, not forwards!
And then there’s the non-power-
assisted steering that isn’t so much
heavy – on the move with Michelin
radial tyres, it’s fine – it’s just that it
is so low-geared that it takes a bit of
turning. That said, surprisingly
rapid progress is easy, helped by
being decisive with the steering and
not overly rushing the gearbox.
One for the careful driver!

But it is the double-overhead-
camshaft straight-six powerplant
that is the greatest joy. Few engines
make such a delightful sound, at
least to my ears, when accelerating
in first gear. Delicious!

Send hi-res photos (300dpi) and 
700 words to martin.port@

haymarket.com or to the p12 
address. For Guy Allen gen
see: www.guyallen.co.uk

WIN! A BESPOKE 

GUY ALLEN PRINT

JAGUAR Mk2

Clockwise from main:

it was a chance spot, but 

a great buy; the Jaguar’s 

interior is in good order; 

Mk2 shares centre stage 

at a local car show in 

Newcastle, County Down

‘The double-overhead-cam 
straight-six is the greatest 
joy: few powerplants make 
such a delightful sound’



DON’T MISS OUR PORSCHE COLLECTOR’S EDITION

• 196 pages of the fi nest Porsche stories from the past decade

• 356, 904, 911, 914, 924, 928, 944, 956, 959, 968, Boxster and more!

ON SALE 21 JUNE 2018
Pre-order your copy at www.magsdirect.co.uk/porsche



ALSO IN MY GARAGE

T
he design work of Paul Clark is
etched into the graphic backdrop
of 1960s Britain, but his passion
for building and flying model
rockets is rooted in the marvellous

illustrations of the previous decade. “I was 10
when Eagle was first published,” he says, “and
Dan Dare: Pilot of the Future was Britain’s answer
to the space-race heroes – plus he was a decent
chap. He was definitely an influence.”

In Clark’s garage-sized workshop-cum-
studio, we’re admiring his 1:12 scale model of a
V-2 rocket. Admiring, that is, the wreckage,
because in a recent demo flight, this lovingly
crafted replica of Germany’s deadly WW2
missile made a premature landing: “I’m afraid it
was underpowered. The parachute deployed
when it was just 10ft from the ground. All I could
do was groan, although thankfully the nosecone
had already come off and was undamaged. I’m
going to repair it and it’ll fly again.”

Clark’s beloved 1985 Porsche 924 has, simi-
larly, recently come a cropper. When we meet,
it’s away having its brake calipers fixed, following
alternator belt and water pump replacements:
“I bought it 20 years ago as my first consciously
‘classic’ car. I saw it in a garage in Hove for
£2500. Because I’d just got that for my rare
1960s Moto Rumi scooter, it was too good to
miss. It’s been on and off the road ever since.”

ALSO IN MY GARAGE

Who knew firework-propelled rockets were the ideal hobby for a graphic designer?
WORDS GILES CHAPMAN PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER

explosive device. A barrister friend said it was
nonsense, and when I challenged the Home
Office it just gave in and legalised them.”

Clark founded the British Space Modelling
Association in 1982. He also entered interna-
tional championships in Eastern Europe, where
competitors were often actual rocket scientists
with state funding. “Some of the accuracy is just
mind-boggling, something like a Soyuz with
boosters and every tiny little bit perfect,” he says.
But flying these things puts hundreds of hours’
worth of craft in peril. The rocket shoots up
using a firework-style propellant ‘motor’ and the
builder hopes, after it’s achieved impressive
speed or altitude, that it will drift back with a
parachute. It requires expert calculations.

“I built a 1:14 model of the X-15 rocket plane,
which before the Shuttle was the fastest, highest-
flying aircraft – I flew it quite successfully,” he
says. “Many have bitten the dust; there’s quite
a lot of destruction through accidents.”

Not that it’s putting him off: Clark has since
bought a vacuum-former and started a cottage
industry in kit-making, spending almost as long
on illustrating and writing the instructions as
creating the components. “You can decide on
whatever scale you want, but practicality kicks
in,” he tells us. “The X-15 is a 30ft-long aircraft
so it would be damned awkward to get even
a half-scale version into your car.”

PAUL CLARK
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After many years designing iconic items, such 
as the first mug with a Union Jack on it and 
disposable clocks made of cardboard – mainstays 
of idiosyncratic retail in Carnaby Street and the 
King’s Road – by the early ’80s Clark was lectur-
ing in design history at the University of 
Brighton. But because he readily admits to 
loving materials, making things and prototyp-
ing, he returned to his boyhood love of rocketry 
as a hobby: “I tried to order an Estes model kit 
from the USA, but they were illegal in Britain. 
The Home Office said putting a propellant in 
a model in a field constituted manufacturing an 

Designer-turned-rocket-

man Clark takes as much 

care and pleasure over 

the illustrations and 

instructions as he does in 

the models themselves
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Clockwise from main:

founder Robert Smith at

work; Daniel Freeman

making cellular film cores;

Jordy Smith assembles

Bentley top tanks; Robert

Collins constructs a

Bentley Special fuel tank
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The knowledge

V
CRC has its roots in a previ-
ous radiator specialist, but
its new home is rather more
expansive. In a spacious,
daylight-bathed workshop at
Bicester Heritage – the ‘other
half’ of The Engine Building

Shop, whose west wing is occupied by Bentley
specialist Kingsbury Racing Shop (C&SC, June
2015) – the firm rebuilds radiators and makes
new ones from scratch, from original materials.
Even the cores are made in-house, starting with
copper film and ribbon that’s rolled and stamped
to form the water channels, then tank-soldered
together and built into brass or nickel-silver
shells. There are 27 patterns of vintage core
available, plus the veteran-style gilled tubes.

“We pride ourselves on our ability to recreate
the focal point of many different makes and
models,” says owner Robert Smith, “and we have
so many parts in stock we effectively have kits to
build new Bentley radiators in batches.” VCRC
was one of the first specialists to move into
Bicester Heritage, almost three years ago.
“I happened into radiators a bit by accident,”
the former MoD mechanical engineer recalls.
“I helped someone with some radiators one holi-
day in 1991, and that went on for seven or eight
years until he sold up, so the company was
founded in 1998.”

There are now six staff
in the workshop, including
Smith’s two sons, plus two
in the office, and there’s a
constant stream of materi-
als in and finished radiators
out – about 55 a year: “We
make everything except for
castings, which are done
outside, but we do any
machining here. It’s mainly
people needing new radia-
tors. Most of our work is on
cars of the 1920s and ’30s.
Brass and nickel suffer from
age-hardening, and often
they’re beyond repair due
to fatigue, so we make new 

ones. We don’t do recores – we dismantle it and
reverse-engineer everything. We explain to
customers the pitfalls of taking their radiator
apart. If it’s been chromed we have to strip that
off, because it will have been polished before
plating, and that makes it thinner. The shells are
only 20swg thick, and the core material just
5 thou. With hindsight we know what failed, so
we can beef them up in some areas.”

Before dismantling, a detailed drawing is
made and photos taken, to ensure the dimen-
sions don’t ‘creep’. And every new radiator is
pressure-tested in a water tank, where any leaks
will show, then painted and polished if required.

Each Bentley radiator takes 120 hours to make
and the boss is very hands-on, brazing up all the
shells. A Bentley rad weighs ½cwt (56lb), empty:
“They actually add strength to the front of the
car, but they have to be able to flex a little, and
that’s why modern cores just don’t work.”

There’s a fitting service, too, hence the Speed
Six in the workshop: “We’ve done ‘Old No 1’,
‘Old No 2’ and the ‘Blue Train’ Bentley. We
made the rad and tanks for the 200bhp Darracq,
and a radiator for the Blitzen Benz for Mercedes.”
No wonder there’s a 12-month waiting list, with
the trade taking most of the bookings.

It’s not just car radiators: VCRC makes tanks,
too, has had radiator caps recreated, does a nice

line in Bentley radiator
fireguards and recently
branched out into aircraft
cooling; as Smith says:
“Radiators are radiators.”

In fact, aviation demand
has been such that a sister
company, Vintage Aircraft
Radiators, has been born.
So far, the new cooler it
made for a Hawker Hurri-
cane has per formed
perfectly, and the next
project is to unravel the
intricacies of a Hawker
Tempest, which combines
a water radiator with twin
oil coolers: “Even empty,
it takes two of us to lift it!”

THE ART OF 
COOLING

THE SPECIALIST

Your Bentley needs a new radiator? No problem, the
Vintage Car Radiator Company can make one – and a
fuel tank. Now, what about that Hawker Hurricane… 

WORDS PAUL HARDIMAN  PHOTOGRAPHY JAMES MANN

Name Vintage Car Radiator
Company
Address Building 99 B&C,
Bicester Heritage, Oxfordshire 
OX26 5HA
Staff Eight
Specialism Rebuilding and
making radiators and tanks for
vintage cars – and aircraft, too
Prices New Bentley 3 Litre 
radiator, £9120
Tel 01869 240001
Website www.vintagecar
radiatorcompany.co.uk
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While the headlines were being
stolen over at Bonhams – where a
whopping €4.2m was paid for the
ex-Ayrton Senna, 1993 Monaco
GP-winning McLaren-Cosworth
Ford MP4/8A – RM Sotheby’s
relied on a varied lot list to set a
€23m total in the Principality. The
12 May sale boasted bidders from
36 countries, and an entry spanning
everything from a 1967 Mini Moke
to a Bugatti Veyron. At €17,250,
the little Austin was the cheapest
lot, while the Bugatti was the
second most costly, soaring past its
€1.2-1.5m guide to€1.72m.

With the sale’s star 1959 Ferrari
250GT Tour de France (est€7-9m)

failing to reach its reserve, the
highest price paid at the Grimaldi
Forum was for a Blu Metallizzato
1966 Ferrari 275GTB. At€2.14m,
the long-nose was right on its
€2-2.2m estimate. Other Ferraris
included a 1978 308 – the second
GTS to leave the factory – with
superb provenance, having featured
in the model brochure before
becoming the personal car of F1
ace Gilles Villeneuve. At€269,375
it was a lot for a 308, but was none-
theless some way below its
€300-400k estimate.

Among the sale’s success stories,
a Lamborghini Huracán presented
to Pope Francis blitzed its guide

A new tenant has joined the dealers and specialists at Bicester Heritage in
Oxfordshire. The brainchild of friends John Brewer (who has been a collector
since the ’90s) and James Turner (who started working in Formula 1 in 1998,
then set up Aston Martin Racing in 2005), Sports Purpose will focus on the
cream of classic Porsches from its showroom in RAF Bicester’s former
Special Repair Shop. Turner, who leads the sales and marketing side of the
business, said: “We want our customers to have the perfect car, and we’ll
strive to find it for them.” Current stock includes a ’58 356 Speedster in
its factory Ruby Red (left) for £245,000, an ultra-rare 964 turbo 3.6 at 
£195k and a 1967 911S for £165k. See www.sports-purpose.com

Porsche pros move to Bicester

THE MARKETPLACE

price of€250-350k, with a Spanish
car-hire firm paying a heady
€809,375. A 1960 Chevy Corvette
also smashed its guide (€90-120k)
to reach a phenomenal€331,250.

At€94,300, a Dodge Viper GT2
looked a steal given its€150-200k
estimate, as did a competition-spec
Lancia Aurelia B20 GT. Valued at
€120-150k, it made€80,500. Even
more affordable was an MGA
Twin-Cam with period rally history
that sold for €43k, less than half
its lower estimate (€90-120k). At
€25,300, an extended-wheelbase
1992 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur II
touring limousine seemed a lot of 
car for the money (€55-75k).

FERRARI LEADS €23M MONACO SALE

From top: 1966 Ferrari

275GTB by Scaglietti

was RM’s priciest lot;

ex-Ayrton Senna McLaren

MP4/8A sold for €4.2m



It’s all change at Claremont Corvette after more than 40 years with Tom Falconer at the helm
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Buckley’s

After 41 years dealing in Chevro-
let’s most famous sports car, Tom
Falconer, founder of Claremont
Corvette, is handing over the reins.

“I started this business in 1977,”
he said, “and I have sold more than
1500 Corvettes, many more thou-
sands of parts, and written 12 books
about the cars. I’ve enjoyed every
minute of it, but the time has finally
come for me to retire.”

The company will continue to
sell its remaining stock of new and

’Vette specialist retires
rare used parts from a new location,
run by parts manager Aimee Mills
via its website www.corvette.co.uk

The workshop side of the busi-
ness, meanwhile, has been taken
over by chief technician Matt Davi-
son, who joined Falconer as an
apprentice 15 years ago. Trading
under the name CCM Vettes,
Davison will continue to service
and repair the American icons, and
can be contacted on 07842 436988
or via ccmvettes@hotmail.com

It’s been a month of fall-outs and
bad blood. Having shaken hands
and done a deal with a friend on
a car (he even gave me the
documents), he pulled out on the
day. I wasn’t happy and made my
feelings clear, but it reminded me
how ruthless one can be about
cars, even when friendships are
involved. It’s happened before and
will again, but you don’t want to do
it often because I like sleeping at
night. Anyway, now the dust has
settled, we’ve kissed and made up.

I was trying to make another pal
feel better about his unnamed
white LHD ‘rare manual’ Italian
coupé, because an identical car had
popped up at the same price, but
in slightly better nick and a better
colour. Our exchange had overtones
of the ‘What have the Romans ever
done for us?’ scene in Life of Brian.
“Well,” I said, “apart from the colour,
price and that it’s left-hand drive –
oh, and your seats are rubbish –
yours is every bit as good…”

Meanwhile, to fund new
projects, I/we decided that my
wife’s 10-year-old Mercedes
convertible needed to go. I had

always considered it a rash buy
and since the arrival of the 300TD
W124 it hardly gets used, which
is a bit silly when it costs £500 to
tax it. What we need is something
small and reliable, with free tax
and cheap classic insurance.

She would probably drive a Fiat
500 and clearly has a penchant for
rounded shapes: 356 Porsches
never pass without comment. It’s
always an education taking her to
a car show: she’s clearly terrified of
showing too much interest in case
I use it as an excuse to buy another
car! Unexpected wifely favourites
at April’s Wheelnuts show in
Stroud were an Elan +2S – “Yeah,
you’d look good broken down in
a layby in that” – and an MGA
Coupé. Sadly I suspect the answer
will be more mundane and modern.

Two high points were an engine-
less Lagonda 2.6 saloon that went
to a ‘shed of dreams’ in Scotland
and a beautiful 1987 Bentley
Mulsanne Turbo I’m looking after
for a friend from America who
bought it unseen at Coys. It’s got a
full Jack Barclay history and just
27k miles from new. He’ll love it.

market
matters

Left: could a Lotus Elan 

+2S be the perfect daily 

driver for Buckley’s 

wife? Below: the Merc 

W124 wagon’s arrival 

means that the CLK 

cabriolet has to go

Pint-sized cars 
star at H&H’s 
April auction

For fans of jukebox-era Americana 
who don’t possess a garage large 
enough to house a Detroit monster, 
H&H offered a fine alternative at 
its 25 April auction. Subjected to a 
bare-metal restoration seven years 
ago, the 1963 Ford Consul Capri 
GT looked superb in Sapphire Blue 
with an Ermine White roof and had 
all the style of a ’59 Impala on a far 
more manageable scale. One of 
only 39 known survivors, the 

Dagenham fastback fetched an 
estimate-busting £21k (£14-18k).
A beautifully presented Sunbeam 
Rapier Series II Convertible also 
looked every inch the ’50s Yank in 
miniature. Riding on whitewall 
crossplies, the three-owner drop-
top changed hands for £11,137.

In contrast, a 1934 Austin 10/4 
Tourer looked as British as steak-
and-kidney pudding. Having 
covered a mere 3000 miles since a 
professional rebuild, it is one of 
only a handful known to exist with 
the two-seater plus dickey body 
offered in 1933-’34. It smashed its 
£10-12k estimate at £18,281. Other 
interesting lots included a 1954 
MG TF that inspired a Corgi toy. 
It, too, sold well at £31k (£24-26k).
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Fast Fords were big at Silverstone
Auctions’ 19 May sale, with four
Sierra Cosworths on offer, includ-
ing the first RS500 produced. In
spite of the kudos of being a pre-
production development vehicle,
that car failed to find a new owner.
But the second of the two RS500s
came close to eclipsing the record-
breaking £114,750 paid for an
11,000-mile specimen at Silver-
stone’s July 2017 event. A superb,
12,000-mile example with three
owners from new, one of them for
28 years, it made a vast £112,500.

Alongside it, the auction’s other
Sierra Cosworths looked almost

affordable: a Diamond White
3578-miler and a 22,700-mile car
in Moonstone Blue, both standard
three-doors (and thus far more
commonplace than the RS500),
they still achieved £47,250 apiece.

Other Blue Oval offerings
included a 13,200-mile 1996 Escort
Cosworth that made £51,750, as
well as a magnificent 1973 Escort
Mexico that had undergone a £30k
restoration. The latter was stun-
ning in its original Daytona Yellow
and changed hands for £50,625.

One of the most tantalising non-
Ford lots was a 1985 Renault 5
Turbo 2. One of 200 Type 8221

THE MARKETPLACE

Cossies dominate Silverstone sale

After 25 years operating from
premises in west London, Aston
Martin specialist Nicholas Mee
& Co has closed its Kensington
showroom and workshop, as it
prepares for the opening of an
all-new site north of the capital.
The multi-million pound, two-acre
development in rural Hertfordshire 
will officially open its doors in
September, and will enable the
business to expand its range of
in-house services. Find out more  
at www.nicholasmee.co.uk

NICHOLAS
MEE IS ON
THE MOVE

Clark cars set for FoS auction

If you’re inspired by this month’s
cover story to pick up your own
piece of Jim Clark memorabilia,
head to the Goodwood Festival of
Speed on 13 July, where Bonhams
will offer not one but two machines
with Clark history. Headlining the
sale is the 1961 Aston Martin
DB4GT Zagato ‘2 VEV’, which

Auction

JUNE
7 DVCA Athelhampton House,
Dorset 01963 363353; dvca.co.uk

9 Morris Leslie Errol Airfield, Perth
01821 642574; morrisleslie.com

16 ACA King’s Lynn, Norfolk 01553
771881; angliacarauctions.co.uk

16 Oldtimer Galerie Toffen Zurich,
Switzerland oldtimergalerie.ch/en/

17 Charterhouse Footman James
Bristol Classic Car Show 01925
812277; charterhouse-auction.com

20-23 Barrett-Jackson CT, USA 001
480 421 6694; barrett-jackson.com

22-23 Mecum Portland, USA 001
262 275 5050; www.mecum.com

23 Bonhams Den Hartogh Sale,
The Netherlands 020 7468 5801;
www.bonhams.com/motorcars

23-24 RM Sotheby’s Dingman
Collection, Hampton, USA 001 800
211 4371; www.rmsothebys.com

24 Brightwells The Classic &
Sports Car Show in association with
Flywheel, Bicester Heritage 01568 
611122; www.brightwells.com 

JULY
7 Artcurial Le Mans Classic, France 
0033 42 99 2056; artcurial.com

7 Historics Brooklands, Surrey
01753 639170; www.historics.co.uk 

5-7 Richard Edmonds near
Chippenham, Wilts 01249 444544;
www.richardedmondsauctions.com 

diary

ACA has this 2012 aluminium-bodied

ASM DBR1 Evocation up at £95k-110k

This ’61 Ford Falcon is in Brightwells’

sale at C&SC’s Bicester Heritage show

evolution versions, it had spent
three decades with its first owner
and, although in need of restora-
tion following a long period in
storage, achieved £55,125.

Continuing the performance
theme, an ex-Mike Hailwood 1966
Iso Grifo GL 350 – one of only 26
right-hookers – drew a lot of inter-
est, the gorgeous Chevy-powered
GT selling for £270k. A ’65 Morris
Mini Cooper ‘S’ with upgrades by
Downton and Radford, meanwhile,
went for £34,875, plus an original
UK-supplied 1981 Porsche 911
turbo with a mere 16,092 miles 
recorded made £129,375.

A £270k bid secured Hailwood’s Iso Grifo

Rare Renault 5 Turbo was sold for £55,125The hammer fell on this 12,000-mile  RS500 Cosworth, number 451 of 500, at £112,500

last changed hands for the princely
sum of £3600 but is expected to top
£10m when it crosses the block.

Some slightly more affordable
Clark kudos comes in the form of
a 1965 ex-Team Lotus Cortina, as
raced by Jimmy, John Whitmore
and Jack Sears (est £200-250,000). 
See www.bonhams.com

Lotus Cortina with Jim

Clark history could be

yours for £200-250k
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Fabulous ’47 T&C Chrysler, RM, £116,380

Neat 328-based Ferrari concept car, £96k

RM Sotheby’s fabulous Alfa 6C-1900, wearing replica GT Spider body, fetched £484,800 

1950 Ford V8-Pilot at SWVA’s Poole sale had been subject of an older restoration, £7830

Smart R-type Bentley at Brightwells, £34k

Panteras still seem good value: £121k GT5

Cute Fiat 850 looked good for £5724, ACA

ACA’s part-restored Borgward hit £11,660

EUROPEAN HIGHLIGHTS
CAR YEAR CONDITION SALE PRICE

Alfa Romeo 6C-1900 Gran Turismo Spider 1933 exc/restd/replica body RM Sotheby’s £454,800
Alfa Romeo 8C Competizione lhd 2008 supb/lm/oo RM Sotheby’s £192,280
Alfa Romeo 1900 Trg coupé lhd 1953 exc/restd Bonhams £364,320
Alfa Romeo Giulia Spider Veloce lhd 1964 vg/restd (o) Bonhams £64,768
Alfa Romeo Giulia SS lhd 1964 vg/mechanically rebuilt RM Sotheby’s £91,080
Alfa Romeo Giulietta SS low-nose lhd 1959 supb/restd/fo/g.hist RM Sotheby’s £341,000
Alvis Speed 20 Charl saloon 1936 vg/refurb (o) ACA £25,440
Aston Martin DB6 auto 1968 f/stored/restn (s) R Edmonds £48,500
Aston Martin DB7 Volante auto 2002 exc/Vantage spec/lm ACA £26,620
Aston Martin V8 auto lhd 1972 f/v.orig/restn (s) RM Sotheby’s £27,324
Aston Martin V8 Volante auto lhd 1988 exc/restd/fo RM Sotheby’s £192,280
Austin 12/4 Ivor saloon 1929 vg/restd (o) R Edmonds £12,650
Austin 12/4 Strachan taxi 1936 f/restd (o) R Edmonds £14,300
Austin 12/4 Windsor 1927 g/restd (o) R Edmonds £11,000
Austin 1000 8cwt van 1972 exc/recomm ACA £8427
Austin A90 Atlantic fhc 1952 vg/restd (o) R Edmonds £14,300
Austin Mini Moke 1967 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £17,250
Austin Seven 1938 g/restd (o) SWVA £5670
Austin Seven Gordon England Cup 1928 vg/restd (o)/gh ACA £21,730
Austin Seven RN 1932 exc/fo Brightwells £7425
Austin Seven Swallow 1929 g/mechanically rebuilt R Edmonds £44,000
Austin-Healey Sprite MkI 1960 exc/restd/mods Brightwells £15,950
Austin-Healey Sprite MkI lhd 1960 f/restn (s)/ex USA ACA £7208
Austin-Healey Sprite MkIV 1968 p/restn (m) Brightwells £880
Autobianchi Bianchina trasformabile 1959 exc/restd Bonhams £15,180
Bedford Chevanne 1978 exc/restd H&H £5850
Bedford HA 110 van 1979 exc/restd/lm H&H £9506
Benetton B192 F1 1992 exc/refurb/hi RM Sotheby’s £717,200
Bentley 8 Litre sports tourer 1931 exc/restd (o) Bonhams £652,666
Bentley MkVI 1949 f/Dutch history ACA £10,812
Bentley R-type 1954 vg/restd (o) Brightwells £34,100
Bentley S3 Continental MPW dhc 1964 vg/restd (o)/gh RM Sotheby’s £126,500
Bentley Turbo R 1993 vg/fsh Barons £11,000
BMW 2000 CS lhd 1968 exc/restd Bonhams £18,216
BMW 2002 turbo lhd 1974 exc/restd Bonhams £89,056
BMW 635CSi Group A racer 1983 vg/refurb/hi RM Sotheby’s £261,000
BMW Isetta 300 1963 vg/restd/fo Brightwells £13,420
BMW Z8+hdtp lhd 2001 supb/orig/lm RM Sotheby’s £212,300
Borgward Isabella Coupé 1965 vg/p.restd/fo ACA £11,660
Bristol 403 1953 vg/restd (o) SWVA £47,520
Bugatti EB110GT 1993 exc/lm/hi Bonhams £531,300
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 GS Vitesse lhd 2015 supb/vlm RM Sotheby’s £1,154,150
Buick Four tourer 1925 f/recomm (s)/gh SWVA £11,880
Chevrolet Bel Air coupe 265 auto 1957 vg/restd SWVA £24,840
Chevrolet Corvette 1960 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £291,500
Chevrolet Corvette 500 auto 1978 vg/v.orig R Edmonds £20,900
Chrysler Newport coupe 1966 g/refurb (o) SWVA £14,373
Chrysler Town & Country convertible 1947 vg/restd (o) RM Sotheby’s £116,380
Citroën 2CV Dolly 1987 exc/fo Brightwells £4400
Citroën 2CV Sahara 4x4 lhd 1962 vg/restd Bonhams £60,720
Citroën DS21 Décapotable lhd 1969 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £161,720
Daimler DB18 Consort 1951 exc/restd (o) ACA £9070
Daimler Majestic V12 1995 exc/gh/lm ACA £9540
Daimler SP250+hdtp 1960 supb/restd H&H £43,313
Datsun 240Z lhd 1971 vg/refurb/ex USA Brightwells £24,200
Delahaye 135M Chap cabriolet 1950 exc/restd (o) Bonhams £273,240
De Tomaso Pantera GT5 lhd 1984 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £121,440
Dodge Viper GT2 1998 exc/lm RM Sotheby’s £82,984
Ferrari 195 Inter Ghia 1950 exc/restd (o) RM Sotheby’s £519,200
Ferrari 250GT Boano lhd 1957 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £746,900
Ferrari 250GT S2 PF cabriolet 1962 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £1,489,400
Ferrari 250GTE lhd 1963 vg/refurb (o)/gh Bonhams £333,960
Ferrari 275GTB lhd 1966 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £1,885,400
Ferrari 308GT4 1975 vg/sh/engine rebuilt Brightwells £30,580
Ferrari 308GTS lhd 1978 vg/lm/hi RM Sotheby’s £237,050
Ferrari 328GTS Conciso Micha concept 1993 vg/hi RM Sotheby’s £96,140
Ferrari 330GT 2+2 S2 lhd 1967 vg/restd (o) Bonhams £192,280
Ferrari 330GTC lhd 1967 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £420,200
Ferrari 360 Challenge lhd 2001 exc/gh RM Sotheby’s £50,600
Ferrari 360 Challenge Stradale lhd 2003 exc/hi RM Sothbey’s £162,800
Ferrari 360 Modena Spider 2001 exc/fsh/lm ACA £59,000
Ferrari 360 Modena 2002 exc/repainted/gh ACA £59,360
Ferrari 365GT4 BB lhd 1974 vg/v.orig/hi Bonhams £293,480
Ferrari 456GT lhd 1995 exc/lm/fo RM Sotheby’s £74,888
Ferrari 512BBi lhd 1984 exc/lm RM Sotheby’s £184,000
Ferrari 550 Maranello 1999 exc/vlm Bonhams £116,380
Ferrari 575 Superamerica HGTC 2006 supb/oo RM Sotheby’s £756,80
Ferrari 599GTO lhd 2011 supb/lm/oo RM Sotheby’s £598,400
Ferrari Dino 246GT lhd 1971 vg/gh/hi RM Sotheby’s £232,100
Ferrari Dino 246GTS lhd 1974 vg/v.orig/lm RM Sotheby’s £469,700
Ferrari F1/87 1987 vg/stored/hi Bonhams £586,666
Ferrari F430 Challenge racer lhd 2007 exc/hi RM Sotheby’s £111,320
Ferrari F430 GTC racer lhd 2006 vg/refurb (o)/hi RM Sotheby’s £449,900
Ferrari Testarossa lhd 1988 exc/refurb Bonhams £70,840
Fiat 125 Special 1971 g/stored/recomm Barons £5390
Fiat 500 Marie Hol beach car lhd 1979 exc/restd Bonhams £30,360
Fiat 500N lhd 1959 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £21,275
Fiat 508CS Balilla fhc lhd 1935 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £336,050
Fiat 600D Multipla lhd 1965 exc/restd Bonhams £23,782
Fiat 850 Coupé lhd 1969 vg/restd ACA £5724
Fiat Autobianchi 500 Giardinera 1971 g/restd (o) Bonhams £8602
Fiat Dino 2400 Spider lhd 1970 vg/refurb Bonhams £95,128
Fiat X1/9 Gran Finale 1989 supb/vlm ACA £16,112
Ford Anglia 105E 1968 vg/v.orig/fo SWVA £7182
Ford Capri 2.0S 1984 exc/vlm ACA £16,960
Ford Capri 280 Brooklands 1973 vg/restd (o)/mods ACA £21,200
Ford Consul Capri GT 1963 supb/restd (o) H&H £21,094
Ford Escort RS2000 1979 vg/refurb/ex South Africa ACA £19,080
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Pope’s signed Lambo hit £712k in Monaco

Lovely S2 Fulvia import, £14,310 at ACA

ACA’s handsome ’52 Humber Super Snipe MkIII went just over its lower estimate, at £9540

Bargain of the month? Sweet Opel Olympia A Coupé fetched just £4050 at H&H in Buxton

RM took £217,250 for fine Jaguar SS100

Rebodied Lancia Augusta was just £28,336

Tidy Mini Clubman in period shade, £7700

Bonhams’ unusual Michelotti XK, £313,720
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Ford Escort RS2000 replica lhd 1978 exc/restd/hi ACA £14,840
Ford Escort RS Turbo 1989 f/stored/restn (s) ACA £6784
Ford Mustang 289 lhd racer 1966 vg/restd/mods RM Sotheby’s £45,540
Ford Thunderbird 292 convertible auto 1956 g/restd (o) SWVA £21,600
Ford V8-Pilot 1950 g/refurb (o) SWVA £7830
Ginetta G15 1973 vg/mods Brightwells £10,120
Horch 853A cabriolet lhd 1939 supb/restd Bonhams £344,080
Humber Hawk estate 1962 p/restn (m) Brightwells £770
Humber Hawk estate 1966 p/restn (m) Brightwells £220
Humber Super Snipe MkIII 1952 vg/restd (o) ACA £9540
Jaguar E-type S1 3.8 fhc lhd 1963 f/restn (s) SWVA £45,360
Jaguar E-type S1 3.8 fhc lhd 1966 f/p.restd/dismantled Barons £45,650
Jaguar E-type S1 3.8 lhd 1962 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £202,400
Jaguar E-type S1 4.2 fhc 1965 g/refurb (o)/gh ACA £64,660
Jaguar E-type S2 1968 p/restn (m) SWVA £24,300
Jaguar E-type S3 1973 exc/refurb/gh ACA £83,740
Jaguar Mk2 1960 exc/restd/Nissan diesel engine SWVA £29,970
Jaguar Mk2 3.8 1966 g/restd (o) Barons £22,550
Jaguar Mk2 3.8 lhd rally 1962 exc/restd (o)/mods Bonhams £32,384
Jaguar Mk2 3.8 rally 1963 f/refurb (o)/mods ACA £48,760
Jaguar MkVII 1954 vg/repainted/retrim/ex US Brightwells £24,200
Jaguar SS100 21/2-litre 1937 exc/restd RM Sotheby’s £217,250
Jaguar XJ6 S1 4.2 1971 exc/v.orig Barons £7700
Jaguar XJ-S Lister 6.0 1988 exc/lm/oo ACA £37,100
Jaguar XJ-S V12 convertible 1989 exc/gsh/fo ACA £18,550
Jaguar XK120 1951 f/restn (s) ACA £46,640
Jaguar XK120 lhd 1954 exc/restd R Edmonds £82,500
Jaguar XK140 SE fhc lhd 1955 exc/restd (o) RM Sotheby’s £75,900
Jaguar XK140 SE Mich fhc lhd 1955 f/restn (m) Bonhams £313,720
Jaguar XK150 1958 p/restn (m) ACA £32,860
Jaguar XK150 dhc 1958 exc/restd ACA £87,980
Jensen C-V8 MkIII 1965 vg/fo/g.hist/refurb Brightwells £31,900
Jordan 199 Mugen-Honda F1 1999 vg/refurb (o)/hi RM Sotheby’s £212,300
Lagonda 2-litre special 1930 g/ex saloon/non runner SWVA £89,640
Lagonda LG45 saloon de ville 1937 p/restn (s) ACA £41,870
Lamborghini Diablo GT lhd 1999 supb/vlm RM Sotheby’s £737.000
Lamborghini Huracán lhd 2018 supb/hi/ex Pope Francis RM Sotheby’s £712,250
Lancia Augusta fhc 1934 g/restd (o) RM Sotheby’s £28,336
Lancia Aurelia B20GT S2 lhd 1952 g/mechanically rebuilt RM Sotheby’s £70,840
Lancia Aurelia B24S PF Convertible 1956 exc/restd/gh Bonhams £253,000
Lancia Fulvia Coupé 1.3S S2 lhd 1971 vg/refurb/ex Italy ACA £14,310
Land-Rover SII+hdtp 1960 vg/restd R Edmonds £10,560
Lotus Carlton 1993 exc/gh H&H £39,375
Lotus Elan +2S 130 1974 vg/stored/recomm ACA £16,960
Lotus Seven S2 1962 supb/restd/Ford 1340 engine ACA £33,920
Marcos Mantula 3.0 1993 exc/v.orig ACA £12,508
Maserati Ghibli SS lhd 1971 vg/restd (o) Bonhams £231,733
McLaren-Ford MP4/8A F1 1993 supb/restd/hi Bonhams £3,693.800
Mercedes-Benz 180 Ponton lhd 1956 g/sh/stored ACA £5936
Mercedes-Benz 190SL lhd 1961 vg/p.restd Bonhams £80,960
Mercedes-Benz 220 cabriolet lhd 1954 exc/gh RM Sotheby’s £111,320
Mercedes-Benz 220SE cabriolet lhd 1959 vg/restd (o) ACA £53,000
Mercedes-Benz 230SL+hdtp 1965 vg/restd (o) Barons £51,700
Mercedes-Benz 280SL+hdtp lhd 1967 supb/restd Bonhams £202,400
Mercedes-Benz 300 Adenauer 1956 vg/restd (o) ACA £37,630
Mercedes-Benz 300D lhd 1958 vg/orig/fo Bonhams £31,372
Mercedes-Benz 300SL roadster lhd 1957 exc/restd (o) Bonhams £1,072,770
Mercedes-Benz 500SL lhd 1989 exc/lm Bonhams £72,864
Mercedes-Benz 500SL+hdtp lhd 1993 exc/v.orig/lm Bonhams £34,408
Mercedes-Benz E500 1995 exc/restd Bonhams £29,348
MGA 1500 1956 exc/restd/ex South Africa Brightwells £21,780
MGA 1600 1960 exc/restd/ex South Africa Brightwells £23,100
MGA Twin-Cam 1959 vg/restd (o) SWVA £39,960
MGA Twin-Cam+hdtp 1959 vg/restd/gh RM Sotheby’s £37,950
MGB 1967 exc/restd (o) SWVA £10,800
MGB GT 1966 f/restd (o)/recomm (s) SWVA £3400
MGC 1969 vg/restd ACA £18,020
MGC GT 1970 exc/restd (o)/Downton mods Barons £17,050
MG Metro 1985 vg/lm/sh Brightwells £4400
MG Metro 1987 vg/restd/mods SWVA £7896
MG Metro Turbo 1986 g/no history ACA £3922
MG Midget 1975 exc/restd/mods H&H £10,406
MG Midget MkIII 1973 supb/restd (o) Brightwells £8360
MG PA 1934 f/restd (o)/non runner SWVA £21,600
MG PA 1934 g/restd (o)/fo R Edmonds £19,800
MG RV8 1994 exc/refurb/ex Japan Barons £18,700
MG TA 1936 vg/mods/TB engine Brightwells £22,000
MG TA 1937 f/restd (o)/non runner SWVA £21,600
MG TD 1953 f/restd (o)/Jaguar 3.4 engine R Edmonds £7700
MG TF 1954 exc/restd H&H £30,938
MG TF 1954 supb/restd (o) Brightwells £27,500
Mini 1275GT with trailer 1972 g/stored/restd (o) SWVA £16,740
Mini 1293 Mk1 1974 vg/restd/mods SWVA £11,610
Mini Clubman 1977 vg/vlm/fo Brightwells £7700
Mini Moke lhd 1987 vg/restd (o) Bonhams £19,228
Morgan Plus 4 1956 vg/restd (o)/ex South Africa H&H £24,750
Morris 1000 pick-up 1971 supb/restd R Edmonds £14,300
Morris 1000 Traveller 1969 vg/restd (o) R Edmonds £6930
Morris 1000 Traveller 1971 exc/restd (o) ACA £10,176
Morris 1000 Traveller 1960 vg/fo/g.hist Brightwells £6050
Morris Cowley two-seater tourer 1926 exc/restd (o) Barons £15,125
Morris Mini Cooper ‘S’ 1071 1965 exc/restd (o)/recomm Barons £42,900
Morris Mini Moke 1966 vg/mods Brightwells £12,100
Morris Mini Super Mk2 1968 g/repainted (o) SWVA £6048
Nash 494 8 sedan 1930 exc/restd Barons £44,000
Opel Monza 3.0 GSE 1984 vg/lm H&H £6863
Opel Olympia A Coupé 1968 vg/v.orig H&H £4050
Porsche 356B Roadster lhd 1959 exc/restd (o) Bonhams £121,440

THE MARKETPLACE
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1959 Cadillac Series 62 Convertible

„Pink Cadillac“ movie car

1958 Oldsmobile Super 88 Convertible 1954 Vincent HRD Black Shadow

1957 Packard Clipper Country Wagon 1949 Delahaye 135 M by Guilloré

1971 Ferrari 365 GTC/4

Ferrari Classiche certified

CLASSIC CAR AUCTION
FROM ROCK `N`ROLL TO RACETRACK

SATURDAY | JUNE 16TH 2018 | 2:00PM
ON THE SKATING RINK DOLDER | ZURICH

Five generations of Porsche Cup:

1988 944 Turbo Cup | 1993 964 Carrera Cup | 1996 993 Cup

2005 996 GT3 Cup | 2006 997 GT3 Cup

1966 Lamborghini 400 GT 2+21930 Ford A Pick-up

Viewing in Zurich from June 14th to 16th every day from 10:00 am.

Please use our online-form for your catalog orders (EUR 40.-)

Unless indicated otherwise, most cars were lhd. Exchange rate used to establish Sterling equivalent was $1 = 75p

USA HIGHLIGHTS
CAR YEAR SALE PRICE

Porsche 911 2.7 1975 f/3.0 engine/restn (s) ACA £21,486
Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 RS lhd 1973 vg/orig/gh Bonhams £506,000
Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 RS Lightweight lhd 1973 vg/v.orig/hi RM Sotheby’s £1,093,400
Porsche 911 Carrera RUF BTR cabriolet lhd 1994 exc/mods RM Sotheby’s £141,680
Porsche 911 lhd 1965 supb/restd RM Sotheby’s £261,800
Porsche 912 lhd 1967 vg/refurb/mods Bonhams £39,468
Porsche 914/6 racer lhd 1972 vg/restd RM Sotheby’s £64,768
Porsche 928S auto 1986 exc/sh ACA £15,264
Porsche 944 turbo 1990 vg/Promax upgrade Barons £9900
Porsche 964 RS lhd 1992 exc/fsh/fo Bonhams £230,000
Porsche 993 Carrera 4S 1996 exc/fsh ACA £62,540
Reliant Scimitar GTE SE5 1972 vg/mods Brightwells £9020
Riley RME 1954 vg/restd/fo Brightwells £9240
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur II limousine lhd 1992 vg/lm RM Sotheby’s £20,680
Rover Mini Cooper 1990 exc/fo ACA £15,476
Rover Mini Cooper lhd 1999 vg/fo Bonhams £10,170
Rover P4 100 1960 g/restd (o) SWVA £4325
Rover P4 100 1962 exc/restd Barons £8580
Rover P5 Mk2 1963 g/restd (o) ACA £12,180
Rover P5B auto 1971 vg/restd (o) H&H £6975
Rover P5B auto 1973 exc/lm/fo ACA £14,840
Rover P6 2000SC 1972 exc/restd (o) H&H £7513
Studebaker ER5 Standard Six Dictator lhd 1925 g/restd (o) SWVA £12,960
Sunbeam Imp Sport 1967 f/stored/lm H&H £3713
Sunbeam Rapier S2 convertible 1959 vg/repainted/lm H&H £11,138
Sunbeam-Talbot 90 MkII Convertible 1950 exc/restd (o) R Edmonds £17,050
Talbot AX65 six-light saloon 1935 vg/restd (o)/fo Barons £14,850
Tecno-Novamotor Ford F3 1969 vh/restd (o)/hi Bonhams £80,960
Toleman-Hart TG184 F1 1984 supb/restd/hi Bonhams £1,610,000
Triumph GT6 1971 vg/restd (o)/stored ACA £7632
Triumph GT6 1972 exc/restd Barons £17,325
Triumph GT6 1973 vg/restd (o)/recomm ACA £13,230
Triumph Spitfire MkIV+hdtp 1971 vg/stored/lm ACA £7420
Triumph Stag 1975 exc/restd (o) Barons £15,750
Triumph Stag auto+hdtp 1974 exc/v.orig/lm ACA £34,450
Triumph Stag auto+hdtp 1977 exc/restd ACA £17,490
Triumph TR2 short-door 1954 exc/restd/disc brakes H&H £21,416
Triumph TR4 1962 vg/restd (o) ACA £14,840
Triumph TR4A IRS+hdtp 1966 vg/gh H&H £19,125
Triumph TR6 1971 vg/restd (o) ACA £20,140
Triumph TR6 1972 exc/restd Barons £28,325
Triumph TR6 1972 vg/mods Brightwells £14,410
Triumph TR6 1972 vg/restd (o) ACA £31,800
Triumph TR6 1973 g/restd (o) SWVA £13,824
Triumph TR6+hdtp 1975 exc/restd (o) H&H £16,875
TVR Tuscan 2000 vg/lm Brightwells £22,000
Vauxhall Viva E 1975 vg/v.orig/oo/lm Brightwells £5500
Volvo 122S 1966 g/lm/fo ACA £10,070
Volvo 131 1967 f/refurb (o) SWVA £5397
Volvo 1800ES 1973 exc/repainted H&H £8887
Volvo 240GL auto estate 1987 vg/v.orig/fo SWVA £7896
Volvo P1800 1963 g/stored/restd SWVA £15,120
VW Beetle 1200 1963 g/refurb (o)/fo SWVA £5397
VW Westfalia camper 1974 exc/restd ACA £12,720

Alfa Romeo Spider Veloce 1986 RM Sotheby’s £8544
Auburn Eight Custom cabrio 1932 RM Sotheby’s £67,562
Batmobile Recreation No 5 1966 RM Sotheby’s  £122,100
Bentley Continental Flying Spur 2006 RM Sotheby’s £25,324
BMW M3 Lightweight 1995 RM Sotheby’s £67,155
BMW M Roadster 1999 RM Sotheby’s £11,803
BMW Z8 2001 RM Sotheby’s £107,300
Buick Riviera Gran Sport     1965 RM Sotheby’s      £28,490
Buick Super convertible 1941 RM Sotheby’s £44,400
Datsun 240Z 1972 RM Sotheby’s £17,908
Cadillac Series 62 Coupe de Ville      1961 RM Sotheby’s      £13,838
Chevrolet Impala Bel Air 1958 RM Sotheby’s £38,258
Chevrolet Vega Cosworth 1975 RM Sotheby’s £4395
Chrysler Town & Country convertible 1946 RM Sotheby’s £48,100
Cord L-29 cabriolet 1931 RM Sotheby’s £155,400
De Soto Firefl ite convertible 1955 RM Sotheby’s £32,560
Dodge Challenger 1970 RM Sotheby’s £34,188
Ford GT 2006 RM Sotheby’s £219,780
Ford Model A pick-up 1929 RM Sotheby’s £16,280
Ford Mustang Shelby GT500 replica 1967 RM Sotheby’s £51,282
Frazer Manhattan convertible 1951 RM Sotheby’s £40,700
Jaguar XK120 SE fhc 1952 RM Sotheby’s £55,352
Maserati Quattroporte 2014 RM Sotheby’s £32,560
Mercury Cougar 428 Cobra Jet convertible 1969 RM Sotheby’s £24,420
MG TC 1949 RM Sotheby’s 23,199
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme convertible 1967 RM Sotheby’s £19,536
Opel GT 1971 RM Sotheby’s £9972
Packard Deluxe Eight Sedan 1950 RM Sotheby’s £6919
Pontiac GTO convertible 1965 RM Sotheby’s £31,746
Pontiac Star Chief convertible 1957 RM Sotheby’s £41,921
Porsche 911T 1971 RM Sotheby’s £53,724
Rolls-Royce Phantom V touring limousine 1963 RM Sotheby’s £61,050
Shelby Cobra 289 1965 RM Sotheby’s £81,400
Sunbeam Alpine Series IV 1965 RM Sotheby’s £5902
Toyota FJ43 Land Cruiser soft-top 1970 RM Sotheby’s £22,287
Toyota FJ45 Land Cruiser pick-up 1975 RM Sotheby’s £33,781
Volvo 1800S 1965 RM Sotheby’s £22,292

EUROPEAN HIGHLIGHTS
CAR  YEAR CONDITION SALE PRICE

THE MARKETPLACE



Unusual to see a Scimitar on wires, looking smart in a muted shade: £9020 at Brightwells

SALE RATES AND STATISTICS
ACA, Cattlemarket, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, 14 April: 6% buyer’s premium, 200 cars  
sold of 256 offered – 78% sale rate, £2.13m sale total; Richard Edmonds, Allington, 
Chippenham, Wiltshire, 14 April: 10%, 47/80 – 59%, £561,116; Barons, Sandown  
Park, Surrey, 21 April: 10%, 43/64 – 67%, £506,035; H&H, Pavilion Gardens, Buxton, 
Derbyshire, 25 April: 72/134 – 54%, £614,196; SWVA, Poole, Dorset, 27 April: 8%, 
72/76 – 95%, £739,280; RM Sotheby’s, Auburn Auction Park, Indiana, USA: 10%, 
199/280 – 71%, £4.37m; Bonhams, Villa La Vigie, Monaco, 11 May: 15%, 41/53 –  
77%, £12.75m; RM Sotheby’s, Grimaldi Forum, Monaco, 12 May: 15%, 57/85 – 67%, 
£20.1m; Brightwells, Leominster, Herefordshire, 16 May: 10%, 86/157 – 55%

COACHBUILDERS KEY
Btn – Bertone; Charl – Charlesworth; Chap – Chapron; Dr – Drauz; Gh – Ghia;  
Hol – Holiday; Kar – Karmann; Micha – Michalak; Mich – Michelotti;  
MPW – Mulliner Park Ward; PF – Pininfarina; Trg – Touring

CONDITION GUIDE KEY
f – fair; g – good; vg – very good; exc – excellent; supb – superb; conc – concours;  
sh – service history; fsh – full service history; gh – good history file; hi – historically 
interesting; orig – original; v.orig – very original; n.orig – not original; lm – low mileage; 
vlm – very low mileage; del miles – delivery miles; oo – one owner; fo – few owners;  
p – poor; refurb – refurbished; renov – renovated; restd – restored; p.restd – partially 
restored; restn – requires restoration; (o) – older; (s) – straightforward; (m) – major; 
repaint – repainted; compl – complete; inc – incomplete; to – taxes owing;  
not reg – not UK registered; recomm – requires recommissioning

£22k bought Brightwells’ bold TVR Tuscan

Cossie-tweaked Chevy Vega was £4395, RM

Fine ’73 Volvo 1800ES was £8887 at H&H

Just shy of £10k for ’71 Opel GT in Indiana

Edmonds’ sweet Sunbeam-Talbot, £17,050 Triumph TR4A stopped just short of £20k
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T
he launch of the Metro –
which was meant to replace
the Mini – led to the 22-year
old legend being reduced to
just three 1000 models: the
base City, the upgraded HL
and the HL Estate, the last

retaining the Clubman front end. It gained the
A+ engine and improved transmission of the
Metro and, while it was out of date in many
respects, Motor concluded: “Its combination of
diminutive dimensions, panoramic visibility,
eager engine, snappy gearchange and scamper-
ing manoeuvrability still make it a cheekily
effective town car which is great fun to drive.”

Vans and pick-ups were still built for fleets,
and Moke production carried on in Australia,
then Portugal from 1984. The Mini continued
to make profits during the dark BL days, and
demand, especially in Japan, kept it alive.

Under the revamped Rover Group, the Mini
finally got the attention it deserved and progres-
sively became a bespoke car, with a multitude of
special editions, some only for export: Sprite
(1983); Mini 25 (’84); Ritz (’85); Chelsea and
Piccadilly (’86); Park Lane and Advantage (’87);
Designer, Red Hot, Jet Black, Belfast and

Brighton ( 88); Racing, Flame, ose, Sky and 30
(’89); Cooper, Racing Green, Checkmate and
Studio 2 (’90); Neon, Cabriolet, After Eight and
Twinings (’91); British Open Classic, Italian Job
and Woodbury (’92); Rio, Tahiti, Cosmopolitan
and Silverstone (’93); Monte Carlo, Cooper
Grand Prix and 35 (’94); Sidewalk, Tartan and
Silver Bullet (’95); Equinox, Kensington and
Blue Star (’96); Cooper S Touring and Sports 5
(’97); Paul Smith, Cooper Sports LE, Monza,
Brooklands and Lapagayo (’98); 40, Cooper S
Works and John Cooper (’99); Classic Se7en,
Classic Cooper, Classic Cooper Sport, Knights-
bridge and Cooper Sport 500 (2000).

John Cooper, then a Honda dealer, began
selling Cooper upgrades to Japan in the late ’80s
and making special-edition Coopers, prompting
Rover to bring it back in 1990 first as a limited
edition, then a production model. John’s tuned
cars continued as the Cooper S.

Minis are still actively raced in series such as
Mighty Minis, Mini 7 and Mini Miglia, and they
have an enormous following with superb spares
availability, clubs and forums. Unfortunately, rot
can be even worse than on early cars, so checking
for this – and for the quality of past repairs – is
the number-one priority when buying.

FRONT INNER WINGS Esp front/rear corners

FRONT VALANCE & WINGS Rust, especially 
around/below the headlights, and rear seam

FLOORS AND SILLS Both inner and outer

RADIATORS Moved from the side to the front 
in 1996; check for leaks, signs of overheating 
or water and oil mixing

BOOT FLOOR Shock mounts; spare-wheel well

SCUTTLE/BULKHEAD PANELS Check around 
the A-posts and base of the windscreen

REAR WINGS Esp under plastic extensions

SUBFRAME MOUNTS Look at the front and 
rear mounts for signs of serious rot

REAR VALANCE Check around bootlid mounts

Trouble spots

ROVER MINI
Buy well, and the swansong of Britain’s best-selling 
motoring icon makes a great everyday classic

BUYER’S GUIDE
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old to Japan – 

modified 35th 

Edition – have 

heir way back 

ght: interior is 

Mini standards

The stronger A+ engine was unleaded-compatible from ’89 (earlier engines will 
need hardened valve seats, c£300 exchange). Look for heavy breathing (remove 
the oil filler cap, also checking for emulsion indicating water contamination) and 
blue smoke; knocking from the bottom end indicates that a rebuild is needed

The SU carb gave way to single-point 
fuel injection on Coopers in ’91, and 
multi-point on all models in ’96. They 
are reliable, but not readily tunable

A vast range of trim options was 
offered; some materials are available, 
some aren’t, so check supply before 
you buy if originality is important

The full-width dashboard was miles 
away from early Mini simplicity (only 
the ’80s City still had a central speedo); 
check for damp damage to the wood

Suspension balljoints wear and 
subframe mounts go hard with age, 
but rot is the main priority: later cars 
were more rust-prone than early ones

The remote gearchange that arrived in 1973 was much improved and allowed 
the fitment of Jack Knight’s five-speed conversion, a desirable option (standard 
on Cooper S Works models). All Minis had 12in wheels from 1984, which were 
considered to give the best handling, with 13in rims on late Sports Pack cars
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Additional equipment and soundproofing mean
that late Minis are heavier than their predeces-
sors, and modern emissions requirements made
things worse – though fuel injection went some
way to restoring the balance and John Cooper
got useful performance out of his Cooper S
models. All Minis still have sharp handling and
should feel like motorised rollerskates – this
unique blend of superb steering feel and great
cornering endeared them to a new generation of
owners. A car that doesn’t feel sharp definitely
needs attention – though parts are inexpensive so
it shouldn’t be a deal-breaker: body condition is
far more important. Brakes should be effective;
if not, rebuilding is straightforward. Clicking on
cornering is a worn CV joint (£31 to replace).

A thump on taking up/lifting off drive indi-
cates worn engine stabiliser bushes: it’s easily
sorted, but if neglected can cause costly damage
to components being hit or twisted under the
bonnet. Oil leaks are common, but are now an
MoT fail if drips are present so will need rectify-
ing. Many cars have been modified, so verify
what you’re buying is what it claims to be, and
check the engine number against the V5 and
online: A+ 998s start ‘99H’, 1275s start ‘12A’.

The transmission was also strengthened for
the Metro and even the auto (three-speed from
1992) can be fun to drive; check that both change
gear cleanly. An exchange reconditioned manual
gearbox is £600-722, while Hardy Engineering
will rebuild an automatic for around £2000.

On the road Owning one
“I bought my 35th
Anniversary Edition
Mini in 2016,” says Aviv

Screwvala. “I wanted
right-hand drive with
air-con and no rust –
everything else on a
Mini can be fixed. It’s
a 1996 car that had
only done 55,000 miles

with one owner in Japan. Most Japanese Coopers
were autos, but this is a manual and came with
a full service history. It had been converted to
soft coilovers but I put it back to original rubber
suspension. I was curious about what it meant to
drive the most iconic British car – I think it gives
me street cred. My fiancée wasn’t keen before,
but now she loves it. Driving the Mini in London
instantly transforms you into a celebrity – I feel
like a pseudo rock star! You form an emotional
attachment – that’s the key; I’ve been offered
double what I paid for it, but I can’t sell it.”

“I was curious about
what it meant to have the
most iconic British car –
driving it in London turns
you into a rock star!”

Alternatives

FIAT PANDA 1980-2003, c4,500,000 built

Giugiaro’s answer to the Mini was a beacon of 
rugged simplicity, with beam axle, leaf springs 
and 652-1108cc engines. Gaining popularity, 
led by the 4x4 (above). Price now £500-3000

PEUGEOT 106 1991-2003, 2,798,200 built

Launched as a three-door with 1.0/1.1 carb 
engines, the 106 soon got fuel injection, a five-
door option and bigger units. No-frills Rallye 
(above) is a Cooper rival. Price now £150-5000

Flared arches cover later 

cars’ fatter rubber, giving 

the Mini even higher 

cornering potential – but  

it all adds weight, which 

can hit performance 

BUYER’S GUIDE
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Body work included sills, floors, arches, doors and valances

Motor is tidy rather than shiny, with clean fluids to level

Leather is slightly baggy, the door trims a touch wrinkled

This MPI Cooper with Sports Pack has had
extensive body repairs, though as a low-mileage 
car with FSH it was worth doing. Resprayed in 
its original Almond Green it looks a solid job, 
with good door fit. There are hints of surface 
rust, but Ziebart plugs in the sill tops are encour-
aging. All four jig brackets are present under the 
floor, though one front side has been jacked, and 
the tyres are well-treaded Contisport Contacts 
dated from 2008-2010, on unscuffed alloys.

Inside, there’s a good headlining but the 
wooden dash lacquer is cracking. The motor 
wears a long centre-branch exhaust and a K&N 
filter. There’s a working immobiliser and the 
SRS light correctly illuminates then extinguishes 
on ignition. Fire it up and there’s a slightly 
uneven tickover; it’s louder than standard thanks 
to that K&N and, as well as a ported head, roller 
rockers and double valve springs, we suspect a 
bumpier cam than standard because the car picks 
up noticeably past 4000rpm. It feels taut, with no 
squeaks or rattles, and steers and stops straight, 
with a firm brake pedal, temperature halfway up 
the gauge and the voltmeter reading 14.5. It will 
be sold with its original service slip, two sets of 
keys, a Haynes manual and an MoT to August.

One you can buy

The Mini is a motoring icon worldwide: any model
from a base 1980 1000 City to a last-of-the-line
Cooper S is a ticket to fun motoring, a great
fellowship of enthusiasts, smiles wherever you
drive and terrific parts and repair back-up. Buy
a good one, or budget for restoration and beware
of extreme rot: look after a Mini and it will go
on appreciating in value while you enjoy it.

FOR
The last of the ‘real’ Minis, with a fun factor that
beat all period rivals, and late cars have all mod
cons. Unparalleled parts and support

AGAINST
Late cars are ‘too modern’ for some, rust can be
horrendous and fuel injection adds complexity

OUR VERDICTThe knowledge
TIMELINE
1980 MkIV Mini: 1-litre A+ engine/’box, 7.5-gal 
tank, tartan trim; City, 1000HL and Estate
1982 Estate build ends; City E/1000HLE added, 
with high compression/final drive; HLE replaced 
by Mayfair in Sept, with headrests & tinted glass
1984 MkV: 12in rims, wide arches, front discs
1989 Engines become unleaded-compatible
1990 MkVI: 998cc engine discontinued, all Minis 
get 1275cc (52bhp); Cooper reintroduced first 
as special edition then production model, with 
1275cc, 61bhp, Minilites; ERA Turbo with 96bhp 
1991 John Cooper reintroduces Cooper S with 
78bhp; single-point fuel injection for Cooper 1.3i 
(63bhp) and Si (77bhp, 10.2 secs 0-60mph)
1992 City becomes Sprite, with Metro-type 
seats; Mayfair Cabriolet added (c300 built)
1993 Mayfair gets wood dash & leather seats
1996 MkVII: all get 63bhp, multi-point injection, 
electronic management, airbag, pre-tensioners, 
side-impact beams, higher final drive, two-speed 
heater, optional 13in alloys; John Cooper offers 
S/S Works (90bhp, 102mph, 8.9 secs 0-60)
1997 Sports Pack and Chrome Pack options
2000 Mini production ends in October

FACTFILE
Sold/number built 1980-2000/779,035
Construction steel monocoque
Engine all-iron, ohv 998/1275cc ‘four’, single/
twin SU carbs or single/multi-point injection
Max power 39bhp @ 4750rpm-
63bhp @ 5500rpm Max torque 50lb ft @ 
2500rpm-70lb ft @ 3000rpm 
Transmission four-speed manual or four/three-
speed automatic, FWD Suspension rubber-cone 
springs, telescopic dampers, front transverse 
arms, tie rods; rear trailing arms 
Steering rack and pinion
Brakes 7in drums (82/5in front discs from ’84)
Length 10ft-10ft 1in (3050-3068mm)
Width 4ft 71/2in-5ft 1in (1410-1560mm)
Height 4ft 5in (1346mm) Wheelbase 6ft 8in 
(2032mm) Weight 1331-1606lb (605-730kg)
0-60mph 18-13.2secs 
Top speed 81-90mph Mpg 30-45
Price new £5330/7150 (Sprite/Cooper, 1992)

CLUBS
British Mini Club 01384 897779
Mini Cooper Register www.minicooper.org

SPECIALISTS
Mini Spares Centre 01707 607700 Mini Sport 
01282 778731 Somerford Mini 01249 721421
Real Mini Co 08456 090117 Croydon Minis 020 
8688 1615 Rimmer Bros 01522 568000 Bull 
Motif Mini Spares 01242 609598 Moss 020 
8867 2020 Mini Mania (USA) 001 800 946 2642

WHAT TO PAY
  City/Cooper/Cooper S
Show/rebuilt  £10,000/18,000/25,000
Average  £4000/6500/14,000
Restoration  £1000/2500/7000

Asking price £9995 Year of manufacture 1999 
Recorded mileage 52,612 Vendor Jai Cozzi, near 
Buckingham; tel: 07530 909427 (private sale)
For Massively restored, goes well and drives nicely
Against Some dashboard lacquer lifting

BUYER’S GUIDE



23-24 JUNE 2018  BICESTER HERITAGE

READER OFFER 20% OFF SHOW TICKETS QUOTE ‘CSCMAG’



YOUR LASTCHANCE 

TOTAKE ADVANTAGE OF 

OUR READER OFFER!

www.classicandsportscarshow.comBOOK

TODAY!

T 
he Classic & Sports Car Show in association with Flywheel is 

nearly upon us, but you can still take advantage of our special 

reduced advanced ticket rate for C&SC readers. Cars already 

confi rmed for the demonstration track include a 1926 ex-Le Mans 

Bentley, a Grand Prix Aston Martin DBR4 and the ex-Raymond Mays 

ERA R3A, not to mention C&SC’s own Simon Taylor in the mighty 

Stovebolt Special. Overhead there will be displays from the Great War 

Display Team and Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, plus visitors will 

be able to take a ride on a tank in the military manoeuvres area. 

There’s a concours, club displays and a classic auction, while vintage 

stalls, nostalgic rides and live music mean fun for all the family!

THE KNOWLEDGE
WHEN IS IT?

Saturday 23 and Sunday 24 June 2018. Car parks open 
at 9am each day, and the public gates open at 10am, 
with each day’s activities finishing at 6pm.

WHERE IS IT?

Founded in 2013, Bicester Heritage is the UK’s first 
hub for historic motoring enterprise, based at the 
best-preserved WW2 RAF bomber station in the 
country. The beautifully restored Oxfordshire site 
is packed with industry-leading classic motoring 
and motorsport specialists.

HOW DO I GET THERE?

We’d like to encourage all enthusiasts to arrive in a 
classic car, and for those who pre-register there will be 
dedicated parking for pre-’76 vehicles (the year the 
RAF airfield was mothballed). There will be special 
areas – and rates – for pre-registered club groups 
(see www.classicandsportscarshow.com/clubs for 
information, or e-mail karen.coe@haymarket.com).

Bicester Heritage is easily accessed from the M40 
(local event signs will guide you to the best junction); if 
you plan to follow satellite navigation, use the postcode 
OX26 5HA. Car parks will be signposted as you 
approach the venue.

Coming by train? Bicester North and Bicester Village 
stations are both approximately one mile from Bicester 
Heritage, while the nearest airports are London 
Heathrow and Birmingham International, each an hour’s 
drive away.

HOW MUCH?

Booking in advance saves 15% over buying tickets 
on the door. One-day advance tickets are £23 (adults); 
£10 (children aged 5-15); and £55 (families: two adults 
and up to three children). Two-day tickets are also 
available, and all advance sales are subject to 
a £2 booking fee. 

C&SC readers who book in advance can take 
advantage of a special 20% discount; to buy using this 
rate, call 08712 310847 or visit classicsportscarshow.
seetickets.com and quote ‘CSCMAG’.

HOW DO I FIND OUT MORE?

Visit our website at www.classicandsportscarshow.com
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DEALER SHOWCASE
THE WORLD’S GREATEST CLASSIC MARKET STARTS HERE

The one-stop shop for all enthusiasts

E&R Classics:
0031 416 751 393;
www.erclassics.com

CASE HISTORIES  Cars for sale we’ve tested this month

Tests are carried out by experts and are a fair reflection of the cars on the day they were viewed. They should not be taken as a 

full inspection, and buyers must satisfy themselves of a car’s condition before purchase. Cars are sold without tax unless stated

TO ADVERTISE, CALL 020 8267 5277 OR E-MAIL ADS.C&SC@HAYMARKET.COM

Based near
Cirencester and
with a nationwide
mobile service, UK Detailing offers a broad range
of services, from valeting to paint correction,
detailing, enhancements and wet sanding. E-mail
Info@ukdetailing.com or call 01285 770090.

NEW FOR JULY

1979 Fiat Ritmo 60L p244 p

How long have you been going?
I started the company in 2008.

What’s your dream classic?
The BMW 507 formerly owned 
by Elvis Presley. It unites my two 
passions: classic cars and music. 

What’s your dream drive?
From Washington DC to Houston.
I did it with my wife (then my 
girlfriend) in a Mustang drop-top. 

How’s business? It’s going well. 
We’ve grown to be one of the major 
classic car specialists in Europe. 
Quality, service and trust are 
our keywords.  

What does the future hold for 
classic cars? We’re confident that 
it’s good. They’re gaining status. 
Nostalgia is popular and cars 
are a huge part of that.

MEET&GREET

Ernest Praag

IN THE WORKSHOP  Essential products & services guide

Established in 1926 in 
Melbourne, Australia, 
Penrite sells a 
comprehensive range of 
classic car, ’bike and truck oils. Find out more at 
www.penriteoil.com.au or call Guy Lachlan at Fuzz 
Townshend’s Classic Oils on 01869 227062.

SERVICE OF THE MONTH

This is certainly a head-turner and is only being
sold due to a forthcoming house move. It’s a Jaguar
XK120 replica, built back in 2011 from Nostalgia

parts. Since then, it
has covered fewer
than 10,000 miles.
For more details,
call Mike on
07748 655230.

JAGUAR XK120 REP £32,500 ono

PICK OF THE CLASSIFIEDS  Great classics you can buy

Inspired by this month’s Clio V6 feature (p134)? 
Then this Phase 2 version of the mid-engined hot 
hatch might be what you’re after. It’s done 59,000 

miles and is claimed 
to be very original 
and in excellent 
condition, with 
extensive history. 
Call 01430 873806.

RENAULT CLIO V6 £22,500
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1991 AC COBRA LIGHTWEIGHT.

)LQLVKHG LQ *UDSKLWH *UH\ ZLWK %ODFN LQWHULRU� /+'� �����PLOHV IURP QHZ� )DFWRU\ ĆWWHG )RUG 692 ��� ��� 9�
HQJLQH ZLWK � VSHHGPDQXDO JHDUER[� � RZQHUV IURP QHZZLWK D FRPSUHKHQVLYH KLVWRU\ ĆOH� )XOO ZHDWKHU HTXLSPHQW� 
��IW�+DOLEUDQG�ZKHHOV��7KLV�LV�D�XQLTXH�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�DFTXLUH�DQ�XOWUD�UDUH�RULJLQDO�$&�&REUD�/LJKWZHLJKW�
£175,000
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to compete in all the major classics.

£160,000 
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E N G I N E E R I N G  U K

S O U T H W E S T M A I N D E A L E R

Demonstrators | Hire | Service | Repairs Full Restorations | Aero 8 Specialists

(UNREG) ROADSTER
Ford 3.7 V6, Cyclone Black, 

Imperial Leather

£63,495

A SELECTION OF OUR LARGE STOCK
(UNREG) PLUS 4 2.0, Porsche GT Silver, Mulberry Leather ..................................£51,899

(2017) 4/4 Ford 1.6, Bahama Yellow, Black Leather .........................................£40,995

(2016) PLUS 4 Ford 2.0, Black, Black Leather .....................................................£41,995

(2004) RUNABOUT Ford 1.8, Silver, Black Leather/Fabric ...................................£24,995

(2002) AERO 8 BMW 4.4 V8, Lotus Titanium, Red Leather ...................................£41,995

(1996) 4/4 Ford 1.8 Zetec, Sport Green, Stone Leather .....................................£25,995

Dawlish Road | Exminster
EXETER | Devon | EX6 8DN

T E L :  0 1 3 9 2  8 3 3 3 0 1

www.berrybrook.co.uk
morgan@berrybrook.co.uk

Morgans
wanted
cash OR

commission

GREAT FINANCE DEALS AVAILABLE
ON ALL MORGANS...CALL FOR DETAILS

T&C’s apply

SO
UTH WEST

M
AIN DEALE

R

Cornwall
Devon

Somerset
Dorset
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1970 Porsche 911S 
2.2 RHD 

 
Ex Teddy Yipp Theodore 
Racing Macau Winner 

 
Well in excess of £100,000 
has been spent with marque 

specialists returning this 
matching numbers car to 

pristine original condition. It 
comes with a huge, detailed 

history file.

Shelby Cobra 289  
 

A rare unmolested 1964 
Cobra in original street spec. 
First registered to Shelby for 
use as their “PR” car it was 

later stored for over 30 years 
before being sympathetically re-
commissioned with its original 

parts.

AUTHENTIC CLASSIC CARS

1958 - Mercedes 190 SL, high quality restoration in 

every detail. Matching numbers. Price - 180000 Euros

1965 - Sunbeam Tiger Mk I, excellent throughout 

restoration. Matching numbers. Price - 95000 Euros

1970 - Porsche 911 2.2 Turbolook, original electric 

sunroof. Matching numbers. Price - 70000 Euros

1972 - NSU TT, prepared for racing, two engines, one 

with fuel injection (120 hp). Price - 36000 Euros

1972 - Porsche 911 S 2.4 (oil trap), impeccable. Original 

electric sunroof. Matching numbers. Price - P.O.R.

1973 - Porsche 914 - 2.0, detailed high quality restoration. 

Still with the original books. Price - 42000 Euros

1976 - Porsche 911 Carrera 3.0 Targa, Porsche Certificate 

of Authenticity. Matching numbers. Price - 95000 Euros

1978 - Mercedes-Benz 230 C, impeccable, original electric 

sunroof. All the original books. Price - 18000 Euros

1987 - BMW M3 (E30), high quality documented restoration. 

Original electric sunroof. Price - 68000 Euros

1996 - Bentley Continental R Coupe, 65000 km, impeccable 

with all the original books. Alpine stereo, Price - 79000 Euros

1994 - Audi RS2, belts, tensioners and water pump 

replaced. All the factory extras. Price - 39000 Euros

1995 - Ferrari F355 Spyder, manual 6-speed gearbox. All belts, 

tensioners, filters and tubes replaced. Price - 90000 Euros

www.lisbonclassics.com           00351964014758  Portugal         pl@lisbonclassics.com
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Work with our team which knows how to find rare collectibles from vintage to modern.  We’ve purchased 

some of the most significant cars if not THE most significant within the last 6 months including:

Buying, building and selling collections for over 25 years.

Call us to buy your next investment or to sell your prized possession. 

Contact J.R. Amantea at +1-203-537-1804, Connecticut, USA

gtmotorcarsllc@gmail.com • www.gtmotorcarsllc.com

2008 Ferrari F430 Scuderia: Possible 

lowest mileage one in existence. 

397 original miles.

SOLD: 2003 C5R: Raced and finished 

on Podium at 24 hours of Lemans

and raced by Dale Earnhardt Jr.

SOLD: 2015 LaFerrari, 

Last LaFerrari produced 

for the U.S.

SOLD:  2004 Carerra GT: 2k Miles, 

Owned by Actor Tim Allen



This 101-series coupé is one of the few cars converted to right-hand drive
when new by Ruddspeed, and still wears its Ruddspeed chassis plate, number
139. It has covered fewer than 1800 miles in the past 10 years.

The body is straight, with good paint, although both bumpers are corroded,
with two small holes appearing in the rear bumper and the front one slightly
speckled, and the left doorhandle’s chrome is a bit pickled. Avon ZZ tyres are
always a good sign, here dated 2010, on refinished wheels. Underneath, there
are no leaks from the motor, transmission or rear axle, and the chassis rails
are in good shape with no rust evident anywhere. The front wears a massive
anti-roll bar that may not be standard.

Inside, there’s quilted floor covering protected by rubber mats, along with
a discreet roll-cage plus harnesses (dated to 2007) and period-looking bucket
seats. There’s a modern, face-off stereo, and the rear bulkhead (no back seat)
has been cut for speakers. The headlining is good.

The motor is tidy, now wearing an alternator, and there’s a new-looking brake
servo alongside. The oil is clean and between the level marks. A previous owner
added twin Weber DCOEs, making it Sprint Veloce spec, which adds about
15bhp and 15lb ft of torque. With no choke it’s a little tricky to start from cold,
but persist and you’re rewarded with a hearty rasp from the open intakes,
although there are some sock filters behind the seat. It is a beautifully
balanced little sweetie to drive, with eager performance, a good gearchange
and ace steering. The all-drum brakes have a fair bit of pedal travel, but they
have decent bite and pull up straight and well. Oil pressure is 60-65psi at
2500rpm and over, with temperature steady at 140ºF.

It will be sold with the original airbox and sundry bills (the most recent of
which are from Classic Performance Engineering just around the corner), an
indoor car cover, old MoT certificates and a new ticket at sale, because the
old one expired at the end of May.

SUMMARY
EXTERIOR
Straight body, nice paint,
some rust in chrome
INTERIOR
Mostly original and good, plus
cage and harnesses
MECHANICALS
Drives really well
VALUE+++++++,,,
For Achingly gorgeous – and the
same to drive
Against Starting it
SHOULD I BUY IT?
If you’ve always wanted one but can’t
get on with left-hand drive, this is
likely to be a strong contender

Case histories
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ALFA ROMEO GIULIA SPRINT
Year of manufacture 1963 Recorded mileage 70,503 

Asking price £52,000 Vendor Legends Automotive, Bicester Heritage; 
tel: 01451 821611; www.legendsautomotive.co.uk

WHEN IT WAS NEW
Price £1915 0s 3d Max power 91bhp Max torque 108lb ft 

0-60mph 9.6 secs Top speed 107mph Mpg 24

We test the classics that you can buy

A U T O M O B I L E S

2004 JAGUAR SOVEREIGN 4.2

Just 18,000 miles from new, FSH

LWB...................................£17,500

1952 BENTLEY MK 6 Time

capsule order 62,000 miles lovely

history ................................£49,995

2006 MERCEDES BENZ SLK

350  Mother/daughter 16,000 miles

FMBSH..............................£11,500

2014 JAGUAR XK 5.0 

SIGNATURE Last of classic line 

17,000 miles FJSH.............£34,500

2008 DAIMLER SUPER EIGHT

Ultra rare / last Daimler model

36,000 miles.......................£29,995

1990 DAIMLER DOUBLE SIX HE 

Superb FSH, 38,000 miles. Very 

late spec. .............................£16,750

2007 MERCEDES BENZ CL63 

(AMG) 45,000 miles MB World s/h

............................................£24,750

2000 JAGUAR 4.0 Executive  Two 

owners, 24,000 miles with FJSH

............................................£11,500

Tel: (07836) 237047 

www.roberthughes.co.uk  

E-mail:enquiries@roberthughes.co.uk

1990 Rolls Royce Silver Spirit 2 Just 33,000 miles FSH Oyster with Beige piped Hide ...................... £19,995

2005 Jaguar XJ 3.0 V6. Left hand drive. 70,000 miles with FSH. Black with Beige Hide ................... £11,500

2002 Daimler Super V8 Anthracite with Black hide/ dark glass. 100,000 miles with FSH ..................... £6,500

2000 Mercedes Benz E240 Avant-garde Silver with Grey upholstery. Two owners, FMBSH - 33,000 miles....  

................................................................................................................................................................... £4,995

Cars required for purchase
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For more information:

 Tel: +1-707-747-1289, California, USA • E-mail: hfabracing@aol.com

www.hallfabracing.com

1964 A. C. Cobra :

3 owners from new. SCCA race history.  

)XOO\�UHVWRUHG�WR�UDFH�VSHFLÀFDWLRQV�

P.O.R.

1967 Sunbeam Tiger Mark 1-A:

Gorgeous, fully restored as new. White with 

Red interior and Black top. Documented. 

P.O.R.

1967 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe: 

9HULÀHG���������+�3��

Tuxedo Black with standard Black interior.

Pampered, original car.

P.O.R.

������&KHYUROHW�&RUYHWWH�6SRUWVPDQ��

Red with gorgeous Red interior. 

Matching numbers throughout. 

Fully restored to exact standards.

P.O.R.

RESTORATION OF FINE, EXOTIC AUTOS
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BRIAN CLASSIC & CO Tel: +44 (0) 1565 830423 www.brianclassiccars.com

This is just a selection of our current stock. Others include; BMW 328, Bentley S1 Continental Park Ward , Porsche 356SC, Alfa Romeo 1750SS, AC Ace.

1925 Vauxhall 30/98 Wensum. OE207.
The ex. Meeson/Munday Brooklands Gold Star winner.

Meticulously rebuilt to concours standards by well-known

specialists. Stupendous performance with looks to match.

1947 HRG 1100.
Extensive competition history from new. Fabulous history fle

including original sales paperwork, period racing photo’s and

trophies. Same family ownership for last 50 years.

1954 Frazer Nash Le Mans Replica.
Ex. Bill Roberts, campaigned by him for over 30 years in 

Nash Club events. Recently fully race prepared by Blakeney 

Motorsoprt at huge expense and now must be the quickest Le 

Mans Rep around.

1961 Porsche 356B T6 Karmann Hardtop Coupe.
One of fewer than 600 ‘Notchbacks’ built on the T6 platform.

Beautifully fnished in Aetna blue with blue trim.

1955 Porsche 356 Pre-A Speedster.
A most charming, early Speedster. One of the last Pre-A

examples. Previous owner for 40 years. A great-driving car with

a lovely patina. 

1980 Ferrari 308GTB.
Rare & desirable dry sump model. Stunning colour combination. 

Full Classiche documentation.
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1955 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint Series 1 1958 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider 750D SWB

1968 Alfa Romeo 1300 Junior Spider 1991 Alfa Romeo Spider S4
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Lutterworth, Leicestershire

T: +44 (0)116 240 2115 M: +44 (0)7967 649 761 classiccars-international.com Email: willie@gilbertson-hart.co.uk

Vehicles similar to the above always wanted for cash, purchase outright or sale or return. Sales undertaken.

1923 Rolls-Royce 20hp.
Believed to be unique as the only example with coachwork by Hamshaws of Leicester, 
this 20hp has been in collections in Leicestershire all it’s life. Finished in primrose yellow 
with green wings & brown hide interior with a very rare 3 speed, centre change gearbox. 

Please email or call for further details.

1934 Rolls Royce Phantom II Open All Weather Dual Cowl Tourer
With coachwork in the style of Brewster. Fitted with overdrive, this unbelievable Phantom II 
has been the subject of an extensive restoration. It has been used extensively on European 
rallies and is in ready to go anywhere condition. A once in a lifetime opportunity. Ready 

for serious Rallies & exciting tours. Please call or email for more detailed information.

1960 BENTLEY S2 CONTINENTAL SPORTS SALOON Coachwork by JAMES YOUNG 
Finished in Windsor Blue with Red hide interior plus the unusual feature of a sunroof.
Substantial history including celebrity ownership. The last word in Gran Turismo 
continental motoring. Beautifully maintained with substantial restoration history on 

fi le. Ready for Summer fun excursions. Please call or email for further information.

1958 Bentley SI
1958 Bentley S1 Continental with elegant 4 door coach work by JamesYoung. Finished 
in shell grey with blue/grey hide interior. This extremely rare James Young Continental 
not only sports 4 door Flying Spur delicate coach lines but also benefi ts from a 
sunroof. The Continental is supported by a comprehensive history fi le. Please call for 

information. Priced at £185,950

1960 Bentley S2
Finished in midnight blue this S2 has benefi tted from a body off restoration costing 
£130,000.00 plus. Unusual features include a sunroof & an art deco headlight 

confi guration.Constructive offers invited. Please call or email for further details.

1972 Rolls Royce Corniche, Fixed head coupe.
Finished in Deep burgundy/Regal red with Black hide interior. Benefi tting from 
a factory metal sunroof. Vast expenditure to keep this cherished, rare, vastly 
appreciating, 2 door, 70’s icon in ready to go anywhere condition. An unmissable 

opportunity. Please call or email for more information.

1949 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith
With striking elegant sweeping coachwork by H J Mulliner in black and ivory with tan 
interior.  Has been in the last ownership for 36 years.  Sale due to advancing years and 

priced accordingly.  Please call or email for further details.

1959 Jaguar XK150 3.4 Litre Coupe
Extensive known history fi le & limited ownership from new. This car has seen little use 
in recent years & is extremely genuine & original. Finished in british racing green with 

sage green hide upholstery. Please call or email for further details.
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www.schuttenbach-automobile.de | www.mirbach.de

C.F. MIRBACH GmbH & Co. KG
Schuttenbach Automobile GmbH & Co. KG

Gutenbergstraße 11
85646 Anzing bei München

Exclusive cars at

Schuttenbach & Mirbach

For decades Schuttenbach and Mirbach Automobile stands for exclusive vehicles - whether

vintage cars, modern-era classics, sports cars and classic cars. Our experts provide you

with professional advise on your dream car or make you an offer for the tender restoration of your

assic car, sports cars and classic cars.

us in Anzing near Munich or on...

schuttenbach-automobile.de & www.mirbach.de
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LOTUS ELAN + 2 ‘S’ 130/S.
Beautiful in Lagoon Blue with Oatmeal interior. Originally sent to Jersey then re-
imported in 1977. The Cam had a full restoration by Ken Myers using as many
original factory components as possible. The car was to form part of a large “Lotus
Collection”. Having had a couple of previous owners, we purchased most of this
collection and we subsequently sold this car to a local man and it has now had
all the right Mods to make this a very usable reliable machine but still retains the
original Lotus Flavour. Needs to belong to a new cossetting owner. The interest
in Elan + 2 are now increasing dramatically. An exceptional car for only £27,950.

LOTUS ELAN S2 DHC.

Here we have a lovely example of an Elan S2 Drophead in Red. It’s been

completely restored by it’s previous owner - New body shell, New Lotus

Chassis - a “Factory Fresh” running in mileage only! Comes with the

private number plate. £47,500.

LOTUS ELAN S2 LTD EDITION NUMBER 79.
Beautifully presented in Calypso Red. Formally property of Lotus factory
employee, the car features many desirable features including a superbly re
trimmed interior. We have just fitted a new headgasket, a cambelt and done
a full service. Not the usual tired example, this car is a cracker! £12,950.

LOTUS ELAN FHC.
Sprint for sale in one of our favourite colours Pistachio over white. This
example would grace any collection. It had the whole car re-built in April
2014 by ourselves. A stunning example ready for summer events. £55,000.

LOTUS ELAN S3 FHC.
Resplendent in BRM Team colours paint by Option One. Spyder chassis.
Tony Thompson Big Bore Exhaust, FIA Roll Bar. Re-trimmed interior.
Replacement Dashboard. This is a very good car for only £35,000.

LOTUS ELISE SPORT 135R.

Ok collectors, look at me! I am one of the only 126 - 135R’s built by Lotus

Motorsport and just 50 were in Mirage Silver Mica - I am the very last! Purchased

by Paul Matty Sports Cars from my first owner having covered just 2,000 Miles I

was cosited in a carpeted garage from new. I was then sold to a lady in Scotland

where I was transported to another house to Slumber. I have now covered just

2,500 miles. I scrub up to look like new! Please someone buy me! I will not

disappoint! £26,750.

The UK’s largest Lotus parts stockist. Please call us for all your part requirements.
Bromsgrove, B60 1DE. Email: enquiries@paulmattysportscars.co.uk  •  www.paulmattysportscars.co.uk

TELEPHONE 01527 835656

LOTUS CARS URGENTLY REQUIRED!
Please try us for an immediate, courteous quote – Nationwide collection service.

Please call Paul or Kate in sales on 01527 835 656, or email sales@paulmattysportscars.co.uk for 

Í %16591.&�%1..'%6145�%#45�Í

**STOCK REQUIRED** - If you have an interesting Vintage or Classic car you wish to sell, please contact us.

+������������������� $KDWT[��)NQWEGUVGTUJKTG��'PINCPF YYY�EQVUYQNFECTU�EQO

1928 Aston Martin 1½ Litre Standard Sports
1928 London Motor Show car, ex-Maharaja of Patiala, fully restored 

by Ecurie Bertelli

1956 Jaguar XK140 Roadster - £125,000
Rebuilt to lightweight spec by CKL Developments, Blueprinted 3.8 

Litre engine, perfect fast road/rally car

1932 Aston Martin Works Team Car - LM8
Works entry for 1932 Le Mans, 7th overall & Rudge Cup winner, 

current ownership since 1955

1960 Austin Healey 3000 Mk1 - £65,000
Restored by ‘Mr. Big Healey’ John Chatham, older restoration in lovely 

condition, original colours



When did you last see a rust-free Ritmo (sold as the Strada in the UK)? RPS 
found this in Italy, couldn’t resist it and drove it back from Milan. It didn’t miss 
a beat, the little 1049 ohc ‘Brazil’ motor no doubt at A-sharp all the way.

It is a timewarp car, albeit repainted in its original Grigio Jet Grey recently. 
There are a few runs and a couple of bubbles on top of the left front wing, plus 
some light surface rusting just starting on the bottom edges of the doors, but 
it appears entirely free from serious rot. The engine bay is incredibly clean, still 
with its original paint plus factory stickers, and the rubber floor mat is intact, 
now protected by overmats. The dashboard plastics are not warped or cracked, 
and the rear parcel shelf is in place. The 13,337km shown is the third time 
around the clock, meaning about 133,000 miles, but you’d never know.

The bad bits? The headlining is a bit wrinkled and coming adrift at the edges, 
though repairable, the passenger seat vinyl is split and there are a couple of 
cracks in the driver’s seat. The left rear doorhandle is broken but there’s a new 
one coming. There’s one tiny ding in the left rear door and the front bumper 
moulding has a repaired crack under the right headlight. The wheels aren’t 
original – it sits on a set of Mirafiori rims, which suit it and give a super stance 
– although a set of factory sculpted steels will be included. It’s shod with a 
2014-dated set of Nokian tyres, almost unworn, although there’s no spare. It 
was serviced before it left Italy, so fluids are still clean and to the right levels. 
It’s not clear if that included a cambelt, but changing it looks like a quick job.

It fires with a rasp from the exhaust but is mechanically quiet and a hoot to 
drive. You have to wring its neck to keep up on dual carriageways, but when it 
gets there it seems happy at 120-130kph. The synchros in the four-speed ’box 
are all good and the brakes nice and firm, although it jinks to the right when you 
lift off – whether from ’80s-style unequal-length driveshafts or worn suspension 
bushes we’re not sure. It’s sold with MoT to August and RPS would like to turn it 
into a rally car – it’s what they do – but we’d be tempted to leave it just as it is.

SUMMARY
EXTERIOR 
Fresh paint with a few runs and 
a little underside surface rust
INTERIOR 
Floor mat intact; seats and 
headlining repairable
MECHANICALS 
Tiny ohc motor feels 
indestructible; some torquesteer
VALUE ++++++++,,
For Quirky and appealing…
Against …unless you don’t ‘get’ it
SHOULD I BUY IT? 
Rare but eminently usable and puts a 
smile on your face even when parked. 
We found it hard to walk away

Case histories
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FIAT RITMO 60L
Year of manufacture 1979 Recorded mileage 13,337km 

Asking price £5000 Vendor Rally Preparation Services, Witney, Oxfordshire; 
tel: 01993 358009; https://rpsrally.com

WHEN IT WAS NEW
Price L4,608,000 Max power 60bhp Max torque 58lb ft 

0-60mph 16.5 secs Top speed 90mph Mpg 32

We test the classics that you can b y
Gavin McGuire’s

Fine Automobiles
Telephone/Fax 0044 (0) 1892 770310
Mobile Phone 0044 (0) 7770 316482
E-Mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com

Web site www.gavinmcguire.co.uk
Junction 6 on the M25 Motorway

Just 70 minutes from Dover
20 minutes from Gatwick

All of my cars are on
www.gavinmcguire.co.uk

1928 Riley 9 Mk 1 Drophead 
Coupe £31,950

1927 Crossley 20.9hp Fabric 
Saloon £34,950

1901 Georges Richard 8hp Twin 
£155,000

1912 Mors 12/15hp Tourer 
 £32,500

1935 Lagonda M35R Sports 
Tourer  £127,500

1930 Riley 9 Mk 1V 2/4 Seat 
Tourer £17,950

1922 Wolseley 7hp Twin Cylinder  
£19,250

1920 Humber 15.9hp Tourer 
£36,500

1969 Jaguar E Type 4.2 Litre 
£65,000  

1948 Bristol 400 Sports Coupe 
£44,950
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2016 Porsche 911R
The ultimate 911. 85 miles since 
new. Optioned in the rare color 
combination of black over black, 
with $35,000 in options. One 
of the few limited edition cars 
celebrating the 1967 911R.

1958 Porsche Speedster
What concours dreams look 

like. The recipient of a show 
winning, full mechanical and 
cosmetic concours restora-
tion. Matching engine, transmis-

sion, and body panels.

1970 Porsche 911T
Concours-level cosmetic and 
concours restoration. Only 2,454 
miles since restoration. Engine 
upgraded to 2.4 liters. Rare 
deep offset 6” Fuchs, with 
3-spoke wooden steering wheel. 

1963 Mercedes 300SL
The second to last 300SL 

ever built. Rare all-alloy 
engine. Complete with Mercedes 
=HUWLÀ�NDW��DQG�)DKU]HXJ�'DWD�FDUG��

original hardtop, luggage, books, 
tools, spare and jack.

1957 Austin Healey 100-6
A beautifully restored example of 
the BN4 Big Healey. One of the 
ast Longbridge cars, this 100-6 is 
eligible for premiere vintage 
motoring events like the 
California Mille.

1993 Mercedes 500E
Only 32,829 original miles 

on this hand made, Porsche built 
super sedan. One of 1,596 built in 
1993. Complete with books, sales 

brochure, and service records. 
Mechanically serviced 

1973 Dino 246GT
'LQR·V�,WDOLDQ�9��PLG�HQJLQHG�PDV�
terpiece. 34,386 original miles. 
Optioned with A/C, leather 
interior, power windows and 
special metallic paint. Well 
preserved and mostly original.

Investment Quality Automobiles • Restoration & Vintage Racing Service • Motorsports Museum

canepa.com

00+1.831.430.9940

To see more information on our inventory above and all of 

our other inventory for sale, visit us at canepa.com

Want to learn more?

Ex Works Jupiter R1 1951. A Le Mans class winning car in 1952
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PORSCHE • JAGUAR • FERRARI • MERCEDES • ASTON MARTIN

OVER 60 VEHICLES IN STOCK • CURRENT INVENTORY ONLINE

Call or stop by in Southern California:  1665 Babcock Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Tel: 949-650-4718 • info@europeancollectibles.com • www.europeancollectibles.com

We have been producing Concours show winners for over 30 years. 

the classic of your dreams at 
European Collectibles.

From concours winning showcars to 
daily drivers, we have the perfect classic for you.

BUY, SELL, CONSIGN, RESTORE

1959 Devin SS: One of three proto-
types built, an amazing example.

1956 Porsche 356A Super Speedster: 
Matching #s, excellent condition!

1964 Porsche 356SC Cabriolet: 
Champaign Yellow/Blk. 2 to choose.

1968 Porsche 912 Coupe: Tangerine/
Blk, 2 avail, all orig, fully restored.

1989 Porsche Speedster: All original 
w/ 19k miles.

1973 Porsche 911 RS Coupe:
Jade Green/Black.

WWW.VSOC.NL

Contact: Alex von Mózer
VSOC Mme Curiestraat 8 Sassenheim The Netherlands, www.vsoc.nl
Phone +31 252 218 980 Fax +31 252 218 981 e-mail: info@vsoc.nl

Alfa Giulietta Spider 1960
Alfa Giulia 1600 Sprint 1962
Aston Martin DB 4 S5 Vantage 
Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3 1964
BMW M635 Csi 1986 143’km
BMW Z1 1992
BMW Z8 2001 56’km

Ferrari 250 GT Lusso 1964

Ferrari 365 GT 2+2 1970

Ferrari 550 Maranello 2000 67’km

Jaguar XK 150 DHC 4.2 litre 1959

Lancia Aprilia S1 1938

Maserati Quattroporte 1965 

Mercedes 380 SL 1985 19’mls/32’km

Mille Miglia cars; several available ASK

Porsche 911 3.2 Targa 1986

Porsche 993 Carrera 4 1995

Sunbeam Alpine 1961

Triumph TR2 1954 longdoor

More interesting cars we have available: 

VSOC works as a consultant for acquisition and sales on behalf of discerning enthusiasts since 1992. Call us to discuss your wishes!

Alfa Romeo 6c 2500 SS Pininfarina Cabriolet Series 1 1948 
excellent restored condition.

Bentley 3-4 1/2 Litre Le Mans 1923 
TT chassis, proper 4 1/2 Litre engine, beautifully presented in 

detail.
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^^ �̂Q\Z[PUIHURZ�JVT

1954 MG TF 1250 Roadster LHD, £19,995 2000 Aston Martin DB7 Vantage RHD, £19,995 1992 Peugeot 205 CTi RHD, £17,995 2001 Mercedes-Benz CL600 Coupe RHD, £7,995

1972 Ferrari 365 GTC/4 Coupe LHD, £299,995 2009 Rolls-Royce Phantom Coupe RHD, £134,995

1988 Ferrari 412 Auto RHD, £39,995 1995 Lotus Esprit S4S RHD, £34,995

1970 Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona “Plexiglass” RHD, £599,995

1966 Maserati Quattroporte I LHD, £59,995

1973 Ferrari 246 GTS Dino RHD, £374,995

1973 Iso Lele Coupe RHD, £49,995
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www.oselli.comvisit our web site for more information visit our web site for more information

CLASSIC &
SPORTS CARS

01993 849610Oselli Engineering est 1962

Check out our web site for all Aston Martin and other cars for sale

1969 Aston Martin DBS 6 Vantage

Finished in Silver Blue with Navy trim. Massive history file mainly

with the factory at Newport Pagnell.  Very original car with 79,000

and 5 owners from new.  £135,000

2006 Aston Martin V8 Vantage

Finished in Onyx Black with Beige leather trim, 6 speed manual

gearbox car with just 38,000 miles and full dealer service 

history.  £38,950

1960 MGA Roadster

Oselli Sebring Graduate specification. We can build one to your 

body colour and trim choice and the spec includes a 1950cc engine 

and 5 speed gearbox at a guide price of  £42,950

1968 Aston Martin DBS

Six cylinder coupe with manual gearbox. Very rare original left hand 

drive car, restoration and engine build history.  £180,000

2001 Aston Martin DB7 Vantage Volante

Finished in silver Blue metallic with Black trim and Black hood. 

52,000 miles with full service history.  £39,950

1979 Aston MartinV8Volante

Finished in Light Blue with Beige trim piped Dark Blue with dark 

blue carpets and mohair hood. Huge history file with engine rebuild, 

repaint, suspension and six speed manual box.  £199,000

All cars are in excellent condition and are listed on Car and Classic website (using the keywords Sledmore Cars).

Contact John Sledmore:

sledmorecars@gmail.com    M. 07968 056464

Ferrari 348 Spyder, 1994, RHD, Blue Chiaro/
Grigio leather, 43,450 mls, FSH.  

£70,000

Ferrari 456 GTA, 1997, RHD, silver/red,  
20,939 mls. FSH.  

£60,000

Mercedes Benz 190 SL, 1961, LHD, black/
magnolia hide and double duck hood & bag, 

200 mls. Fully restored. £130,000

BMW 2000 CS Coupe, 1968, manual, RHD, 
orange/black, 54,430 mls. Original service 

records. £25,000

Alfa Romeo 2000 Touring Spyder, 1961, LHD, dark
blue/red hide & black mohair hood, 25,100 km.
Original with F.I.A historic registration. £100,000

Ferrari 308 GTB, 1978, LHD, Rosso Chiaro/beige
hide and black inserts, 51,000 mls. Original with 

Ferrari Classiche Certificate. £80,000

Ferrari 348 GTB, 1990, LHD, rosso red/black 
trim, 78,389 km. Huge history file with Ferrari 

specialists. £45,000

Jaguar E Type SIII Roadster, 1972, manual, 
blue/black, 72,375 mls. FSH.  

£85,000

Ford Thunderbird, V8, 1957, manual, LHD, red/red & 
white trim and whitewalls, 53,000 mls. Imported to UK 

in 2011 after a comprehensive U.S. restoration. £45,000

Lancia Fulvia Zagato Coupe, 1.3, 1970, RHD, red/black, 
47,950 mls. FSH and a comprehensive restoration,  

Peter Pompili Trophy winner. £35,000

Alfa 2600 Sprint Bertone Coupe, 1963, LHD, 
blue/red, 92,373 km, nut & bolt restoration. 

£35,000

Lancia Flaminia Convertible, 2.7, 1963, LHD, red/
brown trim & black hood, 79,000 km. Original,

F.I.A. historic passport. £190,000

Volvo P1800E, 1972, manual, RHD, light bronze/
black, 46,450 mls. One of just 62 UK cars, concourse 
nut & bolt restoration, photographic portfolio. £45,000 

Porsche 928 GTS, 1994, manual, RHD, silver/
black, 118,000 mls. Documented service history. 

£85,000

Mercedes-Benz 420 SL, 1988, dark blue/grey, 
75,000 mls. FSH, fitted hard top.  

£35,000
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1954 Jaguar XK120 FHC  |  £ P.O. A .contact@sammillerltd.com   |   www.sammillerltd.com   |   +44 7808 571 583   |          sammillerltd

GARAGE DETHURENS SA
+41227561158  •  dethurens.sa@sunrise.ch 
www.teamgaragedethurens.ch   •   Switzerland

Original sunlit gold color, documented, matching

numbers, big block 428 ci, C6 automatic, factory 10

spoke wheels, assisted front disc brakes, concours

restoration, repertoried in the Shelby registry, FIVA pass.

1969 Pontiac GTO 400 ci

1972 Ford Torino 351 ci

1984 Camaro pro street 555 ci

1998 Porsche 911 Carrera 3.4 L

1990 Cadillac Allante

2002 Corvette  LS1

2005 Porsche 3.8 Carrera S

1967 Chevrolet Camaro 350 SS

Original lime green color, documented, 289 Hi Po 

engine, manual gearbox, factory wheels, assisted front 

disc brakes, beautiful restoration, repertoried in the 

Shelby registry, FIVA pass.

1968 Shelby GT 500

Other vehicles for sale:

1967 Shelby GT 350 

VINTAGE CARS
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Ferrari 250 GT/L Lusso 1964
Matching numbers, low mileage, interesting history including California and Switzerland, long-term ownerships 

in significant collections, Marcel Massini documented.

For sale direct from private owner in UK • Tel: +44 (0) 7730 911308 • E: veloce400@aol.com

One of the most beautiful Ferraris ever built, designed by Pininfarina, constructed by 
Scaglietti, Lussos were destined to be owned by serious enthusiasts such as Steve 
McQueen and Eric Clapton. Similar 3-litre Colombo V12 Tipo 168 engine, 2400mm 
wheelbase and chassis as incorporated in the legendary 250 SWB and GTO for excellent 

performance and handling, together with luxury.

Extensive mechanical overhaul just completed by Ferrari specialists including engine, 
suspension, steering, brakes, electrics, fuel system, cooling system. Carburettors re-

built, new clutch, flywheel, tyres and exhaust system.

History file including old California title copy, current UK V5 registration document and 
MoT certificate, invoices. Originally Oro Chiaro (Italver 19410M), a rare Ferrari colour of 

light gold metallic, with black leather, changed to red with tan around 1988.

Excellent condition throughout, believed to have covered only 25,500kms from new, and 
one of only 350 built of the final model in the 250GT series.

SE L L I NG PR IC E: C H F 69 0 0 0. – S E L L I NG  PR IC E :  C H F  1 29  0 0 0. –

JAGUA R 

M K  I I  3 . 8  S A LO ON  1963

Swiss delivery, in last ownership for 32 years, fully restored,  
outstanding condition

ROL LS  ROYC E 

S I LV E R  W R A I T H  S A LO ON  1952

Highly authentic car, in last ownership since 1977, 3 owners overall,  
extensive history documentation

C A R S  FOR  S A L E

FURTHER CARS IN STOCK:

Aston Martin DB4 Convertible 1962 / Aston Martin Virage Volante 1993 / Aston Martin V8 Volante 1998 / Aston Martin Vanquish S 2006 / Daimler Double Six 
1987 / Ferrari 308 GTSi Quatrovalvole 1983 / Ferrari 308 GTBi Quatrovalvole 1983 / Jaguar XK120 OTS 1951 / Jaguar XK150 3.4 S FHC 1960 / Jaguar Mk II 2.4 
Saloon 1964 / Jaguar E-Type Serie 1 ½ Roadster 1968 / Jaguar XJ V12 HE 1985 / Jaguar XJ-S V12 Cabriolet 1990 / Maserati Ghibli 4.7 Coupé 1970 / Sunbeam S80 
Motorrad 1950

 
We are always interested to buy cars for our stock. Please do not hesitate to contact us for inquiries or assistance:  
philip.ringier@emilfreyclassics.ch, +41 62 788 79 22, www.emilfreyclassics.ch



This Lagonda, still wearing its original – and very elegant – in-house, Frank
Feeley-designed body, wasn’t registered until 1937, so may have been
a dealer demonstrator before being sold to the first owner.

From 1969 until 2004 it was in Canada, then repatriated by Andrew
Brackenbury, a distant relative of Charles Brackenbury, the garage owner
and former Lagonda works driver. It was restored between then and 2007 by
Trevor Hirst, returning to its original colour of silver with blue upholstery and
hood (which was the final item, costing £4k). Although it was subsequently
toured all over Europe it remains in splendid order; body, chrome and paint are
all excellent, with a couple of light dings in the headlights under the plating.
The tyres are Ensigns with plenty of tread and don’t look very old.

The leather is lightly creased, instruments are all good and matching, and
the windscreen folds flat, a nice touch which exposes the aeroscreens. There’s
a Clayton heater under the dashboard, too, and a tonneau cover in the boot.

The motor, which is one of the first WO Bentley-improved Sanction 3
Meadows 41/2s, is clean with no apparent leaks and completely standard apart
from the addition of an electric fan in 2010. The double-ended SU fuel pump
looks fairly new. Coolant is up to the top of the radiator and the oil is cleanish.

It starts easily, with a hand throttle to aid warming through, and is easy
to conduct, although at low speeds the steering is a touch ponderous, soon
getting lighter as you accelerate. It’s still got a centre throttle, but the synchro
gearbox means one less thing to concentrate on. There’s plenty of torque from
low revs (the rev counter didn’t work when we drove it) and it’s very smooth and
quiet. The brakes pull to the left a little and the semaphore indicators don’t
work, but there are flashing indicators. The ammeter shows charge and oil
pressure is almost 60psi when warm, with the temperature gauge just cracked
off the stop. It will be sold with a large history file, including period photos,
plus a record of the restoration and a Lagonda Club instruction book.

SUMMARY
EXTERIOR
Very good paint and chrome
INTERIOR
Leather just settling in
MECHANICALS
All rebuilt
VALUE++++++++,,
For Splendid wafter
Against Heavy low-speed steering –
but they’re all like that, Sir
SHOULD I BUY IT?
If you’re after a grand grand tourer,
this must be one of the most
attractive and appealing. It feels
as if it would circumnavigate the
globe with no problem at all

Case histories

July 2018   Classic & Sports Car   251

LAGONDA LG45
Year of manufacture 1936 Recorded mileage 27,822 

Asking price £280,000 Vendor Robert Glover, Bicester Heritage; 
tel: 01869 244255; https://robertglover-ltd.com

WHEN IT WAS NEW
Price £1050 Max power 150bhp Max torque n/a
0-50mph 12.6 secs Top speed 104mph Mpg 16

We test the classics that you can buy
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THOROUGHBRED MOTORCARS

68+ great cars currently in our Gladstone showroom.

1960 BENTLEY JAMES YOUNG

CONTINENTAL S-II SALOON. Rare (one of
36), sold new to Sir Egbert Cadbury of

Chocolate fame. Beautiful Garnet body with
as-new natural tan Connolly hides. 41,437

miles. $185,000.

1962 CORVETTE “FUELIE” ROADSTER. An
original and correct Southern California fac-
tory fuel-injected car Flawless body, excel-
lent factory hard top, convertible top and
interior. Full history. Drives unbelievably

well. 61,078 miles $117,500.

1954 JAGUAR XK-120SE ROADSTER. 

Fabulous car in red w/ tan leather and 
chrome wire wheels. A matching #s factory
“SE” which drives fabulously well and pres-

ents as well as it drives. $125,000.

1935 ROLLS-ROYCE 20/25  TOURING

LIMOUSINE.  Gorgeous and fully restored
original coachwork by Arthur Mulliner.

19” wire wheels with side-mounted spare,
rear-mounted trunk. 425 miles since

restoration. $53,000.

1963 MB 220SE CABRIOLET. California
1-owner car before fully restored & brought

here by its 2nd owner in ‘71. Unusually
optioned w/ 4 bucket seats & factory

“Kuhlmeister” a/c. Magnificent thruout, Original
manuals, tools, etc. 70,348 mi. $125,000.

1999 LAMBORGHINI DIABLO VT RDSTR. Rare 
(1 of 100), late production (9/99). Very careful 

local owner for 16 years.  Nearly flawless, 
all-original, Titanium w/ black leather piped light 

grey. 8,237 mi. $273,500.

1986 PORSCHE 911 CARRERA CABRIOLET.  

A gorgeous car in black with black top, 
Cashmere leather, factory 16” alloy wheels 
and 5-speed transmission.  Sold and ser-

viced by us. 72,747 miles. $46,500. 

1963 THUNDERBIRD “M” SERIES CONVT. 
Rare original “M-Code” convertible - 390 
cu.in. w/ factory  3X2 barrel carbs, parade 
boot, Kelsey-Hayes wire wheels. National 
First Place winner, magnificent! $65,000. 

WE LOVE INTERESTING CARS AND OFFER THE FOLLOWING FROM 

AMONG OUR CURRENT SELECTION OF MORE THAN 60 GREAT EXAMPLES

URGENTLY REQUIRED - CARS SIMILAR TO ABOVE - IMMEDIATE DECISION AND PAYMENT

info@svs-ltd.com
www.svs-ltd.com

0161 789 0504
07958 329443

1930 Standard Swallow Big 9 2 door sports saloon RHD. Very rare. Barn find for complete 

restoration.

1966 Fiat Abarth 1000 OTS LHD. UK Reg. Set up for rally/fast road, period Campagnolo mag alloys, 

rally seats. Magnificent.

1966 Alfa Romeo Duetto Spider Boat Tail series 1 LHD. Rosso black trim. Magnificent condition.

1995 Porsche 993 Carrera 2 Triptronic RHD. Guards red, black hide. 78K miles. Full Porsche service

history with large document/invoice file, handbook, service book and tools. Absolutely Mint!

1960 190SL Roadster LHD. Metallic blue, contrasting trim and hood. Excellent condition. Older 

restoration ready to use.

1988 Maserati SI Biturbo coupe. LHD. Manual. 1,000 KM only, virtually as new. Probably the lowest 

mileage Biturbo in the world.

2002 Ferrari 456 M GT. Manual. RHD. 1 of only 33 cars. 22K miles. F.S.H. 2 owners only. Supplied new 

by Maranello to Eric Clapton. Mint condition.

1973 Model Porsche 911 T-E Coupe manual LHD. Silver, black trim. Competition interior. Totally rust 

free.

1961 Jaguar Mk II 3.8 litre Auto saloon. LHD. Black with burgundy hide. Many upgrades, 4 speed

auto box. Restored by CMC. Magnificent condition.

1959 Fiat O.S.C.A 1500S Coupe RHD. Grigio Titanio with black hide. Borrani wires. Total restoration.

Award winner. Absolutely stunning.

1965 Fiat 1200S OSI Coupe LHD. Rosso. Total restoration to concours standard. 1 of only 70 coupes

built. Absolutely magnificent condition.

1964 Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider. LHD. UK Reg. Probably the finest available worldwide.

1964 Jaguar E-Type 3.8 FHC. RHD. UK car. Multi concours winner inc Benson & Hedges 1988 and

1990 JDC best in class plus more.

1981 Rolls Corniche Convertible 5000 series RHD. Caribbean blue, beige hide. 22,000 miles only.

Mint condition, probably the best available.
1964 Fiat O.S.C.A 1600S Spyder LHD. Hard and soft tops. Restored. Very 
stylish and very rare.

1976 Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 Manual LHD. Verde Metallizzato, tan hide. Delivered 
new in Italy and totally restored in 2013/14 to concours standard by 
Automobile Tricolore. 1 of only 416 LHD examples built with 5 speed manual 
box. Complete with service book, handbook, workshop manual plus a 

Ferrari 250 Pontoon Testarossa Recreation. Recently completed using a UK 
RHD Ferrari donor car with an alloy body to a very high specification with 
fantastic performance and handling. Absolutely stunning.

SOLD
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Gaël REGENT +33 6 26 48 61 71

Guillaume LE METAYER +33 6 62 11 94 73

cars@historiccars.fr / www.historiccars.fr / Paris showroom by appointement

1966 PORSCHE CARRERA 61958 LISTER KNOBBLY JAGUAR 1962 ALFA ROMEO SZ CODA TRONCA

1964 1C COBRA 1974 TRIUMPH DOLOMITE SPRINT EX SPA 241954 FRAZER NASH COUPE

CL A SSIC  & MODERN JAGUAR 

S A L E S  &  E N G I N E E R I N G

of Guildford

WINSPEED MOTORSPORT LTD

148 Broad Street, Wood Street Village, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BJ

enquiries@winspeedmotorsport.com - www.winspeedmotorsport.com

01483 537 706 - 07831 164 460

Jaguar C-Type All Alloy Bodied Replica
With all aluminium body by Shapecraft in 
BRG with Suede Green trim. 4.2 Litre Triple 
SU XK engine. Jaguar 4-speed Manual with 
Overdrive. IRS. Professionally constructed. Able 
to accommodate taller drivers. Immaculate and 
amongst the best on the market. On the button 
and ready to go! £110,000.00 

1964 JAGUAR E-Type Series 1 3.8 Roadster
Cream with Blue trim. Matching numbers, UK, 
Right Hand Drive. 5-Speed box. A scintillating 
example supplied, developed and maintained 
by WinSpeed. Very quick and amongst the 
best available. Sensible upgrades and very 
well proven. A rare opportunity to acquire an 
extremely genuine 3.8 Litre E-Type in which 
we have every confi dence. £170,000.00 

FOR COMPLETION OF RENOVATION

1958 JAGUAR XK150 ROADSTER

An excellent opportunity to acquire an example of this most elegant

XK150 Roadster for completion of renovation to your Specifi cation.

Please call for details and discuss, or view on our website

www.winspeedmotorsport.com

1973 Jaguar E-Type Series 3 V12 
Manual Roadster
Solent Blue/ Blue trim. Ex US example 
converted in 1980. Excellent structure 
and panel fi t. Good history fi  le. Ready 
to use and enjoy. Call for more details. 
£75,000.00 

1967 JAGUAR E-Type Series 1½ 
Roadster
Carmen Red with new Biscuit 
trim. Matching numbers UK car. 
Very rare. Superb example with 
WinSpeed engine and maintained by 
ourselves. Very good history indeed. 
£135,000.00 
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1965 PORSCHE 356 SC:  Rare sunroof model, 
numbers matching, drives excellent. $129,000

1966 SHELBY GT350:   SAAC Registry Car, Driver Quality, 
Excellent Entry to GT350 Ownership. $129,950

1987 PORSCHE 930:  5,600 miles, all original, 
sunroof, no excuses. P.O.R.

1983 RENAULT R5 TURBO 2:  Original German Delivery, 
Recent Cosmetic & Mechanical Updating, 38K mi. P.O.R.

Seeking Quality Consignments • Issaquah, Washington • USA

001 206-355-7727 • Jason@nweuro.com • www.nweuro.com

GHOST MOTOR WORKS LTD
Exclusively Rolls Royce and Bentley

We now offer a full transportation service that can professionally move your vehicle anywhere in the UK

40 Rolls Royce and Bentley’s for sale now
LANDWAY FARM, BASTED LANE, CLAYGATE CROSS, KENT, TN15 8PY, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE: 01732 886002 www.ghostmotors.co.uk    CARS WANTED

1997 Bentley Turbo R LWB. Peacock Blue,
Light tan hide interior 110,000 miles. Known
to us for 15 years.  Excellent service history.
A fantastic late example with many factory
options. One of the last 10 built. Many
thousands spent Head gaskets replaced. New
pistons and liners. £15,000

1980 ROLLS ROYCE SILVER SHADOW 
II. Finished in Exeter Blue with Magnolia 
hide Interior. Covered 78,000 miles Full and 
FRPSUHKHQVLYH� KLVWRU\� ¿OH�� ,QYRLFHV� IURP�
new. A stunning Silver Shadow. £26,500

1961 Bentley S2 Continental Flying Spur
by H.J Mulliner Cardinal Red Magnolia
piped Red interior. 68,000 miles Known to
XV� IRU�PDQ\� \HDUV�� ([FHOOHQW� KLVWRU\� ¿OH� $
stunning example of the scarce and much sort
classic. £145,000

1909 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost 40/50HP
TOURER. Finished in Black and Green.
Black hide interior. Last owner for 52 years.
Previously owned by Hurburt Scott-Paine of
Supermarine. A highly sought example, fresh
to the market after over 50 years. £1,300,00

1996 (’97) Bentley Brooklands. LWB Light 
3UHVVXUH�7XUER�¿QLVKHG� LQ�2FHDQ�0LFD�ZLWK�
magnolia interior piped blue. 76,000 miles. 
4 Former keepers. Full service history Light 
Pressure Turbo 300 BHP model. Long Wheel 
base. Picnic tables and electric rear seats. 
£18,000

1964 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud III. Finished
in Shell over Tudor Grey with Tan hide
interior Covered just 67,000 miles Excellent
KLVWRU\ ¿OH� %XLOG VKHHWV DQG RULJLQDO
handbook. Just 2 owners from new. Truly
outstanding condition. £80,000

1959 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud II. Finished 
in Sand over sable with Tan hide interior. 
Covered 66,900 miles from new having 
had just 1 owner. Full MOT history. Many 
invoices for works carried out. Recent 
mechanical overhaul. Stunning original 
condition. Without doubt one of the very 
¿QHVW�6LOYHU�&ORXGV�RQ�WKH�PDUNHW��£70,000

1998 Bentley Arnage Green Label (Red 
label look alike) Finished in Silver Pearl. 
Magnolia piped Blue interior. Covered 
62,829  4.4 BMW Twin Turbo V8. Picnic 
tables. Electric rear seats. Excellent 
condition. £20,000

1988 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit. Finished 
in Windsor Blue with Parchment hide piped 
Blue. Covered just 16,000 miles from New 
with 1 former keeper. A new Rolls-Royce 
Silver Spirit. £27,500

1947 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith Sedanca
De Ville. Finished in Maroon over Black.
Black hide and Wes of England wool cloth
interior. Totally restored. £100,000 spent. The
best on the market. £85,000

1953 Bentley R Type Lightweight Saloon by 
H J Mulliner with Continental axle. Finished 
in Shell Grey over Tudor grey with Grey hide 
interior. 131,���� PLOHV� ZLWK� ODUJH� KLVWRU\� ¿OH�
including build sheets and original handbook. A 
very scarce ‘Lightweight’ all aluminium Saloon 
with Continental axle and factory glass sun 
roof. £62,000

1985 Bentley Eight ¿QLVKHG� LQ� *HRUJLDQ�
Silver with Light Blue hide and Dark Blue 
piping. 156,000 miles. A very smart useable 
classic Bentley. Sold fully serviced and with 
1 years MOT. £8,500

1979 Bentley T2. Finished in Silver Mink 
with Blue hide interior. 129,000 miles with 
full Specialist service history. A very smart 
T2 with excellent history. £14,500

1934 3 ½ litre Derby Bentley Convertible 
by Park Ward. Finished in Brown and 
Cream with Dark tan hide. Owned by the  
Duke of Grafton. A unique body design, 
special order, one off coachwork. A stunning 
example in exceptional condition. £175,000

1965 Bentley S3 ¿QLVKHG� LQ�0LGQLJKW�%OXH�
with Grey hide interior. Covered 75,000 
miles. Last 30 years in Australia. Recent 
HQJLQH� RYHUKDXO�� 2QH� RI� WKH� ¿QHVW� IRU� VDOH��
£59,000
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T: +44(0) 1625 360 736            www.2bc-automotive.com

1968 Ferrari 365 GT 2+2 LHD. 2017 FOCGB Class concours winner, following 

a complete, ‘2016/’2017 documented restoration. Presented with full Massini 

report and extensive history file. Exceptional value. £299,850

1964 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 4.2L Roadster. Delivered new to the UK market, in single 

ownership since 1979. JDHT certificated & presented with all books, tools etc. The subject 

of a “last-nut-and-bolt”, documented marque specialist rebuild, between July 2014 to 

August 2017 costing £150,000, with 115 miles since. A stunning motorcar. £199,995

2001 Ferrari 360M Coupe UK-supplied, RHD, manual, 21,800 miles, Argento 

Nurburgring exterior, Nero leather interior with “medium”carbon-fibre seating, 

unused schedoni luggage. Complete ownership & service history. £79,995

2006 Ferrari F430 RHD 3,900 miles, 2 previous owners, the last for 11 years. 

Nero Daytona exterior, Daytona crema interior, Nero stitching, leather headlining, 

carbon zone, yellow calipers and Scuderia shields. Complete main dealer 

service history and freshly serviced. £124,850

Paul Bentley Limited
SALES, BROKERAGE & ACQUISITION OF CLASSIC & PERFORMANCE CARS

�)�*VUZ\S[PUN�^PSS�IL�

[YHKPUN�HZ�7H\S�)LU[SL`�

3PTP[LK�MYVT�1\S`������

www.mmc-paris.com
136, Boulevard Suchet - 75016 Paris - m.mhitarian@mmc-paris.fr
Tel: +33 (0)1 46 47 29 29 - Fax +33 (0)1 46 47 29 28

Chelsea Cloisters Garage Offi ce - Sloane Avenue - London SW3 3DL
M: +44(0)7 484 907 054 - T: +44(0) 20 7589 9686

Ferrari 275 GTB /4 1967. Silver with Black

leather Blue carpet. Restored. Classiche Ferrari.

Matching. Fresh engine redone. Just stunning.

Porsche 930 Turbo 1986. Black with black leather.
Only 2 owners with 41 000 kms. Fully restored by

Porsche Centre.

Ferrari 355 Challenge. #104487 Ex Charly White Winning car

in Ferrari UK Challenge. 18,000 kms. Complete restoration
done By Toni Autos in Maranello. Ready to race or to enjoy.

Porsche RS 3.0 L 11/1973. Original and freshly 
restored with complete history and fi le.

Matching engine. 

Porsche 2,4 Targa. 1973. Blue Oxford with original beige 
interior. Paint recently done, new carpets, major service 

done. €180 000

Ferrari BB 512 Carbs. 1980. Red with black leather coming 
out from a Complete restoration. 54 000 kms original 
mileage with a fresh engine done. Absolutely new car. 

Ferrari 275 GTS #8015 1965. Matching. Pino verde 
red interior.
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MASERATI SEBRING SERIES ONE 1963

Rare early edition with headlamps as on the Sebring prototype, later used on the series 2 cars. 

Borrani wirewheels. Triple Weber´s (the org. Lucas injection system will be included).

German papers suplied by a fine TüV report.

For more info and pictures visit www.daytona.dk

Price:  158.000,-£ /179.000,- €

The leading classic car dealer in Scandinavia

Daytona.dk • Phone: +45 40 43 24 02 • Mail: daytona@daytona.dk •  facebook.com/palle.murmann

Please contact us at:
Tel: +1-631-425-1555 e-mail: racer355@aol.com
203 West Hills Road, Huntington Station, New York 11746 USA 

Sales, Service & Restoration of Vintage, Classic & Exotic Automobiles

Up-to-date Inventory and Information at www.AutosportDesigns.com

Sales, Service & Restoration of Vintage, Classic & Exotic Automobiles

Up-to-date Inventory and Information at www.AutosportDesigns.com

FERRARI 330 GTC, 1967, Pino Verde/Tan, Long term 
ownership, Superb in every way, Recently serviced, 
Documented by Massini  $P.O.A.

TOYOTA 2000GT, 1967, Bellatrix Yellow/Black, 1 of 84 
factory LHD, Recent concours repaint, Engine rebuild, 
NOS wheels, Superb provenance having been in the 
ownership by widely acknowledged Toyota 2000GT 
authorities Robert Tkacik and Peter Starr. $P.O.A.

ASTON MARTIN DB5 COUPE, 1965, California Sage
Green/Tan, Recent cosmetic restoration, Fully ser-
viced, Concours condition, Original LHD, 5-speed
manual, Factory air conditioning. $P.O.A.

PORSCHE 356A SUNROOF COUPE, 1957,  Anthracite 
Metallic/Red, 1,750cc Big Bore engine, Original numbers 
matching (also running condition) accompanies the sale, 
Sunroof, Rudge wheels (original not reproduction), Don 
Emory concours restored, Porsche Certificate of 
Authenticity, Mille Miglia Eligible. $P.O.A. 

FERRARI 246 GTS DINO, 1972, Marrone/Tan, 22,000 
MILES FROM NEW!, Documented by Massini, Recently 
serviced, One of the finest Dino’s in existence.  $P.O.A.

FERRARI 365 GT 2+2, 1969, Blue Sera/Red, Restored,
5-speed manual, Factory air conditioning, Factory tools
and jack, Documented by Massini.  $355,000.00

ASTON MARTIN V8 VOLANTE, 1985, Litchfield Black 
met. /Black/Black Everflex top, 35,000 miles from 
new, Auto trans., Prevous Aston collector ownership, 
Recent bare metal repaint to concours standards, 
Superb in every way.  $219,500.00

JAGUAR E-TYPE LIGHTWEIGHT, 1961,  Racing 
Green, All-Alloy body, 1,500 miles from new, factory 
correct Original Lightweight build by RS Panels UK, 
FIA Papers, RS Panels UK is well-known as having 
worked on 8 of the 12 original Lightweight E-Type’s 
during their restorations. $P.O.A.
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Strada e Corsa
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Mario Bernardi
Klassische Automobile GmbH

Sales, Service & Restoration 34346 Hann. Muenden • Welfenstr. 1 • Germany +49 172 691 3028 www.mariobernardi.de

Ferrari 365 GTS/4 Daytona Spyder

Cars in stock

Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider 1962

Ferrari 212 Export Vignale Berlinetta 1951

Ferrari 250 GT Boano 1956

Ferrari 250 GT Pininfarina Coupé 1960

Ferrari 250 GT Cabriolet Serie II 1961

Ferrari 250 GT/L Lusso 1963

Ferrari 330 GT America 1963

Ferrari 275 GTB/2 Longnose 1965

Ferrari 275 GTS 1966

Ferrari 275 GTB/4  1967

Ferrari 330 GTC rosso 1967

Ferrari 330 GTC grigio metallizzato 1968

Ferrari 365 GTS/4 Daytona Spyder 1971

Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona celeste 1972

Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona giallo 1972

Ferrari 365 GTC/4 1972

Ferrari 456 GT 1995

Ferrari 575 Superamerica 2006

Ferrari 430 GT3 2007

Lamborghini Miura P 400 1968

Mercedes 300 SL Roadster 1960



According to the factory test sheets, this square-dashboard Merak was
ordered with black trim instead of chrome, plus Khamsin mirrors. Originally
white, it was supplied new to Germany, then remained in the hands of its
second owner from the mid-’80s until 2016.

It was last painted in the ’80s and must have been stored well, because the
finish is still bright and fresh. Bell Classics has carried out much fettling work
to get it up to scratch, including rebuilding the rear brake calipers and much of
the hydraulics. The wheels have recently been refinished, with new Campagnolo
stickers and centre caps, and a fresh set of the costly Michelin XWX rubber
was fitted about an hour before we drove it. The original wheelbarrow-style
spare remains, under which lie the pumps and gas sphere, for the Merak retains
a good amount of the sister Citroën SM’s hydraulics.

Inside, the leather is all original, with just a bit of shrinking on the seat
shoulders, while the armrest/door pull beadings are lightly worn. Instruments
and dash top are all good and the headlining is excellent. The carpets are
original and good both in the cabin and in the front boot.

It starts easily, silencing the still-operational and strident oil-pressure
warning buzzer and, unlike the ‘bank-of-chainsaws’ cackle of the V6 when it’s
in an SM, this shares its whirry, turbine-like demeanour with an air-cooled 911.
It’s smooth and fast, with a good ride – and those super-sharp powered brakes,
which pull up straight, are easy to modulate. Oil pressure is up to 10bar running
(the gauge goes up to 11), with coolant steady at 80ºC and 13.5V showing
on the voltmeter. The headlights lift together and the air-con is said 
to function. Even the clock works.

It looks good value compared with a Ferrari 308 (of any flavour) or a small-
bumper 911, and in the same way that Alfa Montreals have taken off, these
junior supercars can’t stay this cheap forever. Sold with Maserati Classiche
certificate, original sales brochure plus an MoT until February.

SUMMARY
EXTERIOR
Straight and shiny; black trim
from new
INTERIOR
All original and good
MECHANICALS
Everything works
VALUE ++++++++,,
For Great looks and must 
surely appreciate
Against You suspect it may not
be as robust as a 911
SHOULD I BUY IT? 
Looks fantastic, good provenance
and appears to have no issues.
Fine value against a 911 2.4S

Case histories
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MASERATI MERAK SS
Year of manufacture 1979 Recorded mileage 69,465km 

Asking price £59,500 Vendor Bell Classics, Herts; 
tel: 01582 857940; www.bellclassics.co.uk

WHEN IT WAS NEW
Price £17,534 Max power 217bhp Max torque 199lb ft 

0-60mph 7.5 secs Top speed 155mph Mpg 22

We test the classics that you can b y

CLEEVEWOOD GARAGE
Sport & Classic Car Specialist

Tel: 0117 956 7144 www.alls ortscars.co.uk

Cars wanted similar to above. Please call with whatever available!

1974 Ford Escort RS 2000. Total
Restoration just carried out - built to full
Rally Spec, ideal for Road Rally. Lots of
Modifications would have cost lots more

to build! RHD. £39,995

1989 Mercedes Benz 560 SEC.

5600cc. RHD. 58000 miles Just
arrived... Awaiting prep. Stunning!

£25,995

1969 Lotus Elan +2. Fully rebuilt including
chassis & engine. New interior including
dash, new head, servo & door hinges & alloy
radiator. New solid drive shafts fitted. Manual.

69K miles. A Superb Car! £29,995

1972 Rover P5 Coupe. 3500cc.
Manual. 83,000 miles. RHD. Superb
Condition, new tyres and steering box

just fitted. £22,995

1967 MGB ROADSTER. 1800cc.
Manual. LHD. Fully restored
2014/15, Man/OD, superb car - any

inspection welcomed. £16,995

1975 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow.
6,200cc. Automatic. 58000 miles.
RHD. Just arrived awaiting prep,
58,000miles and full service

history. £13,995

1967 Jaguar E Type Series 1.

Opalescent green metallic. Fully
restored, a very nice car. RHD. 4.2

Litre. Manual. £140,000

1981TalbotLotusSunbeam.2200cc.Manual.6100
miles. RHD. F.S.H, 5 speed Dogleg Box, LSD, Uprated
suspension,CDplayer, leatherseats,superOscars,half
cage, minilites + original wheels. Just had full engine

rebuild 200 miles ago, Circa 215 BHP. £27,995

1999 Rover Mini John Cooper
Ltd. Ed Sport. 1275cc Manual. 83K
miles. RHD. New Sub frame, extensive
restoration carried out by us. £12,995

1971 Triumph Vitesse. 2000cc.
Manual. 52000 miles. RHD. Family
owned from new. Original handbook,
service book & sales leaflet with price

list. £14,995

1968 Ford Mustang Fastback 351
V8. 6500cc. Manual. Black. LHD. 5
speed manual, 4 wheel disc, power
steering rack, Alloy Heads, Black -

Awesome car! £49,995

2012 Mercedes Benz - AMG 6.3. RHD.
17000 miles. 2 door, coupe, full
service history, 1 owner, black with
black leather, panoramic roof. £29,995

Viewing by Appointment
15 minutes from Manchester Airport. 1hr 41min from Euston by train
tel: 07980 241177 or 01625 260913 email: info@ccbenz.co.uk

See www.ccbenz.co.uk for full descriptions and more photos

Cheshire Classic Benz

SLK320 Roadster 2001/51 Sapphire Blue
met, blue/black leather, 5 speed auto, 
climate, cruise, elec seats, orig AMG 
alloys, FSH, ONLY 12,000m . . . . £11,950

SL320 Roadster 1994L Blue/Black met, 
hardtop, black soft top, Mushroom leather, 
5 Sp auto, cruise, original 8 hole alloys, 
FSH, two owners, only 19,000m £22,950

300SL Roadster 1986C Signal Red,
hardtop, brown hood, Saffron sport check, 
auto, elec windows, rear seats, original 
alloy wheels, FSH, 51,000m . . . . £34,950

The Finest Mercedes Cars from the 1960s to 1990s

S280 Saloon 1998S Brilliant Silver, grey
leather, 5 speed auto, cruise, climate, elec 
seats, elec sunroof, leather gearknob, 
original alloys, FSH, 73,000m . . . . £7,450

500SEC Coupe 1989G Almandine Red 
met, Mushroom leather, auto, cruise, 
aircon, elec seats, elec sunroof, orig  15 
hole alloys, FSH, 94,000m . . . . . £17,950

280SL Roadster 1985C Midnight Blue, 
matching hardtop, black soft top, blue 
leather, auto, aircon, elec windows, rear 
seats, orig alloys, FSH, 92,000m . £24,950
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FOR SALE: Jaguar XK120 FHC RHD Chassis 669004

Widely recognised as the most beautiful of the XK range, just 195 right hand drive XK 120 Fixed Heads were built. One of 

just two RHD manufactured in 1952, this is the 2nd 120 FHC to be sold to market. Exported immediately to Sagers Rhodesia 

and no doubt to a very special owner. The best skills have now been sought and Jaguar experts employed individually for this 

meticulous project.  

This early Fixed Head has simply been restored to perfection; cost ignored.

Red leather interior with bucket seats contrasts beautifully with light cream exterior to perfect this Jaguar masterpiece.

This is a very significant Jaguar, now returned to concours condition.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE EMAIL Tom Harris

tomoffon1@me.com

Photograph copyright Peter Ashley,

from his book English Allsorts,

published by Adelphi
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THE LARGEST CLASSIC CAR SHOWROOM IN LONDON STOCK URGENTLY REQUIRED
We can arrange worldwide shipping and classic car finance, Classic Car storage available.

0208 871 1357

The Original
CLASSIC AUTOMOBILES

Classic Automobiles Worldwide Ltd.  
Armoury Way, Wandsworth, London SW18 1EZ. Telephone: 020 8871 1357 Fax: 020 8871 1979

www.classic-car-london.com e-mail: sales@classic-car-london.com

1965 Jensen CV8 
convertible, the only 
one produced by 
Jensen. 2 owners from 
new and superb history.

1960 Daimler SP250 
Dart, 46,000 miles 

from new, last owner 
20 years with huge and 
interesting history file.

1980 Bentley Corniche 
5000 Series, 1 of 10 
produced and just 4 

in RHD, 52,000 miles 
from new. Finished in 

Dark Oyster with black 
leather. One of the 

rarest post war Bentleys.

1932 Bentley 8 litre 
2 door short chassis 
coupe by Mayfair, 
original body, 
matching numbers 
and registration 
number. The last 8 litre 
completed under  
W.O. Bentley and finest  
8 litre on the market.
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CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME

350 ADAMS STREET, BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507

Tel 914-997-9133   Fax 914-997-9136   sales@motorclassiccorp.com

 www.motorclassiccorp.com

2009 FERRARI 430 SCUDERIA, Red/blk, 2-owners,
9300 mi, Rosso calipers, Alcantara upholstery, red 
stitching, carbon fiber doors/steering wheel, Ferrari 

blue tooth, extinguisher, tools & manuals. Factory certi-
fied, as new. $219,000USD

1989 PORSCHE 930 FACTORY SLANT NOSE TURBO

CABRIOLET, 9,000 miles, black/linen, 1 of 25 factory 

built cars, 5-speed. Books, tools, window sticker, rose-
wood dash, piping, limited slip differential. As new.

$295,000USD.

1964 COOPER MONACO TYPE 61, 327 fuel injected 
Chevrolet V8, 4-speed BMC Huffaker transaxle. Extensive 

documented race and ownership history. All original, 
recent comprehensive race prep, spare engine, body 

work and log book. $375,000USD

1975 MASERATI BORA 4.9, Rosso Fuoco/Crema, 
11,300 miles. 1 of 29 built in '75. Fully documented
original example, original books, records, & tools. A
true collector-grade investment, which can be shown

and enjoyed on rallies & the road. $185,000USD

1966 LAMBORGHINI 400GT INTERIM, Black/beige.
Matching #s, rare, 1 of 23, with 4-liter engine in light 

350GT body. Complete mechanical and cosmetic 
restoration to show quality standards.

 $695,000USD.

1971 JAGUAR XKE COUPE 4.2, Heritage Certificate, 
matching #s, willow green/tan, rare factory A/C and 
power steering, tri-carb conversion, 59,000 carefully 

serviced miles. Outstanding cosmetics & mechanicals. 
Ready for the show and rally circuit. $85,000USD.

Experience the Experience.

www.rardleymotors.com

Sales: 01428 606616 Service: 01428 606606

Ferrari 365 GTC/4
£279,990 1972

Ferrari 575 F1
£79,990 2002

Ferrari 512 BBi
£299,990 1983

Ferrari 365 GT 2+2
£239,990 1968

Ferrari : 355 GTS
£89,990 1998

Ferrari 456 M GTA
£59,990 1999

Sales, Service & Restoration
Ferrari Specialist

Ferrari 360 Modena 2001

2QH RI MXVW ���PDQXDO ���0RGHQD
V RIĆFLDOO\ LPSRUWHG�

3DVW FODVVZLQQHU LQ1DWLRQDO )2& FRQFRXUV� )HDWXUHG WZLFH LQ $XWR ,WDOLD� £POA

01580 291 423 07989 576 482

2002 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL T

Just 33,000 miles from new with super history. Supplied new to Bentley 
Motors this Continental T is awesome in silver with black leather and 
aluminium engine turned dash panel and trims.  Fabulous condition and 
amazing presence. £99,500

1972 RANGE ROVER SUFFIX B

)XOO\�UHVWRUHG�WZR�\HDUV�DJR�IXOO�PDWFKLQJ�QXPEHUV��6XIÀ[�%�LV�UDUHU�WKDQ�

D� 6XIÀ[� $� DQG� HQMR\V� VRPH� GHVLUDEOH� LPSURYHPHQWV�� /RZ� PLOHDJH� DQG�

ownership history. Simply beautiful condition. £75,000

EARLY SERIES ONE E TYPES WANTED 

ANY CONDITION CONSIDERED.

Please visit our website at www.uksportscars.com for thirty other carefully selected Lotus, Caterham, performance and classic
vehicles. Should you be thinking of selling any of the above or similar please contact us for a no obligation discussion -

YOUR CARWANTED!
FULL PAINT SHOP & SERVICING FACILITIES

COMMISSION SALES UNDERTAKEN ON MOST BRITISH CLASSIC & SPORTS CARS

TEL: 01227 728190
WEBSITE: www.uksportscars.com E-MAIL: sales@uksportscars.com

VW SPLIT SCREEN CAMPER. ONE OF A NUMBER WE

HAVE IN STOCK. SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

AUSTIN HEALEY 100/6 BN4 2+2, 1958. SUPERB 

CONDITION THROUGHOUT. 4 SPEED WITH 

OVERDRIVE. £54,995

CATERHAM SEVEN ROADSPORT 1.8K 

SUPERSPORT 140BHP. 17K MILES. ONE OWNER 

FOR 13 YEARS. £16,995

LOTUS ESPRIT SPORT 350 V8 TWIN-TURBO, 1998.  

NO.009 OF 037 U.K. CARS BUILT. £49,995

LOTUS SEVEN SERIES 3, 1970. ONE OWNER SINCE
1971. EXCELLENT HISTORY AND PROVENANCE. 

£24,995

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO, 1982. LOTUS RACING 

GREEN WITH FULL MAGNOLIA LEATHER AND AIR-

CONDITIONING. £29,995
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TELEPHONE 01257 470034 FAX 01257 470036 
MOBILE 07944 890271

e-mail abbasjav@hotmail.com 
www.mikeabbasclassiccars.co.uk

For 40 years we have specialised in Export Sales, outside of the UK. The majority of our clients are located overseas. We can offer
low cost transport to the following destinations:

DUBAI - PORT JEBEL ALI / PORT RASHEED. HONG KONG PORT. MALAYSIA - PORT KLANG. England - Portsmouth / Dover 
/ Harwich / Southampton / Newcastle / Hull / Belfast / Ashford / Folkstone. Italy - Milan / Verona. Greece – Athens . Spain - Madrid
/ Barcelona / Zaragoza / Valencia / Seville / Malaga. France - Paris / Lyon / Bordeaux / Nice. Belgium - Brussels / Liege . Holland

– Amsterdam. Germany - Dusseldorf / Berlin / Stuttgart / Hamburg. Sweden – Gothenburg. Norway – Oslo. Finland – Helsinki.
Denmark - Greve / Esbjerg. Czech Republic – Prague. Poland – Warsaw. Switzerland - Zurich. Hungary – Budapest. Austria – Vienna 

. Eire – Dublin. Also, of course we can arrange LOW COST SHIPPING to ANY country!!!!

1934 MORGAN 3 WHEELER - FULLY
PROFESSIONALLY REBUILT TO THE HIGHEST
LEVEL / THE ORIGINAL BODY HAS BEEN FULLY
PROFESSIONALLY RESTORED / THE ORIGINAL
ENGINE HAS BEEN FULLY PROFESSIONALLY
REBUILT INCLUDING MERLIN PISTONS / CAMS
ETC ETC. 3 SPEED GEARBOX WITH REVERSE.
MATCHING NUMBERS. SMALL MILEAGE SINCE
RESTORATION!THIS MORGAN COMES WITH A
LARGE HISTORY FOLDER - THE ORIGINAL BUFF
LOG BOOK / ORIGINAL FACTORY MORGAN BUILD
RECORDS / PERIOD PHOTOGRAPHS ETC! IF YOU
ARE SERIOUSLY LOOKING FOR A TRUE ORIGINAL
3 WHEELER MORGAN IN FANTASTIC CONDITION,
LOOK NO FURTHER! DIFFICULTTO FIND BETTER!!

1964 FACTORY BUILT AC COBRA MK IV LEFT HAND DRIVE. MR. STEVE HITCHENS COMMISSIONED THIS CONTINUATION
CAR FROM AUTOKRAFT (BRIAN ANGLISS) - AC CAR FACTORY.  MR. STEVE HITCHENS COMMISSIONED 2 UNITS TO BE 
MANUFACTURED FOR HIMSELF WITH THE CORRECT RARE 7 LITRE SIDE OILER 427 ENGINE AND TOP LOADER GEARBOX 
FITTED AT THE AC FACTORY. SEMI LIGHTWEIGHT SPECIFICATION BUT FITTED WITH THE COMPETITION BONNET AIR 
INTAKE. APPROXIMATELY 10 IN TOTAL WERE MANUFACTURED BY THE AC FACTORY WITH THE 7 LITRE ENGINE. THERE 
IS A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY FILE THAT COMES WITH THE CAR AND A VAST AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURE ON THE 
CAR ITSELF WITH JD CLASSICS AND CLASSIC MOTOR COMPANY (CMC) WHO CARRIED OUT A FULL ENGINE REBUILD 
WITH LESS THAN 1000 MILES SINCE AT OVER SIXTY THOUSAND POUNDS. THERE ARE VARIOUS INVOICES/RECEIPTS 
DOCUMENTING ALL EXPENDITURE. CORRECTLY REGISTERED AS A 1964 AC FOR EASY WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION!  
NOTE THIS IS ONE OF MY OWN PRIVATE CARS AND IT TOOK ME MANY YEARS TO FIND THIS GENUINE ALUMINIUM AC 
FACTORY BUILT COBRA.

1962 JAGUAR E TYPE 3.8 SERIES 1 ROADSTER - LEFT HAND 
DRIVE / ORIGINAL FACTORY BLACK WITH RED LEATHER 
INTERIOR CONFIRMED BY THE JAGUAR HERITAGE 
CERTIFICATE / MATCHING NUMBER CONFIRMED BY THE 
JAGUAR HERITAGE CERTIFICATE SHOWING 21754 MILES 
FROM NEW.....YES, TWENTY ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED 
AND FIFTY FOUR MILES!
THIS JAGUAR NEVER NEEDED RESTORING, BUT ALWAYS 
MAINTAINED TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL! NEW JAGUAR 
MOHAIR HIGHEST QUALITY HOOD IN ORIGINAL COLOUR 
BLACK STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUSTS.  THIS CAR SOUNDS AND 
DRIVES ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT - IT IS THE ONLY WAY TO 
DESCRIBE THIS CAR AND ULTRA RELIABLE!  THIS IS A ONCE 
IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO OWN A TRUE MAGNIFICENT 
TIME WARP JAGUAR E TYPE!

1949 BRISTOL 400 COUPE, SERIES 2 - ONE OF ONLY 
487 MANUFACTURED.  THE CAR COMES WITH THE 
ORIGINAL ROAD REGISTRATION BOOK AND OF 
COURSE THE CURRENT UK ROAD REGISTRATION 
CERTIFICATE.  LOTS OF HISTORY / PHOTOGRAPHS 
/ MANY MAINTENANCE AND PARTS INVOICES. 
MECHANICALLY SHE IS ON THE BUTTON AND RUNS 
AND DRIVES VERY SMOOTHLY. THIS CAR IS WELL 
DOCUMENTED WITH BRISTOL CARS AND IS WELL 
KNOWN BY THE BRISTOL OWNERS CLUB HAVING 
ENTERED A NUMBER OF CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE AND 
CLUB EVENTS REFLECTING STRONG RESULTS, 1ST 
(2015), 2ND (1997) AND 3RD (2001) IN CLASS. THIS CAR IS IN 
GOOD SOLID OVERALL CONDITION AND READY TO BE 
ENJOYED!   A BRISTOL 400 PARTICIPATED IN THE MILLE 
MIGLIA IN 1949 AND AS SUCH THIS CAR IS ELIGIBLE 
FOR THIS EVENT.

1965 TVR GRIFFITH 400 (EX WILLIE GREEN) - ONE OF
THE ORIGINAL 20 ULTRA RARE RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
TVR GRIFFITH 400 EXAMPLES MANUFACTURED / FULL 
CURRENT F.I.A. PAPERS / FRESHLY REBUILT V8 ENGINE TO 
THE LATEST HIGHEST SPECIFICATION BY PETER KNIGHT 
/ FEATURED IN OCTANE MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2013 / 
SERIOUS OFFERS INVITED!!! ELIGIBLE FOR WORLDWIDE 
HISTORIC EVENTS INCLUDING GOODWOOD!

1969 JAGUAR E TYPE SERIES 2 ROADSTER - LEFT HAND 
DRIVE / SAME PREVIOUS OWNER FOR THE PAST 42 
YEARS /EX CALIFORNIA CAR / HAS A STRONG SOLID 
NON RUSTY BODY THROUGHOUT - NEVER DRIVEN IN 
THE WINTER MONTHS BUT COULD BENEFIT FROM A 
FRESH PAINT JOB.  MECHANICALLY THE CAR IS VERY 
GOOD AND SHE DRIVES EXCELLENT.  THE ENGINE 
WAS REBUILT 20,000 MILES AGO.  THE INTERIOR IS 
ORIGINAL AND AGAIN COULD DO WITH A REFRESH 
/ EXCELLENT NEW MOHAIR HIGH QUALITY HOOD 
FITTED / CURRENTLY A GOOD DRIVING EXAMPLE.. NOT 
EXPENSIVE AND A STRAIGHT FORWARD REFRESH!

1974 DE TOMASO PANTERA - LEFT HAND DRIVE  / THIS CAR 
HAS LIVED ALL OF HER LIFE IN THE DRY SUNNY STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA! / 27,600 MILES FROM NEW / THE CAR WAS 
THE SUBJECT OF A BARE METAL REPAINT A FEW YEARS 
AGO / ENGINE REBUILT AT 26,185 MILES.  EDELBROCK 
CARBURETTOR / NEW DISTRIBUTOR / NEW BATTERY. 
WILWOOD BRAKES / AIR CONDITIONING WITH R-134 
CONVERSION / KONI ADJUSTABLE SHOCK ABSORBERS / 
SPORTS EXHAUSTS / NEW CORRECT MICHELIN PERIOD XWX 
RADIAL TYRES / ORIGINAL WHEELS FULLY REFURBISHED 
BY UK NO.1 MAGNESIUM WHEEL SPECIALIST! CHROME 
REAR ANTI ROLL BAR. ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS / 
RECEIPTS / MANY DE TOMASO MAGAZINES

1967 MASERATI MISTRAL - RARE ORIGINAL RIGHT HAND DRIVE 
EXAMPLE / RARE ORIGINAL ALUMINIUM BODIED EXAMPLE / 
RECENTLY RESTORED WITH LITTLE MILEAGE SINCE.

Tel: 01676 541137

Mobile: 07831 715400

Email: chapelendcars@yahoo.com 

For our full range of cars please visit our 

website: www.rijohnson.co.uk

MGC GT 1969 LHD
Solid car. Just arrived 

from the USA.
£7,950

Jaguar XK120 DHC 

1954 

LHD. Arriving shortly 

for restoration. Body 

& chassis mainly 

very solid.  

POA

Triumph TR7 
Convertible 1980 

Now Arrived from the 
USA. 38,271 miles. 

One owner from new. 
Not many as good as 
this one. More details 
on request. £12950

1952 Ford Truck. 
Flat Head V8 

Arriving soon. Very 
original & Solid. Will 
upload more details 

on arrival. 
£POA

MG TF 1250 1954 

From California. Lovely 

usable car. More 

details on request.  

£24,950

Singer Roadster 
LHD. 

Just arrived from 
USA. Sound original 

little car. 
£7,950

Triumph TR6 1972 

LHD.
Just arrived from the 
USA. Just out of long 
term storage. Runs & 
drives. Straight Rust 

free car.

£13,950

1960 Jaguar Mk11 
3.8 

Man/Odrive LHD. 
Just arrived from the 
USA. Good Bodywork 
but needs work on 

the floor pans. Engine 
turns. Good restoration 

project. £7,950

Jaguar E-Type S 1.5
Roadster 1968 

Just Arriving from the USA. 
One owner & unused since 
the early 70s. 25000 miles 
recorded. Rust free & 99% 
complete. Perfect for a nut 
& bolt quality restoration 

£49,500

Jaguar E-Type V12 
Coupe 1972 
Mechanically 

overhauled. Now 
painted and going 

to the trimmers next 
week to be trimmed 

POA
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Austin Healey Specialist

www.murrayscott-nelson.com

www.classic-spares.com

01723 361 227 | info@murrayscot t-nelson.com
Murray Scot t-Nelson, Beaconsf ie ld St reet , Scarborough YO12 4EL

Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3 BJ8 phase 2. Ex US car totally rebuilt 

approx 10 years ago with only summer use since.  Finished in Healey 

Ice Blue / Ivory White with blue leather trim and blue mohair weather 

equipment. Many extras f tted including aluminium fast road cylinder 

head, stainless steel 6 branch sports exhaust manifold, stainless steel 

sports exhaust system, aluminium radiator, Kenlowe electric cooling 

fan, oil cooler, electronic ignition and alternator. £85,000 

Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3 BJ8 phase 2. Ex US car. Subject of 

no expense spared restoration. Totally rebuilt on to new chassis; has 

covered less than 1400 miles since completion. Finished in the classic 

duo tone colour scheme of Healey Ice Blue over Ivory White with blue 

leather trim and blue mohair hood weather equipment.  Fitted with 

stainless steel sports exhaust, aluminium rocker cover, power socket, 

wood rim steering wheel and 72 spoke chrome wire wheels. £115,000

Austin Healey 3000 Mk 2 BT7 Tri Carb. LHD Original 

Californian car. Subject of an older but high quality restoration 

with only minimal summer use since. Finished in Healey Ice Blue /

Ivory White with blue leather trim piped in white and blue weather 

equipment. Fitted with 72 spoke chrome wire wheels, Moto Lita 

wood rim steering wheel, aluminium radiator, alternator and spot 

lights. £65,000

Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3 BJ8 Phase 2. Ex US car subject of an 

older total nut and bolt restoration. We refreshed the car approx 

2 years ago and it has covered less than 5000 summer miles since 

2004. Finished in Colorado red with black leather trim and weather 

equipment. Fitted with stainless steel wire wheels, spot lights, Cape 

sport luggage rack, aluminium radiator, Kenlowe cooling fan, stainless 

steel sports exhaust system and overdrive. £79,950

SPEEDMASTER, SPECIALISTS IN HISTORIC AUTOMOBILES
Contact James Hanson on +44 (0)1937 220360 for more info

info@speedmastercars.com  www.speedmastercars.com

1973 Ferrari Daytona

Delivered in Rosso Chiaro with Black leather 
seats, this UK delivered Daytona has covered 

only 16000 miles from new.

Ferrari Classiche Certified and maintained by 
the same Ferrari dealer for over 22 years.

Please call for more information

01622 851841
www.percivalmotorcompany.co.uk

Percival Motor Company. The Old Forge, Pye Corner, Ulcombe, Maidstone, Kent ME17 1EH

1950 Lea Francis

2½ litre Sports, original green

interior, rebuilt engine, last owner

thirty years ...........................£49,995

11,000 miles since new, immaculate 

and untouched throughout ............... 

............................................ £11,995

1974 Austin 1800 Auto Mk11

1978 Peugeot 504 Cabriolet

2.0 litre, 29,000 miles since new, left

hand drive, lovely car ......................

............................................ £29,995

Manual gearbox, overhauled by 

Chiltern Aston.............. ....................  

............................................ £22,995

1995 Aston Martin i6

73,000 miles, history, leather, 

air con....... .......................................  

............................................ £24,995

1990 Porsche 944 Turbo

trick suspension, interior, £100k 

to build ............................................  

............................................ £49,995

1960 VW Pickup double cap

Stk# C1951  

60,114 Miles

Call For 
Price

1972 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE SS

Stk# 1824E  

7757 Miles

Call For 
Price

1999 H1 HUMMER

Stk# C1969  

41,527 Miles

Call For 
Price

1994 Rolls Royce Corniche

Stk# C1926  

19,949 Miles

Call For 
Price

2009 ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM

Stk# C1674  

54,352 Miles

Call For 
Price

1967 CHEVROLET CORVETTE

Stk# C1961  

6,593 Miles

Call For 
Price

2001 LAMBORGHINI DIABLO

Stk# C1819  

56,551 Miles

Call For 
Price

1960 ROLL ROYCE  SILVERCLOUD

Due to the lead time required for materials submission some of these  
automobiles may not be currently available.

CLASSIC PERFECTION
In World Class Motorcars

We encourage you to see the full array of photos and descriptions of all these 
exceptional automobiles as well as our entire inventory on our website at 

ChampionMotorsInternational.com

INTERNATIONAL

™ Syosset, NY   
1-888-972-9844

ChampionMotorsInternational.com  ��

; /eclassics

Stk# C1854  

13,751 Miles

Call For 
Price

1987 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL
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Cars • Motorcycles • Aeroplanes for Discerning Owners

1955 AC ‘Ace’
A great opportunity to acquire a well known right hand drive AC engined car with a fully documented 
«iÀ
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race and rally preparation .The engine has recently been overhauled and has all steel internals and a 
corresponding power increase, giving it an excellent performance. RLE 375 is maintained to a very high 
standard regardless of cost. Currently set up for road events such as the Mille Miglia. With some minor 

preparation the Ace would be also welcomed on the grid of some of the best historic races.
For Further detailed information and the price, please call us

1972 Porsche 930 RS “Turbo”
Well known competitive car with a documented continuous history from day one. Started life as a pre 
production lightweight Carrera 2.7 RS. Re-shelled in the late 70’s by Autofarm & successive owners 
into a highly developed 500HP 935 spec race car. Superbly prepared, road registered & eligible for 

numerous historic events. Comes with a large spares inventory.
For Further detailed information and the price, please call us

Tel: +44 (0)1844 281464 • Mob: 07836 318053
www.historicracingrepertoire.com www.vintageandclassiccars.co.uk

The Special Repair Shop, Bicester Heritage, Oxfordshire OX26 5HA.

Tel: 01869 249999 | Email: elder.vintage.services@gmail.com

The Motor Shed Ltd.

1903 MALLICET et BLIN 8hp four-seat rear-entrance tonneau .............................................................................................£110,000 
1913 OVERLAND Model 79TE 4-seat tourer, 35hp, 3.5 litres, VCC dated .................................................................................£37,750
1919 CHEVROLET 490 tourer. Right hand drive ......................................................................................................................£17,000
1923 ALVIS 12/40 4-seat touer, fi tted with 12/50 engine, good history ...................................................................................£35,000
1923 CADILLAC V8 Town Sedan .............................................................................................................................................£30,000
1923 RENAULT KZ camionnette utilitaire  ...............................................................................................................................£15,750
1924 ALVIS 12/40 4-seat tourer .............................................................................................................................................£27,750
1925 ALVIS 12/50 SD open 4-seat tourer, rebodied in 29 by factory .......................................................................................£45,000
1925 MORRIS  Oxford “Bullnose” 2-seat tourer & dickey .......................................................................................................£17,000
1926 STAR 12/40 Pegasus narrow body sports 2-seat & dickey .............................................................................................£34,000
1927 CHRYSLER Model 70 Phaeton, Rhd. 3.6 litres, fast open motoring .................................................................................£23,750
1927 MORRIS Cowley 2-seat & dickey, fl at rad ...........................................................................................................................P.O.A  
1928 MORRIS Oxford 13.9hp Saloon, fl at rad .........................................................................................................................£12,500  
1928 STAR Eclipse 4/5 seat tourer, restored beautifully, 60+ cruising  ....................................................................................£45,000
1929 MORRIS Cowley 2-seat tourer special  ............................................................................................................................£9,750
1929 HUMBER 9/28 saloon ....................................................................................................................................................£12,750
1930 CROSSLEY 15.7 hp “delux” six-light saloon...................................................................................................................£22,000
1930 HUMBER 16/50 Imperial 6-light saloon  ........................................................................................................................£18,500
1930 ROLLS ROYCE 20/25 Sportsman’s saloon “Southern Coach Work” ................................................................................£48,000
1931 ALVIS 12/50 TJ replica Cross & Ellis narrow tourer ........................................................................................................£42,500
1932 ALVIS 12/50 2-seat drop-head coupé, super history ......................................................................................................£35,500
1932 AUSTIN 7 RN saloon ...........................................................................................................................................................P.O.A
1932 RILEY 9 Holbrook tourer, twin carb., new rebuilt engine .................................................................................................£28,000
1933 AUSTIN 18/6 Carlton saloon ..........................................................................................................................................£17,250
C1933 AUSTIN 10/4 open road touer with dickey ..........................................................................................................................P.O.A
1933 SIDDELEY special all weather tourer .............................................................................................................................£85,000
1933    RILEY Grebe replica, 2-seat, 6 cylinder competition car .................................................................................................£76,500
1933 ROLLS ROYCE 20/25 Sedanca de Ville by Windover .......................................................................................................£44,000
1934 ALVIS Silver Eagle Special, 2.7 litres, ex. Lt. Commander Clinkard .................................................................................£37,500
1934 AUSTIN 7 Box saloon .........................................................................................................................................................P.O.A
1935 MORRIS Oxford 20hp 4-door saloon, in need of some restoration ..................................................................................£12,000
1935 SINGLE SEATER Ford V8 HF special, sprint & hill climber ...............................................................................................£47,500
1935 ROLLS ROYCE 20/25 Limousine by Park Ward...............................................................................................................£37,500
1936 BUICK “McLaughlin” Sedan, straight 8 ..........................................................................................................................£12,500
1936 RILEY 12/4 Kestrel Sprite saloon ...................................................................................................................................£26,500
1936 RILEY 12/4 Adelphi saloon ............................................................................................................................................£20,500
1936 TRIUMPH Dolomite 2-litre saloon .......................................................................................................................................P.O.A
1938  MG TA Midget, open 2-seat sports .................................................................................................................................£24,500
1939 AUSTIN Big 7 ..................................................................................................................................................................£9,750
1939 BUICK Century sedan, straight 8 ....................................................................................................................................£14,000
1947 JAGUAR Mk IV 3.5 liter Saloon ......................................................................................................................................£57,750
1947 WOLSELEY 14-60 saloon ..............................................................................................................................................£16,750
1949 ALVIS TA14 Saloon ........................................................................................................................................................£17,750
1951 MG TD 2 seat sports .....................................................................................................................................................£20,500
1953 BENTLEY R type standard steel saloon, manual gearbox...............................................................................................£22,500
1955 BENTLEY R type saloon by HJ Mulliner, auto gearbox...................................................................................................£35,000
1955 RENAULT Dauphinoise van, UK registered, original, not restored......................................................................................£8,750
1959 AUSTIN Princess Vanden Plas 7 seat limousine, superb. ................................................................................................£14,000
1964 MG B V8, total restoration, rebuilt SD1 engine, 5-speed gearbox ....................................................................................£32,000
1966 JAGUAR Mk II 2.4 saloon, manual, o/drive, superb.........................................................................................................£30,000
1971 JAGUAR E-type series 2 4.2 roadster, now right-hand drive ..........................................................................................£82,000
1971 MG Midget with hard top .................................................................................................................................................£6,800
1972 MG B GT chrome wire wheel & over drive ......................................................................................................................£10,250
1972 TRIUMPH Stag, automatic, total restoration 2011 ..........................................................................................................£22,500
1980 MG B GT 1500 miles only from new, 1 owner ................................................................................................................£17,000
1991 MORGAN 4/4 2-seater, XR3 eng., 20k miles from new, full history .................................................................................£23,750
2001 MG F 160 Trophy, 43,000 miles, hardtop, trophy yellow ...................................................................................................£6,500
 

MOTOR CYCLES 
1969 BSA Bantam 175cc 2-stock ........................................................................................................................................... £1,800

HISTORIC COACH 
1974 BEDFORD SB5 Plaxton Panorama Elite C41F, inclusive of vat .......................................................................................... £9,500 

Balsall Common, Warwickshire

We are anxious to purchase cars similar to the above for cash

Web: www.billpostins.com

Triumph TR4 A IRS. 1967.
Overdrive. Nut and bolt rebuild with
photos. Wire wheels.. ...............£29,995

BMW Z3M Roadster. 1999V
Hard top. 52,000 miles. Full service
history.........................................£24.995

MGA 1600 Coupe. 1960, 5 speed
gearbox. Nut and bolt rebuild
.................................................. £28,500

MGA Roadster 1600. MK I. 1960.
Chrome wire wheels. Restored by
BMW dealer. ............................ £34,995

Mercedes C220D. AMG Sport. 2013. Auto. 33k. Black........................................................................................................................ £15,000

Austin 7 RN Saloon. 1931 . Nut and bolt rebuild..................................................................................................................................... £9995

MG Midget . 1972. 1275cc. RWA.  Red  .................................................................................................................................................... £9995

Austin Mini Clubman.1100cc.1978. 8000 miles from new. ....................................................................................................................... POA

Sunbeam Tiger. 1965. Alloy wheels.
.................................................. £69,995

Austin Healey Frogeye Sprite. 1960.
Restored. .................................£17,995

Ford Anglia 105 E. Deluxe. 1966.
Award winning. Restored......£14,750

MG MIDGET 1972. 1275cc.
Black with chrome wire wheels. 
Nut and bolt rebuild. ...............£9,995

MGB Roadster. 1967.  O/D. Rebuilt on 

Heritage shell. Chrome wire wheels. 
.........................................................£ 15,995 

Marcel Roks Consultants

Steenweg op Turnhout 84 - 2330 Merksplas - Belgium.

Tel. +32.14.478.900 Mobile. +32.476.886.518

Website: www.mroks.com E-mail: classics mroks.com

Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider Veloce, 1958.

Aston Martin DB4 S3, 1963. RHD. 

Bristol 401 project.

Chevron B16 BMW S2, 2004.

Corvette C2, Coupe, 1964. FIA.

Diva GT 1300 C, road-registered. FIA.

Ford RS200-S Group-B, 1986.

Grac MT-14B, 1972. Alfa 2.0 engine. FIA.

March 732 BDG F2, 1973.

Maserati 3.7 Mistral Coupe.

Maserati 4.9 Bora.

Mercedes 300 SEL 6.3, 1969.

Mini Cooper S, 1971. FIA G2 racing-car.

Morgan Plus-4 DHC, 1956. Project.

Morris Mini Moke, 1968.

Peugeot 402 Eclipse, 1937.

Porsche 911 2.4S Targa, 1972.

Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, 1972.

Austin Healey 100/4 BN1, 1955.         DIVA GT-1300 Le Mans Coupe, 1964.

Ferrari 246 GTS, 1973. Ferrari certified.             



Returning from Japan in 2004, this clean and tidy low-mileage MG is one 
of only 258 produced in Oxford Blue, 214 of which went to Japan, 36 to 
England and eight elsewhere in Europe. Paperwork includes five of the very 
comprehensive Japanese inspection sheets. It arrived with 16,984km, when 
the speedo was changed, making a total of 25,535 miles.

Aside from the black windscreen frame, which was rust-repaired and had 
new glass fitted in 2015, it looks to wear its original paint, with a few tiny 
marks at the front, although the front bumper is due to be refinished before 
sale because some lacquer is lifting. There are a couple of small paint chips 
under the driver’s door and a little flaking in the scuttle-top seams.

Underneath, the structure looks good with no rot, but one exhaust is very 
rusty in one section. The wheel rims are unscuffed, although there’s a little 
corrosion starting under the lacquer. They’re shod with Goodyear Eagles, which 
were probably new upon repatriation. The spare still has its original and unused 
Michelin Pilot, within which nestle the Japanese-spec wheel chocks.

Inside, it retains the original JDM emergency flare clipped in the left 
footwell. The leather ages quickly on these, and the driver’s seat is slightly 
baggy and worn, but there’s plenty of life left in it. The dashboard top is good 
and carpets are tidy, but there are quite a few cracks in the dash lacquer, as 
normal. Half of the left seatbelt-clasp cover is missing.

The motor shows oil mist from the back of both rocker covers, worse on the 
left, but it’s lubricating the throttle cable and linkage nicely. The oil is cleanish, 
but fluids will be changed before it leaves Former Glory. 

Once you get past the Clifford immobiliser, the V8 starts easily and it drives 
just like an RV8 does, the R380 ’box smoothing out as it warms up. Once up to 
temperature, the V8 doesn’t budge from 90ºC and the voltmeter reads 13.5V. 
The clock works, but the air-con doesn’t – you can hear the pump engage, so 
there’s every chance a re-gas will sort it – and the MoT runs until mid-June.

SUMMARY
EXTERIOR 
Original paint doing well
INTERIOR 
Typically slightly worn leather
MECHANICALS 
Healthy; the usual slight oil leaks
VALUE +++++++,,,
For Old-style V8 gruffness; 
low mileage
Against Some of the interior already 
looks a bit tired
SHOULD I BUY IT? 
If it’s an RV8 you want (bear in mind 
they’re tourers rather than racers), 
then this low-mileage car in a rare 
colour is worth a serious look

Case histories
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MG RV8
Year of manufacture 1994 Recorded mileage 14,982 (see text)

Asking price £23,500 Vendor Former Glory, Postcombe, Oxfordshire;
tel: 01844 281700 www.classicmg.co.uk

WHEN IT WAS NEW
Price £25,000 Max power 190bhp Max torque 235lb ft 

0-60mph 5.9 secs Top speed 135mph Mpg 24

View these cars and 32 other classics at
www.sussexsportscars.co.uk

Tel: 01273 477778 
Mobile: 07831 173729 Email: sales@sussexsportscars.co.uk

1959 AUSTIN HEALEY FROGEYE MK1.
Restored to better than new condition.Leather

seats. £24,950

1966 MGB ROADSTER.
Restored condition and retaining original red

leather trim. Overdrive. £16,950

1966 LOTUS ELAN S3 COUPE.
Pre-airflow. 5 speed gearbox. Perfect restoration

with Lotus replacement chassis. £39,950

1957 MGA ROADSTER.
Fitted with MGB 3 bearing engine. Original RHD. 

£29,950

1973 ALFA ROMEO GTV 2000. 
Perfect restoration. From South Africa. Alfaholics 

upgrades. £39,950

1969 JAGUAR E-TYPE 2+2. 
 UK. RHD car. Automatic transmission. Full 

length sunroof. £55,950

SUSSEX SPORTS 
CARS LTD

Visit our website at - www.RTCC.CO.UK - for more details

Tel: 0118 983 1200 | Email: richard-thorne@rtcc.co.uk | www.rtcc.co.uk
The Courtyard Garage, James Lane, Grazeley Green, Reading, Berkshire RG7 1NB

Urgently needed – Your car! Do you have a Morgan that you are considering up-dating or
selling? If so, we urgently need late, low mileage, well cared for examples of 4/4, Plus-4, Roadster,
Plus-8 and Aero-8.Take the hassle out of selling your car by calling John or Richard today on 0118
983 1200 to discuss your car and arrange a free of charge valuation inspection. Please note that
it is unlikely we will offer a valuation over the phone unless we have regularly seen your car.
We are main Morgan dealers with full dealership facilities and immediate cash settle waiting.

2006. Morgan 4/4 70th Anniversary Edition - 1941. British Racing Green with 
Chestnut leather and black vinyl weather equipment. 3 owners and just 10,200 with 
full history. Folding windscreen, 9 stud easy-up hood, cream instruments faces, 
mohair hood cover, side-screen bag, spare wheel cover, elasticated door pockets, 
leather bonnet strap, over riders front & rear, luggage rack and Moto-lita wooden 
steering wheel. The 1.8 Duratec engine with the slick 5 speed gearbox. £31,950

2005. Morgan Plus-4 2.0 Duratec. Jaguar Gunmetal Pearl metallic with 
Yarwood Mulberry leather interior and matching mohair weather equipment. 
One owner with only 16,950 miles and full Morgan service history. Maroon 
mohair hood, side screens bag and tonneau cover, walnut dash, 14” Moto-
lite wood steering wheel, elasticated door pockets, radio/CD player, +8 
Alloys, long bumpers and side screen rack. £32,950

2018. Morgan Plus-4 Gdi. We are delighted to offer for immediate delivery 
this stunning Plus-4 Gdi. Finished in beautiful Morgan Dove grey with Yarwood 
Brooklands black leather. Just completed at the factory and now in our 
showroom please come and see it for yourself but please be warned, you 
will fall in love with it!! You’ll be the first owner with zero miles. £53,250 
On the road.

2017. Morgan Aero-8 (Series 5) Manual 6 speed. Finished in beautiful 
Jaguar Gunmetal Perl with X-Treme waterproof leather interior in Gunmetal 
grey. This beautiful car has just private one owner from new with only 
222 miles on the clock. Obviously the condition is “as new” Call for full 
specification details. £96,950

1960 Morgan Plus-4, Period “E” FIA Race car. Green with black trim. A well-known historic 
racer with considerable expenditure by Dennis Welch Motorsport in respect of an engine rebuild 
using Mass components, and a completely refurbished back axle. A dyno sheet confirms very 
healthy power and torque figures. New FIA HTP papers (valid to 2025) were obtained in July 
2015, to Period “E” specification, which maximises the car’s eligibility for the very best historic 
race events, including Goodwood Revival, Le Mans Classic, and Spa 6 hours. £59,950
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www.totalheadturners.com
Over 40 Replicas / Classic Cars in stock

1955 JAGUAR XK140 MC DHC. 
This breathtaking XK 140 MC roadster 
is an original matching numbers, MC 
specification car, restored and upgraded 
to the outstanding specification that it 
boasts today. P.O.A.

2006 AC Cobra by Gardner Douglas
Powered by Fords 302ci 5000cc V8, A
superb driving car. 1 owner. SVA/IVA tested
2006.  16in Halibrandalloys. Stainless steel
underslung exhaust system. Tonneau cover.
£34,995

2000 AC Cobra 427 SC by RAM. 
Powered by a Chevy 350ci 5700cc V8, 
5 speed Tremec TKO500 gearbox. A 
superb Cobra with a Raynard chassis at 
only £37,500

Telephone: 07711 630348 or 01992 573564 Email: mark@totalheadturners.com

Lancia Delta Integrale 16v HF 
Evolution 1. Only covered 87206 km 
(53344 miles) from new. Full cam belt 
service only 500 miles ago. Very good 
investment potential. £42,500

1966 Ford Mustang GT. This is a truly 
great example of a 1966 Mustang GT. 
Automatic. It’s the 289 ci, A Code 4.7-litre 
with its light and crisp colour combination 
it does not fail to impress. £44,995

1967 JAGUAR E-TYPE Series 1, 4.2 litre, 2+2 
Coupe. Jaguar E-Type, Series 1, 4.2 litre, 2+2 
Coupe, Manual RHD Finished in beautiful Primrose 
Yellow with Black Hide and chrome wire wheels. 
(Its original colour scheme.) £55,995

1999 AC CRENDON Cobra 427 SC.
Aluminum Crendon 427 SC Cobra CR001.
This is a rare opportunity to obtain the only
fully Aluminium Crendon 427 SC. Powered by:
Ford 428ci FE V8 (Police interceptor) big block
(Y Block) The ultimate Cobra 427 SC. £89,995

1998 AC DAX Cobra 427 SC. (Dax 427 
Cobra Finished in stunning un marked 
classic blue coachwork with Wimbledon 
white stripes, Powered by an aluminium 
Tuned Rover V8 engine. This is great value 
at £31,500

Ford GT40 By GTD Supercars. Tuned 
Ford 302ci V8, Roadcraft specification 
estimates over 367bhp/ 340lb ft Wilwood 
6 pot brake callipers. The most amazing 
sounding car ever!! Magazine featured! 
£79,995

2014 AC PILGRIM Cobra. Cobra by Pilgrim 
Mototrsport 350ci V8. Superb and powerful 
5728cc (350ci) Chevrolet V8 supplied by BAE 
(British American Engines). Excellent build 
history with photos and receipts. A truly 
superb Cobra. £31,500

2000 PORSCHE BOXSTER Evolution GT S.
Porsche Evolution GT S Convertible. Limited
edition factory build by Turismo, Chassis
no 001. Power circa 300bhp. Porsche 3.2 S
Power, 6 speed manual. £45,995

2002 AC PILGRIM Cobra. Cobra by 
Pilgrim Motorsports TVR 4.1 V8. Finished 
in absolutely stunning Candy Apple Red 
coachwork. Powered by a tremendous TVR 
4.1 V8, A beautiful Cobra for £31,995

1996 Morgan 4/4
Connaught Green with green leather, luggage 
rack, tonneau, Moto-lita, Spax dampers. £22,500

2018 Morgan 3 Wheeler
Metallic Solar Yellow, black quilted leather, our 
current demonstrator now for sale. £39,995

2001 Morgan Aero 8 Series 1
Metallic Gunmetal, black leather, sports exhaust 
with quad pipes, Moto-lita wheel. £41,750

2014 Morgan 4/4
Baby Blue, black leather, elasticated door pockets, 
bonnet strap, black wire wheels. £34,750

2001 Morgan Aero 8 Series 1
Metallic Classic Green, grey leather, air con, power 
steering, radio/CD, Moto-lita. £41,750

2017 Caterham 7 Sprint
Camberwick Green, red leather, 60th anniversary 
limited edition model, Moto-lita. £33,950

01234 750205 High Street, Cranfield Beds MK43 0BS

email: sales@allonwhite.co.uk • www.awsportscars.co.uk

www.awsportscars.co.uk

northshoresportscars.com
847.247.0447    Lake Bluff, IL   Norbert M. Bries, President

Authorized Agent
Serving Enthusiasts 

for Over 28 Years

1966 Austin Healey 3000 MK3/Red/

Black/82k Mi/OD/Excellent Driver ....$56k

1971 Lotus EuropaS2 Red/Black/Gordini 

Head/ 2Webers/Alloys/Bodykit ...........$20k

1974 Lotus Europa TC Red/Black/5-Spd/

Restored/Big Valve/Cosmics ................$24k

1993 Lotus Esprit STurbo/Black/Tan/5-Spd 

/39k Mi/V8 Wheels/Charge C .............$35k

1972 MGB Orange/Blue/4Spd/Rostyle/

BMCRadio/Tonneau/ShowQuality .....$20k

1988 Porsche CarreraTarga Red/Tan/3 

owner Calf/58k Mi/Polished Fuchs .....$60k

1961 MGA Roadster Red/Black/Wires/

Wide Whites/Speedster Windscrn ......$25k

1993 Morgan Plus 8 Green/Tan/Chrome 

Wires/5Spd/Tonneau/Fogs/23k ............$69k

1998 Morgan Plus 8 Green/Tan/Chrome 

Wires/8k Miles/Fogs/Tonneau ............... $75

2002 Morgan Aero 8 Lemans Dewalt race 

car/Unrestored/Spares/Docs .................. $$$

2005 Morgan Aero 8 Blk & Silv/Red/8k 

Mi/Fitted Boot/V8/6 Spd/AC ................. $$$

2016 Morgan 3Wheeler Green/Tan/Heated/

Seats/1 Owner/897 Miles .....................$46k

2018Morgan 3 Wheeler/2.0 S&S VTwin / 

5-Spd/30/30 Warranty .........Taking Orders

for further details on any vehicle, full stock and new arrivals contact

01672 512879 / 07813394167 email: eccdavid.h@gmail.com
We are situated near Swindon at the foot of the Wiltshire Downs, 10 miles from the M4 jnc 16 

1997 ALFA ROMEO 164 V6

Fabulous V6 Alfa 164, Super with

auto transmission. In excellent, rust

free condition.........................£3,850.00

2006 NISSAN 350Z
In silver with black leather, Bose 
stereo system. 300bhp, in very 
nice condition inside & out and 
with extensive service history 
.................................................. £6,995.00

1987 PORSCHE 911 CARRERA

SPORT 3.2

A lovely example in rare Cassis red 

with cream interior. An original factory

Sport model with just 95k miles & a

massive history file ...............£46,995.00

1972 LANCIA FULVIA 

BARCHETTA

Very rare Fulvia Convertible.

Converted many years ago, rebuilt 

engine, runs and drives, a very 

interesting little project ..£6,995.00

LANCIA FLAMINIA GT 2.5 3C
A very nice example of this stylish GT. In black 

with contrasting red interior. Much recent expense 

and with good history .......................£Please enquire

1960 LAMBORGHINI 5C CRAWLER 

Possibly unique in the UK, superb, 

restored vintage Lamborghini Crawler.

Beautifully restored and in full working 

order................................................................£POA
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1987 Jaguar XJ-SC V12 Cabriolet

J87-508

1977 XJ6L Series II 4.2 Sedan

J77-003

1961 AH MKII 3000 BT7 Roadster

AH61-506

1967 Ferrari 330 GT 2+2 Coupé

FE67-901

1952 Jaguar XK-120 3.4 FHC

J52-326

1964 Jaguar-XKE Series 1 3.8 FHC

J64-595

1960 Jaguar XK-150 3.8 DHC

J60-797

1959 Jaguar XK-150 S OTS

J59-422

1959 MGA Twin-Cam Roadster

MG59-754

1985 Porsche 911 Carrera Targa

P85-657

SMDG

Restoration
to

perfection
01306 627770
Unit 12 Ridge Farm, Horsham Road, Rowhook, 
Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 3QB

ofce@smdg.co.uk

T: (01425) 273 682 M: (07860) 274 455 E: info@forza288.com W: forza288.com

www.                      .com

Ferrari 308 GTB

Fibre Glass (VETRORESINA) sold by Forza 288 12 and half years ago, 1977, 83,000 miles, rare in original Nero Daytona 

with tan hide, black inserts, deep front spoiler, speedline wheels, stainless steel exhaust, refurb to include complete 

clutch plus fly wheel, service, 4 new Pirelli tyres, paintwork correction, claying and detailing.  

£128,000 

1935 Phantom II located in USA; has B60 RR engine for 

dependable touring.  Original engine in Leicester.  Shipping to 

UK included in price: £49,500, Tel: +1-603-717-2334 

www.classicautoimports.com
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UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.

As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply. †Based on an average customer saving 33% compared to buying three separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 51 year old male driving a 1972 MG B; a 1971 MG B 

and a 1972 MG Midget. Savings accurate as of 18 September 2017. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, frm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style 

of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

UK & European breakdown and

accident recovery, including

Homestart - worth over £100

when compared to other providers

Agreed Value
You could also save 33% with 

a Multi-Classic Vehicle policy† 
Choose your own specialist repairer

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

0800 781 9317
CALL NOW 

carolenash.com/classic-car

Adding class
to your journey
Well formed Classic Car Insurance

Based on reviews from July 2017 – December 2017

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash91
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“WHAT SUNDAYS WERE MADE FOR”

01480 484 862
www.lancasterinsurance.co.uk

4SPMG] FIRI½XW� JIEXYVIW ERH HMWGSYRXW�SJJIVIH�QE]�ZEV]�FIX[IIR�MRWYVERGI�WGLIQIW�SV�GSZIV�WIPIGXIH�ERH�
EVI WYFNIGX XS YRHIV[VMXMRK�GVMXIVME��0ERGEWXIV�-RWYVERGI�7IVZMGIW�MW�E�XVEHMRK�REQI�SJ�-RWYVERGI�*EGXSV]�
0MQMXIH�[LS�EVI�EYXLSVMWIH�ERH�VIKYPEXIH�F]�XLI�*MRERGMEP�'SRHYGX�%YXLSVMX]��2S����������*SV�QYXYEP�

WIGYVMX]��GEPPW�EVI�VIGSVHIH�ERH�QE]�FI�QSRMXSVIH�JSV�XVEMRMRK�TYVTSWIW�

/lancasterins @lancaster_ins 0-7�,�'
7'�54�����

3HUIRUPDQFH 'LUHFW LV D WUDGLQJ QDPH RI *URYH 	 'HDQ /WG� DQ LQGHSHQGHQW LQWHUPHGLDU\ ZKR DUH DXWKRULVHG

DQG UHJXODWHG E\ WKH )LQDQFLDO &RQGXFW $XWKRULW\ �)&$�� )RU \RXU VHFXULW\ FDOOV PD\ EH UHFRUGHG�

Performance Direct was
founded on a love of classic
and specialist vehicles and
we're now one of the UK’s

leading independent brokers.

Last year thousands of
Classic Car owners swapped

their insurance to
Performance Direct.

Want to find out why?

Don't just renew your
insurance – save money and
experience the difference with

Performance Direct.

0800 997 8351
www.performancedirect.co.uk

Policy Options

Include:*

Multi-car policies

Car Club discounts

Agreed values

FREE foreign use cover

(up to 90 days)

Limited mileage
discounts

Modified classics

*Subject to underwriting criteria

Knowledgeable UK staff

Open 7 days a week

I N S U R A N C E

CLASSIC CAR

DRIVE A

BETTER DEAL
with

Performance

Direct

Established 1972

LYNBROOK
INSURANCE
“INNOVATIVE INSURANCE FOR
DISCERNING OWNERS”
Lynbrook policies* were developed to offer wide cover with bespoke specialist servicing and

sensible pricing. Over 25 years improvements and additions have been constantly developed to

address the demanding and changing needs of our clients.

WE ARE DIFFERENT

• We are a 3rd generation family owned business
started 45 years ago

• We build, restore, service and compete in our own
vehicles

• As consumers ourselves we understand what YOU
need as compatriot enthusiasts

• Our policies were designed by us 25 years ago - and
have yet to be equalled

• We offer more than our competitors - but generally
charge less **

• We do not operate Call Centres but like to talk to you
- via our UK based staff

• We offer all embracing cover - not stripped out
policies to save a few coppers

• We do NOT charge fees or have hidden charges
• We offer quality cover to discerning clients, but do
not insure “just anyone”

• We would love to hear from you - and would welcome
your call. We want to get to know you, and hopefully,
you us.

WE TRY TO BEAT COMPARABLE QUOTATIONS THOUGH

OUR QUALITY IS INCOMPARABLE

* We offer insurance for Classic and Vintage cars and motorcycles, three wheelers and motorhomes

** We may offer (for instance) automatic inclusive Agreed Value cover up to £7500 with no
paperwork involved or extra cost - just some photos e-mailed to us

Tel. 0345 130 4662 or 01277 206285

8am - 6pm weekdays Saturdays 9am - 1pm

“lynbrook@ers.com”

LYNBROOK INSURANCE IS AN INTRODUCER APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE OF ERS SYNDICATE

MANAGEMENT LTD WHICH IS AUTHORISED AND REGULATED BY THE PRUDENTIAL REGULATION

AUTHORITY AND REGULATED BY THE FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY
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MEMBER

Classic Restorations
(Scotland) Ltd

2%34/2!4)/. o #/.6%23)/.3 o 2%0!)23 o -!).4%.!.#%

RECENTLYOPENED ROLLS ROYCEAND BENTLEY

SERVICE DEPARTMENT NOW INCORPORATING

ALASTAIR SCOTT SERVICES

SERVICEAND REPAIR OFALLROLLS ROYCEAND

BENTLEYMOTORS FROM 1904-2002

ALLWORK DONE IN-HOUSE BYOUR TEAM OF SPECIALIST

CRAFTSMEN TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

ENGINEERING &MECHANICALWORK - ELECTRICAL

WORK - PANELWORK - ASH FRAME REPAIRS &

REPLACEMENTS - PAINTWORK - INTERIOR TRIMMING

Tel 01828 633 293 Mobile 07885 316 689

Email: charles@classicrestorations.co.uk

www.classicrestorations.co.uk

COLONNADE METAL FINISHERSCOLONNADE METAL FINISHERS  

��������� �,ZKD��W>�d/E'�^W��/�>/^d^�t/d,�Ks�Z�ϱϬ�z��Z^��yW�Z/�E�� 

x� �>>��hDW�Z^�dZ/W>��W>�d���&KZ�>KE'�>/&�������������������������������������

x� �>hD/E/hD�WK>/^,���Θ��,ZKD�� 

x� D������WKd�D�d�>�Z�W�/Z���Θ�W>�d�� 

x� /E�,Kh^��Z�W�/Z�^�Zs/��

dĞů��ϬϮϬ-ဒဓϬϮ-ϳϳϮϮ 

ϰϭ�,ĂůůŵĂƌŬ�dƌĂĚ��ƐƚĂƚĞ��&ŽƵƌƚŚ�

tĂǇ��tĞŵďůĞǇ���DŝĚĚǆ��,�ဓ�Ϭ>���

ǁǁǁ�ĐŽůŽŶŶĂĚĞŵĞƚĂů�ĐŽŵ 
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-;< �! �

North Devon Metalcraft Ltd, Unit 6 Lauder Lane, Roundswell Business Park (West), Barnstaple North Devon, EX31 3TA

� ���		 ����� ���
���
���������������������������� � �����������������

?-5)6=.)+<=:- )6A <A8- 7. 0)6,5),-

8)6-4; )6, +0);;1; <7 7:,-:�

We are now Manufacturing Original FIA Cobra 289 and Cobra 427

Chassis and Body’s with original Suspension and running gear.

	������ ��� 
���� ��� ��� �� �������� Now available as body and chassis package, or Roller based cars.
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CLASSIC CARAUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS
& PRE-SELECTGEARBOXES

RECONDITIONED & SPARE PARTS SUPPLIED

G WHITEHOUSE AUTOS LTD
www.gwautos.com Tel: 0121 559 9800 info@gwautos.com

CLASSIC CARAUTOMATIC CONVERSION
Convert your classic car to Jaguar XJ40 4 speed automatic

KITS NOWAVAILABLE FORMOST CARS

HAYWARD CLASSICS
Restoration & Refinishing Specialis t

E: info@haywardclassics.co.uk - : 0 88 930009

CLASSIC CAR RESTORATION AND REFINISHING
CLASSIC CAR DELIVERY AND COLLECTION IN OUR FULLY ENCLOSED TRAILER TO ANY LOCATION!

30 
Years

Est. in 1987

�ƵƚŽŵĂƟĐ � dƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ
ZĞĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶĞĚ�^ĞƌǀŝĐĞĚ�Θ�ZĞƉĂŝƌĞĚ

�ƵƚŽŵĂƟĐ dƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ
&ůƵƐŚŝŶŐ ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞ

• &ůƵƐŚĞƐ Θ ĐůĞĂŶƐ

ƚŚĞ ĞŶƟƌĞ ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ

• ,ĞůƉƐ ƌĞƐƚŽƌĞ ƐŚŝŌ
ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ

• WƌĞǀĞŶƚƐ ƉƌĞŵĂƚƵƌĞ

ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ ĨĂŝůƵƌĞ

tĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝƐĞ�ŝŶ�Ăůů��ůĂƐƐŝĐ�Θ��ŵĞƌŝĐĂŶ�ǀĞŚŝĐůĞ�ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ

ĨƌŽŵ�DŝŶŝƐ�ƚŽ�DƵƐƚĂŶŐƐ �:ĞŶƐĞŶƐ �:ĂŐƵĂƌƐ ��ƐƚŽŶ�DĂƌƟŶƐ �

�ĞŶƚůĞǇƐ�Θ�ZŽůůƐ�ZŽǇĐĞ��Ăůů�ƵƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ

WŚŽŶĞ� нϰϰ ;Ϭ�ϭϯϮϯ �ϰ�ϰϰ�

ǁǁǁĂůĚĞƌƐĂƵƚŽŵŽƟǀĞĐŽƵŬ
hŶŝƚƐ�ϰ�Θ�ϱ�EŽƌƚŚĮĞůĚ��ƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ�WĂƌŬ��>ŽǁĞƌ��ŝĐŬĞƌ���ĂƐƚ�^ƵƐƐĞǆ���ŶŐůĂŶĚ��E�Ϯϳ�ϰ��

KƵƌ�

dƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ�ĂƌĞ�

�ǇŶŽ�dĞƐƚĞĚ�

ďĞĨŽƌĞ�ĚĞůŝǀĞƌǇ
;ƐƵďũĞĐƚ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶ�

tĞ ĂůƐŽ ƌĞďƵŝůĚ &ŽƌĚ dŽƉůŽĂĚĞƌ�

�ŽƌŐ ǁĂƌŶĞƌ dϭϬ Θ 'DDƵŶĐŝĞ

DĂŶƵĂů ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ ĨŽƌ

ƌŽĂĚ ĂŶĚ ƌĂĐĞ ĐĂƌ ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ

ALL YOUR TRIMMING NEEDS AT THE RIGHT PRICE

INTERNATIONAL PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

NORTHUMBRIAN HOUSE, HEATON, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

Tel 0191 2241 302 MAX TAIT www.northumbrianleather.co.uk

NORTHUMBRIAN LEATHER

Aston V8 Volante

�
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ULTRASONIC CARBURETTOR CLEANER BestUltrasonic.co.uk

Tel: 01706 950112

20 Ltr Digital

20 Ltr Analogue

6 Ltr

Analogue

13 Ltr AnalogueFull range

of Ultrasonic

Cleaners

27 Ltr Analogue

CAR STORAGE
BERKSHIRE – M4 J11 3 MILES

20 mins from Heathrow – dehumidified, alarmed building.

MOTs, mechanical checkovers, collection and delivery, and valeting.

Tel: +44 (0)118 983 1200   Fax: +44 (0)118 983 1414
www.rtcc.co.uk/storage

RICHARD THORNE

R E S T O R A T I O N S

Award winning
family business

VETERAN
VINTAGE
PVT
CLASSIC
Based in Buckinghamshire

KNOWLEDGE  RESTORATION  SERVICE & REPAIR

PPP'MBFP:ED>KK>LMHK:MBHGL'<H'ND

01296 770596
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Available from selected workshops and retailers 

Visit www.penriteclassicoils.co.uk 

Or call 01869 229240 

Penrite Classic Oils, Bicester Heritage, Oxfordshire, OX26 5HA�

�ƐƚŽŶ DĂƌƟŶ ,ĞƌŝƚĂŐĞ �ĞƐŝŐŶƐ

ŚĞƌŝƚĂŐĞĐůĂƐƐŝĐƌĞƐƚŽƌĂƟŽŶƐ�ĐŽŵ

d� нϰϰ ;Ϭ� ϭϮϱ ϳϯϮϯϬϲ �� ŚĞƌŝƚĂŐĞƌĞƐƚŽΛďƟŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ�ĐŽŵ

EĞǁ ĂŶĚ ƵƐĞĚ �ƐƚŽŶ DĂƌƟŶ ƉĂƌƚƐ� ƵƉŐƌĂĚĞƐ Θ ĂĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ�

&Žƌ ŽƵƌ ŚƵŐĞ ƐƚŽĐŬ ůŝƐƚ ƉůĞĂƐĞ ǀŝƐŝƚ ŽƵƌ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ

�� Θ �D ,ĞĂĚƌĞƐƚƐ � ZĂĚŝŽ ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐƐ �� � ^ƚĂŝŶůĞƐƐ �ǆŚĂƵƐƚƐ �

�ůƵŵŝŶƵŵ ZĂĚƐ � &ŽŽƚƌĞƐƚƐ � dŽŽů ZŽůůƐ � �� Θ �D �ŽŶƐŽůĞƐ �

^ĞĂƚ �ĞůƚƐ � �� ^ƵŶǀŝƐŽƌƐ

ZĞƐƚŽƌĂƟŽŶ WĂƌƚƐ Θ ^ƉĂƌĞƐ hƉŐƌĂĚĞƐ �ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ

www.ahspares.co.uk

The Original Austin-Healey Parts Specialist

The Original Austin-Healey Parts Specialist
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At Trinity Engineering we pride ourselves on our 

ZRUNPDQVKLS�ZKLFK�LV�UHÁHFWHG�LQ�VR�PDQ\�FXVWRPHUV�FRPLQJ�

back to us. For 18 years we have proudly restored, serviced, 

enhanced and repaired all post war Aston Martins and 

/DJRQGDV�IRU�VDWLVÀHG�FXVWRPHUV�DOO�RYHU�WKH�ZRUOG�

For the last 8 years we have enlarged our workshops and now 

provide the same level of service to all modern Aston Martins 

from the DB9 to the latest V12 Vanquish. We are fully equipped 

with diagnostic equipment and experienced engineers.

We are located in rural Surrey within easy reach of the M25 

and A3 motorways and can undertake any project large or 

small. The coffee is always on the go so call in and meet Tim 

and his team for an informal chat and let us show you around 

our new purpose built workshops.

Tel: 01932 862040         Fax: 01932 868747      Email: tim@trinityaston.co.uk

Lovelace Works, High Street, Ripley, Surrey, GU23 6AF

!DVANCE 3PRINGS s 2OTOR !RMS s 6ACUUM 5NITS $ISTRIBUTOR #APS
s #ONTACT 3ETS s #ONDENSERS s ,4 #ONNECTORS s "USHES � "EARINGS

s "ASEPLATES !DVANCE 7EIGHTS s 3HAFT � "ODIES

7HOHSKRQH ����� ������
Email: martin@distributordoctor.com

www.distributordoctor.com

Recyc edReconditionedNew

Specialising in quality parts for post-war Rolls-Royce & Bentley cars

ZZ Á\LQJVSDUHV FRP ����� ������ VD HV#Á\LQJVSDUHV FR XN

Quote discount code C&SC18  and save £10 on orders over £75

6XSHUE OLJKWLQJ XSJUDGHV

HQTXLULHV#EHWWHUFDUOLJKWLQJ�FR�XN

��� � ����
������

+HDGOLJKWV
'DVK
,QGLFDWRUV
6LGHOLJKWV
%UDNH OLJKWV
0RUH

0RQH\�
EDFN
JXDUDQWHH
DOO LWHPV�

$OO ��Y
FODVVLFV
FDWHUHG�
IRU��

%&/�

ZZZ�EHWWHUFDUOLJKWLQJ�FR�XN

THE FANTASTIC ‘OXY HYDROGEN GENERATOR’ 

IS NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLAND AT LAST.

It takes only 30-45 minutes to totally remove all carbon 
deposits from your engine’s combustion chamber. 
Valves, pistons & cylinder head are like new again.

More power & smoother delivery
Less wear on internals

Improved MPG/MPL
Longer engine life

Improved emissions

Non-invasive technology, therefore no need to 

remove the cylinder head.
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01386 833520

DECARBONISE YOUR ENGINE IN 30 MINUTES

Email: bZiVigdchWgZVi])'5\bV^a#Xdb
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JAYMIC LTD, 2002 THURGARTON RD, ALDBOROUGH, NORFOLK, NR11 7NY, UK

CLASSIC BMW PARTS

Suppliers of new genuine, original equipment, aftermarket and used, Classic BMW parts

t: +44 (0)1263 768768

F: +44 (0)1263 768336

E: 02parts@jaymic.com

WWW JAYMIC COM

JonWilliamStables.co.uk

Call us today on 01380 850965

Garaging ~ Carriage Houses ~ Workshops
THE

When a garage is not an
option, your pride and joy
deserves more than a fabric
cover to protect it from the
elements.

NEW FROM

JERAN INNOVATIONS

www.thecarapace.com

sales@thecarapace.com

Tel: 0203 818 7437

DS50 GPS Speedometer

Tel: 01564 775522

Fast Internal 10HZ sender
Rechargeable Internal battery
Mounting bracket included
£79.95 plus postage.

www.digital-speedos.co.uk
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Please visit our website Oak-designs.co.uk to see further examples  
of our product range. You can also now design your own garage  

using our ‘Quote my Design’ tool online.

01273 400411 sales@oak-designs.co.uk 
www.oak-designs.co.uk

Oak frame buildings ideal for self-assembly 
or by our expert team

2XWGRRU�/LYLQJ�_�*DUDJHV�_�'XDO�SXUSRVH�EXLOGLQJ�_�*DUDJH���ÀUVW�ÁRRU�_�+RPH�RIÀFHV�_�*D]HERV

7+(�%$5&20%(

£3,000+ VAT*
*T&Cs available upon request.  

Offer ends 30/09
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TAILORED CAR COVERS 
FOR INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE

Exclusive savings code: CSC-2018

For almost 40 years, we’ve been the market 
leader in supplying innovative solutions in car
protection. British designed and manufactured 
we’re proud of our heritage and it shows in the 
unrivalled quality of our covers.

T:    01943 864 646   
E:    info@specialisedcovers.com    
W:  specialisedcovers.com

THE FINE CAR STORE

‘Caring for fine automobiles’
The Fine Car Store is located in the heart of rural
Cheshire, within 15 minutes direct access to Manchester
International Airport and only 2 hours by rail from
central London.

We offer bespoke, discreet, secure, dehumidified
automotive and motorcycle storage solutions. Our facility
caters for vehicles from 1900 to the present day, all
comprehensively insured and professionally maintained.

t Long and short term, de-humidified,
purpose built, rural facility

t Comprehensively insured with 24hr CCTV

t We cater for veteran, vintage, classic and
modern automobiles and motorcycles

t Single acquisitions and multiple collections

t Prestige airport parking and client transfer

t UK and European enclosed, discreet
collection and delivery service

t Worldwide shipping (sea and air freight)

E: enquiries@thefinecarstore.com W: www.thefinecarstore.com

Facilities in Knutsford and Macclesfield . Cheshire T: 01565 872400

CA-CC
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Supersoft, Superstretchy, Superstrong
perfect fit indoor car covers for £99

Using the finest materials and a ‘form follows function’ design ethos, for more than 25 years 

we have been producing innovative, practical and beautiful car accessories.

www.richbrook.co.uk 

or tel: 01328 862387

Tailored outdoor covers 

also available

2015

CUSTO
MISE

YOUR

COVE
R WIT

HA LA
RGE

CARE
MBLE

M

JUST£
9.95

THE BEST PROTECTION FOR
GARAGED CARS

KEEP YOUR GARAGED CAR DUST AND DAMP FREEWITH A

SUPER SOFT FABRIC METEX CAR DUST COVER.

EASY TO USE, THE COVER SIMPLY DRAPES OVER YOUR CAR

COVERING IT COMPLETELY.

WE COVER ALLMAKES, MODELS AND SIZE OF CARS.

EXAMPLE CAR COVER SIZE: CLASSIC MINI 15FT x 10.6FT

from only

£37.50
Postage cost £7.50 per order

metex
car covers

Phone now with your order: 01254 704625
or order online at:www.cardustcovers.co.uk
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www.classiccarstereo.co.uk | sales@autosound.co.uk | 01274 688990

New for 2017

now with DAB/DAB+ 

RETRO CAR AUDIO

+HDG�8QLWV���/RXGVSHDNHUV
$ H U L D O V ��$ F F H V V R U L H V

CARSAFE
secure storage for classic
and performance vehicles

www.carsafe.co.uk  tel: cambridge 01223 299011

Situated 5 minutes from the A3 on the Surrey / Hampshire /

Sussex borders convenient for Goodwood

Discreet secure insulated storage facility for any

car or motorcycle.

Onsite servicing, repair and body-shop available.

For further information Tel: 01420 472 273

E-mail: southlandsccs@gmail.com

Web: www.southlandscherishedcarstorage.co.uk

Handmade from historic timber

A tactile model that will certainly become an heirloom.

Toys or Ornaments or Both. 

Personalise with lazer engraving

6HQG�XV�DQ�HPDLO�ZLWK�VSHFLÀF�UHTXHVWV

Classic and Modern Vehicle Storage

NEWBURY, BERKSHIRE (M4 JUNC 13 4 MILES)

Collection and delivery

anywhere, servicing on site

Call us for long or short term

prestige storage

Website www.lakeautosnug.co.uk

suppliers of Airflow products

07768 056254 OR

01488 71247

To Advertise here call

020 8267 5772
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To advertise your car in next month’s classified, call us on 020 8267 8545;

fax: 020 8267 5404; e-mail: tahir.saleem@haymarket.com. Deadline is Friday 15th June

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISE FOR £40 INC VAT (£70 if photo included) Classified advertising in Classic & Sports Car is £40 for 20 words and £1 per word thereafter. 

Cheques payable to Haymarket Publishing Ltd, or a postal order must accompany your advertising copy. Send to Classic and Sports Car Advertising, c/o Tahir Saleem, 
Haymarket Publishing Teddington Studios  Broom Road  Teddington  Middlesex TW11 9BE. OR TELEPHONE US  You may telephone your classified advertisement to us by calling 020 8267 

5937 during office hours (quoting your credit card number). PLEASE NOTE No alterations, cancellations or refunds possible. Classic & Sports Car reserves the right to refuse or 
withdraw advertisements at its discretion and does not accept liability for printers’ or clerical errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.  

Advertisements received too late for a particular issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue unless otherwise instructed. TRADE DESCRIPTIONS ACT 1968  Advertisers 
should pay close attention to the  requirements of the Act, particularly regarding accurate descriptions of all goods offered for sale. CLASSIFIED DISPLAY £20.00 per single column 

centimetre, minimum £96 inc VAT for 4cm inclusive of any photo use. BOX NUMBERS There is an additional charge of £20.00 UK and £30.00 overseas for all  box number ads. Reply to Box 
No.... c/o Tahir Saleem, Classic and Sports Car Advertising, Haymarket Publishing Teddington Studios Broom Road Teddington Middlesex TW11 9BE

A

Earley Engineering Limited
Alvis Specialists

+44 (0)1981 250 244
earleyeng@aol.com

Visit our new website
www.earleyeng.com

| Servicing | Chassis engineering

| ZĞƐƚŽƌĂƟŽŶƐ� | Engine builds

| Upgrades | Coachbuilding

| Sales | Bodyshop

 AUSTIN HEALEY FROGEYE SPRITES WANTED.  
Also small selection of properly restored Frogeyes and 
later Sprites for sale. For current stock check www.
mgmidgets.com or tel. Mike Authers Classics, 
specialist in Midgets and Sprites in Abingdon on Tel 
07703 465224

01480 484 862

 1934 AUSTIN 12/4 ASCOT - £14,250   Gavin 
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482 
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk 

One of the largest selections of 
Classic Cars for sale in the USA

STAUNTON, ILINOIS, USA 62088
Tel: +1-618-635-7056

cntryclsscrs@madisontelco.com

www.CountryClassicCars.com

�ƐƚŽŶ�DĂƌƟŶ�,ĞƌŝƚĂŐĞ��ĞƐŝŐŶƐ
ŚĞƌŝƚĂŐĞĐůĂƐƐŝĐƌĞƐƚŽƌĂƟŽŶƐ�ĐŽŵ

d� нϰϰ ;Ϭ1 ϭ�Ϯϱ ϳϯϮϯϬϲ �� ŚĞƌŝƚĂŐĞƌĞƐƚŽΛďƟŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ�ĐŽŵ

^ƉĞĐŝůĂƐƚ�ŝŶ�ŶĞǁ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞĚ��ƐƚŽŶ�DĂƌƟŶ�

ƉĂƌƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ�

&Žƌ�ŽƵƌ�ŚƵŐĞ�ƐƚŽĐŬ�ůŝƐƚ� 

ƉůĞĂƐĞ�ǀŝƐŝƚ�ŽƵƌ�ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ�

���Θ��D�,ĞĂĚƌĞƐƚƐ���ZĂĚŝŽ�ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐƐ� 

�����^ƚĂŝŶůĞƐƐ��ǆŚĂƵƐƚƐ����ůƵŵŝŶƵŵ�ZĂĚƐ���

&ŽŽƚƌĞƐƚƐ���dŽŽů�ZŽůůƐ������Θ��D��ŽŶƐŽůĞƐ��� 

^ĞĂƚ��ĞůƚƐ������^ƵŶǀŝƐŽƌƐ

1953. 27,000 miles. Very original car.
Recently commissioned.

£59,950

01534 864073 www.leriche.com

A U T O M O B I L E R E S T O R E R S

Austin Healey 100/4

1959. 2 seater RHD.
Part restored with tricky work done.

£POA

01534 864073 www.leriche.com

A U T O M O B I L E R E S T O R E R S

Austin Healey 3000 MK1 (BN7)

1966 2 ltr endurance rally prepared
with all the upgrades.

£49,950

01534 864073 www.leriche.com

A U T O M O B I L E R E S T O R E R S

Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprint GT

1967 Aston Martin DB6 Mk1
Vantage - Fiesta Red, very
original RHD

T +61.2.9922 2036

SYDNEY AUSTRALIA

Aston Martin DB7 Vantage Volante

2003. Auto. 2 owners. 34000mls. F.S.H.

Just serviced at AM. £42,995

Please contact Mr M. Wise Tel: 07836 622234

Email: info@michaelwisecars.co.uk

 1932 AUSTIN 7 BOX SALOON  , 3-speed gear box, 
scuttle fuel tank, exceedingly well restored, sunroof, 
lovely.  £10,000. Tel: 01869 249999www.
vintageandclassiccars.co.uk 

 DB4 SERIES IV, L.H.D.   Aegean Blue with Black 
leather, extensively restored,looks beautiful, 
matching numbers and very rare as an original left-
hand drive,£525,000. Byron International. www.
allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567.sales@
allastonmartin.com 

 DB7 VANTAGE AUTO,   Mendip Blue with a Parchment 
and Pacific Leather interior, F.S.H. a beautiful looking 
Aston Martin at only £37,950. Byron International. 
www.allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567. 
sales@allastonmartin.com 

 AMV8 SERIES III,  Auto, Emerald Green Metallic, with 
a Black Leather, Front Arm Rest, Fog Lamps, extensive 
MOT and documented service and restoration history 
file since new in 1975, which confirms the current 
odometer reading of just under 58,000 miles, 
according to the late second owner and factory 
Warranty Card, the car was originally finished white 
but at the request to AML by the first owner, the car 
was refinished in the now stunning colour to match 
that of a Corgi or Dinky model he had as a child, 
£89,950. Byron International. www.allastonmartin.
com Tel: 01737 244567. sales@allastonmartin.com

 V8 VOLANTE SERIES I, 1981,   Auto, R-R Royal Blue 
Metallic with a Dark Blue Mohair Hood and Fawn 
leather, BBS Alloy Wheels, Auxiliary Driving Lamps, 
Head Rests with Pads, extensively restored, 
£159,950.Byron International. www.allastonmartin.
com Tel: 01737 244567.sales@allastonmartin.com 

 V8 VOLANTE SERIES II,   Fuel Injection, 1986, 
Manual 5-Speed ZF,Balmoral Green Metallic with a 
Dark Green Mohair Hood and Magnolialeather, BBS 
Alloy Wheels, Auxiliary Driving Lamps, Head Rests 
with Pads,extensive service history by marque 
specialist, £189,950.Byron International. www.
allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567.sales@
allastonmartin.com 

 VIRAGE VOLANTE L.H.D.   Automatic, Black with a 
Beige Leather, £79,950 Byron International. www.
allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567. sales@
allastonmartin.com 

 VIRAGE VOLANTE 6.3  ‘Wide Bodied’ 4-Speeed 
Automatic, OZ Alloy Wheels, British Racing Green 
with a Black Mohair Hood and a Parchment Leather 
interior, continuous service history from new, 
£129,950 Byron International. www.allastonmartin.
com Tel: 01737 244567. sales@allastonmartin.com

 V8 LIMITED EDITION COUPE,   One of only 9, Auto, 
Deep Jewel Green Metallicwith Special Tan leather, 
less than 12,000 miles approximately and only 
twoowners since new, serviced by the same Aston 
Martin Dealer, an outstandingcar and an undiscovered 
gem, £89,950. Byron International. www.
allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567. sales@
allastonmartin.com 

 V8 COUPE, 1999,   Auto, Dark Blue Metallic with 
Beige leather, F.S.H., £115,000. Byron International. 
www.allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567.
sales@allastonmartin.com 

 VANQUISH 2+2   Manual Gear Shift conversion by 
Works Service, Antrim Blue with Parchment and 
Pacific Blue interior, Red Coloured brake callipers, Linn 
Audio, Satellite Navigation, Tracker Alarm, £99,950. 
Byron International. www.allastonmartin.com Tel: 
01737 244567.sales@allastonmartin.com 
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SHELBY MUSTANGS & AC MkIV COBRAS
www.dragonwheelsrestorations.co.uk

SALES | RESTORATION | MECHANICAL REPAIRS | SERVICING

WEWANTTOBUYYOURMODERNORCLASSIC CAR, BESTPRICES PAID FORCORRECTEXAMPLES

WANTED!
�=��o��-u;�1omvb7;ubm]�v;ѴѴbm]��o�u�����_��mo|�1om|-1|��v�C�uv|�=ou�=ub;m7Ѵ��

bm=oul-ঞ��;�1om�;uv-ঞ�om���|�!;7Ѵbm;��;�rub7;�o�uv;Ѵ�;v�om�l-hbm]�t�b1h�7;1bvbomv�

-m7 =-v| |u-mv-1ঞomv =ou - |o|-ѴѴ� _-vvѴ; =u;; v;u�b1;ķ ou b= �o�u ru;=;uu;7 orঞom bv

1ollbvvbom v-Ѵ; �; �o�Ѵ7 0; _-rr� |o 7bv1�vv �o�u u;t�bu;l;m|v =�u|_;u�

�);0ĺ�����u;7Ѵbm;r;�1o��h������$;Ѵĺ�ƏƐƖƒƑ�ѶƕƔƓƒƔ�������l-bѴĺ�bm=oŠu;7Ѵbm;r;�1o��h

For details of all vehicles currently available, please see our website www.robinlawton.com

  Email: enquiries@robinlawton.com

Tel:  01420-474919/07710-364945

Robin Lawton
Vintage & Classic car specialist | Over 50 years experience

SURREY/HAMPSHIRE/SUSSEX BORDERS

1933 MG J2 £45,000

Pre-war competition 

history – Probably the

Best Available

1960 Austin Healey 

Sprite Mk 1 £21,950

Total restoration just

completed

1959 Triumph TR3A 

£25,950

Original UK RHD, o/d, 

w/w

Amazing Austin Healey
coupé 100 / 6

 -   Aluminium panels and Steel Body.
 -   Built to race at Le Mans and more.
 -   Participated free practice at 24 hours of  

Le Mans and race track Reims Gueux in  
the 60’s (race history in process)

 -   Sold Without engine and no gearbox 

 -   Located in Bordeaux - France.
�����5HVWRUDWLRQ�RQ�ÀOH�ZLWK�SLFWXUHV�

 -   French registration, tax paid 
 -   Perfect condition.
 -   Price on request.
����2IIHUV�ZHOFRPH�

Contact by e-mail : xk120.bguichard@wanadoo.fr

For Sale

 www.rsande.co.uk

1974. Rotary engine GS.
Excellent condition. Rare.

£29,950

01534 864073 www.leriche.com

A U T O M O B I L E R E S T O R E R S

Citroen GS Birotor

1948 BRISTOL 400 SPORTS COUPE - £44,950
Gavin McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

Bizzarrini Europa 1969

220 CV

Tel 0032474681781

Bizzarrini P538

All documented

Tel 0032474681781

BENTLEY ARNAGE 4.4 V8. Very low mileage,
superb history. Brunei high spec. Like new. RR crome
silver. £26500. d@hawney.com for detailed pics.
07748 601800. Sussex.

1936 BMW326 CONVERTIBLE - £59.500 Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

1939 BMW 327/80 CABRIOLET - £185,000
Gavin McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

Bizzarrini BZ2001 1991

Prototype V12 Ferrari

Tel 0032474681781

1927 CROSSLEY 20.9HP FABRIC SALOON -
£34,950 Gavin McGuire - 01892 770310 or
07770 316482 E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.
com or web www.gavinmcguire.co.uk

Citroën DS Specialist
* Car sales

�'6�,QWHULRUV�VXSSOLHG�DQG�¿�WWHG

* Parts

* Cars taken on consignment

www.frenchclassics.co.uk

Tel: UK

+44 (0)1474 703125

Mob: UK

+44 (0)7778 064331

Email: info@frenchclassics.co.uk

1923CADILLACV8TOWNSEDAN.£30,000. Tel
01869 249999 or www.vintageandclassiccars.
co.uk

DKW F12 CONVERTIBLE 1962. Rare little car for
restoration . No engine. More details on request.
£2,750. Tel 01676 541 137 or 07831 715 400 
www.rijohnson.co.uk
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Sales,  
Service & 
Restoration

Call 01428 606616 

rardleymotors.com

2006 FERRARI F430 RHD 3,900 miles, 2 previous
owners, the last for 11 years. Nero Daytona exterior,
Daytona crema interior, Nero stitching, leather
headlining, carbon zone, yellow calipers and Scuderia
shields. Complete main dealer service history and
freshly serviced. £124,850 Tel: 01625 360736 or 
www.2bc-automotive.com

Ferrari 550 Schumacker

5000 km 125 000 Euro

Tel 0032474681781

1992 FERRARI 348 TB original Swiss car. LHD. Low
miles 31k with history, superb accident free example.
£58,500 d@hawney.com for photos/details 07748 
601800

Ferrari 550 Barchetta

Prototype

Geneva Show 2004

Tel 0032474681781

WANTED: Classic Ferrari of the '50s, '60s, '70s
wanted for straight purchase or consignment.
Thomas@HamannClassicCars.com, Tel: +1-203-
813-8300.

Ferrari 308 Prototype Motor

Show Geneva Show 1984

Tel 0032474681781

Restoration to Perfection

We have the necessary skills and experience to 

SURGXFH�WKH�KLJKHVW�TXDOLW\�¿QLVKHG�DUWLFOH��2XU�

DWWHQWLRQ�WR�GHWDLO�KDV�EHHQ�TXDQWL¿HG�E\�QXPHURXV�

class awards and even overall victories at the worlds 

PRVW�SUHVWLJLRXV�&RQFRXUV�G¶(OHJHQDFH�HYHQWV��

Whether you wish to have your car restored in order 

WR�VKRZ�LW�DW�HYHQWV��RU�MXVW�IRU�\RXU�RZQ�HQMR\PHQW��

ZH�ZRXOG�EH�GHOLJKWHG�WR�DVVLVW�

www.dke.co.uk  - T. 01923 287687

Enthusiastic buyers of 

Classic Cars

Discretion assured.

www.standrewsautos.co.uk

From barn finds to concours show

winners.

Anything considered - Exotic, Vintage, 

Sports, Hot Rods, American, RS Fords, 

Replicas etc.

All interesting classics wanted by 

genuine enthusiasts

james@standrewsautos.co.uk

07980 982367 / 01245 248888

Ferrari 360 F1 Spider

2001(Y reg). 12,000 miles with F.S.H

(Just had major service). Many options.

£74,995
Please contact Mr M. Wise Tel: 07836 622234 

Email: info@michaelwisecars.co.uk
www.michaelwisecars.co.uk

1920HUMBER15.9HPTOURER-£36,500Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

01480 484 862

Outstanding V8 AC Cobra 427

Roadcraft SR
12,500 miles.

£32,500

Hi-output 350 Chevy 5.7 litre V8 – awesome sound.  4 barrel Holley carb.  S/S side exhaust 

pipes.  S/S detailed engine bay with full chrome engine dress & braided hoses.  S/S roll 

bar. 5 speed gearbox. Halibrand alloy wheels with BF Goodrich tyres. Cobra Moto-Lita

wooden steering wheel. Front and rear chrome nudge bars. Cream leather seats, black

piping. Full harness seat belts. Tonneau cover. First registration: 1973. Year of build 1996.  

Existing owner purchased 2011, full invoice history.  Taxed & MOT.  Private sale.

Contact: Janine Harris: 01245-456503 

janine.harris@uk.ebmpapst.com   

8am – 5pm weekdays.

1 of the last 250 made in 1981. 
10,377 miles only. Comprehensive 

history file. Totally original. 

£11,750.

Also included in the sale is a pair 
of half leather beige seats. Having 
been garaged throughout its life. 

Only been used for shows and 
events.

Mobile 07572 112 782 

Alan Gibson

MG LIMITED EDITION ROADSTER

Shipping $995 Guaranteed!! - all base ports • Southern California, USA (562) 691-1109

'60 Sunbeam Alpine, rare 1st series! orig Calif.
car, storage 10 yrs, needs resto. $3850

www.PhilNeweySportsCars.com • PhilNeweyCars@aol.com

'85 VW Vanagon GL, 85k miles, stick, a/c, 7
passenger, immaculate! superb driver. $12,500

'57 Mercedes-Benz 219, manual, over $16k 
spent, v nice example, drives great! $19,500

PHIL NEWEY
SPORTS CARS OF CALIFORNIA

'74 Triumph TR6, fully restored! overdrive, 
new red lines, orig. paint, non finer! $18,950

'59 MGA Rdstr, brand new interior, no rust, 
side windows, very nice! $18,500.

'78 Datsun 280Z, 5-speed, immaculate condi-
tion, no rust, perfect interior. $16,950
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Classic vehicle restoration, service 

and sales. From MOT and service 

to full restoration, from Triumph TR 

to Ferrari Dino we are here to cater 

for all your classic vehicle needs.

We are located in Hedgerley in

Buckinghamshire just off junction

2 on the M40 (Beaconsfield)  

with nearest train station being 

Gerrards Cross.

See websites www.templarandwildeclassics.co.uk and  
www.p1800specialist.com for details of our services.

07792 911355    info@templarandwildeclassics.co.uk

01480 484 862

Isdera Imperator

Motor Geneva Show 2007

V8 Mercedes

Tel 0032474681781

JAGUAR E-TYPE V12 COUPE 1973. LHD. 21,000
KMS. Very good original condition. P.EXP. Schene car.
White Blue leather interior. £60,000. Tel 0032
475476288 www.racingbox.be  /   racingbox@
skynet.be

JENSENFFMK I1968 (G) Only 195 ever built. Light
gold exterior, blood red interior. Fully refurbished. No
rust. Aluminium bonnet. Part of personal collection of
Cropredy Bridge Garage. Ex Proprietors. £149,995. 
Tel: 01295 758225

1969 JAGUAR E TYPE 4.2 LITRE COUPE -

£65,000 Gavin McGuire - 01892 770310
or07770 316482 E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.
com  or web www.gavinmcguire.co.uk

WANTED URGENTLY

JAGUAR E TYPES ALL MODELS ANY YEAR OR CONDITION

TOP PRICE PAID. DISTANCE NO OBJECT

PLEASE RING DAY OR NIGHT

01322 669081 / 07836 250222

email: pjarvis646@aol.com

JAGUAR XK120 REPLICA. Built 2011 from
Nostalgia parts, less than 10000 miles. House move 
forces sale. £32500 Mike 07748655230

1972 JAGUAR E-TYPE V12. Superb, very original
car. Totally rust free (never welded) cold a/c. LHD
£56,900. www.sprintclassics.com 07748 601800. 
Sussex.

Jaguar E Type 4.2 Ser 2
  Roadster, RHD

       Pls call Howard Wise - 07836 522234

WANTED

JAGUAR E-TYPE SERIES ONE 3.8, 4-Speed
Manual, original R.H.D. Matching Numbers, D.O.R:
March 1962, Steel Blue Metallic with a Black hood
and a Black Leather, £169,950. Byron International.
www.byroninternational.com Tel: 01737 244567. 
sales@byroninternational.com

1953 KAISER MANHATTAN. LHD. Automatic,
Continental engine, All rebuilt, running gear, New
chrome, New Rubbers, 12 V conversion, high torque
starter, New loom, 600 miles since rebuild - better
then new! 29,995. Tel: 0117 956 7144 www.
allsportscars.co.uk

Lamborghini Murcielago

2005 GT1 Only 9 factory

cars built

1000 Kg and 600 CV

Tel 0032474681781

Lotus Europa Twin Cam 1973

Rebuilt Around 2000 to Full Big Valve. 5 
Speed Europa Special Spec. Dry Stored Last 
3 Years. With Some Re-commissioning work 

& TLC. It will be a great car. £22,500

Tel: 07761 549454

www.ah-classic-cars.co.uk

1935 LAGONDA M35R - £127,500 Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

LAGONDA RAPIDE, Automatic, Blue Metallic with a
Beige Leather, £150,000. Byron International. www.
allastonmartin.com Tel: 01737 244567. sales@
allastonmartin.com

Tel: 001-713-541-2281 • Houston, Texas, USA • AutoCollectorsGarage.com

1982 Toyota Land Cruiser 
FJ43 Long Wheel Base

1959 Jaguar XK 150 S
Fixed Head Coupe

1961 Morgan 4/4 RHD, 1600 Ford 
crossflow with Weber. Old English 

white with red leather $29,500

Now taking orders for 2018 
Morgan 3-Wheelers. 5-speed, 

S&S Vtwin.

RAPTOR is now
available. 

Handbuilt in Scottland!

Official Dealer for...

& &

Rebuilt engine, suspension, steering box, steel manifold with less than 10K.

Side exhaust, new Michelin tyres, wiring loom, speedo.

Black vinyl interior, LHD, overdrive, rear belts, light-weight hard top.

Owned and documented in Our Classics since 1994 by C&SC staff

photographer JamesMann. Best offer over £30,000

contact jim@jamesmann.com or 01747841212 / 07802182375

Austin Healey 3000 Mk1 BT7 CSK421 1959
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1959 MORRIS MINOR TOURER - £13,000 Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482E-mail
gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com  or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

MG MIDGETS WANTED. Wanted properly restored
Midgets urgently required. Contact Mike Authers
Classics, Abingdon. Please Telephone: 07703 
465224 or visit www.mgmidgets.com

Morris Traveller 1963

Specialist, photographed restoration just 6,400 dry 

miles ago, which included fully rebuilt 1275cc engine, 

5 speed gearbox, servo brakes, new wood, new 

bodywork, resprayed in/out in attractive Sage Green.  

Receives many admiring glances! 

£12,750 ono 

Call 07779 159649

1936 MORGAN F4

THREE-WHEELER

IN SUPERB

CONDITION

Owned by me and used constantly for over 50 years. Full service history and

maintained regardless of cost. Very special Ford 10 engine, billet crank & shell

bearings. Comprehensive weather equipment and leather trim.

Full spec available with detailed photos. £26,950 ono.

Tel: 01460 240978 e-mail: nevjulia.toadhall@googlemail.com

CLK350 CONVERTIBLE AUTO, 05/55,Telurium
Silver/Grey hide,1 owner from new, 275bhp, only
33k, Full Merc History, A future classic. £10,000 
hassopsales@hotmail.co.uk  or  07785574088

1927 MORRIS COWLEY 2-seat & dickey, restored
to a high standard, lovely to drive, a very nice
example. £14,500. Tel: 01869 249999www.
vintageandclassiccars.co.uk

01480 484 862

MG MIDGETS! Small selection of properly restored
midgets, some with new Heritage body shells.
£5,000 to £15,000. Mike Authers Classics, specialist
in classic Midgets, Abingdon. Please Telephone: 
07703 465224 or visit www.mgmidgets.com

Mercedes 280 SL 1985

Only 65,729 miles. Documented service
history. Mot’d. Previous owner 20 years.
Maintained regardless of cost. Car has to

be seen to be appreciated.

£27,500 Private sale.

Tel: 07557 773401

Full MG car club recommended workshop

 facilities available at Sussex Sports Cars

www.sussexsportscars.co.uk

sales@sussexsportscars.co.uk

Telephone: 01273 477778

Mobile: 07831 173729

All MG models wanted. Outright purchase with 
instant decision.£ Cash Waiting
www.sussexsportscars.co.uk
sales@sussexsportscars.co.uk

Telephone: 01273 477778 Mobile: 07831 173729

01227 720306

07860 232 232

Probably the best and largest supplier of genuine 

Morris Minor Convertibles in the world.

� Established for 36 years.

�  Good value examples from £3,500 - £16,500.

� Full after sales service facilities.

� Convertibles required.

CITROEN DS 21 PALLAS 1968

Classic dash board and desirable door handles,  
5 speed manual, just undergone mild restoration,
Rare air conditioning, £35,000 ONO. Based in Leeds 

For more details please ring 07786 511607

WANTED: 300SL Gullwing & Roadster 1954-1963
wanted for straight purchase or consignment.
Thomas@HamannClassicCars.com, Tel: +1-203-
813-8300.

Copper & Copper Nickel Brake Pipe Sets
Made in the UK for ANY car

AUTOMEC.CO.UK 01280 822818

• Never needs changing
• Will NOT damage paintwork
• Repels Moisture
• Inhibits corrosion
• Will not catch fire easily
• Consistent safe performance

For the life of your car

DOT5 Silicone Brake & Clutch Fluid
Making your own

brake pipes?

We have everything
you need

VERY EASYTO FIT

WILL NOT

RUST
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Land Rover Lightweight. 1981, 
Immaculate condition.

Nut and bolt restoration over a 7yrs. Nato Green bare 
metal respray, all new seats, new hood, new gearbox 
& clutch, all new lights, nato hitch front and rear, twin 
fuel tanks, diff and axle rebuild, new shocks & bushes.

£16,500

Tel: 07740 467777 London

www.mikebrotherwood.com
The Historic Lotus Specialist

01834 831 546

Lotus 17. Very Rare. Unique original 
front suspension. Raced with 1500 FWB 

from new. Fitted with new FWA for Le
Mans Classic.

Lotus Mk6. 750 Trophy winner. Dry
sumped 100E. Load of spares.

Lotus X1 S2. A very good replica.  
Minimal mileage.

Please visit my website “FOR SALE “ page. New and original Lotus space
frame chassis available. Plus parts to build your Historic Lotus or Coventry 

Climax engine car.

Office: +1-330-759-5224 • Fax: +1-330-759-5225 • Jbenzr@aol.com

1952 Lagonda dhc, nice old together car for restoration.

1919 American Lafrance Speedster: literally huge fun!

1957 Jag 140 dhd project: enormous amount of 
resto done by  the best 

'91 Alfa Spider Veloce: 33,000 miles, 
in Washington state--do the National meet!

1967 AH BJ8 for restoration, new Kilmartin chassis 
completely fitted by the best, much superb work done. 

1971 Mazda Cosmo 110Sport: great cars.

AH huge parts trove from great restorer. 
100M orig. carbs

Maserati A61500 Weber36DCR carb. More Maserati,

Ferrari, Aston, Jag 120 thru XKE, AH parts.

1959 Messerschmitt KR200 -
very original, owned by the
same enthusiast for over 40 years

T +61.2.9922 2036

SYDNEY AUSTRALIA

MERCEDES 230TE ESTATE 1989G Blue/Black
metallic, grey leather interior, Zebrano wood, 4-Sp
auto, 4 x elec windows, elec sunroof, cruise, htd seats,
two owners (latest since 1yr old), mega history,
172,000m £6,450 Cheshire Classic Benz Ltd www.
ccbenz.co.uk TEL: 01625 260913 CHESHIRE (T)

MERCEDES220SEBCOUPE1965COriginal colour
scheme of Horizon Blue with Midnight Blue roof, light
tan leather, four speed column change auto, fully
restored and immaculate condition throughout
£44,950 Cheshire Classic Benz Ltd www.ccbenz.
co.uk TEL: 01625 260913 CHESHIRE (T)

MORRIS MINI-MINOR ‘Gwendoline’, D.O.R: July
1960, Cherry Red with a Beige / Red interior, 48,300
miles recorded and substantiated by an extensive
documented history from new, £23,000. Byron
International. www.byroninternational.com Tel:
01737 244567. sales@byroninternational.com

1913 OVERLAND MODEL 79TE 4-seat tourer,
35hp, 3.5 litres, VCC dated. £37,750. Tel 01869 
249999 or www.vintageandclassiccars.co.uk

1985 Porsche 911 Carrera - match.
numbers, .superb condition,
special order White Gold, books

T +61.2.9922 2036

SYDNEY AUSTRALIA

WANTED: 550RS Spyder, 550A, RS60, RS61, RSK,
356 Carrera Speedster and other significant classic
Porschewantedforstraightpurchaseorconsignment.
thomas@HamannClassicCars.com Tel: +1-203-
813-8300

PORSCHECAYMAN3.4 SDESIGN LTD Edition (No.
99 of 700) Tiptronic, Black, Black hide, only 2
owners, 55k P.A.S.M, Bose, 19? alloys, FSH with
recent service £20,000 www.hassop.net or  
07785574088

1986 PORSCHE 928 S2 4.7 V8. Pristine garaged
car. Full blue leather, genuine miles with detailed
history. £19,900. www.sprintclassics.com 07748 
601800. Sussex.

 www.rsande.co.uk

2000 Range Rover Vogue 4.6 V8 P38

Restoration bills totalling £70,000.
£8,950

www.sussexsportscars.co.uk
sales@sussexsportscars.co.uk

Telephone: 01273 477778 Mobile: 07831 173729

1930 RILEY 9 2/4 SEATER - £17,950 Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

RENAULTV6CLIOPHASE2 59,000 miles excellent
condition, very original, extensive history. Priced to 
sell £22,500 Call for details 01430 873806
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1959 MORRIS MINOR TOURER - £13,000 Gavin
McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482E-mail
gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

This is an exceptional example of these very pretty (and

very rare) French sports cars.

This car has had a recent partial restoration in Italy prior

to its importation to the UK. The whole car presents and

drives very well.

This is a rare opportunity to acquire a unique and

appreciating classic car that’s also great fun to drive and

a real ‘head turner’ (especially with the hood down). UK

registered (import taxes paid), MOT’d and taxed (free),

ready to drive away.

Renault Floride Convertible

(with detachable hardtop) 1961

Contact WaysideWorkshops 0044 (0) 7932 175968

for any further information. £16,950.

01480 484 862

TVR V8S 1994

5 Speed, Oz wheels. MOT March 2019.

Rare Car In Good Condition. £13,500

Tel: 07761 549454

www.ah-classic-cars.co.uk

1968. RHD 2 cylinder air cooled.
Removable targa roof. Rare.

£39,950

01534 864073 www.leriche.com

A U T O M O B I L E R E S T O R E R S

Toyota Sport 800

1977 TRIUMPH STAG 3.0. Pristine original car with
just 49k and all original rust free panels. £21,900
www.sprintclassics.com 07748 601800. Sussex.

1994 VAUXHALL ASTRA CONVERTIBLE. 2000cc. 
Manual. 77000. RHD. Electric roof, PAS, 4 owners 
from new, full service history. £1,495 Tel: 0117 956 
7144 www.allsportscars.co.uk

1922 WOLSELEY 7 TWIN CYLINDER - £19,250 
Gavin McGuire - 01892 770310 or 07770 316482 
E-mail gavinmcguirecars@gmail.com  or web www.
gavinmcguire.co.uk

1947 WOLSELEY 14-60 SALOON. £16,750. Tel 
01869 249999 or www.vintageandclassiccars.
co.uk

DK Engineering are always willing to consider new 

DGGLWLRQV�WR�WKHLU�ZRUNVKRS�VWD䈱��3RVLWLRQV�DYDLODEOH�

IRFXV�VSHFL¿FDOO\�RQ�SUH�RU�SRVW������PRGHOV�RI� 

)HUUDUL��$�FDQGLGDWH�ZLOO�QHHG�WR�SRVVHVV�DQ� 

exceptional standard of work and can specialise in 

VHUYLFH�UHVWRUDWLRQ��UDFH�SUHSDUDWLRQ��JHDUER[�	�HQJLQH�

UHEXLOGLQJ�RU�IDEULFDWLRQ��3OHDVH�IRUZDUG�&9¶V�WR�

info@dkeng.co.uk  - T. 01923 287687

Technician Appointments

Easily operated

For more details email:

pickwickpark70@gmail.com

DETACHED HOUSE NORTH DORSET with integral
twin double garages accommodating four large cars
and workshop space. 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 4
reception rooms. Mainline station, 10 minutes? walk,
Waterloo 2 hours. £375,000. 077 1028 7309. 

POOKS MOTOR BOOKS

Brochures, Books, Magazine and Programs, 

Handbooks, Manuals, Car, Commercial and 

Motorcycle Literature 1896 to date, bought and sold 

Six roomed shop covering 3500 sq feet. 5 miles 

north of Leicester. 10 minutes from junction 21A 

of the M1.

Postal service worldwide. Open weekdays only.

e-mail – pooks.motorbooks@virgin.net

Fowke Street, Rothley, Leicestershire, LE7 7PJ

Tel – 0116 237 6222 Fax – 0116 237 6491 

www.pooksmotorbookshop.co.uk

100 BT

KŶ�ƌĞƚĞŶƟŽŶ�ĨŽƌ� 

immediate delivery 

�ŝĚƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�άϭϮ�ϬϬϬ

WŚŽŶĞ�Žƌ�ƚĞǆƚ�ƚŽ�Ϭϳ�ϳϲ�ϯϱϭ�ϱϳϯ

Žƌ�ĞŵĂŝů��ďũƚϭΛďƚĐŽŶŶĞĐƚ�ĐŽŵ

WƌŝǀĂƚĞ�^ĂůĞ���s�d�ŶŽƚ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ

ucc11
1932 Number registered  

in London W1

Bids in the excess  

of £5,000

07977 900 900

THD 1

Held on rentention 

Sensible offer considered 

Tel Tom 07421 860 560 

Private Sale

THD 2

THD 3

• Over 25 years experience in classic 
car restoration.

• Bespoke classic car custom build 
best-in-show awards.

• Luxuriously restored original 
VSHFLÀFDWLRQ�FODVVLF�FDUV�

• Built to customers exact 
VSHFLÀFDWLRQV�

• Covering all aspects of classic car 
motoring.

• Our high levels of enthusiasm are 
matched by the high quality of our 

services.

www.tr6.com 
www.woodbridgeclassiccars.org

Tel: 01728 746413 Email: sales@tr6.com
Blomvyle Hall Garage, Easton Lane, 

Hacheston, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP13 0DY

Rolling Road Facility
DK Engineering has a purpose-built Rolling Road 

Dyno Cell that can accommodate any two-wheel 

drive vehicle up to 1000bhp.

For all enquiries / bookings (trade and private 

individuals welcome) please contact us.

www.dke.co.uk  - T. 01923 287687

WANTED old motoring & Motor racing press 
photographs Archives 1900 to 1970,s, Tel. 
07785367775 or 01276477201 or email. 
andrew£currie@btinternet.com
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B
ack in 2012, Japanese manufacturers
Subaru and Toyota came together to
create two of the most exciting driv-
ers’ cars of recent times: the BRZ
and GT86. The recipe was simple:

pair a light, agile chassis with rear-wheel drive,
a limited-slip diff and an engine that offers just
enough power to have fun – while keeping the
end product affordable. All but identical bar
subtle styling cues, they were hailed as being
among the best-handling cars of the decade.

Development costs were shared between the
two firms, though Subaru did most of the heavy
lifting by taking the lead on development, test-
ing and production, with Toyota overseeing
project planning and design. Buyers may find it
difficult to choose between them, but our tip for
future classic stardom is the BRZ, which is the
rarer of the two and seems a more appropriate
home for the boxer ‘four’ – a development of the
FB20 and EJ20 units that powered the famed
Impreza. Somewhat controversially, the BRZ is
yet to receive the kind of power that made the
turbocharged Impreza such a hit, but Subaru’s
reluctance to build a full-fat STI model at least
stays true to the original concept.

Power output is rated at 197bhp, with 151lb ft
of torque, which is enough to propel the BRZ to
60mph in 7.5 secs and on to a 135mph maxi-
mum. But while the spec sheet won’t win you

FUTURE CLASSIC

This driver-focused, joint-venture 2+2 redefines the affordable sports coupé
WORDS GREG MACLEMAN  PHOTOGRAPHY TONY BAKER

many games of Top Trumps, it only tells half the 
story: the BRZ is far more engaging and reward-
ing to drive hard than much quicker (and more 
costly) opposition. Part of the reason is fantastic 
balance – 45:55 weight distribution is achieved 
by mounting the flat-four low and well back in 
the chassis – and slim 215-section tyres help, too, 
as does a kerbweight of just 1242kg. The result 
is a car that’s easy to drive hard and communica-
tive at the limit, with initial understeer easily 
turned into progressive oversteer with a squeeze 
of the throttle. The drivetrain, too, is reassur-
ingly well-engineered, with an audible clack 
from the snappy gearbox – though it feels 
smoother once it has warmed up. 

Two trim levels are available, SE and SE Lux; 
the major difference between the two is the 
latter’s leather seats, but the sports buckets in our 
SE test car were supportive and comfortable. 
The rest of the cabin will be familiar to anyone 
who’s owned a Subaru – well built and functional 
– though the dash display is new, with a large 
rev counter taking centre stage. 

The BRZ is a car that appeals to enthusiasts, 
so most on the secondhand market will have 
been cherished. If you’re tempted to buy new, 
however, we’d suggest speccing your car in WR 
Blue Pearl – a take on the shade that adorned 
the World Rally Championship Imprezas that 
made the firm’s name in the 1990s.

SUBARU BRZ

FACTFILE
Engine 1998cc boxer ‘four’: 197bhp 
@ 7000rpm; 151lb ft @ 6500rpm
Transmission six-speed manual, 
RWD 0-60mph 7.5 secs
Top speed 135mph Mpg 36.2
Price £26,525
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